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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Local laws of random matrices and their applications
by
Fan Yang
Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics
University of California, Los Angeles, 2019
Professor Jun Yin, Chair
This thesis presents new results on spectral statistics of different families of large random
matrices. Our main tool is certain types of local estimates of the resolvents (or the Green’s
functions) of the random matrices, which are generally referred to as local laws . Utilizing the
standard approach developed over the last decade [36] combined with a comparison method
developed recently in [59], we are able to prove (almost) optimal local laws for various
random matrix ensembles with correlated and heavy-tailed entries. With these local laws,
we establish the following three results.
We first study the largest eigenvalues for separable covariance matrices of the form Q :“
A1{2XBX˚A1{2. Here X “ pxijq is an nˆN random matrix, whose entries are i.i.d. random
variables with mean zero and variance N´1; A and B are respectively n ˆ n and N ˆ N
deterministic non-negative definite symmetric (or Hermitian) matrices. Under a sharp fourth
moment tail condition, we prove that the limiting distribution of the largest eigenvalues of Q
is universal under an N2{3 scaling, as long as n{N converges to a finite d P p0,8q as N Ñ 8.
In particular, if B “ I, then Q becomes the sample covariance matrix, which is one of the
most fundamental objects of study in high-dimensional statistics. Our result provides the
strongest edge universality result for large dimensional sample covariance matrices so far.
Then we study the eigenvector empirical spectral distribution (VESD)—an important tool
in studying the limiting behavior of eigenvectors—for large separable covariance matrices.
Under certain low moment assumptions, we prove an optimal convergence rate of the VESD
ii
to an anisotropic Marcˇenko-Pastur law in the metric of Kolmogorov distance. Our results
improve the suboptimal convergence rate in [107] under much more relaxed assumptions.
Finally, we study the eigenvalue distribution of a deformed non-Hermitian random matrix
ensemble of the form TX, where T is a deterministic NˆM matrix and X is a random MˆN
matrix with independent entries, each of which has zero mean and variance pN ^Mq´1. We
prove the empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of TX converges to an inhomogeneous local
circular law, which is determined by the singular values of T . Moreover, the convergence
holds up to the (almost) optimal local scale pN^Mq´1{2`ε for any ε ą 0. Our proof depends
on a lower tail estimate for the smallest singular value of TX ´ z for any z P C. This is also
provided in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The study of random matrices dates back to Wishart’s study of the so-called Wishart matri-
ces in multivariate statistics [103]. However, his work did not attract much attention at that
time. The random matrix theory became influential in the 1950’s due to the seminal work
[102], where Wigner introduced random matrices to model the energy levels of heavy nuclei.
In Wigner’s vision, the local spectral statistics of strongly correlated quantum systems are
universal , and should be given by the random matrix statistics of the same symmetry.
In the last two decades or so, there has been significant progress in understanding
Wigner’s conjecture regarding the universal behaviors of many different types of random
matrix ensembles. One of the important methods is the so-called resolvent method. Given
an Hermitian random matrix H, we define its resolvent (or Green’s function) as
Gpzq :“ pH ´ zq´1, z P C` :“ tz P C : Im z ą 0u.
By taking the imaginary part, it is easy to see that a control of GpE ` iηq yields a control
of the eigenvalue density on a small scale of order η around E (which contains an order
ηN eigenvalues). A local law is an estimate of Gpzq for all z with Im z " N´1. Such local
laws has been very powerful tools in studying the local eigenvalue and eigenvector statistics
of many random matrix ensembles [36, 90]. The overarching goal of this thesis is to prove
certain local laws for random matrices with correlated entries or heavy tails, and use these
local laws to derive some universal properties of these matrix ensembles.
This thesis is based on the following papers written by the authors with collaborators:
1. A necessary and sufficient condition for edge universality at the largest singular values
of covariance matrices.
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2. Edge universality of separable covariance matrices.
3. Convergence of eigenvector empirical spectral distribution of sample covariance matri-
ces.
4. Local circular law for the product of a deterministic matrix with a random matrix.
5. The smallest singular value of deformed random rectangular matrices.
These papers are roughly reproduced in this thesis, with some minor revisions and rear-
rangements to give a more unified presentation of the results. We now gives a brief review
of the subsequent chapters.
1.1 Overview of the thesis
Edge universality of separable covariance matrices
The material in Chapter 2 is based on the author’s work in [109], which is also an improve-
ment of the author’s previous work [26]. This chapter is concerned with the distribution of
the largest eigenvalues of sample covariance matrices , or more generally, separable covariance
matrices .
Sample covariance matrices are fundamental objects in modern multivariate statistics.
Given an i.i.d. sequence of centered random vectors yi P Rn, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N , the sample
covariance matrix Q :“ N´1 ři yiyi˚ is the simplest estimator for the covariance matrix
A :“ Ey1y1˚ . In fact, if the dimension n of the data is fixed, then Q converges almost surely
to A as N Ñ 8. However, in many modern applications, high dimensional data, i.e. data
with n being comparable to or even larger than N , is commonly collected in various fields,
such as statistics [25, 53, 54, 55], economics [72] and population genetics [75], to name a
few. In this setting, A cannot be estimated through Q directly due to the so-called curse of
dimensionality. Yet, some properties of A can be inferred from the eigenvalue and eigenvector
statistics of Q. Mathematically, the sample covariance matrices can be expressed in the form
Q “ A1{2XX˚A1{2,
2
where the data matrix X “ pxijq is an n ˆ N random matrix with i.i.d. entries satisfying
Ex11 “ 0 and E|x11|2 “ N´1.
The data model A1{2X corresponds to observing N independent samples, and hence is
incompetent to model data with correlations between different samples. A more general
model is the so-called separable data model of the form Y “ A1{2XB1{2, where A and B are
respectively nˆ n and N ˆN deterministic non-negative definite symmetric (or Hermitian)
matrices. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the row indices of the data matrix
correspond to the spatial locations and the column indices correspond to the observation
times. Then A and B describe the spatial and temporal correlations within the data, and
we shall refer to them as the spatial and temporal covariance matrices, respectively. Here
the name “separable” is because the joint covariance of Y , viewed as an pNnq-dimensional
vector, is given by a separable form A b B. In particular, if the entries of X are Gaussian,
then the joint distribution of Y is NNnp0, Ab Bq. Note that the separable model describes
a process where the time correlation does not depend on the spatial location and the spatial
correlation does not depend on time, i.e. there is no space-time interaction. In fact, the
spatio-temporal sampling data is commonly collected in environmental study [44, 60, 63, 68]
and wireless communications [99].
In Chapter 2, we consider the separable covariance matrix defined as
Q :“ Y Y ˚ “ A1{2XBX˚A1{2.
The main result is Theorem 2.2.7, which gives the universality of the largest eigenvalue of
Q under the optimal moment condition. More precisely, assuming n{N Ñ d P p0,8q as
N Ñ 8, Ex3ij “ 0, and some mild conditions on A and B, we prove that the limiting
distribution of the largest eigenvalue of Q coincide with that of the corresponding Gaussian
ensemble (i.e., Q with X being an i.i.d. Gaussian matrix) under a proper N2{3 scaling, as
long as the following moment condition holds:
lim
sÑ8 s
4Pp?N |xij| ě sq “ 0.
This result is commonly referred to as the edge universality , in the sense that the limiting
distribution of the largest eigenvalue does not depend on the detailed distribution of the
3
entries of X. If we take B “ I, then Q becomes the normal sample covariance matrix
and the edge universality holds true without the vanishing third moment condition. So far,
this is the strongest edge universality result for sample covariance matrices with correlated
data (i.e. non-diagonal A) and heavy tails, which improves the previous results in [12, 61]
(assuming high moments and diagonal A), [59] (assuming high moments) and [26] (assuming
diagonal A).
The proof of Theorem 2.2.7 is based on some (optimal) local laws on the resolvent of Q:
GpX, zq :“ pQ´ zq´1, z P C`.
To prove the local laws, we use two comparison arguments: a self-consistent comparison ap-
proach developed in [59], and the Lindeberg replacement strategy with certain four moment
matching [62, 93]. For a more detailed introduction, we refer the reader to Section 2.1.
Convergence of eigenvector empirical spectral distribution
The material in Chapter 3 is based on the author’s work in [104]. In this chapter, we study
the eigenvectors statistics of separable covariance matrix Q “ A1{2XBX˚A1{2 through the
eigenvector empirical spectral distribution (VESD). SupposeQ has eigenvalue decomposition
Q “
nÿ
k“1
λkξkξ
˚
k .
Then for any deterministic unit vector u P Cn, we define a VESD of Q as
F
pnq
Q,upxq “
nÿ
k“1
|xξk,uy|21tλkďxu.
The VESD is a useful tool in studying the limiting behavior of eigenvectors of large random
matrices. For applications of VESD to separable covariance matrices and sample covariance
matrices with spikes, we refer the reader to [7, 86, 88, 104, 106, 107] and Section 3.1.
The Chapter 3 is concerned with the convergence rate of the VESD of separable covari-
ance matrices to certain deterministic distribution, which we shall refer to as the anisotropic
Marcˇenko-Pastur (MP) law . Consider separable covariance matrices with diagonal covari-
ance matrices A and B. We will prove that the Kolmogorov distance between the expected
4
VESD and the anisotropic MP distribution is bounded by N´1`ε for any fixed ε ą 0, pro-
vided that the entries
?
Nxij have uniformly bounded 6th moments and |n{N ´ 1| ě τ for
some constant τ ą 0. This result improves the previous one obtained in [107], which gave
the convergence rate OpN´1{2q assuming i.i.d. X entries, bounded 10th moment, Σ “ I and
n ă N . Moreover, we also prove that under the finite 8th moment assumption, the conver-
gence rate of the VESD is OpN´1{2`εq almost surely for any fixed ε ą 0, which improves the
previous bound N´1{4`ε in [107]. The more general cases with non-diagonal A and B are
not considered in this work, and will be studied in the future.
Local circular law for deformed non-Hermitian random matrices
The material in Chapter 4 is based on the author’s work in [105]. In this chapter, we study
the eigenvalue distribution of deformed non-Hermitian random matrices. More precisely, we
prove the convergence of the empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of the product TX of a
deterministic N ˆM matrix T with a random M ˆN matrix X, where the entries of X are
i.i.d. random variables with mean zero.
The study of ESD of non-Hermitian random matrices goes back to the celebrated paper
[46], where Ginibre calculated the joint probability density for the eigenvalues of the i.i.d.
random matrix X with independent complex Gaussian entries. In this case, the joint density
distribution is integrable with an explicit kernel, which allowed him to derive the circular
law for the eigenvalues, i.e. the eigenvalues of X are distributed almost uniformly on a
circular disk for large N . However, for general i.i.d. random matrices with non-Gaussian
entries, there is no explicit formula for the joint distribution of the eigenvalues. To deal with
this difficulty, an Hermitization technique was developed in [47], where Girko was able to
translate the convergence of complex empirical measures of a non-Hermitian matrix into the
convergence of logarithmic transforms for a family of Hermitian matrices, or, to be more
precise,
Tr logrpX ´ zq˚pX ´ zqs “ log rdetppX ´ zq˚pX ´ zqqs ,
for a family of z P C. With this technique, the circular law was proved for general i.i.d.
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random matrix ensembles in [6, 8] by assuming bounded density and bounded high moments
for the entries of X. The moment and smoothness assumptions were relaxed subsequently
in a series of papers by Tao and Vu [91], Pan and Zhou [74] and Go˝tze and Tikhomirov [49].
The final result was presented in [96], where the circular law is proved under the optimal
finite variance assumption on the X entries.
In this paper, we study the ESD of the deformed non-Hermitian random matrices of the
form TX. We prove an inhomogeneous local circular law for the ESD of TX at any point
z away from the boundary circle under the assumption that the matrix entries Xij have
sufficiently high moments. More precisely, suppose the boundary circle has radius r. Then
if z satisfies ||z| ´ r| ě τ for some small constant τ ą 0, then the ESD of TX converges to
χ˜DpzqdApzq, where χ˜D is a rotation-invariant function determined by the singular values of
T and dA denotes the Lebesgue measure on the disk tz : |z| ď ru. The local circular law is
valid around z up to the almost optimal scale pN ^Mq´1{2`ε for any fixed ε ą 0.
The main tool for our proof is an optimal local law for the resolvents of the family of
Hermitian matrices pTX ´ zq˚pTX ´ zq. In the proof, we need some stability estimates on
certain deterministic self-consistent equations, which are proved in Appendix A. Moreover,
due to the singularity of the log function at 0, we also need to bound the smallest eigenvalue
of TX ´ z from below for any z P C. This was provided in Appendix B, which we shall
introduce next.
The smallest singular value
The material in Appendix B is based on the author’s work in [108]. The purpose of this
appendix is to prove a lower tail estimate for the smallest singular value of TX ´ z, which is
used in the proof in Section 4. However, motivated by potential applications in statistics, we
shall consider a slightly more general deformed random matrix model of the form TX ´ A.
Here X is an M ˆ n random matrix with i.i.d. entries, which have zero mean, unit variance
and arbitrarily high moments; T is an NˆM deterministic matrix with comparable singular
values c ď sNpT q ď s1pT q ď c´1 for some constant c ą 0; A is an N ˆn deterministic matrix
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with }A} “ Op?Nq. Suppose n ď N ď M “ OpNq. Then we prove that for any constant
ε ą 0, the smallest singular value of TX ´ A is larger than N´εp?N ´ ?n´ 1q with high
probability. If we assume further the entries of X have subgaussian decay, then the smallest
singular value of TX ´A is at least of the order ?N ´?n´ 1 with high probability, which
is an essentially optimal estimate. Our proof is based on an extension of the arguments in
[82].
This appendix is relatively independent of the other parts of this thesis, and can be read
separately.
1.2 Conventions
The fundamental large parameter in this thesis is N . All quantities that are not explicitly
constant may depend on N , and we usually omit N from our notations. We use C to denote
a generic large positive constant, which may depend on fixed parameters and whose value
may change from one line to the next. Similarly, we use ε, τ , δ, ω and c to denote generic
small positive constants. If a constant depend on a quantity a, we use Cpaq or Ca to indicate
this dependence.
For two quantities aN and bN depending on N , the notation aN “ OpbNq means that
|aN | ď C|br| for some constant C ą 0, and aN “ opbNq means that |aN | ď cN |bN | for some
positive sequence cN Ó 0 as N Ñ 8. We also use the notations aN À bN if aN “ OpbNq, and
aN „ bN if aN “ OpbNq and bN “ OpaNq.
For any (complex) matrix A, we use A˚ to denote its conjugate transpose, AT the trans-
pose, }A} :“ }A}l2Ñl2 the operator norm and }A}HS the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In this thesis,
we usually write the N ˆN identity matrix IN as I or 1 without causing any confusions.
We use the notation v “ pviqNi“1 for a vector in CN , and denote its Euclidean norm by
|v| ” }v}2. The canonical inner product on Rn or Cn is denoted x¨, ¨y. The distance from a
point x to a set D in Rn is denoted distpx,Dq.
If two random variables X and Y have the same distribution, we write X
d“ Y .
7
CHAPTER 2
Edge universality of separable covariance matrices
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we focus on the limiting distribution of the largest eigenvalues of high-
dimensional sample covariance matrices, which is of great interest to the principal component
analysis. The largest eigenvalue has been widely used in hypothesis testing problems on the
structure of covariance matrices, see e.g. [13, 28, 54, 73]. Of course the list is very far from
being complete, and we refer the reader to [53, 77, 110] for a comprehensive review. Precisely,
we will consider sample covariance matrices of the form
Q “ A1{2XX˚A1{2,
where the data matrix X “ pxijq is an n ˆ N random matrix with i.i.d. entries such that
Ex11 “ 0 and E|x11|2 “ N´1, and A is an nˆn deterministic non-negative definite symmetric
(or Hermitian) matrix. On dimensionality, we assume that n{N Ñ d P p0,8q asN Ñ 8. It is
well-known that the empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of Q converges to the (deformed)
Marchenko-Pastur (MP) law [66], whose rightmost edge λr gives the asymptotic location
of the largest eigenvalue. Moreover, it was proved in a series of papers that under an
N2{3 scaling, the distribution of the largest eigenvalue λ1pQq around λr converges to the
Tracy-Widom distribution [97, 98], which arises as the limiting distribution of the rescaled
largest eigenvalue of the Gaussian orthogonal (or unitary) ensemble. This result is commonly
referred to as the edge universality , in the sense that it is independent of the detailed
distribution of the entries of X. The limiting distribution of λ1 was first obtained for Q with
X consisting of i.i.d. centered Gaussian entries (i.e. X is a Wishart matrix) and with trivial
covariance (i.e. A “ I) [54]. The edge universality in the A “ I case was later proved for
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all random matrices X whose entries satisfy a sub-exponential decay [79]. When A is a non-
scalar diagonal matrix, the Tracy-Widom distribution was first proved for Wishart matrix
X in [28] (non-singular A case) and [71] (singular A case). Later the edge universality with
general diagonal A was proved in [12, 61] for X with entries having arbitrarily high moments,
and in [26] for X with entries satisfying the tail condition (2.1.1). The most general case
with non-diagonal A is considered in [59], where the edge universality was proved under the
arbitrarily high moments assumption.
A generalization of the sample covariance matrix model is the so-called separable covari-
ance matrix , which are of the form Q :“ Y Y ˚ “ A1{2XBX˚A1{2. It has been proved to be
very useful for various applications. For example, in wireless communications, it was shown
in [100] that an estimate of the capacity is directly given by various informations of the
largest eigenvalue. The spectral properties of separable covariance matrices have been inves-
tigated in some recent works, see e.g. [20, 29, 78, 101, 113]. However, the edge universality
is much less known compared with sample covariance matrices. It is known that the edge
universality generally follows from an optimal local law for the resolvent G “ pQ´ zq´1 near
the spectral edge, where z P C` with Im z " N´1 [12, 26, 59, 61]. Consider an nˆN matrix
X consisting of independent centered entries with general variance profile E|xij|2 “ σij{N ,
then an optimal local law was prove in [1, 2] for the resolvent pXX˚ ´ zq´1 under the arbi-
trarily high moments assumption. Note that this gives the local law for G in the case where
both A and B are diagonal. However, if A and B are not diagonal, no such local law is
proved so far, let alone the edge universality.
In this thesis, we try to fill this gap. We shall prove that for general (non-diagonal) A
and B satisfying some mild assumptions, the limiting distribution of the rescaled largest
eigenvalue N
2
3 pλ1pQq ´ λrq coincides with that of the corresponding Gaussian ensemble
(i.e. QG “ A1{2XGBpXGq˚A1{2 with XG being a Wishart matrix) as long as the following
conditions hold:
lim
sÑ8 s
4P
´
|?Nx11| ě s
¯
“ 0, (2.1.1)
and
Ex311 “ 0. (2.1.2)
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For a precise statement, the reader can refer to Theorem 2.2.7. Note that the tail condition
(2.1.1) is slightly weaker than the finite fourth moment condition for
?
Nx11, and in fact is
sharp for the edge universality of the largest eigenvalue, see Remark 2.2.8. Historically, for
sample covariance matrices, it was proved in [112] that λ1 Ñ λr almost surely in the null
case with A “ I if the fourth moment exists. Later the finite fourth moment condition is
proved to be also necessary for the almost sure convergence of λ1 [4]. On the other hand, it
was proved in [87] that λ1 Ñ λr in probability under the condition (2.1.1). If A is diagonal,
it was proved in the atuhor’s work [26] that the condition (2.1.1) is actually necessary and
sufficient for the edge universality of sample covariance matrices to hold.
On the other hand, the condition (2.1.2) is more technical and should be considered to
be removed in the future. We now discuss about it briefly. The main difficulty in studying
Q “ A1{2XBX˚A1{2 and its resolvent is due to the fact that the entries of A1{2XB1{2 are
not independent. We assume that A and B have eigendecompositions A “ UΣU˚ and
B “ V rΣV ˚. Then in the special case where X ” XG is Wishart, it is easy to see that
A1{2XGBpXGq˚A1{2 d“ U
´
Σ1{2XGrΣ1{2¯U˚ „ Σ1{2XGrΣ1{2, (2.1.3)
which is reduced to a separable covariance matrix with diagonal Σ and rΣ. This case can be
handled using the current method in [26]. To extend the result in the Gaussian case to the
general X case, we use a self-consistent comparison argument developed in [59]. For this
argument to work, we need to assume that the third moments of the X entries coincide with
that of the Gaussian random variable, i.e. the condition (2.1.2). (Actually it is common that
for a comparison argument to work for random matrices, some kind of four moment matching
is needed; see e.g. [92, 93, 95].) If one of the A and B is diagonal, then a notable argument
in [59, Section 8] can remove this requirement by exploring more detailed structures of the
resolvents of Q. However, their argument is quite specific and cannot be adapted to the
general case with both A and B being non-diagonal. Nevertheless, this is still a welcome
result, which shows that for sample covariance matrices, the condition (2.1.2) is not necessary
and the edge universality holds as long as (2.1.1) holds.
Finally, we believe that the largest eigenvalue of the Gaussian separable covariance matrix
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QG should converge to the Tracy-Widom distribution. However, to the best of our knowledge,
so far there is no explicit proof for this fact. This will be studied in the future.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we first define the limiting
spectral distribution of the separable covariance matrix and its rightmost edge λr, which
will depend only on the empirical spectral densities (ESD) of A and B. Then we will
state the main theorem—Theorem 2.2.7— of this chapter. In Section 2.4, we introduce the
notations and collect some tools including the anisotropic local law (Theorem 2.4.6), rigidity
of eigenvalues (Theorem 2.4.8) and a comparison theorem (Theorem 2.4.10). In Section 2.5,
we prove Theorem 2.2.7 with these tools. Then Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 are devoted to
proving Theorem 2.4.6, Section 2.8.1 is devoted to proving Theorem 2.4.8, and Section 2.8.2
contains the proof for Theorem 2.4.10.
2.2 Definitions and Main Result
2.2.1 Separable covariance matrices
We consider a class of separable covariance matrices of the form Q1 :“ A1{2XBX˚A1{2,
where A and B are deterministic non-negative definite symmetric (or Hermitian) matrices.
Note that A and B are not necessarily diagonal. We assume that X “ pxijq is an n ˆ N
random matrix with entries xij “ N´1{2qij, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N , where qij are i.i.d.
random variables satisfying
Eq11 “ 0, E|q11|2 “ 1. (2.2.1)
For definiteness, in this chapter we focus on the real case, i.e. the random variable q11 is real.
However, we remark that our proof can be applied to the complex case after minor modi-
fications if we assume in addition that Re q11 and Im q11 are independent centered random
variables with variance 1{2. We will also use the N ˆN matrix Q2 :“ B1{2X˚AXB1{2. We
assume that the aspect ratio dN :“ n{N satisfies τ ď dN ď τ´1 for some constant 0 ă τ ă 1.
Without loss of generality, by switching the roles of Q1 and Q2 if necessary, we can assume
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that
τ ď dN ď 1 for all N. (2.2.2)
For simplicity of notations, we will often abbreviate dN as d in this chapter. We denote the
eigenvalues of Q1 and Q2 in descending order by λ1pQ1q ě . . . ě λnpQ1q and λ1pQ2q ě . . . ě
λNpQ2q. Since Q1 and Q2 share the same nonzero eigenvalues, we will for simplicity write
λj, 1 ď j ď N ^ n, to denote the j-th eigenvalue of both Q1 and Q2 without causing any
confusion.
We assume that A and B have eigendecompositions
A “ UΣU˚, B “ V rΣV ˚, Σ “ diagpσ1, . . . , σnq, rΣ “ diagprσ1, . . . , rσNq, (2.2.3)
where
σ1 ě σ2 ě . . . ě σn ě 0, rσ1 ě rσ2 ě . . . ě rσN ě 0.
We denote the empirical spectral densities (ESD) of A and B by
piA ” pipnqA :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
δσi , piB ” pipNqB :“
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
δrσi . (2.2.4)
We assume that there exists a small constant 0 ă τ ă 1 such that for all N large enough,
maxtσ1, rσ1u ď τ´1, max!pipnqA pr0, τ sq, pipNqB pr0, τ sq) ď 1´ τ. (2.2.5)
Note the first condition means that the operator norms of A and B are bounded by τ´1, and
the second condition means that the spectrums of A and B cannot concentrate at zero.
We summarize our basic assumptions here for future reference.
Assumption 2.2.1. We assume that X is an n ˆ N random matrix with real i.i.d. en-
tries satisfying (2.2.1), A and B are deterministic non-negative definite symmetric matrices
satisfying (2.2.3) and (2.2.5), and dN satisfies (2.2.2).
2.2.2 Resolvents and limiting law
We will study the eigenvalue statistics of Q1 and Q2 through their resolvents (or Green’s
functions). It is equivalent to study the matrices
rQ1pXq :“ Σ1{2U˚XBX˚UΣ1{2, rQ2pXq :“ rΣ1{2V ˚X˚AXV rΣ1{2. (2.2.6)
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In this thesis, we shall denote the upper half complex plane and the right half real line by
C` :“ tz P C : Im z ą 0u, R` :“ r0,8q.
Definition 2.2.2 (Resolvents). For z “ E ` iη P C`, we define the resolvents for rQ1,2 as
G1pX, zq :“
´ rQ1pXq ´ z¯´1 , G2pX, zq :“ ´ rQ2pXq ´ z¯´1 . (2.2.7)
We denote the ESD ρpnq of rQ1 and its Stieltjes transform as
ρ ” ρpnq :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
δλip rQ1q, mpzq ” mpnqpzq :“
ż
1
x´ z ρ
pnq
1 pdxq “ 1nTrG1pzq. (2.2.8)
We also introduce the following quantities:
m1pzq ” mpnq1 pzq :“ 1N
nÿ
i“1
σipG1qiipzq, m2pzq ” mpNq2 pxq :“ 1N
Nÿ
µ“1
rσµpG2qµµpzq.
It was shown in [78] that if dN Ñ d P p0,8q and pipnqA , pipNqB converge to certain probability
distributions, then almost surely ρpnq converges to a deterministic distributions ρ8. We now
describe it through the Stieltjes transform
m8pzq :“
ż
R
ρ8pdxq
x´ z , z P C`.
For any finite N and z P C`, we define pmpNq1c pzq,mpNq2c pzqq P C2` as the unique solution to
the system of self-consistent equations
m
pnq
1c pzq “ dN
ż
x
´z
”
1` xmpNq2c pzq
ıpipnqA pdxq, mpNq2c pzq “ ż x´z ”1` xmpNq1c pzqıpipNqB pdxq.
(2.2.9)
Then we define
mcpzq ” mpnqc pzq :“
ż
1
´z
”
1` xmpNq2c pzq
ıpipnqA pdxq. (2.2.10)
It is easy to verify that m
pnq
c pzq P C` for z P C`. Letting η Ó 0, we can obtain a probability
measure ρ
pnq
c with the inverse formula
ρpnqc pEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
pi
Immpnqc pE ` iηq. (2.2.11)
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If dN Ñ d P p0,8q and pipnqA , pipNqB converge to certain probability distributions, then mpnqc
also converges and we define
m8pzq :“ lim
NÑ8m
pnq
c pzq, z P C`.
Letting η Ó 0, we can recover the asymptotic eigenvalue density ρ8 with
ρ8pEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
pi
Imm8pE ` iηq. (2.2.12)
It is also easy to see that ρ8 is the weak limit of ρ
pnq
c .
The above definitions of m
pnq
c , ρ
pnq
c , m8 and ρ8 make sense due to the following theorem.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we often omit the super-indices pnq and pNq from our
notations.
Theorem 2.2.3 (Existence, uniqueness, and continuous density). For any z P C`, there
exists a unique solution pm1c,m2cq P C2` to the systems of equations in (2.2.9). The func-
tion mc in (2.2.10) is the Stieltjes transform of a probability measure µc supported on R`.
Moreover, µc has a continuous derivative ρcpxq on p0,8q, which is defined by (2.2.12).
Proof. See [113, Theorem 1.2.1], [51, Theorem 2.4] and [22, Theorem 3.1].
We now make a small detour and discuss about another very enlightening way to under-
stand the Stieltjes transforms m1,2c and mc. Consider the vector solution v “ pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnq
to the following self-consistent vector equation [1, 2]:
1
vpzq “ ´z ` S
1
1` STvpzq , z P C`, (2.2.13)
where 1{v denotes the entrywise reciprocal, and S is an nˆN matrix with entries
Siµ “ 1
N
σirσµ, i P J1, nK, µ P J1, NK. (2.2.14)
In fact, if one regards X1 :“ J1, nK and X2 :“ J1, NK as measure spaces equipped with
counting measures
pi1 “
nÿ
i“1
δi, pi2 “
Nÿ
µ“1
δµ,
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then S defines a linear operator S : l8pX2q Ñ l8pX1q such that
pSwqi “ σi
N
Nÿ
µ“1
rσµwµ, w P l8pX2q, i P X1.
Now we can regard (2.2.13) as a self-consistent equation of the function v : C` Ñ l8pX1q.
Suppose v is a solution to (2.2.13) with Im vpzq ą 0, then it is easy to verify that
m1c “ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
σivi, m2c “ 1
N
Nÿ
µ“1
rσµ
´zp1` rσµm1cq , mc “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
vi.
The structure of the solution v was well-studied in [1, 2]. In particular, one has the following
preliminary result on the existence and uniqueness of the solution.
Theorem 2.2.4 (Proposition 2.1 of [1]). There is a unique function v : C` Ñ l8pX1q
satisfying (2.2.13) and Im vpzq ą 0 for all z P C`. Moreover, for each k P X1, there is a
unique probability measure µk on R such that vk is the Stieltjes transform of µk, i.e.
vkpzq “
ż 8
0
1
E ´ zµkpdEq, z P C`.
The measures µk, k P X1, all have the same support contained in r0, As, where
A :“ 4 max  }S}l8pX2qÑl8pX1q, }S˚}l8pX1qÑl8pX2q( .
Now we go back to study the equations in (2.2.9). If we define the function
fpz,mq :“ ´m`
ż
x
´z ` xdN
ş
t
1`tmpiApdtq
piBpdxq, (2.2.15)
then m2cpzq can be characterized as the unique solution to the equation fpz,mq “ 0 with
Imm ą 0, and m1cpzq is defined using the first equation in (2.2.9). Moreover, m1,2cpzq are
the Stieltjes transforms of densities ρ1,2c:
ρ1,2cpEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
pi
Imm1,2cpE ` iηq. (2.2.16)
Then we have the following result.
Lemma 2.2.5. The densities ρc and ρ1,2c all have the same support on p0,8q, which is a
union of intervals:
supp ρc X p0,8q “ supp ρ1,2c X p0,8q “
pď
k“1
ra2k, a2k´1s X p0,8q, (2.2.17)
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where p P N depends only on piA,B. Moreover, px,mq “ pak,m2cpakqq are the real solutions
to the equations
fpx,mq “ 0, and BfBmpx,mq “ 0. (2.2.18)
Moreover, we have m1cpa1q P p´rσ´11 , 0q and m2cpa1q P p´σ´11 , 0q.
Proof. See Section 3 of [22].
We shall call ak the spectral edges. In particular, we will focus on the rightmost edge
λr :“ a1. Now we make the following assumption: there exists a constant τ ą 0 such that
1`m1cpλrqrσ1 ě τ, 1`m2cpλrqσ1 ě τ. (2.2.19)
This assumption guarantees a regular square-root behavior of the spectral densities ρ1,2c near
λr as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.6. Under the assumptions (2.2.2), (2.2.5) and (2.2.19), there exist constants
a1,2 ą 0 such that
ρ1,2cpλr ´ xq “ a1,2x1{2 `Opxq, x Ó 0, (2.2.20)
and
m1,2cpzq “ m1,2cpλrq ` pia1,2pz ´ λrq1{2 `Op|z ´ λr|q, z Ñ λr, Im z ě 0. (2.2.21)
The estimates (2.2.20) and (2.2.21) also hold for ρc and mc with a different constant.
Proof. Differentiating the equation fpz,mq “ 0 with respect to m, we can get that z1pmrq “ 0
and z2pmrq “ ´B2mfpλr,mrq{Bzfpλr,mrq, where mr :“ m2cpλrq. After a straightforward
calculation, we have
Bzfpz,mq “
ż
x
z2 r1` xgpz,mqs2piBpdxq, gpz,mq :“ dN
ż
t
´z p1` tmqpiApdtq,
and
B2mfpz,mq “ ´2
ż
x3
z r1` xgpz,mqs3 pBmgpz,mqq
2 piBpdxq`
ż
x2
z r1` xgpz,mqs2B
2
mgpz,mqpiBpdxq,
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where
Bmgpz,mq “ dN
ż
t2
z p1` tmq2piApdtq, B
2
mgpz,mq “ ´2dN
ż
t3
z p1` tmq3piApdtq.
Using (2.2.5) and (2.2.19), it is easy to show that
|Bzfpλr,mrq| „ 1,
ˇˇB2mfpλr,mrqˇˇ „ 1.
Thus we have |z2pmrq| „ 1, which by Theorem 3.3 of [22], implies (2.2.20) and (2.2.21) for
ρ2c and m2c. The estimates for ρ1c, m1c, ρc, and mc then follow from simple applications of
(2.2.9) and (2.2.10).
2.2.3 Main result
The main result of this chapter is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.7. Let Q1 :“ A1{2XBX˚A1{2 be an n ˆ n separable covariance matrix with
A, B and X satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 and (2.2.19). Let λ1 be the largest eigenvalue of
Q1. If the conditions (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) hold, then we have
lim
NÑ8PpN
2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď sq “ lim
NÑ8P
GpN2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď sq (2.2.22)
for all s P R, where PG denotes the law for X with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. The condition
(2.1.2) is not necessary if A or B is diagonal.
Remark 2.2.8. The moment condition is actually sharp in the following sense. If the condition
(2.1.1) does not hold for X, then one can show that (see e.g. [26, Section 4]) for any fixed
a ą λr,
lim sup
NÑ8
P pλ1pXX˚q ě aq ą 0,
where λ1pXX˚q denotes the largest eigenvalue of XX˚. Thus if mintσn, rσNu ě τ for some
constant τ ą 0, we then have
lim sup
NÑ8
P pλ1pQ1q ě aq ą 0
for any fixed a ą λr, and the edge universality (2.2.22) cannot hold.
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Remark 2.2.9. It is clear that (2.2.22) gives the edge universality of the largest eigenvalues
of separable covariance matrices. However, to the best of our knowledge, so far there is no
explicit proof for the limiting distribution of the largest eigenvalue ofQ1 when X is Gaussian.
We will handle this problem in the future, i.e. we will show that there exists γ0 ” γ0pNq
depending only on piA,B and the aspect ratio dN such that
lim
NÑ8P
G
`
γ0N
2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s
˘ “ F1psq, s P R,
where F1 is the type-1 Tracy-Widom distribution. Thus (2.2.22) in fact shows that the dis-
tribution of the rescaled largest eigenvalue of Q1 converges to the Tracy-Widom distribution
if the conditions (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) hold. In particular, in the case of sample covariance
matrices, the condition (2.1.2) is not necessary. Hence we conclude that the rescaled largest
eigenvalue of a sample covariance matrix with correlated rows converges to the Tracy-Widom
distribution if the tail condition (2.1.1) holds.
Remark 2.2.10. The universality result (2.2.22) can be extended to the joint distribution of
the k largest eigenvalues for any fixed k:
lim
NÑ8P
´`
N2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si
˘
1ďiďk
¯
“ lim
NÑ8P
G
´`
N2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si
˘
1ďiďk
¯
, (2.2.23)
for all s1, s2, . . . , sk P R. Let HGOE be an N ˆN random matrix belonging to the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble. The joint distribution of the k largest eigenvalues of HGOE, µGOE1 ě
. . . ě µGOEk , can be written in terms of the Airy kernel for any fixed k [42]. In the future,
we will prove that
lim
NÑ8P
G
´`
γ0N
2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si
˘
1ďiďk
¯
“ lim
NÑ8P
´`
N2{3pµGOEi ´ 2q ď si
˘
1ďiďk
¯
,
for all s1, s2, . . . , sk P R. Hence (2.2.23) gives a complete description of the finite-dimensional
correlation functions of the largest eigenvalues of Q1.
Remark 2.2.11. A key input for the proof of (2.2.22) is the anisotropic local law for the
resolvents in (2.2.7). Our basic strategy is first to prove the anisotropic local law for G1,2
when X is Gaussian, and then to obtain the anisotropic local law for a general X through
a comparison with the Gaussian case. Without (2.1.2), the comparison argument cannot
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give the anisotropic local law up to the optimal scale. However, in the case where A or B
is diagonal, the condition (2.1.2) is not needed for the comparison argument in [59] to work.
We will try to remove the assumption (2.1.2) completely in future works.
Finally, we illustrate the edge universality result with some numerical simulations. Con-
sider the following setting: (1) N “ 2n, i.e. dN “ 0.5; (2) we take
Σ “ diagp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1looomooon
n{2
, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4looomooon
n{2
q, rΣ “ diagp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1looomooon
N{2
, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4looomooon
N{2
q;
(3) U and V are orthogonal matrices uniformly chosen from orthogonal groups Opnq and
OpNq. Then we take n “ 1000 and calculate the largest eigenvalues for 20000 independently
chosen matrices. The histograms are plotted in Fig. 2.1. In case (a), the entries
?
Nxij are
drawn independently from a symmetric distribution with mean zero, variance 1 and satisfying
(2.1.1); in case (b), the entries
?
Nxij are i.i.d. Gaussian with mean zero and variance 1. We
translate and rescale the numerical results properly, and one can observe that they fit the
type-1 Tracy-Widom distribution very well.
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(a) For X satisfying (2.1.1).
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(b) For Gaussian X.
Figure 2.1: Histograms for the largest eigenvalues of 20000 ensembles.
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2.3 Statistical applications
In this section, we briefly discuss some applications of our result to high-dimensional statis-
tics. We remark that heavy-tailed data, correlated data, and data with time correlations
are commonly collected in finance, environmental study and telecommunications. For this
type of data, many high-dimensional statistical hypothesis tests that rely on some strong
moment or independence assumptions cannot be employed, and our edge universality result
then serves as a valuable tool for many statistical applications.
Sample covariance matrices
If we take B “ I, then Q1 becomes the normal sample covariance matrix and Theorem 2.2.7
indicates that the edge universality of the largest eigenvalue of Q1 holds true for correlated
data (i.e. non-diagonal A) with heavy tails as in (2.1.1). So far, this is the strongest edge
universality for sample covariance matrices compared with [12, 61] (assuming high moments
and diagonal A), [59] (assuming high moments) and [26] (assuming diagonal A). The sample
covariance matrices are widely used in various applied fields: multivariate statistics, empirical
finance, signal processing, population genetics, and machine learning, to name a few. We
now give a few concrete examples of applications of our edge universality result.
Consider the following signal plus noise model
y “ Γs` A1{2x, (2.3.1)
where Γ is an n ˆ k deterministic matrix, s is a k-dimensional centered signal vector, A is
an nˆ n deterministic positive definite matrix, and x is an n-dimensional noise vector with
i.i.d. mean zero and variance one entries. Moreover, the signal vector and the noise vector
are assumed to be independent. In practice, suppose we observe N such i.i.d. samples and
set the matrices
Y “ ΓS ` A1{2X, S :“ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sNq, X :“ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xNq.
The above model is a standard model in classic signal processing [56]. A fundamental
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task is to detect the signals via observed samples, and the very first step is to know whether
there exists any such signal, i.e.,
H0 : k “ 0 vs. H1 : k ě 1. (2.3.2)
The model (2.3.1) is also widely used in various other fields. For example, in multivariate
statistics, one wants to determine whether there exists any relation between two sets of
variables. To test the independence, we can adopt the multivariate multiple regression
model (2.3.1), where x and y are the two sets of variables for testing [52]. Then we wish to
test the null hypothesis that these regression coefficients are all zero:
H0 : Γ “ 0 vs. H1 : Γ ‰ 0. (2.3.3)
Another example is from financial studies [39, 40, 41]. In the empirical research of finance,
(2.3.1) is the factor model, where s is the common factor, Γ is the factor loading matrix
and x is the idiosyncratic component. In order to analyze the stock return y, we first need
to know if the factor s is significant for the prediction. Then a statistical test can be also
constructed as (2.3.3).
For the above hypothesis testing problems (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), the largest eigenvalue of
the observed samples serves as a natural choice for the tests. In high-dimensional setting,
this problem was considered in [13, 69] under the assumptions that z is Gaussian and A “ I.
Nadakuditi and Silverstein [70] also considered this problem with correlated Gaussian noise
(i.e. A is not a multiple of I). For general diagonal A, the problem beyond Gaussian
was considered in [12, 61] under the assumption that the entries of X have arbitrarily high
moments, and in [26] under the condition (2.1.1). Our result shows that, for heavy-tailed
correlated data satisfying (2.1.1), one can still use the largest eigenvalue as our test static in
the above high-dimensional statistical inference problems.
Remark 2.3.1. A small issue in choosing the largest eigenvalue as our test static is that the
covariance matrix A is usually unknown in practice. Hence our result cannot be applied
directly since the parameters λr and γ0 in Remark 2.2.9 depend on (the singular values
of) A. However, we can adopt the strategy in [72] and use the following statistics T1 :“
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pλ1 ´ λ2q{pλ2 ´ λ3q to eliminate the unknown parameters γ0 and λr. According to Remark
2.2.10, the limiting distribution of T1 is uniquely determined by the Tracy-Widom law.
(Although the explicit formula is unavailable currently, one can approximate the limiting
distribution of T1 via numerical simulations using GOE or GUE.) The main advantage of T1
is that its limiting distribution is independent of A under H0, which makes it asymptotically
pivotal.
Separable covariance matrices
The data model Y “ A1{2XB1{2 is widely used in spatio-temporal data modeling, where the
rows indices correspond to the spatial locations and the column indices correspond to the
observation times. The spectral properties of Q1 “ Y Y ˚ have been investigated in some
recent works [20, 29, 78, 101, 113]. If the entries of X are symmetrically distributed and the
singular values of A,B are such that (2.2.19) holds, then Theorem 2.2.7 shows that the largest
eigenvalue of Q1 satisfies the edge universality as long as the tail condition (2.1.1) holds. We
now give some examples of the applications of this result. Without loss of generality, we
shall call A the spatial covariance matrix and B the temporal covariance matrix.
Again we consider the model (2.3.1). Instead of observing i.i.d. samples, we assume that
the observations at different times are correlated and the correlations are independent of
the spatial locations. Denoting the temporal covariance matrix by B, we then have the
spatio-temporal sampling data
Y “ ΓSB1{2 ` A1{2XB1{2, S :“ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sNq, X :“ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xNq.
We can again form the hypothesis testing problem (2.3.2) or (2.3.3). In high-dimensional
setting, the largest singular value of Y is a natural choice for the test static: under H0, the
largest singular value of Y satisfies the Tracy-Widom distribution asymptotically. We can
also use the Onatski’s statistics T1 :“ pλ1 ´ λ2q{pλ2 ´ λ3q if no information on A and B is
known a priori.
The spatio-temporal data model Y “ A1{2XB1{2 is widely used in modeling environmen-
tal data [44, 60, 63, 68] and wireless communications [99]. We can consider to test whether
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the space-time data follows a specific separable covariance model with spatial and time co-
variance matrices rA and rB. Then we can use the largest singular value of rA´1{2Y rB´1{2
as a test static. (Another interesting test static for this hypothesis testing problem is the
eigenvector empirical spectral distribution (VESD); see Chapter 3 below.) In wireless com-
munications, the importance of obtaining more detailed information on the largest singular
values is becoming more transparent. For example, it was shown in [100] that an estimate
of the capacity is directly given by various informations of the largest singular value, which
is described by Theorem 2.2.7.
Finally, we remark that one can also perform principal component analysis for separable
covariance matrices, and study the phase transition phenomena caused by a few large isolated
eigenvalues of A or B as in the case of spiked covariance matrices [10, 11, 15, 76]. We
expect that our edge universality result will serve as an important input for the study of
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the principal components (the outliers) and the bulk
components (the non-outliers). Moreover, as byproducts of the proof of Theorem 2.2.7,
we obtain the isotropic delocalization of eigenvectors (Lemma 2.4.9) and the rigidity of
eigenvalues (Theorem 2.4.8), which can also be valuable tools for statistical studies and
applications.
2.4 Basic notations and tools
In this section, we state the main tools for our proof—the local laws for separable covariance
matrices and some important corollaries of them. Their proofs constitute the main part of
this chapter, and will be postponed to Sections 2.6-2.8.2.
2.4.1 Notations
We first introduce some notations for our proof. We will use the following notion of stochastic
domination, which was first introduced in [30] and subsequently used in many works on
random matrix theory, such as [14, 15, 18, 32, 33, 59]. It simplifies the presentation of the
results and their proofs by systematizing statements of the form “ξ is bounded by ζ with
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high probability up to a small power of N”.
Definition 2.4.1 (Stochastic domination). (i) Let
ξ “ `ξpNqpuq : N P N, u P U pNq˘ , ζ “ `ζpNqpuq : N P N, u P U pNq˘
be two families of nonnegative random variables, where U pNq is a possibly N-dependent pa-
rameter set. We say ξ is stochastically dominated by ζ, uniformly in u, if for any fixed
(small) ε ą 0 and (large) D ą 0,
sup
uPUpNq
P
“
ξpNqpuq ą N εζpNqpuq‰ ď N´D
for large enough N ě N0pε,Dq, and we shall use the notation ξ ă ζ. Throughout this thesis,
the stochastic domination will always be uniform in all parameters that are not explicitly fixed
(such as matrix indices, and z that takes values in some compact set). Note that N0pε,Dq
may depend on quantities that are explicitly constant, such as τ in Assumption 2.2.1 and
(2.2.19). If for some complex family ξ we have |ξ| ă ζ, then we will also write ξ ă ζ or
ξ “ Oăpζq.
(ii) We extend the definition of Oăp¨q to matrices in the weak operator sense as follows.
Let A be a family of random matrices and ζ be a family of nonnegative random variables.
Then A “ Oăpζq means that |xv, Awy| ă ζ}v}2}w}2 uniformly in any deterministic vectors
v and w. Here and throughout the following, whenever we say “uniformly in any determin-
istic vectors”, we mean that “uniformly in any deterministic vectors belonging to a set of
cardinality NOp1q”.
(iii) We say an event Ξ holds with high probability if for any constant D ą 0, PpΞq ě
1´N´D for large enough N .
The following lemma collects basic properties of stochastic domination ă, which will be
used tacitly in the proof.
Lemma 2.4.2 (Lemma 3.2 in [14]). Let ξ and ζ be families of nonnegative random variables.
(i) Suppose that ξpu, vq ă ζpu, vq uniformly in u P U and v P V . If |V | ď NC for some
constant C, then
ř
vPV ξpu, vq ă
ř
vPV ζpu, vq uniformly in u.
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(ii) If ξ1puq ă ζ1puq and ξ2puq ă ζ2puq uniformly in u P U , then ξ1puqξ2puq ă ζ1puqζ2puq
uniformly in u.
(iii) Suppose that Ψpuq ě N´C is deterministic and ξpuq satisfies Eξpuq2 ď NC for all u.
Then if ξpuq ă Ψpuq uniformly in u, we have Eξpuq ă Ψpuq uniformly in u.
Definition 2.4.3 (Bounded support condition). We say a random matrix X satisfies the
bounded support condition with q, if
max
i,j
|xij| ă q. (2.4.1)
Here q ” qpNq is a deterministic parameter and usually satisfies N´1{2 ď q ď N´φ for some
(small) constant φ ą 0. Whenever (2.4.1) holds, we say that X has support q.
Next we introduce a convenient self-adjoint linearization trick, which has been proved to
be useful in studying the local laws of random matrices of the Gram type [1, 2, 59, 105]. We
define the following pn `Nq ˆ pn `Nq self-adjoint block matrix, which is a linear function
of X:
H ” HpXq :“
¨˝
0 Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2rΣ1{2V ˚X˚UΣ1{2 0 ‚˛, (2.4.2)
Then we define its resolvent (Green’s function) as
G ” GpX, zq :“
»–HpXq ´
¨˝
Inˆn 0
0 zINˆN
‚˛fifl´1 , z P C`. (2.4.3)
By Schur complement formula, we can verify that (recall (2.2.7))
G “
¨˝
zG1 G1Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2rΣ1{2V ˚X˚UΣ1{2G1 G2 ‚˛
“
¨˝
zG1 Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2G2
G2rΣ1{2V ˚X˚UΣ1{2 G2 ‚˛.
(2.4.4)
Thus a control of G yields directly a control of the resolvents G1,2. For simplicity of notations,
we define the index sets
I1 :“ t1, ..., nu, I2 :“ tn` 1, ..., n`Nu, I :“ I1 Y I2.
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Then we label the indices of the matrices according to
X “ pXiµ : i P I1, µ P I2q, A “ pAij : i, j P I1q, B “ pBµν : µ, ν P I2q.
In the rest of this chapter, we will consistently use the latin letters i, j P I1, greek letters
µ, ν P I2, and a, b P I.
Next we introduce the spectral decomposition of G. Let
Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2 “ n^Nÿ
k“1
a
λkξkζ
˚
k ,
be a singular value decomposition of Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2, where
λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λn^N ě 0 “ λn^N`1 “ . . . “ λn_N ,
tξkunk“1 are the left-singular vectors, and tζkuNk“1 are the right-singular vectors. Then using
(2.4.4), we can get that for i, j P I1 and µ, ν P I2,
Gij “
nÿ
k“1
zξkpiqξk˚ pjq
λk ´ z , Gµν “
Nÿ
k“1
ζkpµqζk˚ pνq
λk ´ z , (2.4.5)
Giµ “
n^Nÿ
k“1
?
λkξkpiqζk˚ pµq
λk ´ z , Gµi “
n^Nÿ
k“1
?
λkζkpµqξk˚ piq
λk ´ z . (2.4.6)
2.4.2 Local laws
For any constants c0, C0 ą 0 and a ď 1, we define a domain of the spectral parameter z as
Spc0, C0, aq :“
 
z “ E ` iη : λr ´ c0 ď E ď C0λr, N´1`a ď η ď 1
(
. (2.4.7)
In particular, we shall denote
Spc0, C0,´8q :“ tz “ E ` iη : λr ´ c0 ď E ď C0λr, 0 ď η ď 1u . (2.4.8)
We define the distance to the rightmost edge as
κ ” κE :“ |E ´ λr|, for z “ E ` iη. (2.4.9)
Then we have the following lemma, which summarizes some basic properties of m2c and ρ2c.
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Lemma 2.4.4. Suppose the assumptions (2.2.2), (2.2.5) and (2.2.19) hold. Then there exists
sufficiently small constant rc ą 0 such that the following estimates hold:
(1)
ρ1,2cpxq „
a
λr ´ x, for x P rλr ´ 2rc, λrs ; (2.4.10)
(2) for z “ E ` iη P Sprc, C0,´8q,
|m1,2cpzq| „ 1, Imm1,2cpzq „
$’&’%η{
?
κ` η, if E ě λr
?
κ` η, if E ď λr
; (2.4.11)
(3) there exists constant τ 1 ą 0 such that
min
µPI2
|1`m1cpzqrσµ| ě τ 1, min
iPI1
|1`m2cpzqσi| ě τ 1, (2.4.12)
for any z P Sprc, C0,´8q.
The estimates (2.4.10) and (2.4.11) also hold for ρc and mc.
Proof. The estimate (2.4.10) is already given by Lemma 2.2.6. The estimate (2.4.11) can be
proved easily with (2.2.21). It remains to prove (2.4.12). By assumption (2.2.19) and the
fact m2cpλrq P p´σ´11 , 0q, we have
|1`m2cpλrqσi| ě τ, i P I1.
With (2.2.21), we see that if κ` η ď 2c0 for some sufficiently small constant c0 ą 0, then
|1`m2cpzqσk| ě τ{2.
Then we consider the case with E ě λr` c0 and η ď c1 for some constant c1 ą 0. In fact, for
η “ 0 and E ą λr, m2cpEq is real and it is easy to verify that m12cpEq ě 0 using the Stieltjes
transform formula
m2cpzq :“
ż
R
ρ2cpdxq
x´ z , (2.4.13)
Hence we have
1` σim2cpEq ě 1` σim2cpλrq ě τ, for E ě λr ` c0.
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Using (2.4.13) again, we can get thatˇˇˇˇ
dm2cpzq
dz
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c´20 , for E ě λr ` c0.
Thus if c1 is sufficiently small, we have
|1` σkm2cpE ` iηq| ě τ{2
for E ě λr`c0 and η ď c1. Finally, it remains to consider the case with η ě c1. Note that we
have |m2cpzq| „ Imm2cpzq „ 1 by (2.4.11). If σk ď |2m2cpzq|´1, then |1` σkm2cpzq| ě 1{2.
Otherwise, we have
|1` σkm2cpzq| ě σkImm2cpzq ě Imm2cpzq
2|m2cpzq| Á 1.
In sum, we have proved the second estimate in (2.4.12). The first estimate can be proved in
a similar way.
Definition 2.4.5 (Classical locations of eigenvalues). The classical location γj of the j-th
eigenvalue of Q1 is defined as
γj :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρcpxqdx ą j ´ 1
n
*
. (2.4.14)
In particular, we have γ1 “ λr.
In the rest of this section, we present some results that will be used in the proof of The-
orem 2.2.7. Their proofs will be given in subsequent sections. For any matrix X satisfying
Assumption 2.2.1 and the tail condition (2.1.1), we can construct a matrix Xs that approx-
imates X with probability 1 ´ op1q, and satisfies Assumption 2.2.1, the bounded support
condition (2.4.1) with q ď N´φ for some small constant φ ą 0, and
E|xsij|3 “ OpN´3{2q, E|xsij|4 “ OăpN´2q; (2.4.15)
see Section 2.5 for the details. We will need the following local laws, eigenvalues rigidity,
eigenvector delocalization, and edge universality results for separable covariance matrices
with Xs.
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We define the deterministic limit Π of the resolvent G in (2.4.3) as
Πpzq :“
¨˝
´p1`m2cpzqΣq´1 0
0 ´z´1p1`m1cpzqrΣq´1 ‚˛. (2.4.16)
Note that we have
1
nz
ÿ
iPI1
Πii “ mc. (2.4.17)
Define the control parameters
Ψpzq :“
d
Imm2cpzq
Nη
` 1
Nη
. (2.4.18)
Note that by (2.4.11) and (2.4.12), we have
}Π} “ Op1q, Ψ Á N´1{2, Ψ2 À pNηq´1, Ψpzq „
d
Imm1cpzq
Nη
` 1
Nη
, (2.4.19)
for z P Sprc, C0,´8q. Now we are ready to state the local laws for GpX, zq. For the purpose
of proving Theorem 2.2.7, we shall relax the condition (2.1.2) a little bit.
Theorem 2.4.6 (Local laws). Suppose Assumption 2.2.1 and (2.2.19) hold. Suppose X
satisfies the bounded support condition (2.4.1) with q ď N´φ for some constant φ ą 0.
Furthermore, suppose X satisfies (2.4.15) and
ˇˇ
Ex3ij
ˇˇ ď bNN´2, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N, (2.4.20)
where bN is an N-dependent deterministic parameter satisfying 1 ď bN ď N1{2. Fix C0 ą 1
and let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant. Given any ε ą 0, we define the domain
rSpc0, C0, εq :“ Spc0, C0, εq X "z “ E ` iη : bN ˆΨ2pzq ` q
Nη
˙
ď N´ε
*
. (2.4.21)
Then for any fixed ε ą 0, the following estimates hold.
(1) Anisotropic local law: For any z P rSpc0, C0, εq and deterministic unit vectors u,v P
CI,
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă q `Ψpzq. (2.4.22)
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(2) Averaged local law: For any z P rSpc0, C0, εq, we have
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă q2 ` pNηq´1. (2.4.23)
where m is defined in (2.2.8). Moreover, outside of the spectrum we have the following
stronger estimate
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă q2 ` 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η , (2.4.24)
uniformly in z P rSpc0, C0, εq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λr, Nη?κ` η ě N εu, where κ is
defined in (2.4.9).
The above estimates are uniform in the spectral parameter z and any set of deterministic
vectors of cardinality NOp1q. If A or B is diagonal, then (2.4.22)-(2.4.24) hold for z P
Spc0, C0, εq.
The main difficulty for the proof of Theorem 2.4.6 is due to the fact that the entries of
A1{2XB1{2 are not independent anymore. However, notice that if X ” XGauss is a Wishart
matrix, we have
Σ1{2U˚XGaussV rΣ1{2 d“ Σ1{2XGaussrΣ1{2.
In this case, the problem is reduced to proving the anisotropic local law for separable covari-
ance matrices with diagonal spatial and temporal covariance matrices, which can be handled
using the standard resolvent methods as in e.g. [14, 79]. To go from the Gaussian case to
the general X case, we adopt a continuous self-consistent comparison argument developed
in [59]. In order for this argument to work, we need to assume (2.1.2). Under the weaker
condition (2.4.20), we cannot prove the local laws up to the optimal scale η " N´1, but only
up to the scale η " maxt qbN
N
,
?
bN
N
u near the edge. However, to prove the edge universality,
we only need to have a good local law up to the scale η ď N´2{3´ε, hence bN can take values
up to bN ! N1{3. (In the proof of Theorem 2.2.7 in Section 2.5, we will take bN “ N´ε for
some small constant ε ą 0.) Finally, if A or B is diagonal, one can prove the local laws up to
the optimal scale for all bN “ OpN1{2q by using an improved comparison argument in [59].
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Following the above discussions, we divide the proof of Theorem 2.4.6 into two steps. In
Section 2.6, we give the proof for separable covariance matrices of the form Σ1{2XrΣX˚Σ1{2,
which implies the local laws in the Gaussian X case. In Section 2.7, we apply the self-
consistent comparison argument in [59] to extend the result to the general X case. Compared
with [59], there are two differences in our setting: (1) the support of X in Theorem 2.4.6 is
q “ OpN´φq for some constant 0 ă φ ď 1{2, while [59] dealt with X with smaller support
q “ OpN´1{2q; (2) one has B “ I in [59], which simplifies the proof a little bit.
The second moment of the error xu, pG´ Πqvy in fact satisfies a stronger bound.
Lemma 2.4.7. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6 hold. Then for any fixed ε ą 0
and z P rSpc0, C0, εq, we have the following bound
E|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy|2 ă Ψ2pzq, (2.4.25)
for any deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI.
With Theorem 2.4.6 as a key input, we can prove a stronger estimate on mpzq that is
independent of q. This averaged local law implies the rigidity of eigenvalues for Q1. Note
that for any fixed E, Ψ2pE ` iηq ` q{pNηq is monotonically decreasing with respect to η,
hence there is a unique η1pEq such that
bN
ˆ
Ψ2pE ` iη1pEqq ` q
Nη1pEq
˙
“ 1.
Then we define ηlpEq :“ maxEďxďλr η1pxq (“l” for lower bound) for E ď λr, and ηlpEq :“
ηlpλrq for E ą λr. Note that by (2.4.18), we always have ηlpEq “ OpbN{Nq.
Theorem 2.4.8 (Rigidity of eigenvalues). Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6 hold.
Fix the constants c0 and C0 as given in Theorem 2.4.6. Then for any fixed ε ą 0, we have
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă pNηq´1, (2.4.26)
uniformly in z P rSpc0, C0, εq. Moreover, outside of the spectrum we have the following
stronger estimate
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η , (2.4.27)
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uniformly in z P rSpc0, C0, εqXtz “ E` iη : E ě λr, Nη?κ` η ě N εu for any fixed ε ą 0. If
A or B is diagonal, then (2.4.26) and (2.4.27) hold for z P Spc0, C0, εq. The bounds (2.4.26)
and (2.4.27) imply that for any constant 0 ă c1 ă c0, the following estimates hold.
(1) For any E ě λr ´ c1, we have
|npEq ´ ncpEq| ă N´1 ` pηlpEqq3{2 ` ηlpEq?κE, (2.4.28)
where κE is defined in (2.4.9), and
npEq :“ 1
N
#tλj ě Eu, ncpEq :“
ż `8
E
ρ2cpxqdx. (2.4.29)
(2) If bN ď N1{3´c for some constant c ą 0, then for any j such that λr ´ c1 ď γj ď λr,
we have
|λj ´ γj| ă j´1{3N´2{3 ` η0, (2.4.30)
where η0 :“ ηlpλr ´ c1q “ OpbN{Nq.
The estimates (2.4.28) and (2.4.30) follow from the estimates (2.4.26) and (2.4.27) com-
bined with a standard argument using Helffer-Sjo¨strand calculus. The details are already
given in [34], [38] and [79]. Hence to prove Theorem 2.4.8, we only need to show that (2.4.26)
and (2.4.27) hold.
The anisotropic local law (2.4.22) implies the following delocalization properties of eigen-
vectors.
Lemma 2.4.9 (Isotropic delocalization of eigenvectors). Suppose (2.4.22) and (2.4.30) hold.
Then for any deterministic unit vectors u P CI1, v P CI2 and constant 0 ă c1 ă c0, we have
max
k:λr´c1ďγkďλr
 |xu, ξky|2 ` |xv, ζky|2( ă η0, (2.4.31)
where η0 is defined below (2.4.30).
Proof. Choose z0 “ E`iN εη0 P rSpc0, C0, εq. By (2.4.22) and (2.4.19), we have Imxv, Gpz0qvy “
Op1q with high probability. Then using the spectral decomposition (2.4.5), we get
Nÿ
k“1
N εη0|xv, ζky|2
pλk ´ Eq2 `N2εη20 “ Im xv, Gpz0qvy “ Op1q with high probability. (2.4.32)
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By (2.4.30), we have that λk ` iN εη0 P rSpc0, C0, εq with high probability for every k such
that λr ´ c1 ď γk ď λr. Then choosing E “ λk in (2.4.32) yields that
|xv, ζky|2 À N εη0 with high probability.
Since ε is arbitrary, we get |xv, ζky|2 ă η0. In a similar way, we can prove |xu, ξky|2 ă η0.
Finally, we have the following edge universality result for separable covariance matrices
with support q ď N´φ and satisfying the condition (2.4.15).
Theorem 2.4.10. Let Xp1q and Xp2q be two separable covariance matrices satisfying the
assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6. Suppose bN ď N1{3´c for some constant c ą 0. Then there
exist constants ε, δ ą 0 such that for any s P R,
Pp1q
`
N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s´N´ε
˘´N´δ ď Pp2q `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s˘
ď Pp1q `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s`N´ε˘`N´δ, (2.4.33)
where Pp1q and Pp2q denote the laws of Xp1q and Xp2q, respectively.
Remark 2.4.11. As in [31, 38, 62], Theorem 2.4.10 can be can be generalized to finite corre-
lation functions of the k largest eigenvalues for any fixed k:
Pp1q
´`
N2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si ´N´ε
˘
1ďiďk
¯
´N´δ ď Pp2q
´`
N2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si
˘
1ďiďk
¯
ď Pp1q
´`
N2{3pλi ´ λrq ď si `N´ε
˘
1ďiďk
¯
`N´δ.
(2.4.34)
The proof of (2.4.34) is similar to that of (2.4.33) except that it uses a general form of the
Green function comparison theorem; see e.g. [38, Theorem 6.4]. As a corollary, we can get
the stronger edge universality result (2.2.23).
The proofs for Lemma 2.4.7, Theorem 2.4.8 and Theorem 2.4.10 follow essentially the
same path as discussed below. First, for random matrix rX with small suppoort q “
OpN´1{2q, we have the averaged local laws (2.4.26)-(2.4.27) and the following anisotropic
local law ˇˇˇ
xu, Gp rX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvyˇˇˇ ă Ψpzq.
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With these estimates, one can prove that Lemma 2.4.7, Theorem 2.4.8 and Theorem 2.4.10
hold in the small support case using the methods in e.g. [31, 38, 79]. Then it suffices to use a
comparison argument to show that the large support case is “sufficiently close” to the small
support case. In fact, given any matrix X satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6, we
can construct a matrix rX having the same first four moments as X but with smaller support
q “ OpN´1{2q, which is the content of the next lemma.
Lemma 2.4.12 (Lemma 5.1 in [62]). Suppose X satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6.
Then there exists another matrix rX “ prxijq, such that rX satisfies the bounded support
condition (2.4.1) with q “ N´1{2, and the first four moments of the X entries and rX entries
match, i.e.
Exkij “ Erxkij, k “ 1, 2, 3, 4. (2.4.35)
It is known that the Lindeberg replacement strategy combined with the four moment
matching usually implies some universality results in random matrix theory, see e.g. [92, 93,
95]. This is actually also true in our case. We shall extend the Green function comparison
method developed in [62] (which is essentially an iterative application of the Lindeberg
strategy together with the four moment matching), and prove that Lemma 2.4.7, Theorem
2.4.8 and Theorem 2.4.10 also hold for the large support case. The proof of Lemma 2.4.7 and
Theorem 2.4.8 will be given in Section 2.8.1, and Theorem 2.4.10 will be proved in Section
2.8.2.
2.5 Proof of the main result
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.2.7 with the results in Section 2.4.2. Given the matrix
X satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 and the tail condition (2.1.1), we introduce a cutoff on its
matrix entries at the level N´ε. For any fixed ε ą 0, define
αN :“ P
`|q11| ą N1{2´ε˘ , βN :“ E “1`|q11| ą N1{2´ε˘q11‰ .
By (2.1.1) and integration by parts, we get that for any fixed δ ą 0 and large enough N ,
αN ď δN´2`4ε, |βN | ď δN´3{2`3ε. (2.5.1)
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Let ρpxq be the distribution density of q11. Then we define independent random variables
qsij, q
l
ij, cij, 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď N , in the following ways:
‚ qsij has distribution density ρspxq, where
ρspxq “ 1
ˆˇˇˇˇ
x´ βN
1´ αN
ˇˇˇˇ
ď N1{2´ε
˙ ρ´x´ βN
1´αN
¯
1´ αN ;
‚ qlij has distribution density ρlpxq, where
ρlpxq “ 1
ˆˇˇˇˇ
x´ βN
1´ αN
ˇˇˇˇ
ą N1{2´ε
˙ ρ´x´ βN
1´αN
¯
αN
;
‚ cij is a Bernoulli 0-1 random variable with Ppcij “ 1q “ αN and Ppcij “ 0q “ 1´ αN .
Let Xs, X l and Xc be random matrices such that Xsij “ N´1{2qsij, X lij “ N´1{2qlij and
Xcij “ cij. It is easy to check that for independent Xs, X l and Xc,
Xij
d“ Xsij
`
1´Xcij
˘`X lijXcij ´ 1?
N
βN
1´ αN . (2.5.2)
If we define the nˆN matrix Y “ pYijq by
Yij “ 1?
N
βN
1´ αN “ OpδN
´2`3εq, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N,
then we have }Y } “ OpN´1`3εq. In the proof below, one will see that (recall (2.2.6))›››Σ1{2U˚pX ` Y qV rΣ1{2››› “ λ1{21 ´ rQ1pX ` Y q¯ “ Op1q
with probability 1´op1q, where λ1 denotes the largest eigenvalue of rQ1. Thus with probability
1´ op1q, we have ˇˇˇ
λ1
´ rQ1pX ` Y q¯´ λ1 ´ rQ1pXq¯ˇˇˇ “ O `N´1`3ε˘ . (2.5.3)
Hence the deterministic part in (2.5.2) is negligible under the scaling N2{3.
By (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and integration by parts, it is easy to check that
Eqs11 “ 0, E|qs11|2 “ 1´OpN´1`2εq,
E|qs11|3 “ Op1q, Epqs11q3 “ OpN´1{2`εq, E|qs11|4 “ OplogNq.
(2.5.4)
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Thus X1 :“ pE|qs11|2q´1{2Xs is a matrix that satisfies the assumptions for X in Theorem 2.4.6
with bN “ N ε and q “ N´ε. Then by Theorem 2.4.10, there exist constants ε, δ ą 0 such
that for any s P R,
PG
`
N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s´N´ε
˘´N´δ ď Ps `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s˘
ď PGpN2{3 `λ1 ´ λrq ď s`N´ε˘`N´δ, (2.5.5)
where Ps denotes the law for Xs and PG denotes the law for Wishart matrix. Now we write
the first two terms on the right-hand side of (2.5.2) as
Xsijp1´Xcijq `X lijXcij “ Xsij `RijXcij, Rij :“ X lij ´Xsij.
We define the matrix Rc :“ pRijXcijq. It remains to show that the effect of Rc on λ1 is
negligible. Note that Xcij is independent of X
s
ij and Rij.
We first introduce a cutoff on matrix Xc as rXc :“ 1AXc, where
A :“  #tpi, jq : Xcij “ 1u ď N5ε(X  Xcij “ Xckl “ 1ñti, ju “ tk, lu or ti, ju X tk, lu “ H( .
If we regard the matrix Xc as a sequence Xc of nN i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables, it is
easy to obtain from the large deviation formula that
P
˜
nNÿ
i“1
Xci ď N5ε
¸
ě 1´ expp´N εq, (2.5.6)
for sufficiently large N . Suppose the number m of the nonzero elements in Xc is given with
m ď N5ε. Then it is easy to check that
P
˜
D i “ k, j ‰ l or i ‰ k, j “ l such that Xcij “ Xckl “ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇnNÿ
i“1
Xci “ m
¸
“ Opm2N´1q.
(2.5.7)
Combining the estimates (2.5.6) and (2.5.7), we get that
PpAq ě 1´OpN´1`10εq. (2.5.8)
On the other hand, by condition (2.1.1), we have
P p|Rij| ě ωq ď P
´
|qij| ě ω
2
N1{2
¯
“ opN´2q, (2.5.9)
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for any fixed constant ω ą 0. Hence if we introduce the matrix
E “ 1
ˆ
AX
"
max
i,j
|Rij| ď ω
*˙
Rc,
then we have
PpE “ Rcq “ 1´ op1q (2.5.10)
by (2.5.8) and (2.5.9). Thus we only need to study the largest eigenvalue of rQ1pXs ` Eq,
where maxi,j |Eij| ď ω and rankpEq ď N5ε. In fact, it suffices to prove that
P
`ˇˇ
λs1 ´ λE1
ˇˇ ď N´3{4˘ “ 1´ op1q, λs1 :“ λ1 ´ rQ1pXsq¯ , λE1 :“ λ1 ´ rQ1pXs ` Eq¯ .
(2.5.11)
The estimate (2.5.11), combined with (2.5.3), (2.5.5) and (2.5.10), concludes (2.2.22).
Now we prove (2.5.11). Since rXc is independent of Xs, the positions of the nonzero
elements of E are independent of Xs. Without loss of generality, we assume the m nonzero
entries of E are
e11, e22, ¨ ¨ ¨ , emm, m ď N5ε. (2.5.12)
For other choices of the positions of nonzero entries, the proof is exactly the same, but we
make this assumption to simplify the notations. By the definition of E, we have |eii| ď ω,
1 ď i ď m. We define the matrices
Hs :“
¨˝
0 Σ1{2U˚XsV rΣ1{2
pΣ1{2U˚XsV rΣ1{2q˚ 0 ‚˛
and HE :“ Hs ` P , where
P : “
¨˝
0 Σ1{2U˚EV rΣ1{2
pΣ1{2U˚EV rΣ1{2q˚ 0 ‚˛
“
¨˝
Σ1{2U˚ 0
0 rΣ1{2V ˚ ‚˛
¨˝
0 E
E˚ 0
‚˛¨˝ UΣ1{2 0
0 V rΣ1{2 ‚˛
“
¨˝
Σ1{2U˚ 0
0 rΣ1{2V ˚ ‚˛WPDW ˚
¨˝
UΣ1{2 0
0 V rΣ1{2 ‚˛,
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where PD is a 2mˆ 2m diagonal matrix
PD “ diag pe11, . . . , emm,´e11, . . . ,´emmq ,
and W is an pn`Nq ˆ 2m matrix such that
Wab “
$’&’%δa,i{
?
2` δa,pn`iq{
?
2, b “ i, i ď m
δa,i{
?
2´ δa,pn`iq{
?
2, b “ i`m, i ď m
.
With the identity
det
¨˝
´Inˆn Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2
pΣ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2q˚ ´zINˆN ‚˛“ zN´n detp´INˆNq det
´ rQ1pXq ´ zInˆn¯ ,
and Lemma 6.1 of [58], we find that if µ R σp rQ1pXsqq, then µ is an eigenvalue of rQ1pXs`γEq
if and only if
det
`
O˚GspµqO ` pγPDq´1
˘ “ 0, (2.5.13)
where
Gspµq :“
¨˝
Hs ´
¨˝
Inˆn 0
0 µINˆN
‚˛˛‚´1 , O :“
¨˝
Σ1{2U˚ 0
0 rΣ1{2V ˚ ‚˛W.
Define Rγ :“ O˚GsO ` pγPDq´1 for 0 ă γ ă 1. Now let µ :“ λs1 ˘N´3{4. We claim that
P pdetRγpµq ‰ 0 for all 0 ă γ ď 1q “ 1´ op1q. (2.5.14)
If (2.5.14) holds, then µ is not an eigenvalue of rQ1pX`γEq with probability 1´op1q. Denote
the largest eigenvalue of rQ1pX ` γEq by λγ1 , 0 ă γ ď 1, and define λ01 :“ limγÓ0 λγ1 . Then we
have λ01 “ λs1 and λ11 “ λE1 . With the continuity of λγ1 with respect to γ and the fact that
λ01 P pλs1 ´N´3{4, λs1 `N´3{4q, we find that
λE1 “ λ11 P pλs1 ´N´3{4, λs1 `N´3{4q,
with probability 1´ op1q, which proves (2.5.11).
Finally, we prove (2.5.14). Note that η0 “ OpbN{Nq “ OpN´1`εq, hence z “ λr ` iN´2{3
is in rSpc0, C0, δq for any small constant δ ą 0. Now we write
Rγpµq “ O˚ pGspµq ´GspzqqO `O˚ pGspzq ´ ΠpzqqO `O˚ΠpzqO ` pγPDq´1. (2.5.15)
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With (2.4.19), we have
}O˚ΠpzqO} “ Op1q (2.5.16)
By Lemma 2.4.7, we have
E |rO˚ pGspzq ´ ΠpzqqOsab|2 ă Ψ2 “ OpN´2{3q, 1 ď a, b ď 2m,
where we used (2.4.11) and (2.4.18) in the second step. Then with Markov’s inequality and
a union bound, we can get that
max
1ďa,bď2m |rO
˚ pGspzq ´ ΠpzqqOsab| ď N´1{6 (2.5.17)
holds with probability 1´OpmN´1{3q. Thus we have
}O˚ pGspzq ´ ΠpzqqO} “ OpmN´1{6q “ Op1q with probability 1´OpmN´1{3q. (2.5.18)
It remains to bound the first term in (2.5.15). As pointed out in Remark 2.4.11, we can
extend (2.5.5) to finite correlation functions of the largest eigenvalues. Since the largest
eigenvalues in the Gaussian case are separated in the scale N´2{3, we conclude that
P
´
min
i
|λip rQ1pXsqq ´ µ| ě N´3{4¯ “ 1´ op1q. (2.5.19)
On the other hand, the rigidity result (2.4.30) gives that
|µ´ λr| ă N´2{3 `N´3{4. (2.5.20)
Using (2.4.31), (2.5.19), (2.5.20) and the rigidity estimate (2.4.30), we can get that for any
set Ω of deterministic unit vectors of cardinality NOp1q,
sup
u,vPΩ
|xu, pGspzq ´Gspµqqvy| ď N´1{4`3ε (2.5.21)
with probability 1 ´ op1q. For instance, for deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI2 and any
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small constant c ą 0, we have with probability 1´ op1q that
|xu, pGspzq ´Gspµqqvy| ď
ÿ
k
|xu, ζkyxv, ζky|
ˇˇˇˇ
1
λk ´ z ´
1
λk ´ µ
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
1
N2{3
ÿ
γkďλr´c1
|xu, ζkyxv, ζky| ` N
ε
N5{3
ÿ
γkąλr´c1
1
|λk ´ z||λk ´ µ|
ď 1
N2{3
` N
ε
N5{3
ÿ
1ďkďNε
1
|λk ´ z||λk ´ µ| `
N ε
N5{3
ÿ
kąNc,γkąλr´c1
1
|λk ´ z||λk ´ µ|
ă
1
N2{3
` N
2ε
N1{4
` N
ε
N2{3
˜
1
N
ÿ
kąNε,γkąλr´c
1
|λk ´ z||λk ´ µ|
¸
ă N´1{4`2ε,
where in the first step we used (2.4.5), in the second step (2.4.31) and |λk´z||λk´µ| Á 1 for
γk ď λr ´ c1 due to (2.4.30), in the third step the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, in the fourth
step (2.5.19), and in the last step |λk ´ z||λk ´ µ| „ pk{Nq´4{3 for k ą N ε by the rigidity
estimate (2.4.30). For the other choices of deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI1,2 , we can
prove (2.5.21) in a similar way. Now with (2.5.21), we can get that
}O˚ pGspµq ´GspzqqO} “ OpmN´1{4`3εq with probability 1´ op1q. (2.5.22)
With (2.5.16), (2.5.18) and (2.5.22), we see that as long as ω is chosen to be sufficiently
small, we have
}O˚ pGspµq ´GspzqqO `O˚ pGspzq ´ ΠpzqqO `O˚ΠpzqO} ă pγωq´1
for all 0 ă γ ď 1 with probability 1 ´ op1q. This proves the claim (2.5.14), which further
gives (2.5.11) and completes the proof.
2.6 Local laws for Gaussian ensembles
As discussed below Theorem 2.4.6, in this step we prove Theorem 2.4.6 for separable covari-
ance matrices of the form Σ1{2XrΣX˚Σ1{2, which will imply the local laws in the Gaussian
X case. Thus in this section, we deal with the following resolvent:
GpX, zq“
»–¨˝ 0 Σ1{2XrΣ1{2rΣ1{2X˚Σ1{2 0 ‚˛´
¨˝
Inˆn 0
0 zINˆN
‚˛fifl´1 (2.6.1)
with X satisfying (2.4.1) with q “ N´1{2. More precisely, we will prove the following result.
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Proposition 2.6.1. Suppose Assumption 2.2.1 and (2.2.19) hold. Suppose X satisfies the
bounded support condition (2.4.1) with q “ N´1{2. Suppose A and B are diagonal, i.e.
U “ Inˆn and V “ INˆN . Fix C0 ą 1 and let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant. Then
for any fixed ε ą 0, the following estimates hold.
(1) Anisotropic local law: For any z P Spc0, C0, εq and deterministic unit vectors u,v P
CI,
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă Ψpzq. (2.6.2)
(2) Averaged local law: We have
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă pNηq´1 (2.6.3)
for any z P Spc0, C0, εq, and
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η , (2.6.4)
for any z P Spc0, C0, εq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λr, Nη?κ` η ě N εu.
Both of the above estimates are uniform in the spectral parameter z and the deterministic
vectors u,v.
The proof Proposition 2.6.1 is similar to the previous proof of the local laws, such as
[14, 26, 59, 105]. Thus instead of giving all the details, we only describe briefly the proof.
In particular, we shall focus on the key self-consistent equation argument, which is (almost)
the only part that departs significantly from the previous proof in e.g. [14]. In the proof, we
always denote the spectral parameter by z “ E ` iη.
2.6.1 Basic resolvent estimates
In this subsection, we collect some basic tools that will be used. For simplicity, we denote
Y :“ Σ1{2XrΣ1{2.
Definition 2.6.2 (Minors). For any pn ` Nq ˆ pn ` Nq matrix A and T Ď I, we define
the minor ApTq :“ pAab : a, b P IzTq as the pn ` N ´ |T|q ˆ pn ` N ´ |T|q matrix obtained
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by removing all rows and columns indexed by T. Note that we keep the names of indices
when defining ApTq, i.e. pApTqqab “ Aab for a, b R T. Correspondingly, we define the resolvent
minor as
GpTq :“
»—–
¨˝
H ´
¨˝
Inˆn 0
0 zINˆN
‚˛˛‚pTq
fiffifl
´1
“
¨˝
zGpTq1 GpTq1 Y pTq`
Y pTq
˘˚ GpTq1 GpTq2 ‚˛
“
¨˝
zGpTq1 Y pTqGpTq2
GpTq2
`
Y pTq
˘˚ GpTq2 ‚˛,
and the partial traces
m
pTq
1 :“ 1Nz
ÿ
iRT
σiG
pTq
ii , m
pTq
2 :“ 1N
ÿ
µRT
rσµGpTqµµ .
For convenience, we will adopt the convention that for any minor ApT q defined as above,
ApT qab “ 0 if a P T or b P T. We will abbreviate ptauq ” paq, pta, buq ” pabq, and
řpTq
a :“
ř
aRT .
Lemma 2.6.3. (Resolvent identities).
(i) For i P I1 and µ P I2, we have
1
Gii
“ ´1´ `Y GpiqY ˚˘
ii
,
1
Gµµ
“ ´z ´ `Y ˚GpµqY ˘
µµ
. (2.6.5)
(ii) For i ‰ j P I1 and µ ‰ ν P I2, we have
Gij “ GiiGpiqjj
`
Y GpijqY ˚
˘
ij
, Gµν “ GµµGpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
. (2.6.6)
For i P I1 and µ P I2, we have
Giµ “ GiiGpiqµµ
´
´Yiµ `
`
Y GpiµqY
˘
iµ
¯
, Gµi “ GµµGpµqii
´
´Y ˚µi `
`
Y ˚GpµiqY ˚
˘
µi
¯
.
(2.6.7)
(iii) For a P I and b, c P Iztau,
G
paq
bc “ Gbc ´
GbaGac
Gaa
,
1
Gbb
“ 1
G
paq
bb
´ GbaGab
GbbG
paq
bb Gaa
. (2.6.8)
(iv) All of the above identities hold for GpTq instead of G for T Ă I, and in the case where
A and B are not diagonal.
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Proof. All these identities can be proved using Schur’s complement formula. The reader can
refer to, for example, [59, Lemma 4.4].
Lemma 2.6.4. Fix constants c0, C0 ą 0. The following estimates hold uniformly for all
z P Spc0, C0, aq for any a P R:
}G} ď Cη´1, }BzG} ď Cη´2. (2.6.9)
Furthermore, we have the following identities:
ÿ
iPI1
|Gji|2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Gij|2 “ |z|
2
η
Im
ˆ
Gjj
z
˙
, (2.6.10)
ÿ
µPI2
|Gνµ|2 “
ÿ
µPI2
|Gµν |2 “ ImGνν
η
, (2.6.11)
ÿ
iPI1
|Gµi|2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Giµ|2 “ Gµµ ` z¯
η
ImGµµ, (2.6.12)
ÿ
µPI2
|Giµ|2 “
ÿ
µPI2
|Gµi|2 “ Gii
z
` z¯
η
Im
ˆ
Gii
z
˙
. (2.6.13)
All of the above estimates remain true for GpTq instead of G for any T Ď I, and in the case
where A and B are not diagonal.
Proof. These estimates and identities can be proved through simple calculations with (2.4.4),
(2.4.5) and (2.4.6). We refer the reader to [59, Lemma 4.6] and [105, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 2.6.5. Fix constants c0, C0 ą 0. For any T Ď I and a P R, the following bounds
hold uniformly in z P Spc0, C0, aq:ˇˇ
m1 ´mpTq1
ˇˇ` ˇˇm2 ´mpTq2 ˇˇ ď C |T|Nη , (2.6.14)
where C ą 0 is a constant depending only on τ .
Proof. For µ P I2, we haveˇˇˇ
m2 ´mpµq2
ˇˇˇ
“ 1
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
νPI2
rσνGνµGµν
Gµµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CN |Gµµ| ÿνPI2 |Gνµ|2 “
CImGµµ
Nη|Gµµ| ď
C
Nη
,
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where in the first step we used (2.6.8), and in the second and third steps we used (2.6.11).
Similarly, using (2.6.8) and (2.6.12) we getˇˇˇ
m2 ´mpiq2
ˇˇˇ
“ 1
N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
νPI2
rσνGνiGiν
Gii
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CN |Gii|
ˆ
Gii
z
` z¯
η
Im
ˆ
Gii
z
˙˙
ď C
Nη
.
Similarly, we can prove the same bounds for the m1 case. Then (2.6.14) can be proved by
induction on the indices in T.
The following lemma gives large deviation bounds for bounded supported random vari-
ables.
Lemma 2.6.6 (Lemma 3.8 of [34]). Let pxiq, pyjq be independent families of centered and
independent random variables, and pAiq, pBijq be families of deterministic complex num-
bers. Suppose the entries xi, yj have variance at most N
´1 and satisfy the bounded support
condition (2.4.1) with q ď N´ε for some constant ε ą 0. Then we have the following bounds:ˇˇˇÿ
i
Aixi
ˇˇˇ
ă qmax
i
|Ai| ` 1?
N
´ÿ
i
|Ai|2
¯1{2
, (2.6.15)ˇˇˇÿ
i,j
xiBijyj
ˇˇˇ
ă q2Bd ` qBo ` 1
N
´ÿ
i‰j
|Bij|2
¯1{2
, (2.6.16)ˇˇˇÿ
i
x¯iBiixi ´
ÿ
i
pE|xi|2qBii
ˇˇˇ
ă qBd, (2.6.17)
ˇˇˇÿ
i‰j
x¯iBijxj
ˇˇˇ
ă qBo ` 1
N
˜ÿ
i‰j
|Bij|2
¸1{2
, (2.6.18)
where Bd :“ maxi |Bii| and Bo :“ maxi‰j |Bij|.
For the proof of Proposition 2.6.1, it is convenient to introduce the following random
control parameters.
Definition 2.6.7 (Control parameters). We define the random errors
Λ :“ max
a,bPI |pG´ Πqab| , Λo :“ maxa‰bPI |Gab| , θ :“ |m1 ´m1c| ` |m2 ´m2c|, (2.6.19)
and the random control parameter (recall Ψ defined in (2.4.18))
Ψθ :“
d
Imm2c ` θ
Nη
` 1
Nη
. (2.6.20)
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2.6.2 Entrywise local law
The main goal of this subsection is to prove the following entrywise local law. The anisotropic
local law (2.6.2) then follows from the entrywise local law combined with a polynomialization
method as we will explain at the end of this subsection.
Proposition 2.6.8. Suppose the assumptions in Proposition 2.6.1 hold. Fix C0 ą 0 and
let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant. Then for any fixed ε ą 0, the following estimate
holds uniformly for z P Spc0, C0, εq:
max
a,b
|GabpX, zq ´ Πabpzq| ă Ψpzq. (2.6.21)
In analogy to [34, Section 3] and [59, Section 5], we introduce the Z variables
ZpTqa :“ p1´ Eaq
`
GpTqaa
˘´1
, a R T, (2.6.22)
where Ear¨s :“ Er¨ | Hpaqs, i.e. it is the partial expectation over the randomness of the a-th
row and column of H. By (2.6.5), we have
Zi “ pEi ´ 1q
`
Y GpiqY ˚
˘
ii
“ σi
ÿ
µ,νPI2
arσµrσνGpiqµν ˆ 1N δµν ´XiµXiν
˙
, (2.6.23)
Zµ “ pEµ ´ 1q
`
Y ˚GpµqY
˘
µµ
“ rσµ ÿ
i,jPI1
?
σiσjG
pµq
ij
ˆ
1
N
δij ´XiµXjµ
˙
. (2.6.24)
The following lemma plays a key role in the proof of local laws.
Lemma 2.6.9. Suppose the assumptions in Proposition 2.6.1 hold. Let c0 ą 0 be a suf-
ficiently small constant and fix C0, ε ą 0. Define the z-dependent event Ξpzq :“ tΛpzq ď
plogNq´1u. Then there exists constant C ą 0 such that the following estimates hold uni-
formly for all a P I and z P Spc0, C0, εq:
1pΞq pΛo ` |Za|q ă Ψθ, (2.6.25)
and
1 pη ě 1q pΛo ` |Za|q ă Ψθ. (2.6.26)
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Proof. Applying Lemma 2.6.6 to Zi in (2.6.23), we get that on Ξ,
|Zi| ă q ` 1
N
˜ÿ
µ,ν
rσµ ˇˇGpiqµν ˇˇ2
¸1{2
“ q ` 1
N
˜ÿ
µ
rσµ ImGpiqµµ
η
¸1{2
“ q `
d
Imm
piq
2
Nη
, (2.6.27)
where we used (2.2.5), (2.6.11) and the fact that maxa,b |Gab| “ Op1q on event Ξ. Now by
(2.6.19), (2.6.20) and the bound (2.6.14), we have thatd
Imm
piq
2
Nη
“
d
Imm2c ` Impmpiq2 ´m2q ` Impm2 ´m2cq
Nη
ď CΨθ. (2.6.28)
Together with the fact that q “ N´1{2 À Ψθ by (2.4.19), we get (2.6.25) for 1pΞq|Zi|.
Similarly, we can prove the same estimate for 1pΞq|Zµ|, where in the proof one need to use
(2.6.10) and (2.4.19). If η ě 1, we also have maxa,b |Gab| “ Op1q by (2.6.9). Then repeating
the above proof, we obtain (2.6.26) for 1pη ě 1q|Za|. Similarly, using (2.6.6) and Lemmas
2.6.4-2.6.6, we can prove that
1pΞq p|Gij| ` |Gµν |q ` 1pη ě 1q p|Gij| ` |Gµν |q ă Ψθ. (2.6.29)
It remains to prove the bounds for Giµ and Gµi entries. Using (2.6.7), (2.4.1), the bound
maxa,b |Gab| “ Op1q on Ξ, Lemma 2.6.4 and Lemma 2.6.6, we get that
|Giµ| ă q ` 1
N
˜piµqÿ
j,ν
rσν ˇˇˇGpiµqνj ˇˇˇ2
¸1{2
“ q ` 1
N
˜pµqÿ
ν
rσν ˆGpiµqνν ` z¯η ImGpiµqνν
˙¸1{2
À q `
d
|mpiµq2 |
N
`
d
Imm
piµq
2
Nη
.
As in (2.6.28), we can show that d
Imm
piµq
2
Nη
“ OpΨθq. (2.6.30)
For the other term, we haved
|mpiµq2 |
N
ď
d
|m2c| ` |mpiµq2 ´m2| ` |m2 ´m2c|
N
À 1
N
?
η
`
c
θ
N
`
c
|m2c|
N
À Ψθ, (2.6.31)
where we used (2.6.14) and |m2c|N´1 “ OpΨ2q by (2.4.19). With (2.6.30) and (2.6.31), we
obtain that 1pΞq|Giµ| ă Ψθ. Together with (2.6.29), we get the estimate (2.6.25) for 1pΞqΛo.
Finally, the estimate (2.6.26) for 1 pη ě 1qΛo can be proved in a similar way with the bound
1pη ě 1qmaxa,b |Gab| “ Op1q.
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A key component of the proof for Proposition 2.6.8 is an analysis of the self-consistent
equation. Recall the equations in (2.2.9) and the function fpz,mq in (2.2.15).
Lemma 2.6.10. Let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant and fix C0, ε ą 0. Then the
following estimates hold uniformly in z P Spc0, C0, εq:
1pη ě 1q |fpz,m2q| ă N´1{2, 1pη ě 1q
ˇˇˇˇ
m1pzq ´ dN
ż
x
´z r1` xm2pzqspi
pnq
A pdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ă N´1{2,
(2.6.32)
and
1pΞq |fpz,m2q| ă Ψθ, 1pΞq
ˇˇˇˇ
m1pzq ´ dN
ż
x
´z r1` xm2pzqspi
pnq
A pdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ă Ψθ, (2.6.33)
where Ξ is as given in Lemma 2.6.9. Moreover, we have the finer estimates
1pΞq |fpz,m2q| ă 1pΞq p|rZs1| ` |rZs2|q `Ψ2θ, (2.6.34)
and
1pΞq
ˇˇˇˇ
m1pzq ´ dN
ż
x
´z r1` xm2pzqspi
pnq
A pdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ă 1pΞq |rZs1| `Ψ2θ, (2.6.35)
where
rZs1 :“ 1
N
ÿ
iPI1
σi
p1` σim2q2Zi, rZs2 :“
1
N
ÿ
µPI2
rσµ
p1` rσµm1q2Zµ. (2.6.36)
Proof. We first prove (2.6.34) and (2.6.35), from which (2.6.33) follows due to (2.6.25) and
(2.4.12). By (2.6.5), (2.6.23) and (2.6.24), we have
1
Gii
“ ´1´ σi
N
ÿ
µPI2
rσµGpiqµµ ` Zi “ ´1´ σim2 ` εi, (2.6.37)
and
1
Gµµ
“ ´z ´ rσµ
N
ÿ
iPI1
σiG
pµq
ii ` Zµ “ ´z ´ zrσµm1 ` εµ, (2.6.38)
where
εi :“ Zi ` σi
´
m2 ´mpiq2
¯
and εµ :“ Zµ ` zrσµ ´m1 ´mpµq1 ¯ .
By (2.6.14) and (2.6.25), we have for all i and µ,
1pΞq p|εi| ` |εµ|q ă Ψθ. (2.6.39)
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Moreover, by (2.6.8) we have
1pΞq
´
|m2 ´mpiq2 | ` |m1 ´mpµq1 |
¯
ď 1pΞq 1
N
˜ÿ
νPI2
rσν ˇˇˇˇGνiGiν
Gii
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ÿ
jPI1
σj
ˇˇˇˇ
GjµGµj
Gµµ
ˇˇˇˇ¸
ă Ψ2θ,
(2.6.40)
where we used (2.6.25) and |Gii| „ |Gµµ| „ 1 on Ξ in the second step. Now using (2.6.37),
(2.6.39), (2.6.40), (2.6.25), (2.4.12) and the definition of Ξ, we can obtain that
1pΞqGii “ 1pΞq
„
1
´p1` σim2q ´
Zi
p1` σim2q2
`Oă
`
Ψ2θ
˘
. (2.6.41)
Taking average 1
Nz
ř
i σi, we get
1pΞqm1 “ 1pΞq
«
1
N
ÿ
i
σi
´zp1` σim2q ´ z
´1rZs1 `Oă
`
Ψ2θ
˘ff
, (2.6.42)
which proves (2.6.35). On the other hand, using (2.6.38), (2.6.39), (2.6.40), (2.6.25), (2.4.12)
and the definition of Ξ, we obtain that
1pΞqGµµ “ 1pΞq
«
1
´zp1` rσµm1q ´ Zµz2 p1` rσµm1q2 `Oă `Ψ2θ˘
ff
. (2.6.43)
Taking average N´1
ř
µ rσµ, we get
1pΞqm2 “ 1pΞq
«
1
N
ÿ
µ
rσµ
´zp1` rσµm1q ´ z´2rZs2 `Oă `Ψ2θ˘
ff
. (2.6.44)
Plugging (2.6.42) into (2.6.44), and using (2.4.12) and the definition of Ξ, we can obtain that
1pΞqm2 “ 1pΞq
«
1
N
ÿ
µ
rσµ
´z ` rσµ
N
ř
i
σi
1`σim2
`Oă
`|rZs1| ` |rZs2| `Ψ2θ˘
ff
. (2.6.45)
Comparing with (2.2.15), we have proved (2.6.34).
Then we prove (2.6.32). Using the bound 1pη ě 1qmaxa,b |Gab| “ Op1q, we trivially have
|m1| ` |m2| ` θ “ Op1q. Thus we have 1pη ě 1qΨθ “ OpN´1{2q. Then (2.6.14) and (2.6.26)
together give that
1pη ě 1qp|εi| ` |εµ|q ă N´1{2. (2.6.46)
First we claim that in the case η ě 1, with high probability,
|m1| ě Imm1 ě c, |m2| ě Imm2 ě c, (2.6.47)
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for some constant c ą 0. By the spectral decomposition (2.4.5), we have
ImGii “ Im
Mÿ
k“1
z|ξkpiq|2
λk ´ z “
Mÿ
k“1
|ξkpiq|2Im
ˆ
´1` λk
λk ´ z
˙
ě 0.
Then by (2.6.38), G´1µµ is of order Op1q and has imaginary part ď ´η ` Oă
`
N´1{2
˘
. This
implies ImGµµ Á η with high probability, which gives the second estimate of (2.6.47) by
(2.2.5). Moreover, with (2.2.5) we also get that Imp1 ` σim2q Á 1 for i ď τn. Then with
(2.6.37) and a similar argument as above, we obtain the first estimate of (2.6.47). Next, we
claim that in the case η ě 1, with high probability,
|1` rσµm1| ě c1, |1` σim2| ě c1, (2.6.48)
for some constant c1 ą 0. In fact, if σi ď 2|m2|´1, we trivially have |1 ` σim2| ě 1{2.
Otherwise, we have
|1` σim2| ě Imm2
2|m2| ě c
1
by (2.6.47). The first estimate in (2.6.48) can be proved in the same way. Finally, with
(2.6.46), (2.6.47) and (2.6.48), we can repeat the previous arguments between (2.6.37) and
(2.6.45) to get (2.6.32).
The following lemma gives the stability of the equation fpz,mq “ 0. Roughly speaking,
it states that if fpz,m2pzqq is small and m2przq ´ m2cprzq is small for Im rz ě Im z, then
m2pzq ´m2cpzq is small. For an arbitrary z P Spc0, C0, εq, we define the discrete set
Lpwq :“ tzu Y tz1 P Spc0, C0, εq : Re z1 “ Re z, Im z1 P rIm z, 1s X pN´10Nqu.
Thus, if Im z ě 1, then Lpzq “ tzu; if Im z ă 1, then Lpzq is a 1-dimensional lattice with
spacing N´10 plus the point z. Obviously, we have |Lpzq| ď N10.
Lemma 2.6.11. Let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant and fix C0, ε ą 0. The self-
consistent equation fpz,mq “ 0 is stable on Spc0, C0, εq in the following sense. Suppose the
z-dependent function δ satisfies N´2 ď δpzq ď plogNq´1 for z P Spc0, C0, εq and that δ is
Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant ď N2. Suppose moreover that for each fixed E,
the function η ÞÑ δpE ` iηq is non-increasing for η ą 0. Suppose that u2 : Spc0, C0, εq Ñ C
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is the Stieltjes transform of a probability measure. Let z P Spc0, C0, εq and suppose that for
all z1 P Lpzq we have
|fpz, u2q| ď δpzq. (2.6.49)
Then we have
|u2pzq ´m2cpzq| ď Cδ?
κ` η ` δ , (2.6.50)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of z and N , where κ is defined in (2.4.9).
Proof. This lemma can proved with the same method as in e.g. [14, Lemma 4.5] and [59,
Appendix A.2]. The only input is Lemma 2.2.6.
Note that by Lemma 2.6.11 and (2.6.32), we immediately get that
1pη ě 1qθpzq ă N´1{2. (2.6.51)
From (2.6.26), we obtain the off-diagonal estimate
1pη ě 1qΛopzq ă N´1{2. (2.6.52)
Using (2.6.37), (2.6.38) and (2.6.51), we get that
1pη ě 1q p|Gii ´ Πii| ` |Gµµ ´ Πµµ|q ă N´1{2, (2.6.53)
which gives the diagonal estimate. These bounds can be easily generalized to the case η ě c
for any fixed c ą 0. Compared with (2.6.21), one can see that the bounds (2.6.52) and
(2.6.53) are optimal for the η ě c case. Now it remains to deal with the small η case (in
particular, the local case with η ! 1). We first prove the following weak bound.
Lemma 2.6.12 (Weak entrywise local law). Let c0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant and
fix C0, ε ą 0. Then we have
Λpzq ă pNηq´1{4, (2.6.54)
uniformly in z P Spc0, C0, εq.
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Proof. One can prove this lemma using a continuity argument as in e.g. [14, Section 4.1],
[33, Section 5.3] or [34, Section 3.6]. The key inputs are Lemmas 2.6.9-2.6.11, and the
estimates (2.6.51)-(2.6.53) in the η ě 1 case. All the other parts of the proof are essentially
the same.
To get the strong entrywise local law as in (2.6.21), we need stronger bounds on rZs1 and
rZs2 in (2.6.34) and (2.6.35). They follow from the following fluctuation averaging lemma.
Lemma 2.6.13 (Fluctuation averaging). Suppose Φ and Φo are positive, N-dependent deter-
ministic functions on Spc0, C0, εq satisfying N´1{2 ď Φ,Φo ď N´c for some constant c ą 0.
Suppose moreover that Λ ă Φ and Λo ă Φo. Then for all z P Spc0, C0, εq we have
|rZs1| ` |rZs2| ă Φ2o. (2.6.55)
Proof. We suppose that the event Ξ holds. The bound (2.6.55) can be proved in a similar way
as [14, Lemma 4.9] and [33, Theorem 4.7]. Take rZs1 as an example. The only complication
of the proof is that the coefficients σi{p1` σim2q2 are random and depend on i. This can be
dealt with by writing, for any i P I1,
m2 “ mpiq2 ` 1N
ÿ
µPI2
rσµGµiGiµ
Gii
“ mpiq2 `OpΛ2oq.
Then we write
rZs1 “ 1
N
ÿ
iPI1
σi`
1`mpiq2 σi
˘2Zi `OpΛ2oq “ 1N ÿ
iPI1
p1´ Eiq
«
σi`
1`mpiq2 σi
˘2G´1ii
ff
`OpΛ2oq
“ 1
N
ÿ
iPI1
p1´ Eiq
„
σi
p1`m2σiq2
G´1ii

`OpΛ2oq. (2.6.56)
Now the method to bound the first term in the line (2.6.56) is only a slight modification
of the one in [14] or [33]. For the proof of an even more complicated fluctuation averaging
lemma, one can also refer to the Proof of Lemma 4.4.10 in Section ??. Finally, we use that
Ξ holds with high probability by Lemma 2.6.12 to conclude the proof.
Now we give the proof of Proposition 2.6.8.
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Proof of Proposition 2.6.8. .By Lemma 2.6.12, the event Ξ holds with high probability. Then
by Lemma 2.6.12 and Lemma 2.6.9, we can take
Φo “
d
Imm2c ` pNηq´1{4
Nη
` 1
Nη
, Φ “ 1pNηq1{4 , (2.6.57)
in Lemma 2.6.13. Then (2.6.34) gives
|fpz,m2q| ă Imm2c ` pNηq
´1{4
Nη
.
Using Lemma 2.6.11, we get
|m2 ´m2c| ă Imm2c
Nη
?
κ` η `
1
pNηq5{8 ă
1
pNηq5{8 , (2.6.58)
where we used Imm2c “ Op?κ` ηq by (2.4.11) in the second step. With (2.6.35) and
(2.6.58), we get the same bound for m1, which gives
θ ă pNηq´5{8, (2.6.59)
Then using Lemma 2.6.9 and (2.6.59), we obtain that
Λo ă
d
Imm2c ` pNηq´5{8
Nη
` 1
Nη
(2.6.60)
uniformly in z P Spc0, C0, εq, which is a better bound than the one in (2.6.57). Taking the
RHS of (2.6.60) as the new Φo, we can obtain an even better bound for Λo. Iterating the
above arguments, we get the bound
θ ă pNηq´
řl
k“1 2´k´2´l´2
after l iterations. This implies
θ ă pNηq´1 (2.6.61)
since l can be arbitrarily large. Now with (2.6.61), Lemma 2.6.9, (2.6.41) and (2.6.43), we
can obtain (2.6.21).
Proof of Proposition 2.6.1. We now can finish the proof of Proposition 2.6.1 using Proposi-
tion 2.6.8. By (2.6.41) and (2.6.61), we have
m “ 1
n
ÿ
i
1
´zp1` σim2q ´
1
n
ÿ
i
Zi
z p1` σim2q2
`Oă
`
Ψ2
˘
.
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Using the same method as in Lemma 2.6.13, we can obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nÿ
i
Zi
p1` σim2q2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă Ψ2.
Together with (2.2.10), (2.4.12) and (2.6.61), we get that
|m´mc| ă pNηq´1 `Ψ2 ă pNηq´1,
where we used (2.4.19) in the second step. This proves (2.6.3).
For z P Soutpc0, C0, εq :“ Spc0, C0, εq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λr, Nη?κ` η ě N εu, we have
Ψ2 ď 2
„
Imm2cpzq
Nη
` 1pNηq2

À 1
N
?
κ` η `
1
pNηq2 À
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η ,
where we used (2.4.11) in the second step. Thus to prove (2.6.4), it suffices to prove that
|m2 ´m2c| ă 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η , z P Soutpc0, C0, εq. (2.6.62)
In fact, taking Φo “ Φ “ Ψ in Lemma 2.6.13 and then using Lemma 2.6.11, we get that
|m2 ´m2c| ă Ψ
2
?
κ` η À
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η .
This finishes the proof of (2.6.62), and hence (2.6.4).
Finally, with (2.6.21), one can repeat the polynomialization method in [14, Section 5] to
get the anisotropic local law (2.6.2). The only difference is that one need to use the first
bound in (2.2.5).
2.7 A self-consistent comparison approach
In this section, we finish the proof of Theorem 2.4.6 for a general X satisfying (2.4.15),
(2.4.20) and the bounded support condition (2.4.1) with q ď N´φ for some constant φ ą 0.
The proposition 2.6.1 implies that (2.4.22) holds for Gaussian XGauss. Thus the basic idea
is to prove that for X satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6,
@
u,
`
GpX,wq ´GpXGauss, wq˘vD ă q `Ψpzq
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uniformly for deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI and z P rSpc0, C0, εq.
For simplicity of notations, we introduce the following generalized entries. For v,w P CI
and a P I, we shall denote
Gvw :“ xv, Gwy, Gva :“ xv, Geay, Gaw :“ xea, Gwy, (2.7.1)
where ea is the standard unit vector along a-th axis. Given vectors x P CI1 and y P CI2 , we
always identify them with their natural embeddings
¨˝
x
0
‚˛ and
¨˝
0
y
‚˛ in CI . The exact
meanings will be clear from the context. Now similar to Lemma 2.6.4, we can prove the
following estimates for G.
Lemma 2.7.1. For i P I1 and µ P I2, we define ui “ U˚ei P CI1 and vµ “ V ˚eµ P CI2, i.e.
ui is the i-th row vector of U and vµ is the µ-th row vector of V . Let x P CI1 and y P CI2.
Then we have ÿ
iPI1
|Gxui |2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Guix|2 “ |z|
2
η
Im
ˆ
Gxx
z
˙
, (2.7.2)
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇ
Gyvµ
ˇˇ2 “ ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇ
Gvµy
ˇˇ2 “ ImGyy
η
, (2.7.3)
ÿ
iPI1
|Gyui |2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Guiy|2 “ Gyy ` z¯η ImGyy, (2.7.4)ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇ
Gxvµ
ˇˇ2 “ ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇ
Gvµx
ˇˇ2 “ Gxx
z
` z¯
η
Im
ˆ
Gxx
z
˙
. (2.7.5)
All of the above estimates remain true for GpTq instead of G for any T Ď I.
Proof. We only prove (2.7.3) and (2.7.4). The proof for (2.7.2) and (2.7.5) is very similar.
With (2.4.5), we get thatÿ
µPI2
ˇˇ
Gyvµ
ˇˇ2 “ ÿ
µPI2
xy, Gvµy
@
vµ, G
:y
D “ Nÿ
k“1
|xy, ζky|2
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2
“ ImGyy
η
. (2.7.6)
For simplicity, we denote Y :“ Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2. Then with (2.4.4) and (2.4.6), we get thatÿ
iPI1
|Gyui |2 “
´
G2Y :Y G:2
¯
yy
“
´
G2
`
Y :Y ´ z¯˘G:2¯
yy
` z¯
´
G2G:2
¯
yy
“ Gyy ` z¯
η
ImGyy,
where we used G:2 “
`
Y :Y ´ z¯˘´1 and (2.7.6) in the last step.
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Our proof basically follows the arguments in [59, Section 7] with some modifications.
Thus we will not give all the details. We first focus on proving the anisotropic local law
(2.4.22), and the proof of (2.4.23)-(2.4.24) will be given at the end of this section. By
polarization, to prove (2.4.22) it suffices to prove that
xv, pGpX, zq ´ Πpzqqvy ă q `Ψpzq (2.7.7)
uniformly in z P rSpc0, C0, εq and any deterministic unit vector v P CI . In fact, we can
obtain the more general bound (2.4.22) by applying (2.7.7) to the vectors u` v and u` iv,
respectively.
The proof consists of a bootstrap argument from larger scales to smaller scales in multi-
plicative increments of N´δ, where
δ P
ˆ
0,
mintε, φu
2Ca
˙
. (2.7.8)
Here ε ą 0 is the constant in rSpc0, C0, εq, φ ą 0 is a constant such that q ď N´φ, Ca ą 0 is
an absolute constant that will be chosen large enough in the proof. For any η ě N´1`ε, we
define
ηl :“ ηN δl for l “ 0, ..., L´ 1, ηL :“ 1. (2.7.9)
where L ” Lpηq :“ max  l P N| ηN δpl´1q ă 1( . Note that L ď δ´1.
By (2.6.9), the function z ÞÑ Gpzq ´ Πpzq is Lipschitz continuous in rSpc0, C0, εq with
Lipschitz constant bounded by N2. Thus to prove (2.7.7) for all z P rSpc0, C0, εq, it suffices to
show that (2.7.7) holds for all z in some discrete but sufficiently dense subset S Ă rSpc0, C0, εq.
We will use the following discretized domain S.
Definition 2.7.2. Let S be an N´10-net of rSpc0, C0, εq such that |S| ď N20 and
E ` iη P S ñ E ` iηl P S for l “ 1, ..., Lpηq.
The bootstrapping is formulated in terms of two scale-dependent properties (Am) and
(Cm) defined on the subsets
Sm :“
 
z P S | Im z ě N´δm( .
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pAmq For all z P Sm, all deterministic unit vectors x P CI1 and y P CI2 , and all X satisfying
the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6, we have
Im
ˆ
Gxxpzq
z
˙
` ImGyypzq ă Imm2cpzq `NCaδpq `Ψpzqq. (2.7.10)
pCmq For all z P Sm, all deterministic unit vector v P CI , and all X satisfying the assump-
tions in Theorem 2.4.6, we have
|Gvvpzq ´ Πvvpzq| ă NCaδpq `Ψpzqq. (2.7.11)
It is trivial to see that pA0q holds by (2.6.9) and (2.4.11). Moreover, it is easy to observe
the following result.
Lemma 2.7.3. For any m, property pCmq implies property pAmq.
Proof. By (2.4.11), (2.4.12) and the definition of Π in (2.4.16), it is easy to get that
Im
ˆ
Πxxpzq
z
˙
` Im Πyypzq À Imm2cpzq,
which finishes the proof.
The key step is the following induction result.
Lemma 2.7.4. For any 1 ď m ď δ´1, property pAm´1q implies property pCmq.
Combining Lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.7.4, we conclude that (2.7.11) holds for all w P S. Since
δ can be chosen arbitrarily small under the condition (2.7.8), we conclude that (2.7.7) holds
for all w P S, and (2.4.22) follows for all z P rSpc0, C0, εq. What remains now is the proof of
Lemma 2.7.4. Denote
FvpX, zq :“ |GvvpX, zq ´ Πvvpzq| . (2.7.12)
By Markov’s inequality, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7.5. Fix p P N and m ď δ´1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.4.6
and property pAm´1q hold. Then we have
EF pvpX, zq ď
“
NCaδ pq `Ψpzqq‰p (2.7.13)
for all z P Sm and any deterministic unit vector v.
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In the rest of this section, we focus on proving Lemma 2.7.5. First, in order to make use
of the assumption pAm´1q, which has spectral parameters in Sm´1, to get some estimates for
G with spectral parameters in Sm, we shall use the following rough bounds for Gxy.
Lemma 2.7.6. For any z “ E ` iη P S and unit vectors x,y P CI, we have
|Gxypzq ´ Πxypzq| ăN2δ
Lpηqÿ
l“1
„
Im
ˆ
Gx1x1pE ` iηlq
E ` iηl
˙
` ImGx2x2pE ` iηlq
` Im
ˆ
Gy1y1pE ` iηlq
E ` iηl
˙
` ImGy2y2pE ` iηlq

` 1,
where x “
¨˝
x1
x2
‚˛ and y “
¨˝
y1
y2
‚˛ for x1,y1 P CI1 and x2,y2 P CI2, and ηl is defined in
(2.7.9).
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for [59, Lemma 7.12].
Recall that for a given family of random matrices A, we use A “ Oăpζq to mean
|xv, Awy| ă ζ}v}2}w}2 uniformly in any deterministic vectors v and w (see Definition 2.4.1
(ii)).
Lemma 2.7.7. Suppose pAm´1q holds, then
Gpzq ´ Πpzq “ OăpN2δq, (2.7.14)
and
Im
ˆ
Gxxpzq
z
˙
` ImGyypzq ă N2δ
“
Imm2cpzq `NCaδpq `Ψpzqq
‰
, (2.7.15)
for all z P Sm and any deterministic unit vectors x P CI1 and y P CI2.
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for [59, Lemma 7.13].
Now we are ready to perform the self-consistent comparison. We divide the proof into
three subsections. In Sections 2.7.1-2.7.2, we prove Lemma 2.7.5 under the condition
Ex3ij “ 0, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N, (2.7.16)
for z P Spc0, C0, εq. Then in Section 2.7.3, we show how to relax (2.7.16) to (2.4.20) for
z P rSpc0, C0, εq.
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2.7.1 Interpolation and expansion
Definition 2.7.8 (Interpolating matrices). Introduce the notations X0 :“ XGauss and X1 :“
X. Let ρ0iµ and ρ
1
iµ be the laws of X
0
iµ and X
1
iµ, respectively. For θ P r0, 1s, we define the
interpolated law
ρθiµ :“ p1´ θqρ0iµ ` θρ1iµ.
We shall work on the probability space consisting of triples pX0, Xθ, X1q of independent
I1 ˆ I2 random matrices, where the matrix Xθ “ pXθiµq has lawź
iPI1
ź
µPI2
ρθiµpdXθiµq. (2.7.17)
For λ P R, i P I1 and µ P I2, we define the matrix Xθ,λpiµq through
´
Xθ,λpiµq
¯
jν
:“
$’&’%X
θ
iµ, if pj, νq ‰ pi, µq
λ, if pj, νq “ pi, µq
.
We also introduce the matrices
Gθpzq :“ G `Xθ, z˘ , Gθ,λpiµqpzq :“ G´Xθ,λpiµq, z¯ .
We shall prove Lemma 2.7.5 through interpolation matrices Xθ between X0 and X1. It
holds for X0 by Proposition 2.6.1.
Lemma 2.7.9. Lemma 2.7.5 holds if X “ X0.
Using (2.7.17) and fundamental calculus, we get the following basic interpolation formula.
Lemma 2.7.10. For F : RI1ˆI2 Ñ C we have
d
dθ
EF pXθq “
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
”
EF
´
X
θ,X1iµ
piµq
¯
´ EF
´
X
θ,X0iµ
piµq
¯ı
(2.7.18)
provided all the expectations exist.
We shall apply Lemma 2.7.10 with F pXq “ F pvpX, zq for FvpX, zq defined in (2.7.12).
The main work is devoted to proving the following self-consistent estimate for the right-hand
side of (2.7.18).
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Lemma 2.7.11. Fix p P 2N and m ď δ´1. Suppose (2.7.16) and pAm´1q hold, then we haveÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
”
EF pv
´
X
θ,X1iµ
piµq , z
¯
´ EF pv
´
X
θ,X0iµ
piµq , z
¯ı
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψpzqq‰p ` EF pvpXθ, zq˘
(2.7.19)
for all θ P r0, 1s, z P Sm and any deterministic unit vector v.
Combining Lemmas 2.7.9-2.7.11 with a Gro¨nwall’s argument, we can conclude Lemma
2.7.5 and hence (2.7.7). In order to prove Lemma 2.7.11, we compare X
θ,X0iµ
piµq and X
θ,X1iµ
piµq via
a common Xθ,0piµq, i.e. we will prove thatÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
”
EF pv
´
X
θ,Xuiµ
piµq , z
¯
´ EF pv
´
Xθ,0piµq, z
¯ı
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψpzqq‰p ` EF pvpXθ, zq˘
(2.7.20)
for all u P t0, 1u, θ P r0, 1s, w P Sm, and any deterministic unit vector v.
Underlying the proof of (2.7.20) is an expansion approach which we will describe be-
low. During the proof, we always assume that pAm´1q holds. Also the rest of the proof is
performed at a fixed z P Sm. We define the I ˆ I matrix ∆λpiµq as
∆λpiµq :“ λ
¨˝
0 Σ1{2uivµ˚rΣ1{2rΣ1{2vµui˚ Σ1{2 0 ‚˛, (2.7.21)
where we recall the definitions of ui and vµ in Lemma 2.7.1. Then we have for any λ, λ
1 P R
and K P N,
Gθ,λ
1
piµq “ Gθ,λpiµq `
Kÿ
k“1
Gθ,λpiµq
´
∆λ´λ
1
piµq G
θ,λ
piµq
¯k `Gθ,λ1piµq ´∆λ´λ1piµq Gθ,λpiµq¯K`1 . (2.7.22)
The following result provides a priori bounds for the entries of Gθ,λpiµq.
Lemma 2.7.12. Suppose that y is a random variable satisfying |y| ă q. Then
Gθ,ypiµq ´ Π “ OăpN2δq, i P I1, µ P I2 . (2.7.23)
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for [59, Lemma 7.14].
In the following proof, for simplicity of notations, we introduce fpiµqpλq :“ F pvpXθ,λpiµqq. We
use f
prq
piµq to denote the r-th derivative of fpiµq. With Lemma 2.7.12 and (2.7.22), it is easy to
prove the following result.
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Lemma 2.7.13. Suppose that y is a random variable satisfying |y| ă q. Then for fixed
r P N, ˇˇˇ
f
prq
piµqpyq
ˇˇˇ
ă N2δpr`pq. (2.7.24)
By this lemma, the Taylor expansion of fpiµq gives
fpiµqpyq “
4p`4ÿ
r“0
yr
r!
f
prq
piµqp0q `Oă
`
qp`4
˘
, (2.7.25)
provided Ca is chosen large enough in (2.7.8). Therefore we have for u P t0, 1u,
EF pv
´
X
θ,Xuiµ
piµq
¯
´ EF pv
´
Xθ,0piµq
¯
“E “fpiµq `Xuiµ˘´ fpiµqp0q‰
“E fpiµqp0q ` 1
2N
E f p2qpiµqp0q `
4p`4ÿ
r“4
1
r!
E f prqpiµqp0qE
`
Xuiµ
˘r `Oăpqp`4q,
where we used that Xuiµ has vanishing first and third moments and its variance is 1{N .
(Note that this is the only place where we need the condition (2.7.16).) By (2.4.15) and the
bounded support condition, we have
ˇˇ
E
`
Xuiµ
˘r ˇˇ ă N´2qr´4, r ě 4. (2.7.26)
Thus to show (2.7.20), we only need to prove for r “ 4, 5, ..., 4p` 4,
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇ
E f prqpiµqp0q
ˇˇˇ
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpXθ, zq˘ . (2.7.27)
In order to get a self-consistent estimate in terms of the matrix Xθ on the right-hand side
of (2.7.27), we want to replace Xθ,0piµq in fpiµqp0q “ F pvpXθ,0piµqq with Xθ “ X
θ,Xθiµ
piµq .
Lemma 2.7.14. Suppose that
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇ
E f prqpiµqpXθiµq
ˇˇˇ
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpXθ, zq˘ (2.7.28)
holds for r “ 4, ..., 4p` 4. Then (2.7.27) holds for r “ 4, ..., 4p` 4.
Proof. We abbreviate fpiµq ” f and Xθiµ ” ξ. Then with (2.7.25) we can get
Ef plqp0q “ Ef plqpξq ´
4p`4´lÿ
k“1
Ef pl`kqp0qEξ
k
k!
`Oăpqp`4´lq. (2.7.29)
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The estimate (2.7.27) then follows from a repeated application of (2.7.29). Fix r “ 4, ..., 4p`
4. Using (2.7.29), we get
Ef prqp0q
“ Ef prqpξq ´
ÿ
k1ě1
1pr ` k1 ď 4p` 4qEf pr`k1qp0qEξ
k1
k1!
`Oăpqp`4´rq
“ Ef prqpξq ´
ÿ
k1ě1
1pr ` k1 ď 4p` 4qEf pr`k1qpξqEξ
k1
k1!
`
ÿ
k1,k2ě1
1pr ` k1 ` k2 ď 4p` 4qEf pr`k1`k2qp0qEξ
k1
k1!
Eξk2
k2!
`Oăpqp`4´rq
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
4p`4´rÿ
t“0
p´1qt
ÿ
k1,¨¨¨ ,ktě1
1
˜
r `
tÿ
j“1
kj ď 4p` 4
¸
Ef pr`
řt
j“1 kjqpξq
tź
j“1
Eξkj
kj!
`Oăpqp`4´rq.
The lemma now follows easily by using (2.7.26).
2.7.2 Proof with “Words”
What remains now is to prove (2.7.28). For simplicity, we abbreviate Xθ ” X. In order to
exploit the detailed structure of the derivatives on the left-hand side of (2.7.28), we introduce
the following algebraic objects.
Definition 2.7.15 (Words). Given i P I1 and µ P I2. Let W be the set of words of even
length in two letters ti,µu. We denote the length of a word w PW by 2mpwq with mpwq P N.
We use bold symbols to denote the letters of words. For instance, w “ t1s2t2s3 ¨ ¨ ¨ trsr`1
denotes a word of length 2r. Define Wr :“ tw P W : mpwq “ ru to be the set of words of
length 2r, and such that each word w PWr satisfies that tlsl`1 P tiµ,µiu for all 1 ď l ď r.
Next we assign to each letter ˚ a value r˚s through ris :“ Σ ui, rµs :“ rΣvµ, where ui
and vµ are defined in Lemma 2.7.1 and are regarded as summation indices. Note that it
is important to distinguish the abstract letter from its value, which is a summation index.
Finally, to each word w we assign a random variable Av,i,µpwq as follows. If mpwq “ 0 we
define
Av,i,µpwq :“ Gvv ´ Πvv.
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If mpwq ě 1, say w “ t1s2t2s3 ¨ ¨ ¨ trsr`1, we define
Av,i,µpwq :“ Gvrt1sGrs2srt2s ¨ ¨ ¨GrsrsrtrsGrsr`1sv. (2.7.30)
Notice the words are constructed such that, by (2.7.21) and (2.7.22) ,ˆ B
BXiµ
˙r
pGvv ´ Πvvq “ p´1qrr!
ÿ
wPWr
Av,i,µpwq, r P N,
with which we get that
ˆ B
BXiµ
˙r
F pvpXq “ p´1qr
ÿ
m1`¨¨¨`mp“r
p{2ź
t“1
`
mt!mt`p{2!
˘ ¨˝ ÿ
wtPWmt
ÿ
wt`p{2PWmt`p{2
Av,i,µpwtqAv,i,µpwt`p{2q‚˛.
Then to prove (2.7.28), it suffices to show that
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
p{2ź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtqAv,i,µpwt`p{2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpX, zq˘ (2.7.31)
for 4 ď r ď 4p ` 4 and all words w1, ..., wp P W satisfying mpw1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` mpwpq “ r. To
avoid the unimportant notational complications associated with the complex conjugates, we
will actually prove that
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpX, zq˘ . (2.7.32)
The proof of p2.7.31q is essentially the same but with slightly heavier notations. Treating
empty words separately, we find it suffices to prove
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇAp´lv,i,µpw0q lź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpX, zq˘ (2.7.33)
for 4 ď r ď 4p` 4, 1 ď l ď p, and words such that mpw0q “ 0, řtmpwtq “ r and mpwtq ě 1
for t ě 1.
To estimate (2.7.33) we introduce the quantity
Ra :“ |Gvwa | ` |Gwav| (2.7.34)
for a P I, where wi :“ Σ1{2 ui for i P I1 and wµ :“ rΣ1{2 vµ for µ P I2.
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Lemma 2.7.16. For w PW, we have the rough bound
|Av,i,µpwq| ă N2δpmpwq`1q. (2.7.35)
Furthermore, for mpwq ě 1 we have
|Av,i,µpwq| ă pR2i `R2µqN2δpmpwq´1q. (2.7.36)
For mpwq “ 1, we have the better bound
|Av,i,µpwq| ă RiRµ. (2.7.37)
Proof. The estimates (2.7.35) and (2.7.36) follow immediately from the rough bound (2.7.14)
and definition (2.7.30). The estimate (2.7.37) follows from the constraint t1 ‰ s2 in the
definition (2.7.30).
By pigeonhole principle, if r ď 2l ´ 2, then there exist at least two words wt with
mpwtq “ 1. Therefore by Lemma 2.7.16 we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇAp´lv,i,µpw0q lź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă N2δpr`lqF p´lv pXq `1pr ě 2l ´ 1qpR2i `R2µq ` 1pr ď 2l ´ 2qR2iR2µ˘ .
(2.7.38)
Let v “
¨˝
v1
v2
‚˛ for v1 P CI1 and v2 P CI2 . Then using Lemma 2.7.1, we get
1
N
ÿ
iPI1
R2i ` 1N
ÿ
µPI2
R2µ ă
Im pz´1Gv1v1q ` Im pGv2v2q ` η |Gv1v1 | ` η |Gv2v2 |
Nη
ă N2δ
Imm2c `NCaδpq `Ψpzqq
Nη
ă N pCa`2qδ
ˆ
Ψ2pzq ` q
Nη
˙
,
(2.7.39)
where in the second step we used the two bounds in Lemma 2.7.7 and η “ OpImm2cq by
(2.4.11), and in the last step the definition of Ψ in (2.4.18). Using the same method we can
get
1
N2
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
R2iR2µ ă
„
N pCa`2qδ
ˆ
Ψ2pzq ` q
Nη
˙2
. (2.7.40)
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Plugging (2.7.39) and (2.7.40) into (2.7.38), we get that the left-hand side of (2.7.33) is
bounded by
qr´4N2δpr`l`2q EF p´lv pXq
”
1pr ě 2l ´ 1q `NCaδ{2pq `Ψq˘2 ` 1pr ď 2l ´ 2q `NCaδ{2pq `Ψq˘4ı
ď N2δpr`l`2q EF p´lv pXq
”
1pr ě 2l ´ 1q `NCaδ{2pq `Ψq˘r´2 ` 1pr ď 2l ´ 2q `NCaδ{2pq `Ψq˘rı
ď EF p´lv pXq
”
1pr ě 2l ´ 1q `NCaδ{2`12δpq `Ψq˘r´2 ` 1pr ď 2l ´ 2q `NCaδ{2`12δpq `Ψq˘rı ,
where we used that l ď r and r ě 4 in the last step. If we choose Ca ě 25, then by (2.7.8)
we have NCaδ{2`12δ ! mintNφ{2, N ε{2u, and hence NCaδ{2`12δpq`Ψq ! 1. Moreover, if r ě 4
and r ě 2l ´ 1, then r ě l ` 2. Therefore we conclude that the left-hand side of p2.7.33q is
bounded by
EF p´lv pXq
“
NCaδpq `Ψq‰l . (2.7.41)
Now (2.7.33) follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality. This concludes the proof of (2.7.28), and
hence of (2.7.20), and hence of Lemma 2.7.4. This proves (2.7.7), and hence (2.4.22) under
the condition (2.7.16).
2.7.3 Non-vanishing third moment
In this subsection, we prove Lemma 2.7.5 under (2.4.20) for z P rSpc0, C0, εq. Following the
arguments in Sections 2.7.1-2.7.2, we see that it suffices to prove the estimate (2.7.28) in the
r “ 3 case. In other words, we need to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7.17. Fix p P 2N and m ď δ´1. Let z P Sm and suppose pAm´1q holds. Then
bNN
´2 ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇ
E f p3qpiµqpXθiµq
ˇˇˇ
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` EF pvpXθ, zq˘ . (2.7.42)
Proof. The main new ingredient of the proof is a further iteration step at a fixed z. Suppose
G´ rΠ “ OăpΦq (2.7.43)
for some deterministic parameter Φ ” ΦN . By the a priori bound (2.7.14), we can take
Φ ď N2δ. Assuming (2.7.43), we shall prove a self-improving bound of the form
bNN
´2 ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇ
E f p3qpiµqpXθiµq
ˇˇˇ
“ O `“NCaδpq `Ψq‰p ` pN´ε{2Φqp ` EF pvpXθ, wq˘ . (2.7.44)
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Once (2.7.44) is proved, we can use it iteratively to get an increasingly accurate bound for
|GvvpX, zq ´ Πvvpzq|. After each step, we obtain a better bound (2.7.43) with Φ reduced by
N´ε{2. Hence after Opε´1q many iterations we can get (2.7.42).
As in Section 2.7.2, to prove (2.7.44) it suffices to show
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
Ap´lv,i,µpw0q
lź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă F p´lv pXq “N pC0´1qδpq `Ψq `N´ε{2Φ‰l , (2.7.45)
which follows from the bound
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
lź
t“1
Av,i,µpwtq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă “N pC0´1qδpq `Ψq `N´ε{2Φ‰l . (2.7.46)
We now list all the three cases with l “ 1, 2, 3, and discuss each case separately.
When l “ 1, the single factor Av,i,µpw1q is of the form
Gvrt1sGrs2srt2sGrs3srt3sGrs4sv.
Then we split it as
Gvrt1sGrs2srt2sGrs3srt3sGrs4sv “Gvrt1sΠrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGrs4sv `Gvrt1s rGrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGrs4sv
`Gvrt1sΠrs2srt2s rGrs3srt3sGrs4sv `Gvrt1s rGrs2srt2s rGrs3srt3sGrs4sv,
(2.7.47)
where we abbreviate rG :“ G´ Π. For the second term, we have
bNN
´2 ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇ
Gvrt1s rGrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGrs4sv ˇˇˇ ă bNΦ ¨N pCa`2qδ ˆΨ2 ` qNη
˙
ă N´ε{2Φ
(2.7.48)
provided δ is small enough, where we used (2.7.39), (2.7.43) and the definition (2.4.21). The
third and fourth term of (2.7.47) can be dealt with in a similar way. For the first term, when
rt1s “ wi and rs4s “ wµ, we have
ˇˇˇ ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
GvwiΠrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGwµv
ˇˇˇ
ă N1`2δ
˜ÿ
µPI2
|Gwµv|2
¸1{2
ă N3{2`pCa{2`3qδpq `Ψq,
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where we used (2.7.39) and the fact that Π is deterministic, such that the a priori bound
(2.7.23) gives ˇˇˇ ÿ
iPI1
GvwiΠrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3s
ˇˇˇ
ă N1{2`2δ.
If rt1s “ wµ and rs4s “ vi, the proof is similar. If rt1s “ rs4s, then at least one of the terms
Πrs2srt2s and Πrs3srt3s must be of the form Πwiwµ or Πwµwi , and hence we haveÿ
i
|Πrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3s| “ OpN1{2q or
ÿ
µ
|Πrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3s| “ OpN1{2q.
Therefore using p2.7.39q and (2.4.21), we getˇˇˇ ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
Gvrt1sΠrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGrs4sv
ˇˇˇ
ă N3{2`pCa`2qδ
`
q2 `Ψ2˘ ď N3{2pq `Ψq.
provided δ is small enough. In sum, we obtain that
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇ ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
Gvrt1sΠrs2srt2sΠrs3srt3sGrs4sv
ˇˇˇ
ă N pCa´1qδpq `Ψq
provided that Ca ě 8. Together with (2.7.48), this proves (2.7.46) for l “ 1.
When l “ 2, ś2t“1Av,i,µpwtq is of the form
GvwiGwµvGvwiGwµwµGwiv, GvwiGwµvGvwµGwiwiGwµv, (2.7.49)
GvwiGwµvGvwiGwµwiGwµv, GvwiGwµvGvwµGwiwµGwiv, (2.7.50)
or an expression obtained from one of these four by exchanging wi and wµ. The first
expression in (2.7.49) can be estimated using (2.7.23), (2.7.39) and (2.7.43):
ÿ
µ
GwµvGwµwµ “
ÿ
µ
Gwµv rGwµwµ`ÿ
µ
GwµvΠwµwµ “ Oă
«
N1`pCa{2`1qδΦ
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙1{2
`N1{2`2δ
ff
,
(2.7.51)
and ˇˇˇÿ
i
GvwiGvwiGwiv
ˇˇˇ
ă N1`pCa`4qδ
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙
. (2.7.52)
Combining (2.4.21), (2.7.51) and (2.7.52), we get that
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇÿ
i
ÿ
µ
GvwiGwµvGvwiGwµwµGwiv
ˇˇˇ
ă
`
N pCa´1qδpq `Ψq `N´ε{2Φ˘2 ,
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provided δ is small enough. The second expression in (2.7.49) can be estimated similarly.
The first expression of (2.7.50) can be estimated using (2.4.21), (2.7.23) and (2.7.39) by
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i
ÿ
µ
GvwiGwµvGvwiGwµwiGwµv
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă bNN´2`2δÿ
i
ÿ
µ
|Gvwi |2
ˇˇ
Gwµv
ˇˇ2
ă bNN p2C0`6qδ
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙2
ď pq `Ψq2
for small enough δ. The second expression in (2.7.50) is estimated similarly. This proves
(2.7.46) for l “ 2.
When l “ 3, ś3t“1Av,i,µpwtq is of the form pGvwiGwµvq3 or an expression obtained by
exchanging wi and wµ in some of the three factors. We use (2.7.39) and
ř
i |Πvwi |2 “ Op1q
to get thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i
pGvwiq3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ăÿ
i
| rGvwi |3`ÿ
i
|Πvwi |3 ă Φ
ÿ
i
`|Gvwi |2 ` |Πvwi |2˘`1 ă N1`pC0`2qδ ˆΨ2 ` qNη
˙
Φ`Φ`1.
Now we conclude (2.7.46) for l “ 3 using (2.4.21) and N´1{2 “ Opq `Ψq.
If A or B is diagonal, then we can still prove (2.4.22) for all z P Spc0, C0, εq without using
(2.7.16). This follows from an improved self-consistent comparison argument for sample
covariance matrices (i.e. separable covariance matrices with B “ I) in [59, Section 8]. The
argument for separable covariance matrices with diagonal A or B is almost the same except
for some notational differences, so we omit the details.
2.7.4 Weak averaged local law
In this section, we prove the weak averaged local laws in (2.4.23) and (2.4.24). The proof
is similar to that for (2.4.22) in previous subsections, and we only explain the differences.
Note that the bootstrapping argument is not necessary, since we already have a good a priori
bound by (2.4.22). In analogy to (2.7.12), we define
rF pX, zq : “ |mpzq ´mcpzq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1nz ÿ
iPI1
pGiipX, zq ´ Πiipzqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
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where we used (2.4.17). Moreover, by Proposition 2.6.1, (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) hold for Gaus-
sian X (without the q2 term). For now, we assume (2.7.16) and prove the following stronger
estimates:
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă pNηq´1 (2.7.53)
for z P Spc0, C0, εq, and
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ă q
Nη
` 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η , (2.7.54)
for z P Spc0, C0, εq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λr, Nη?κ` η ě N εu. At the end of this section, we
will show how to relax (2.7.16) to (2.4.20) for z P rSpc0, C0, εq.
Note that
Ψ2pzq À 1
Nη
, and Ψ2pzq À 1
Npκ` ηq`
1
pNηq2?κ` η outside of the spectrum. (2.7.55)
Then following the argument in Section 2.7.1, analogous to (2.7.28), we only need to prove
that
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇˇ
E
ˆ B
BXiµ
˙r rF ppXqˇˇˇˇ “ Oˆ„N δ ˆΨ2 ` q
Nη
˙p
` E rF ppXq˙ (2.7.56)
for all r “ 4, ..., 4p`4, where δ ą 0 is any positive constant. Analogous to (2.7.32), it suffices
to prove that for r “ 4, ..., 4p` 4,
N´2qr´4
ÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
˜
1
n
ÿ
jPI1
Aej ,i,µpwtq
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ O
ˆ„
N δ
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙p
` E rF ppXq˙
(2.7.57)
for
ř
tmpwtq “ r. Similar to (2.7.34) we define
Rj,a :“ |Gjwa | ` |Gwaj|.
Using (2.4.22) and Lemma 2.7.1, similarly to (2.7.39), we get that
1
n
ÿ
jPI1
R2j,a ă
Im pz´1Gwiwiq ` ImGwµwµ ` η
`|Gwiwi | ` ˇˇGwµwµ ˇˇ˘
Nη
ă Ψ2 ` q
Nη
. (2.7.58)
Since G “ Oăp1q by (2.4.22), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n ÿ
jPI1
Aej ,i,µpwq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 1n ÿ
jPI1
`R2j,i `R2j,µ˘ ă Ψ2 ` qNη for any w such that mpwq ě 1.
(2.7.59)
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With (2.7.59), for any r ě 4, the left-hand side of (2.7.57) is bounded by
E rF p´lpXqˆΨ2 ` q
Nη
˙l
.
Applying Holder’s inequality, we get (2.7.56), which completes the proof of (2.7.53) and
(2.7.54) under (2.7.16).
Then we prove the averaged local law for z P rSpc0, C0, εq under (2.4.20). By (2.7.55), it
suffices to prove
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
E
ˆ B
BXiµ
˙3 rF ppXqˇˇˇˇˇ “ O
ˆ“
N δpq2 `Ψ2q‰p ` ˆN´ε{2
Nη
˙p
` E rF ppXq˙ ,
(2.7.60)
for any constant δ ą 0. Analogous to the arguments in Section 2.7.3, it reduces to showing
that
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
lź
t“1
˜
1
n
ÿ
jPI1
Aej ,i,µpwtq
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ Oă
˜`
q2 `Ψ2˘l ` ˆN´ε{2
Nη
˙l¸
, (2.7.61)
where l P t1, 2, 3u is the number of words with nonzero length. Then we can discuss these
three cases using a similar argument as in Section 2.7.3, with the only difference being that
we now can use the anisotropic local law (2.4.22) instead of the a priori bounds (2.7.23) and
(2.7.43).
In the l “ 1 case, we first consider the expression Aej ,i,µpw1q “ GjwiGwµwµGwiwiGwµj.
We haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i
GjwiGwiwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i
GjwiΠwiwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`ÿ
i
pq `Ψq |Gjwi | ă
?
N `Npq `Ψq
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙1{2
,
where we used (2.4.22) and (2.7.39). Similarly, we also haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
GwµwµGwµj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
ΠwµwµGwµj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
rGwµwµGwµj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă ?Npq`Ψq`Npq`Ψq
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙1{2
,
where we also used Πwµj “ 0 for any µ in the second step. Then with (2.4.21), we can see
that the LHS of (2.7.61) is bounded by Oăpq2 `Ψ2q in this case. For the case Aej ,i,µpw1q “
GjwiGwµwµGwiwµGwij, we can estimate thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
GwµwµGwiwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
ΠwµwµGwiwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`ÿ
µ
pq`Ψq ˇˇGwiwµ ˇˇ ă ?N`Npq`ΨqˆΨ2 ` qNη
˙1{2
,
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and ÿ
i
|GjwiGwij| ă N
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙
.
Thus in this case the LHS of (2.7.61) is also bounded by Oăpq2`Ψ2q. The case Aej ,i,µpw1q “
GjwiGwµwiGwµwµGwij can be handled similarly. Finally in the caseAej ,i,µpw1q “ GjwiGwµwiGwµwiGwµj,
we can estimate thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i,µ
GjwiGwµwiGwµwiGwµj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ăÿ
i,µ
´
|Gjwi |2 `
ˇˇ
Gwµj
ˇˇ2¯ |Gwµwi |2 ă N2 ˆΨ2 ` qNη
˙2
.
Again in this case the LHS of (2.7.61) is bounded by Oăpq2`Ψ2q. All the other expressions
are obtained from these four by exchanging wi and wµ.
In the l “ 2 case, ś2t“1 ´ 1n řjPI1 Aej ,i,µpwtq¯ is of the forms
1
N2
ÿ
j1,j2
Gj1wiGwµj1Gj2wiGwµwµGwij2 or
1
N2
ÿ
j1,j2
Gj1wiGwµj1Gj2wiGwµwiGwµj2 ,
or an expression obtained from one of these terms by exchanging wi and wµ. These two
expressions can be written as
N´2pGˆ2qwµwipGˆ2qwiwiGwµwµ , N´2pGˆ2q2wµwiGwµwi , Gˆ2 :“ G
¨˝
II1ˆI1 0
0 0
‚˛G.
(2.7.62)
For the second term, using (2.4.4), (2.4.5) and recalling that Y “ Σ1{2U˚XV rΣ1{2, we can
get thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N2 ÿ
i,µ
pGˆ2q2wµwiGwµwi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1N2 ÿ
i,µ
ˇˇpGˆ2qwµwi ˇˇ2 “ |z|2N2 Tr “pG˚1 q2Y Y ˚pG1q2‰
“ |z|
2
N2
Tr
“G˚1 pG1q2‰` z¯|z|2N2 Tr “pG˚1 q2pG1q2‰ (2.7.63)
À 1
N2
ÿ
k
1
rpλk ´ Eq2 ` η2s3{2
` 1
N2
ÿ
k
1
rpλk ´ Eq2 ` η2s2
À 1
Nη3
˜
1
n
ÿ
k
η
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2
¸
“ Imm
Nη3
ă
Immc ` q `Ψ
Nη3
À η´2
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙
. (2.7.64)
Using (2.4.22) and (2.7.39), it is easy to show thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ
pGˆ2qwµwiΠwµwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă N3{2
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙
, and
ˇˇpGˆ2qxy ˇˇ ă N ˆΨ2 ` q
Nη
˙
, (2.7.65)
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for any deterministic unit vectors x, y. Thus for the first term in (2.7.62), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N2 ÿ
i,µ
pGˆ2qwµwipGˆ2qwiwiGwµwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (2.7.66)
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N2 ÿ
i,µ
pGˆ2qwµwipGˆ2qwiwi rGwµwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N2 ÿ
i,µ
pGˆ2qwµwipGˆ2qwiwiΠwµwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ă Npq `Ψq
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙˜
1
N2
ÿ
i,µ
ˇˇpGˆ2qwµwi ˇˇ2
¸1{2
`N3{2
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙2
ă Nη´1pq `Ψq
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙3{2
`N3{2
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙2
, (2.7.67)
where in the last step we used the bound in (2.7.64). Now using (2.7.64), (2.7.67) and
(2.4.21), we get
bNN
´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
iPI1
ÿ
µPI2
2ź
t“1
˜
1
n
ÿ
jPI1
Aej ,i,µpwtq
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă `q2 `Ψ2˘2 `
ˆ
N´ε{2
Nη
˙2
.
Finally, in the l “ 3 case, ś3t“1 ´ 1N řjPI1 Aej ,i,µpwtq¯ is of the form N´3pGˆ2q3wiwµ , or an
expression obtained by exchanging wi and wµ in some of the three factors. Using (2.7.65)
and the bound in (2.7.64), we can estimate that
1
N3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i,µ
pGˆ2q3wiwµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă
ˆ
Ψ2 ` q
Nη
˙
1
N2
ÿ
i,µ
ˇˇpGˆ2qwµwi ˇˇ2 ă η´2 ˆΨ2 ` qNη
˙2
,
Then the LHS of (2.7.61) is bounded by
Oă
˜`
q2 `Ψ2˘ˆN´ε{2
Nη
˙2¸
.
Combining the above three cases, we conclude (2.7.60), which finishes the proof of (2.4.23)
and (2.4.24).
If A or B is diagonal, then by the remark at the end of Section 2.7.3, the anisotropic
local law (2.4.22) holds for all z P Spc0, C0, εq even in the case with bN “ N1{2 in (2.4.20).
Then with (2.4.22) and the self-consistent comparison argument in [59, Section 9], we can
prove (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) for z P Spc0, C0, εq. Again most of the arguments are the same
as the ones in [59, Section 9], hence we omit the details.
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2.8 Lindeberg replacement strategy
2.8.1 Proof of Theorem 2.4.8 and Lemma 2.4.7
With Lemma 2.4.12, given X satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.6, we can construct
a matrix rX with support q “ N´1{2 and have the same first four moments as X. By Theorem
2.4.6, the averaged local laws (2.4.26) and (2.4.27) hold for Gp rX, zq. Thus it is easy to see
that Theorem 2.4.8 is implied by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8.1. Let X, rX be two matrices as in Lemma 2.4.12, and G ” GpX, zq, rG ”
Gp rX, zq be the corresponding resolvents. We denote mpzq ” mpX, zq and rmpzq ” mp rX, zq.
Fix any constant ε ą 0. For any z P rSpc0, C0, εq, if there exist deterministic quantities
J ” JpNq and K ” KpNq such that
rGpzq ´ Π “ OăpJq, |rmpzq ´mcpzq| ă K, J `K ă 1, (2.8.1)
then for any fixed p P 2N, we have
E|mpzq ´mcpzq|p ă E|rmpzq ´mcpzq|p ` `Ψ2pzq ` J2 `K˘p . (2.8.2)
Proof of Theorem 2.4.8. By Theorem 2.4.6, one can choose J “ Ψpzq and
K “ 1
Nη
, or
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η outside of the spectrum.
Then using (2.8.2), (2.7.55) and Markov’s inequality, we can prove (2.4.26) and (2.4.27). The
eigenvalues rigidity results (2.4.28) and (2.4.30) follow from (2.4.26) and (2.4.27) through a
standard argument using Helffer-Sjo¨strand calculus, see e.g. the proofs for [34, Theorems
2.12-2.13], [38, Theorem 2.2] or [79, Theorem 3.3]. We omit the details.
In order to prove Lemma 2.4.7 and Lemma 2.8.1, we will extend the resolvent comparison
method developed in [62]. The basic idea is still to use the Lindeberg replacement strategy
for GpX, zq. On the other hand, the main difference is that the resolvent estimates are
only obtained from the entrywise local law in [62], while in our case we need to use the
more general anisotropic local law (2.4.22). (We will use the anisotropic local law in (2.8.1)
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when proving Lemma 2.8.1. However, for simplicity of presentation, we will always mention
(2.4.22) instead.)
Let X “ pxiµq and rX “ prxiµq be two matrices as in Lemma 2.4.12. Define a bijective
ordering map Φ on the index set of X as
Φ : tpi, µq : 1 ď i ď n, n` 1 ď µ ď n`Nu Ñ t1, . . . , γmax “ nNu.
For any 1 ď γ ď γmax, we define the matrix Xγ “ pxγiµq such that xγiµ “ xiµ if Φpi, µq ď γ,
and xγiµ “ rxiµ otherwise. Note that we have X0 “ rX, Xγmax “ X, and Xγ satisfies the
bounded support condition with q “ N´φ for all 0 ď γ ď γmax. Correspondingly, we define
Hγ :“
¨˝
0 Y γ
pY γq˚ 0
‚˛, Gγ :“
¨˝
´Inˆn Y γ
pY γq˚ ´zINˆN
‚˛´1 , (2.8.3)
where Y γ :“ Σ1{2U˚XγV rΣ1{2. Then we define the pn`Nq ˆ pn`Nq matrices V γ and W γ
by (recall (2.7.21))
V γ “ ∆xiµpiµq, W γ :“ ∆rxiµpiµq,
so that Hγ and Hγ´1 can be written as
Hγ “ Qγ ` V γ, Hγ´1 “ Qγ `W γ, (2.8.4)
for some matrix Qγ that is independent of xiµ and rxiµ. For simplicity of notations, for any
γ we denote
Sγ :“ Gγ, T γ :“ Gγ´1, Rγ :“
¨˝
Qγ ´
¨˝
Inˆn 0
0 zINˆN
‚˛˛‚´1 . (2.8.5)
For convenience, we sometimes drop the superscript from R, S, T if γ is fixed. Under the
above definitions, we can write
S “
¨˝
Qγ ´
¨˝
IMˆM 0
0 zINˆN
‚˛` V γ‚˛´1 “ pI `RV γq´1R. (2.8.6)
Thus we can expand S using the resolvent expansion till order m:
S “ R ´RV γR ` pRV γq2R ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´1qmpRV γqmR ` p´1qm`1pRV γqm`1S. (2.8.7)
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On the other hand, we can also expand R in terms of S,
R “ pI ´ SV γq´1S “ S ` SV γS ` pSV γq2S ` . . .` pSV γqmS ` pSV γqm`1R. (2.8.8)
We have similar expansions for T and R by replacing pV γ, Sq with pW γ, T q in (2.8.7) and
(2.8.8). By the bounded support condition, we have
max
γ
}V γ} “ Op|xiµ|q ă N´φ, max
γ
}W γ} “ Op|rxiµ|q ă N´1{2. (2.8.9)
Note that S, R and T satisfy the following deterministic bounds by (2.6.9):
sup
zPrSpc0,C0,εqmaxγ max t}S
γ}, }T γ}, }Rγ}u À sup
zPrSpc0,C0,εq η
´1 ď N. (2.8.10)
Then using expansion (2.8.8) in terms of T,W γ with m “ 3, the isotropic local law (2.4.22)
for T , and the bound (2.8.10) for R, we can get that for any deterministic unit vectors
u,v P CI ,
sup
zPrSpc0,C0,εqmaxγ |R
γ
uv| “ Op1q with high probability. (2.8.11)
From the definitions of V γ and W γ, one can see that it is helpful to introduce the following
notations to simplify the expressions.
Definition 2.8.2 (Matrix operators ˚γ). For any two pn`Nqˆ pn`Nq matrices A and B,
we define
A ˚γ B :“ AIγB, Iγ :“ ∆1piµq, Φpi, µq “ γ. (2.8.12)
In other words, we have
A ˚γ B “ Awiw˚µB ` Awµw˚iB, wi :“ Σ1{2 ui, wµ :“ rΣ1{2 vµ .
We denote the m-th power of A under the ˚γ-product by A˚γm, i.e.
A˚γm :“ A ˚γ A ˚γ A ˚γ . . . ˚γ Alooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
m
. (2.8.13)
Definition 2.8.3 (Pγ,k and Pγ,k). For k P N, k “ pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ksq P Ns and 1 ď γ ď γmax, we
define
Pγ,kGuv :“ G˚γpk`1quv , Pγ,k
˜
pź
t“1
Gutvt
¸
:“
pź
t“1
Pγ,ktGutvt , (2.8.14)
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where we abbreviate G
˚γpk`1q
uv ” pG˚γpk`1qquv. If G1 and G2 are products of resolvent entries
as above, then we define
Pγ,kpG1 `G2q :“ Pγ,kG1 ` Pγ,kG2. (2.8.15)
Note that Pγ,k and Pγ,k are not linear operators, but just notations we use for simplification.
Similarly, for the product of the entries of G´ Π, we define
Pγ,k
˜
pź
t“1
pG´ Πqutvt
¸
:“
pź
t“1
Pγ,ktpG´ Πqutvt , (2.8.16)
where
Pγ,kpG´ Πquv :“
$’&’%pG´ Πquv, if k “ 0,G˚γpk`1quv , otherwise.
Remark 2.8.4. Using Definition 2.8.3, we may write, for example,
Pγ,k
˜
pź
t“1
Gγutvt
¸
:“
pź
t“1
S˚γpkt`1qutvt , Pγ,k
˜
pź
t“1
Gγ´1utvt
¸
:“
pź
t“1
T ˚γpkt`1qutvt .
For k, s P N and k P Ns`1, it is easy to verify that
G˚γs ˚γ G˚γk “ G˚γps`kq, Pγ,kpPγ,sGuvq “ Pγ,s`|k|Guv, (2.8.17)
where |k| :“ řpt“1 kt is the l1-norm of k. For the second equality, note that Pγ,sGuv is a sum
of the products of G entries, where each product contains s` 1 terms.
Remark 2.8.5. It is easy to see that for any fixed k P N, Pγ,kGuv is a sum of finitely many
products of pk`1q resolvent entries of the form Gxy, x,y P tu,v,wi,wµu. Hence by (2.4.22)
and (2.8.11), we can bound Pγ,kGuv by Oăp1q. This is one of the main reasons why we need
to prove the stronger anisotropic local law for G, rather than the entrywise local law only
as in [62].
Now we begin to perform the resolvent comparison strategy. The basic idea is to expand
S and T in terms of R using the resolvent expansions as in (2.8.7) and (2.8.8), and then
compare the two expressions. We expect that the main terms will cancel since xiµ and rxiµ
have the same first four moments, while the remaining error terms will be sufficiently small
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since xiµ and rxiµ have support bounded by N´φ. The key of the comparison argument is
the following Lemma 2.8.6. Its proof is almost the same as the one for [62, Lemma 6.5]. In
fact, we can copy their arguments almost verbatim, except for some notational differences.
We leave the details to the reader.
Lemma 2.8.6. Given z P rSpc0, C0, εq and Φpi, µq “ γ. For S,R in (2.8.5), we have
E
pź
t“1
Sutvt “
ÿ
0ďkď4
AkE
“p´xiµqk‰` ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
AkEPγ,k
pź
t“1
Sutvt `OăpN´rq, (2.8.18)
where Ak, 0 ď k ď 4, depend only on R, Ak’s do not depend on the deterministic unit vectors
put,vtq, 1 ď t ď p, and we have the bound
|Ak| ď N´|k|φ{10´2. (2.8.19)
Similarly, we have
E
pź
t“1
pS ´ Πqutvt “
ÿ
0ďkď4
rAkE “p´xiµqk‰` ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
AkEPγ,k
pź
t“1
pS ´ Πqutvt `OăpN´rq,
(2.8.20)
where rAk, 0 ď k ď 4, again depend only on R. Finally, we have
E
pź
t“1
Sutvt “ E
pź
t“1
Rutvt `
ÿ
1ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
rAkEPγ,k pź
t“1
Sutvt `OăpN´rq, (2.8.21)
where rAk’s do not depend on put,vtq, 1 ď t ď p, and
| rAk| ď N´|k|φ{10. (2.8.22)
Note that the terms A, rA, A and rA do depend on γ and we have omitted this dependence in
the above expressions.
We now use Lemma 2.8.6 to finish the proof of Lemma 2.4.7 and Lemma 2.8.1. It is
obvious that a result similar to Lemma 2.8.6 also holds for the product of T entries. As in
(2.8.18), we define the notation Aγ,a, a “ 0, 1 as follows:
E
pź
t“1
Sutvt “
ÿ
0ďkď4
AkE
“p´xiµqk‰` ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
Aγ,0k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
Sutvt `OăpN´rq, (2.8.23)
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E
pź
t“1
Tutvt “
ÿ
0ďkď4
AkE
“p´rxiµqk‰` ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
Aγ,1k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
Tutvt `OăpN´rq. (2.8.24)
Since Ak, 0 ď k ď 4, depend only on R and xiµ, rxiµ have the same first four moments, we
get from (2.8.23) and (2.8.24) that
E
pź
t“1
Gutvt ´ E
pź
t“1
rGutvt “ γmaxÿ
γ“1
˜
E
pź
t“1
Gγutvt ´ E
pź
t“1
Gγ´1utvt
¸
“
γmaxÿ
γ“1
5ď|k|ďr{φÿ
kPNp
˜
Aγ,0k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγutvt ´Aγ,1k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ´1utvt
¸
`OăpN´r`2q.
(2.8.25)
where we abbreviate G :“ GpX, zq and rG :“ Gp rX, zq. With a similar argument, we also
have
E
pź
t“1
pG´ Πqutvt ´ E
pź
t“1
p rG´ Πqutvt
“
γmaxÿ
γ“1
5ď|k|ďr{φÿ
kPNp
˜
Aγ,0k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
pGγ ´ Πqutvt ´Aγ,1k EPγ,k
pź
t“1
pGγ´1 ´ Πqutvt
¸
`OăpN´r`2q.
(2.8.26)
Note that by (2.8.25), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
Gγmaxutvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
γmaxÿ
γ“1
ÿ
a“0,1
ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
|Aγ,ak |
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ´autvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`OăpN´r`2q.
(2.8.27)
By (2.4.22) and (2.8.19), the second term in (2.8.27) is bounded byÿ
5ďkďr{φ
γmaxÿ
γ“1
ÿ
a“0,1
ÿ
|k|“k,kPNp
|Aγ,ak |
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ´autvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă ÿ
5ďkďr{φ
N´kφ{10 À N´φ{2. (2.8.28)
However, the bound in (2.8.28) is not good enough. To improve it, we iterate the above
arguments as following. Recall that Pγ,k
śp
t“1G
γ´a
utvt is also a sum of the products of G
entries. Applying (2.8.25) again to EPγ,k
śp
t“1G
γ´a
utvt and replacing γmax in (2.8.27) with
γ ´ a, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ´autvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγ,k
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
γ´aÿ
γ1“1
ÿ
a1“0,1
ÿ
5ď|k1|ďr{φ,k1PNp`|k|
ˇˇˇ
Aγ1,a1k1
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇˇEPγ1,k1Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ
1´a1
utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`OăpN´r`2q.
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Together with (2.8.27), we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
Gγmaxutvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
γmaxÿ
γ“1
ÿ
a“0,1
ÿ
5ď|k|ďr{φ,kPNp
|Aγ,ak |
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγ,k
pź
t“1
G0at,bt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ÿ
γ,γ1
ÿ
a,a1
ÿ
k,k1
ˇˇˇ
Aγ,ak Aγ
1,a1
k1
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇˇEPγ1,k1Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ
1´a1
utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`OăpN´r`2q.
Again using (2.4.22) and (2.8.19), it is easy to see thatÿ
γ,γ1
ÿ
a,a1
ÿ
k,k1
ˇˇˇ
Aγ,ak Aγ
1,a1
k1
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇˇEPγ1,k1Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Gγ
1´a1
utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă N´φ,
where we used that k1`k ě 10. Repeating the above process for m ď 2r{φ times, we obtain
thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
Gγmaxutvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
2r{φÿ
m“0
ÿ
γ1,¨¨¨ ,γm
ÿ
a1,¨¨¨ ,am
ÿ
k1,¨¨¨ ,km
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇź
j
Aγj ,ajkj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`OăpN´r`2q,
where
k1 P Np, k2 P Np`|k1|, k3 P Np`|k1|`|k2|, . . . , and 5 ď |ki| ď r
φ
. (2.8.29)
Using (2.4.22) and (2.8.19), we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
Gγmaxutvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`Oă
˜
max
k,m
pN´2qmpN´φ{10qři |ki| ÿ
γ1,¨¨¨ ,γm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
G0utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
`OăpN´r`2q.
(2.8.30)
We remark that the above estimate still holds if we replace some of the G entries with G
entries, since we have only used the absolute bounds for the resolvent entries. Of course,
using (2.8.26) instead of (2.8.25), we can obtain a similar estimateˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
pGγmax ´ Πqutvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇE
pź
t“1
`
G0 ´ Π˘
utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`Oă
˜
max
k,m
pN´2qmpN´φ{10qři |ki| ÿ
γ1,¨¨¨ ,γm
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
`
G0 ´ Π˘
utvt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
`OăpN´r`2q.
(2.8.31)
Now we use Lemma 2.8.6, (2.8.30) and (2.8.31) to complete the proof of Lemma 2.4.7
and Lemma 2.8.1.
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Proof of Lemma 2.4.7. We apply (2.8.31) to pG ´ ΠquvpG´ Πquv with p “ 2 and r “ 3.
Recall that rX is of bounded support q “ N´1{2. Then by (2.4.22) and Lemma 2.4.2, we have
E|p rG´ Πquv|2 ă Ψ2pzq. (2.8.32)
Moreover, by (2.4.19) the remainder term OăpN´r`2q “ OăpN´1q in (2.8.31) is negligible.
Hence it remains to handle the second term on the right-hand side of (2.8.31), i.e.
pN´2qm
ÿ
γ1,¨¨¨ ,γm
ˇˇˇ
Pγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
ˇˇ`
G0 ´ Π˘
uv
ˇˇ2 ˇˇˇ
. (2.8.33)
For each product in (2.8.33), v appears exactly twice in the indices of G. These two v’s
appear as GvwaGwbv in the product, where wa,wb come from some γk and γl (1 ď k, l ď m)
via P . Let v “
¨˝
v1
v2
‚˛ for v1 P CI1 and v2 P CI2 . By Lemma 2.7.1, after taking the
averages N´2
ř
γk
and N´2
ř
γl
, the term GvwaGwbv contributes a factor
Oă
˜
Im
`
z´1G0v1v1
˘` Im `G0v2v2˘` η ˇˇG0v1v1 ˇˇ` η ˇˇG0v2v2 ˇˇ
Nη
¸
“ Oă
ˆ
Imm2c `Ψpzq
Nη
˙
“ OăpΨ2pzqq,
(2.8.34)
where we used (2.4.22). For all the other G factors in the product, we control them by Oăp1q
using (2.4.22). Thus for any k1, . . . ,km, we have proved that (2.8.33) ă Ψ2pzq. Together
with (2.8.31) and (2.8.32), this proves Lemma 2.4.7.
Proof of Lemma 2.8.1. For simplicity of notations, instead of (2.8.2), we shall prove that
|E pmpzq ´mcpzqqp | ă |E prmpzq ´mcpzqqp | ` `Ψ2pzq ` J2 `K˘p . (2.8.35)
The proof for (2.8.2) is exactly the same but with slightly heavier notations.
Define a function hpI, Jq such that
ÿ
I,J
hpI, Jq “ 1, hpI, Jq ě 0, I “ pi1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ipq P Ip1 , J “ pj1, j2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jpq P Ip1 . (2.8.36)
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Since A’s do not depend on ut, vt, we may consider a linear combination of (2.8.31) with
coefficients fpI, Jq:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
pG´ Πqitjt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
p rG´ Πqitjt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`Oă
˜
max
k,m,γ
pN´φ{10qři |ki|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, JqPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
p rG´ Πqitjt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
`OpN´r`2q.
(2.8.37)
If we take r “ p` 2 and fpI, Jq “ n´pś δitjt , it is easy to check that
E
ÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
pGα ´ Πqitjt “ Epmα ´mcqp, α “ 0, γmax. (2.8.38)
Now to conclude (2.8.35), it suffices to control the second term on the RHS of (2.8.37). We
consider the terms
Pγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
p rG´ Πqitit , (2.8.39)
for k1, . . . ,km satisfying (2.8.29). For each product in (2.8.39) and any 1 ď t ď p, there are
two it’s in the indices of G. These two it’s can only appear as (1) p rG´Πqitit in the product,
or (2) rGitwa rGwbit , where wa,wb come from some γk and γl via P . Then after averaging over
n´p
ř
i1,¨¨¨ ,ip , this term becomes either (1) rm´mc, which is bounded by K by (2.8.1), or (2)
n´1
ř
it
GitwaGwbit , which is bounded as in (2.8.34) by
Oă
ˆ
Imm2c ` J
Nη
˙
“ Oă
`
Ψ2pzq ` J2˘ .
For other G entries in the product with no it, we simply bound them by Oăp1q using (2.8.1).
Then for any fixed γ1, . . . , γm, k1, . . . ,km, we have proved thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1np ÿ
i1,...,ip
EPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
´ rG´ Π¯
itit
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă `Ψ2pzq ` J2 `K˘p . (2.8.40)
Together with (2.8.37), this concludes (2.8.35).
2.8.2 Proof of Theorem 2.4.10
For the matrix rX constructed in Lemma 2.4.12, it satisfies the edge universality by the
following lemma.
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Lemma 2.8.7. Let Xp1q and Xp2q be two separable covariance matrices satisfying the as-
sumptions in Theorem 2.4.6 and the bounded support condition (2.4.1) with q “ N´1{2.
Suppose bN ď N1{3´c for some constant c ą 0. Then there exist constants ε, δ ą 0 such that
for any s P R, we have
Pp1q
`
N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s´N´ε
˘´N´δ ď Pp2q `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s˘
ď Pp1q `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s`N´ε˘`N´δ, (2.8.41)
where Pp1q and Pp2q denote the laws of Xp1q and Xp2q, respectively.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the ones in [31, Section 6], [38, Section 6], [79,
Section 4] and [59, Section 10]. The main argument involves a routine application of the
Green’s function comparison method (as the one in Lemma 2.8.9) near the edge developed
in [38, Section 6] and [79, Section 4]. The proofs there can be easily adapted to our case
using the anisotropic local law (Theorem 2.4.6), the rigidity of eigenvalues (Theorem 2.4.8),
and the resolvent identities in Lemma 2.6.3 and Lemma 2.7.1.
Now it is easy to see that Theorem 2.4.10 follows from the following comparison lemma.
Lemma 2.8.8. Let X and rX be two matrices as in Lemma 2.4.12. Suppose bN ď N1{3´c for
some constant c ą 0. Then there exist constants ε, δ ą 0 such that, for any s P R we have
P rX `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s´N´ε˘´N´δ ď PXpN2{3 pλ1 ´ λrq ď sq
ď P rX `N2{3pλ1 ´ λrq ď s`N´ε˘`N´δ, (2.8.42)
where PX and P rX are the laws for X and rX, respectively.
To prove Lemma 2.8.8, it suffices to prove the following Green’s function comparison
result.
Lemma 2.8.9. Let X and rX be two matrices as in Lemma 2.4.12. Suppose F : R Ñ R is
a function whose derivatives satisfy
sup
x
|F pkqpxq|p1` |x|q´C1 ď C1, k “ 1, 2, 3, (2.8.43)
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for some constant C1 ą 0. Then for any sufficiently small constant δ ą 0 and for any
E,E1, E2 P Iδ :“
 
x : |x´ λr| ď N´2{3`δ
(
and η :“ N´2{3´δ,
we have
|EF pNη Immpzqq ´ EF pNη Im rmpzqq| ď N´φ`C2δ, z “ E ` iη, (2.8.44)
and ˇˇˇˇ
EF
ˆ
N
ż E2
E1
Immpy ` iηqdy
˙
´ EF
ˆ
N
ż E2
E1
Im rmpy ` iηqdy˙ˇˇˇˇ ď N´φ`C2δ, (2.8.45)
where φ is as given in Theorem 2.4.6 and C2 ą 0 is some constant.
Proof of Lemma 2.8.8. Although not explicitly stated, it was shown in [38] that if Theorem
2.4.8 and Lemma 2.8.9 hold, then the edge universality (2.8.42) holds. More precisely, in
Section 6 of [38], the edge universality problem was reduced to proving Theorem 6.3 of
[38], which corresponds to our Lemma 2.8.9. In order for this conversion to work, only the
the averaged local law and the rigidity of eigenvalues are used, which correspond to the
statements in our Theorem 2.4.8.
Proof of Lemma 2.8.9. For simplicity, we only prove (2.8.44). The proof for (2.8.45) is sim-
ilar with only some notational differences. By (2.6.10), we have
Nη Immpzq “ Nη
2
n|z|2
ÿ
i,j
|Gijpzq|2. (2.8.46)
Since N „ n and |z| „ 1, it is equivalent to prove thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇEF
˜
η2
ÿ
i,j
GijGij
¸
´ EF
˜
η2
ÿ
i,j
rGij rGij¸
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď N´φ`C2ε,
for z “ E ` iη with E P Iδ and η “ N´2{3´δ. Corresponding to the notations in (2.8.5), we
denote
xS :“ η2
ÿ
i,j
SijSij, x
R :“ η2
ÿ
i,j
RijRij, x
T :“ η2
ÿ
i,j
TijT ij.
Applying (2.8.46) to S, T and using (2.4.26) and (2.4.11), we get that with high probability,
max
γ
max
 ˇˇ
xS
ˇˇ
,
ˇˇ
xT
ˇˇ(
ă 1. (2.8.47)
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Using (2.8.7), Lemma 2.7.1, (2.4.22) and (2.8.11), one can obtain that
|TrS ´ TrR| ă η´1. (2.8.48)
Together with (2.8.47), we also get that
max
γ
ˇˇ
xR
ˇˇ
ă 1. (2.8.49)
By (2.4.22), (2.8.9) and the expansion (2.8.8), we also get that
S ´ Π “ Oă
`
N´φ `N´1{3`δ˘ , R ´ Π “ Oă `N´φ `N´1{3`δ˘ . (2.8.50)
Without loss of generality, we assume that φ ď 1{3´ δ in the following proof.
Applying the Lindeberg replacement strategy, we get that
EF
˜
η2
ÿ
i,j
GijGij
¸
´ EF
˜
η2
ÿ
i,j
rGij rGij¸ “ γmaxÿ
γ“1
“
EF
`
xS
˘´ EF `xT ˘‰ . (2.8.51)
From the Taylor expansion, we have
F
`
xS
˘´ F `xR˘ “ 2ÿ
l“1
1
l!
F plq
`
xR
˘ `
xS ´XR˘s ` 1
3!
F p3q pζSq
`
xS ´ xR˘3 , (2.8.52)
where ζS lies between x
S and xR. We have a similar expansion for F
`
xT
˘´ F `xR˘ with ζS
replaced by ζT .
Let Φpi, µq “ γ and fix r P N. We perform the expansion (2.8.7) to get that
Satbt “
ÿ
0ďkďr
p´xiµqkPγ,kRatbt `OăpN´rφq, at, bt P I. (2.8.53)
Using this expansion and bound (2.8.11), we have that
pź
t“1
Satbt “
ÿ
0ďkďrp
ÿ
kPIpr,k
˜
Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Ratbt
¸
p´xiµqk `Oă
`
N´rφ
˘
, (2.8.54)
where
k :“ pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kpq, Ipr,k “
!
k P Np : 0 ď ki ď r,
ÿ
ki “ k
)
. (2.8.55)
By (2.8.11), the k ą r terms in (2.8.54) can be bounded byˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
kąr
ÿ
kPIpr,k
˜
Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Ratbt
¸
p´xiµqk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă ÿ
kąr
N´kφ “ OpN´rφq.
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Hence (2.8.54) is reduced to
pź
t“1
Satbt “
pź
t“1
Ratbt `
ÿ
1ďkďr
p´xiµqk
¨˝ ÿ
kPIpr,k
Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Ratbt‚˛`Oă `N´rφ˘ . (2.8.56)
Similarly, we also have
pź
t“1
Tatbt “
pź
t“1
Ratbt `
ÿ
1ďkďr
p´rxiµqk
¨˝ ÿ
kPIpr,k
Pγ,k
pź
t“1
Ratbt‚˛`Oă `N´rφ˘ . (2.8.57)
Obviously we can replace some of the resolvent entries with their complex conjugates by
modifying the notations slightly. Now we apply (2.8.56) and (2.8.57) with p “ 2 and r :“ 3{φ
to get that
xS “xR `
ÿ
1ďkď3{φ
¨˝ ÿ
kPI2
3{φ,k
η2
ÿ
i,j
Pγ,kpRijRijq‚˛p´xiµqk `OăpN´3q, (2.8.58)
and
xT “xR `
ÿ
1ďkď3{φ
¨˝ ÿ
kPI2
3{φ,k
η2
ÿ
i,j
Pγ,kpRijRijq‚˛p´rxiµqk `OăpN´3q. (2.8.59)
To control the second term in (2.8.58), we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8.10. For any fixed k ‰ 0 and k P I23{φ,k, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i,j
Pγ,k
`
RijRij
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ ă N1`Cδ (2.8.60)
for some constant C ą 0.
Before proving this lemma, we first use it to finish the proof of Lemma 2.8.9. Given
(2.8.60) and η “ N´2{3´δ, we see that there exists constant C ą 0 such that
|Pγ,kxR| :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇη2 ÿ
i,j
Pγ,k
`
RijRij
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ ă N´1{3`Cδ. (2.8.61)
Combining (2.8.58), (2.8.61) and (2.4.15), we see that there exists a constant C ą 0 such
that
E|xS ´ xR|3 ď N´5{2`Cδ. (2.8.62)
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Since ζS is between x
S and xR, we have |ζS| ă 1 by (2.8.47) and (2.8.49). Together with
(2.8.62) and the assumption (2.8.43), we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
γmaxÿ
γ“1
E
”
F p3qpζSq
`
xS ´ xR˘3ıˇˇˇˇˇ ď N´1{2`Cδ. (2.8.63)
We have a similar estimate for E
”
F p3qpζT q
`
xT ´ xR˘3ı. Now it only remains to deal with
the first sum on the right-hand side of (2.8.52). Using (2.8.58), (2.8.59) and the fact that
the first four moments of xiµ and rxiµ match, we obtain that for l “ 1, 2,ˇˇˇ
E
”
F plqpxRq `xS ´ xR˘lı´ E ”F plqpxRq `xT ´ xR˘lıˇˇˇ
ď
6{φÿ
k“5
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿřl
t“1 |kt|“k
ÿ
ktPI2l3{φ,k
E
lź
t“1
`Pγ,ktxR˘
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ `ˇˇEp´xiµqk ˇˇ` ˇˇEp´rxiµqk ˇˇ˘`OăpN´3`Cδq.
Recall that (2.4.15) holds for xiµ and rxiµ, xiµ has support OăpN´φq, and rxiµ has support
OăpN´1{2q. Then it is easy to check that |Ep´rxiµqk| ă N´5{2 and |Ep´xiµqk| ă N´2´φ for
any fixed k ě 5. Using (2.8.61), we obtain that for l P t1, 2u,ˇˇ
E
“
F plqpxRqpxS ´ xRql‰´ E “F plqpxRqpxT ´ xRql‰ˇˇ ď N´2´φ`Cδ,
Together with (2.8.51), (2.8.52) and (2.8.63), this concludes the proof of (2.8.44).
Proof of Lemma 2.8.60. By Markov’s inequality, it suffices to prove that for any fixed p P 2N,
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i,j
Pγ,k
`
RijRij
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
p
ă pN1`Cδqp. (2.8.64)
For simplicity, we shall show the proof for
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
«ÿ
i,j
Pγ,k
`
RijRij
˘ffp ˇˇˇˇˇ ă pN1`Cδqp. (2.8.65)
The proof for (2.8.64) is similar with slightly heavier notations.
Using (2.8.21) with r “ p, we have
E
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
RitjtRitjt
˘
“ E
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘´ ÿ
1ď|α|ďp{φ
rAαEPγ,α « pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘ff`OăpN´pq.
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With (2.8.22), in order to show (2.8.65), it suffices to prove thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
i1,j1,¨¨¨ ,ip,jp
E
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ ď pN1`Cδqp, (2.8.66)
and for α P Np|k|`2qp, 1 ď |α| ď p{φ,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
i1,j1,¨¨¨ ,ip,jp
EPγ,α
«
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘ffˇˇˇˇˇ ď pN1`Cδqp. (2.8.67)
We only prove (2.8.66), and the proof for (2.8.67) is exactly the same except for the one
more Pγ,α factor. Using a similar estimate as in (2.8.37) with
fpI, Jq “ n´2p, I “ pi1, i2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ipq P Ip1 , J “ pj1, j2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jpq P Ip1 ,
and Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘
playing the role of pG´ Πqitjt , we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
`
SitjtSitjt
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
´ rGitjt rGitjt¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`Oă
˜
max
k,m,γ
pN´φ{10qři |ki|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, JqPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
´ rGitjt rGitjt¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
`OăpN´r`2q,
(2.8.68)
where
k1 P Np|k|`2qp, k2 P Np|k|`2qp`|k1|, k3 P Np|k|`2qp`|k1|`|k2|, . . . , and 5 ď |ki| ď r
φ
.
Taking r “ p` 2, we see that to show (2.8.66), it suffices to prove thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, Jq
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
´ rGitjt rGitjt¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pN´1`Cδqp, (2.8.69)
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEÿ
I,J
fpI, JqPγm,km ¨ ¨ ¨Pγ1,k1
pź
t“1
Pγ,k
´ rGitjt rGitjt¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pN´1`Cδqp. (2.8.70)
We only prove (2.8.70), and the proof for (2.8.69) is exactly the same (and actually easier).
For each product in (2.8.70) and any fixed 1 ď t ď p, each of the indices it and jt only
appears twice. Since k ‰ 0, they cannot contain the term rGitjt rGitjt and we must have one
of the following three forms
rGitwa rGwbjt rGitjt , rGitjt rGitwa rGwbjt , rGitwa rGwbjt rGitwc rGwdjt ,
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where wa,b,c,d come from some (possibly different) γ’s via P ’s. Following a similar argument
as below (2.8.39), each of the above form contributes a factor
Oă
˜„
Imm2c `Ψpzq
Nη
3{2¸
“ Oă
`
N´1`3δ
˘
after averaging over n´2p
ř
i1,¨¨¨ ,ip,j1,¨¨¨ ,jp , where we used that E P Iδ, η :“ N´2{3´δ, (2.4.11)
and (2.4.18). Applying Lemma 2.4.2 (iii), we conclude (2.8.70).
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CHAPTER 3
Convergence of eigenvector empirical spectral
distribution
3.1 Introduction and main result
In this chapter, we continue to consider separable covariance matrices Q1 and Q2 satisfying
the Assumption 2.2.1. We are interested in the eigenvector statistics of Q1 and Q2, which
will be (partially) characterized by the so-called eigenvector empirical spectral distribution
(VESD). We now give a brief introduction of VESD and its application in high-dimensional
statistics.
3.1.1 Eigenvector empirical spectral distribution
In applications of spectral analysis of large dimensional random matrices, one important
problem is the convergence rate of the empirical spectral distributions (ESD). For the sim-
plest sample covariance matrix with A “ B “ I (i.e. the null case), it is well-known that
the ESD F
pnq
XX˚ of XX
˚ converges weakly to the Marcˇenko-Pastur (MP) law FMP [66]. One
way to measure the convergence rate of the ESD is to use the Kolmogorov distance
}F pnqXX˚ ´ FMP } :“ sup
x
|F pnqXX˚pxq ´ FMP pxq|.
The convergence rate for sample covariance matrices was first established in [5], and later
improved in [48] to Opn´1{2q in probability under the finite 8th moment condition. In [79],
the authors proved an almost optimal bound that }F pnqXX˚ ´ FMP } “ Oăpn´1q under the
sub-exponential decay assumption.
The research on the asymptotic properties of eigenvectors of large dimensional random
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matrices is generally harder and much less developed. However, the eigenvectors play an
important role in high dimensional statistics. In particular, the principal component analysis
(PCA) is now favorably recognized as a powerful technique for dimensionality reduction, and
the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues are the directions of the principal
components. The earlier work on the properties of eigenvectors goes back to Anderson [3],
where the author proved that the eigenvectors of the Wishart matrix are asymptotically
normal and isotropic when n is fixed and N Ñ 8. For the high dimensional case, Johnstone
[54] proposed the spiked model to test the existence of principal components. Then Paul
[76] studied the directions of eigenvectors corresponding to spiked eigenvalues. In [65], Ma
proposed an iterative thresholding approach to estimate sparse principal subspaces in the
setting of a high-dimensional spiked covariance model. Using a reduction scheme which
reduces the sparse PCA problem to a high-dimensional multivariate regression problem, [21]
established the optimal rates of convergence for estimating the principal subspace for a large
class of spiked covariance matrices. One can see the references in [21, 65] for more literatures
on sparse PCA and spiked covariance matrices.
For the test of the existence of spiked eigenvalues, we first need to study the properties
of the eigenmatrices in the null case. If A “ B “ I, then the eigenmatrix is expected
to be asymptotically Haar distributed (i.e. uniformly distributed over the unitary group).
However, formulating the terminology “asymptotically Haar distributed” is far from trivial
since the dimension n is increasing. Following the approach in [7, 86, 88, 106, 107], we will
use the VESD to characterize the asymptotical Haar property. Suppose
A1{2XB1{2 “
ÿ
1ďkďN^n
a
λkξkζ
˚
k (3.1.1)
is a singular value decomposition, where
λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λN^n ě 0 “ λN^n`1 “ . . . “ λN_n,
tξkunk“1 are the left-singular vectors, and tζkuNk“1 are the right-singular vectors. Then for
deterministic unit vectors u P Cn and v P CN , we define the VESD of Q1,2 as
F
pnq
Q1,upxq “
nÿ
k“1
|xξk,uy|21tλkďxu, F pNqQ2,vpxq “
Nÿ
k“1
|xζk,vy|21tλkďxu. (3.1.2)
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Now we apply the above formulations to the null case. Adopting the ideas of [86, 88], we
define the stochastic process as
Xn,uptq :“
c
n
2
tntuÿ
k“1
`|xξk,uy|2 ´ n´1˘ .
If the eigenmatrix of XX˚ is Haar distributed, then the vector y :“ pxξk,uyqnk“1 is uni-
formly distributed over the unit sphere, and Xn,uptq would converge to a Brownian bridge
by Donsker’s theorem. Thus the convergence of Xn,u to a Brownian bridge characterizes the
asymptotical Haar property of the eigenmatrix. For convenience, we can consider the time
transformation
Xn,upF pnqXX˚pxqq “
c
n
2
´
F
pnq
XX˚,upxq ´ F pnqXX˚pxq
¯
.
Thus the problem is reduced to the study of the difference between the VESD and the
ESD. It was already proved in [7, 14] that F
pnq
XX˚,u also converges weakly to the MP law
for any sequence of unit vectors u P RM . On the other hand, compared with ESD, much
less has been known about the convergence rate of the VESD. The best result before was
obtained in [107], where the authors proved that if dN ă 1 and the entries of X are i.i.d.
centered random variables, then }EF pnqXX˚,u´FMP } “ Opn´1{2q under the finite 10th moment
assumption, and }F pnqXX˚,u ´ FMP } “ Opn´1{4`εq almost surely under the finite 8th moment
assumption. However, we find that both of these bounds are far away from being optimal,
and can be improved with a different method. This is one of the purposes of this paper.
We will also extend the above formulation to include separable covariance matrices with
general diagonal covariance matrices A and B. In the general case, the eigenmatrix of Q1
is not asymptotically Haar distributed anymore. For its distribution, we conjecture that the
eigenvectors of Q1 are asymptotically independent, and each ξk is asymptotically normal
with covariance matrix given by some Dk. In fact, our results in this paper suggest that Dk
takes the form F1cpγkq ´ F1cpγk`1q, where γk is defined in (2.4.14) to denote the classical
location for λk, and F1c is a matrix-valued function defined in (3.1.8) with the property that
xu,F1cuy is the asymptotic distribution of the VESD FQ1,u for any u P Cn. Again, since the
dimension n increases to infinity, the above property is hard to formulate. One way is to
consider the finite-dimensional restriction in the following sense: given m P N, for any fixed
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unit vector u P Cn and ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imu Ď t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ^ nu, we should have asymptotically
pxξi1 ,uy, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xξim ,uyq „ Nm p0, xu,Di1uy, . . . , xu,Dimuyq . (3.1.3)
(In fact, for nice choices of A,B in the sense of Definition 3.1.1, xu,Dkuy is typically of order
N´1.) We can also adopt the approach as above, that is to investigate the stochastic process
XA,BM,uptq :“
c
n
2
tntuÿ
k“1
`|xξk,uy|2 ´ xu,Dkuy˘ . (3.1.4)
If n ă N , we conjecture that XA,BM,uptq converges to the following Gaussian process for 0 ď
t ď 1:
BA,Bu ptq :“
ż t
0
xu,F1cuy ˝ F´11c dBt conditioning on BA,Bu p1q “ 0, (3.1.5)
where Bt is a standard Brownian motion, F1c is the asymptotic ESD of Q1 defined as the
cumulative distribution function of ρ1c in (2.2.16), and F
´1
1c denotes the quantile function.
As before, we can study the process (3.1.4) through the time transformaton XA,Bn,u pFQ1pxqq,
where FQ1 is the ESD of Q1. Due to the rigidity of eigenvalues (see Theorem 3.2.4), we have
for all x, c
2
M
XA,Bn,u pFQ1pxqq “ FQ1,upxq ´ xu,F1cpxquy `Oăpn´1q.
Thus we need to study the convergence rate of FQ1,u to xu,F1cuy, and this is our main goal.
In fact, we will prove that the convergence rate of EFQ1,u is Oăpn´1q, which shows that the
limiting process is centered, and the convergence rate of FQ1,u is Oăpn´1{2q, which partially
verify the
?
n scaling.
We remark that great progress has been made in other directions of the research on
eigenvector statistics. For example, one can refer to [14, 35] for the delocalization and
isotropic delocalization of eigenvectors, [57, 94] for the universality of eigenvectors, [17] for
the local quantum unique ergodicity of eigenvectors and [15] for the eigenvectors of principal
components. Note that some of these results are proved for Wigner matrices, but their
generalizations to separable (or sample) covariance matrices usually are straightforward.
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3.1.2 Main result
We consider separable covariance matrices Q1 and Q2 satisfying the Assumption 2.2.1, where
we made one more assumption, i.e. both A and B are diagonal. Following the notations
in (2.2.3), we shall call them Σ and rΣ instead. To establish our main result, we need to
make some extra assumptions on piΣ and pirΣ defined in (2.2.4), which takes the form of the
following regularity conditions. Recall the notations in Lemma 2.2.5.
Definition 3.1.1 (Regularity). (i) Fix a (small) constant τ ą 0. We say that the edge ak,
k “ 1, . . . , 2p, is τ -regular if
ak ě τ, min
l‰k |ak ´ al| ě τ, mini |1`m1cpakqrσi| ě τ, mini |1`m2cpakqσi| ě τ. (3.1.6)
(ii) We say that the bulk components ra2k, a2k´1s is regular if for any fixed τ 1 ą 0 there
exists a constant c ” cτ 1 ą 0 such that the densities ρ1c and ρ2,c) in ra2k ` τ 1, a2k´1 ´ τ 1s are
bounded from below by c.
Remark 3.1.2. The edge regularity conditions in (3.1.6) is an extension of the ones in (2.2.19).
They ensure a regular square-root behavior of ρ1,2c near ak for any k (instead of the rightmost
edge only as given by (2.2.19)). The bulk regularity condition (ii) was introduced in [59],
and it imposes a lower bound on the density of eigenvalues away from the edges. These
conditions are satisfied by quite general classes of A and B; see e.g. [59, Examples 2.8 and
2.9].
For any u P Cn and z P C`, we define
m1c,upzq :“ ´xu, z´1p1`m2cpzqΣq´1uy. (3.1.7)
Then m1c,u is the Stieltjes transform of a distribution, which we shall denote by F1c,u.
Moreover, we denote the density of F1c,u as ρ1c,u. From (3.1.7), it is easy to see that there
exists a matrix-valued function F1c depending on Σ such that F1c,u “ xu,F1cuy, i.e., we have
m1c,upzq “
ż
R
dF1c,upxq
x´ z “ xu,
ż
R
dF1cpxq
x´ z uy. (3.1.8)
Now we are ready to state our main results, i.e. Theorem 3.1.4. We first state the main
assumptions.
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Assumption 3.1.3. Fix a (small) constant τ ą 0.
(i) X “ pxijq is an nˆN real or complex matrix whose entries are independent random
variables that satisfy the following moment conditions: there exist constants C0, c0 ą 0 such
that for all 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N ,
|Exij| ď C0N´2´c0 , (3.1.9)ˇˇ
E|xij|2 ´N´1
ˇˇ ď C0N´2´c0 , (3.1.10)ˇˇ
Ex2ij
ˇˇ ď C0N´2´c0 , if xij is complex, (3.1.11)
E|xij|4 ď C0N´2. (3.1.12)
Note that (3.1.9)-(3.1.11) are slightly more general than (2.2.1).
(ii) τ ď dN ď τ´1 and |dN ´ 1| ě τ .
(iii) Σ “ diagpσ1, σ2, . . . , σnq and rΣ “ diagprσ1, rσ2, . . . , rσNq are deterministic positive-
definite matrices. We assume that (2.2.5) holds, all the edges of ρ1,2c are τ -regular, and all
the bulk components of ρ1,2c are regular in the sense of Definition 3.1.1.
Theorem 3.1.4. Suppose dN , X and Σ satisfy the Assumption 3.1.3. Suppose there exist
constants C1, φ ą 0 such that
max
1ďiďn,1ďjďN |xij| ď C1N
´φ. (3.1.13)
Let u ” un P Cn denote a sequence of deterministic unit vectors. Then for any fixed (small)
ε ą 0 and (large) D ą 0, we have
}EF pnqQ1,u ´ F pnq1c,u} ď N´1`ε (3.1.14)
for sufficiently large N , and for a :“ minp2φ, 1{2q,
P
´
}F pnqQ1,u ´ F pnq1c,u} ě N´a`ε
¯
ď N´D. (3.1.15)
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1.4, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.1.5. Suppose dN and Σ satisfy the Assumption 3.1.3. Let X “ pxijq be an
nˆN random matrix whose entries are independent and satisfy
Exij “ 0, E|xij|2 “ N´1, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N. (3.1.16)
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If the entries of X are complex, then we assume in addition that
Ex2ij “ 0, 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N. (3.1.17)
Suppose there exist constants a,A ą 0 such that
lim sup
sÑ8
sa max
i,j
P
´
|?Nxij| ě s
¯
ď A (3.1.18)
for all N . Let u ” un P Cn denote a sequence of deterministic unit vectors. Then for any
fixed ε ą 0, if a ě 6, we have
}EF pnqQ1,u ´ F pnq1c,u} ď N´1`ε (3.1.19)
for sufficiently large N ; if a ě 8, we have
P
ˆ
lim sup
NÑ8
N1{2´ε}F pnqQ1,u ´ F pnq1c,u} ď 1
˙
“ 1. (3.1.20)
Proof of Corollary 3.1.5. We use a standard cutoff argument. We fix a ą 4 and choose a
constant φ ą 0 small enough such that `N1{2´φ˘a ě N2`ω for some constant ω ą 0. Then
we introduce the following truncation
X˜ :“ 1ΩX, Ω :“
 |xij| ď N´φ for all 1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď N( .
By the tail condition (3.1.18), we have
PpX˜ ‰ Xq “ OpN2´a{2`aφq. (3.1.21)
Moreover, we have
PpX˜ ‰ X i.o.q “ lim
kÑ8P
`Y8N“k Yni“1 YNj“1  |xij| ě N´φ(˘
“ lim
kÑ8P
`Y8t“k YNPr2t,2t`1q Yni“1 YNj“1  |xij| ě N´φ(˘
ď C lim
kÑ8
8ÿ
t“k
`
2t`1
˘2 `
2tp1{2´φq
˘´a ď C lim
kÑ8
8ÿ
t“k
2´ωt “ 0,
(3.1.22)
i.e. X˜ “ X almost surely as N Ñ 8. Here in the above derivation, we regard n “ NdN as
a function depending on N .
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Using (3.1.18) and integration by parts, it is easy to verify that
E |xij| 1|xij |ąN´φ “ OpN´2´ω{2q, E |xij|2 1|xij |ąN´φ “ OpN´2´ω{2q,
which imply that
|Ex˜ij| “ OpN´2´ω{2q, E|x˜ij|2 “ N´1 `OpN´2´ω{2q,ˇˇ
Ex˜2ij
ˇˇ “ OpN´2´ω{2q, if xij is complex.
Moreover, we trivially have
E|x˜ij|4 ď E|xij|4 “ OpN´2q.
Hence X˜ is a random matrix satisfying Assumption 3.1.3. Then using (3.1.14) and (3.1.21)
with a “ 6 and φ “ ε{6, we conclude (3.1.19); using (3.1.15) and (3.1.22) with φ “ p1´ εq{4
and a “ 8, we conclude (3.1.20).
Remark 3.1.6. By exchanging the roles of pn,Σq and pN, rΣq, one can prove the same bounds
(3.1.14), (3.1.15), (3.1.19) and (3.1.20) for FQ2,vpxq for any deterministic vector v P CN .
Remark 3.1.7. The estimates (3.1.19) and (3.1.20) improve the bounds obtained in [107],
and relax the assumptions on moments and Σ, rΣ as well. The convergence rates in (3.1.19)
and (3.1.20) are optimal up to an N ε factor. In fact, it was proved in [7] that for an analytic
function f ,
?
N
ż
fpxqd pFQ1,upxq ´ F1c,upxqq Ñ N p0, σf,uq, (3.1.23)
where N p0, σf,uq denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance σf,u. This
shows that the fluctuation of FQ1,upxq is of order N´1{2 and suggests the bound in (3.1.20).
Taking expectation of (3.1.23), one can see that the order of |EFQ1,upxq ´ F1c,upxq| should
be even smaller. Moreover, the fluctuation of eigenvalues on the microscopic scale will lead
to an error of order at least N´1 by the universality of eigenvalues [12, 61, 79]. This shows
that the bound (3.1.19) should be close to being optimal. We check the bounds (3.1.19) and
(3.1.20) below with some numerical simulations; see Fig. 3.1.
Remark 3.1.8. In [107], the authors only handle the n ă N (i.e. dN ă 1) case for Q1, while
our proof works for both the dN ą 1 and dN ă 1 cases. However, in the case with dN Ñ 1, we
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will encounter some difficulties near the leftmost edge a2L, which converges to 0 as N Ñ 8
and violates the regularity condition (3.1.6). We will try to relax this assumption in the
future.
Remark 3.1.9. In Theorem 3.1.4, we have assumed that A “ Σ and B “ rΣ are diagonal. But
our results can be extended immediately to the case with general non-diagonal covariance
matrices A and B for multivariate normal data as discussed in (2.1.3). For generally dis-
tributed data, under sufficiently strong moment assumptions, it is possible to prove the same
results for the case with non-diagonal covariance matrices A and B. In particular, if the en-
tries of
?
NX have arbitrarily high moments, it can be proved that (3.1.19) and (3.1.20) hold
for the VESD of Q1. The main inputs for the proof will include: (a) the anisotropic local law
in Theorem 2.4.6, (b) Theorem 3.1.4 proved for the diagonal A,B case, (c) a self-consistent
comparison argument as in Section 2.7 which extends Theorem 3.1.4 to the non-diagonal
case through comparison with the diagonal case, and (d) the Helffer-Sjo¨strand arguments in
Section ??. However, under weaker moment assumptions as in Corollary 3.1.5, the proof will
be much harder. The main issue will be that the error bounds in steps (a) and (c) are not
sharp enough, which does not give the optimal convergence rates as in (3.1.19) and (3.1.20).
We would like to deal with this problem in the future, and focus on proving a sharp bound
for the convergence rate of VESD in the diagonal C case in this thesis.
Remark 3.1.10. As discussed above, the convergence of the stochastic process XA,Bn,u defined
in (3.1.4) to the Gaussian process BA,Bu in (3.1.5) is also a very important question, which is
complementary to the results in Corollary 3.1.5. The convergence of XI,In,u to the Brownian
bridge was first proved in the null case Σ “ I and rΣ “ I, for some special vectors of the
form u “ n´1{2p˘1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,˘1q in [88]. The result was later extended to the case with a general
fixed vector u in [7]. More precisely, it was proved in [7] that for any fixed vector u and
analytic functions g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gk, the random vector
pXˆn,upg1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xˆn,upgkqq, Xˆn,upgiq :“
ż
gipxqdXIn,upFQ1pxqq, 1 ď i ď k,
converges to a Gaussian vector with mean zero and certain covariance function. We expect
that combining the method in [7] and the new tools in this paper, one can prove a similar
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convergence result for XA,Bn,u in the case with general non-scalar A,B. This will be studied
in a future paper.
3.1.3 Simulations
In this subsection, we check the convergence rate of the (expected) VESD to the deformed
MP law with some numerical simulations. The simulations are performed under the following
setting: rΣ “ I, i.e. we consider sample covariance matrices; n “ 2N , i.e. dN “ 2; the entries?
Nxij are drawn from a distribution ξ with mean zero, variance 1 and tail Pp|ξ| ě sq „ s´6
for large s; the unit vector v is randomly chosen for each N . Note that for sample covariance
matrices, FQ2,v converges to the MP law F2c, the cumulative distribution function of ρ2c in
(2.2.16), for any deterministic unit vector v P CN . In Fig. 3.1, we plot the Kolmogorov
distances }FQ2,v ´ F2c} and }EFQ2,v ´ F2c} for the following two choices of Σ: Σ “ I with
ESD pi “ δ1, and
Σ “ diagp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1looomooon
n{2
, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 4looomooon
n{2
q, with ESD piΣ “ 0.5δ1 ` 0.5δ4. (3.1.24)
For each N , we take an average over 10 repetitions to represent F
pNq
Q2,v and an average over 4N
2
repetitions to approximate EF pNqQ2,v. Under each setting, we choose an appropriate function
fpxq to fit the simulation data. It is easy to observe that the convergence rate of the VESD
is bounded by OpN´1{2q, while the convergence rate of the expected VESD has order N´1.
This verifies the results in Corollary 3.1.5.
As discussed before, the convergence of FQ2,v to F2c for any sequence of deterministic
unit vectors v can be used to characterize the asymptotical Haar property of the eigenmatrix
of Q2 “ X˚ΣX (which also implies the asymptotical Haar property of the eigenmatrix of
Q1 when Σ “ σ2I). On the other hand, for a general Σ, the eigenmatrix of Q1 is not
asymptotically Haar distributed anymore and the VESD of Q1 will depend on v. Moreover,
(3.1.7) gives an explicit dependence of F1c on Σ, which should be of interest to statistical
applications. In Fig. 3.2(a), we plot FQ1,v for Σ in (3.1.24) and different choices of vi, i “
1, 2, 3. One can observe a transition of FQ1,v when v changes from the direction corresponding
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Figure 3.1: The left figures of (a) and (b) plot }F pNqQ2,v´F pNq2c } as N increases from 50 to 2000,
and we choose f to fit the upper envelope of the data. The right figures plot }EF pNqQ2,v´F pNq2c }
as N increases from 50 to 800.
to the smaller eigenvalues of Σ to the direction corresponding to the larger eigenvalues of Σ.
In Fig. 3.2(b), we take A “ UΣU˚, where D is as in (3.1.24), U is a randomly chosen unitary
matrix, and wi “ Uvi. One can see that even if A is non-diagonal, the convergence of the
VESD of Q1 still holds (see Remark 3.1.9).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We prove Theorem 3.1.4 in Section 3.2
using Stieltjes transforms. In the proof, we mainly use Theorems 3.2.1-3.2.3, which give
the desired anisotropic local laws for the resolvents of Q1 and Q2. The proofs of Theorems
3.2.1-3.2.3 will be given in subsequent sections.
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Figure 3.2: The plots for FQ1,vpxq and F1c,vpxq with N “ 2000, n “ 2N and under the
settings in Fig. 3.1. We take v1 “
a
2{np1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1looomooon
n{2
, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q, v3 “
a
2{np0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1looomooon
n{2
q,
v2 “ pv1 ` v3q{
?
2, and wi “ Uvi, i “ 1, 2, 3. The dashed lines mark the places of the left
edge γN and the right edge γ1 of the spectrum (recall (2.4.14)).
3.2 Proof of the main result
For definiteness, we will focus on real sample covariance matrices during the proof. However,
our proof also applies, after minor changes, to the complex case if we include the extra
assumption (3.1.17) or (3.1.11).
Note that the Stieltjes transforms of F
pnq
Q1,u and F
pNq
Q2,v are equal to xu,G1pX, zquy and
xv,G2pX, zqvy, respectively. We first state the local laws on xu,G1uy and xv,G2vy, which
will be used to prove Theorem 3.1.4. Recall the notations in Section 2.4. In the following
proof, we will always assume that z lies in the spectral domain
Dpω,Nq :“ tz P C` : ω ď E ď 2λr, N´1`ω ď η ď ω´1u, (3.2.1)
for some small constant ω ą 0, unless otherwise indicated. Recall the condition (3.1.6), we
can take ω to be sufficiently small such that ω ď γK{2. Define the distance to the spectral
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edges as κ :“ min1ďkď2p |E ´ ak|. Then we have the following estimates for m1,2c:
|m1,2cpzq| „ 1, Imm1,2cpzq „
$’&’%η{
?
κ` η, if E R supp ρ1,2c
?
κ` η, if E P supp ρ1,2c
, (3.2.2)
and
max
iPI1
|p1`m2cpzqσiq´1| `max
µPI2
|p1`m1cpzqrσµq´1| “ Op1q. (3.2.3)
for z P D. Their proof is the same as in (2.2.6) using the regularity condition (3.1.6).
Theorem 3.2.1 (Local MP law). Suppose dN , X, Σ and rΣ satisfy the Assumption 3.1.3.
Suppose X is real and satisfies (2.4.1) with q ď N´φ for some constant φ ą 0. Then the
following estimates hold for z P D:
(1) the averaged local law:
|mpX, zq ´mcpzq| ` |m1,2pX, zq ´m1,2cpzq| ă pNηq´1; (3.2.4)
(2) the anisotropic local law: for deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI,
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă q `Ψpzq; (3.2.5)
(3) for deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI1 or u,v P CI2,
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2. (3.2.6)
All of the above estimates are uniform in the spectral parameter z and the deterministic
vectors u,v.
The proof for Theorem 3.2.1 will be given in Section 3.4. Here we make some brief
comments on it. If we assume (3.1.16) (instead of (3.1.9) and (3.1.10)), then (3.2.4) and
(3.2.5) have already been proved in Theorem 2.4.6. Note that since Σ and rΣ are diagonal,
there is no need to use the domain in (2.4.21). Moreover, extending the domain Spc0, C0, εq
in Theorem 2.4.6 to Dpω,Nq here does not change the proof, because only the estimates
(3.2.2) and (3.2.3) are relevant for the proof. The main novelty of this theorem is the bound
(3.2.6), which will be the main focus of our proof. Finally, if the variance assumption in
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(3.1.16) is relaxed to the one in (3.1.10), we can still use the arguments for Theorem 2.4.6
to get the desired estimates (3.2.4)-(3.2.6). In fact, it is easy to check that the OpN´2´c0q
term leads to a negligible error at each step, and the whole proof remains unchanged. The
relaxation of the mean zero assumption in (3.1.16) to the assumption (3.1.9) can be handled
with the centralization Lemma 3.3.2.
After taking expectation, we have the following crucial improvement from (3.2.6) to
(3.2.7), which is the main reason why we can improve the bound in [107] to the almost
optimal one in (3.1.14). In fact, the leading order terms of pxu,G1uy ´m1c,uq vanish after
taking expectation, and hence leads to a bound that is one order smaller than the one in
(3.2.6). The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 constitutes the main novelty of this chapter, and will
be given in Section 3.3.
Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 3.2.1 hold. Then we have
|Exu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă q4 ` pNηq´1 (3.2.7)
uniformly in z P D and deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI1 or u,v P CI2.
If q “ N´1{4, then (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) already give that
|xu,G1uy ´m1c,u| ă pNηq´1{2, |Exu,G1uy ´m1c,u| ă pNηq´1,
which are sufficient to conclude Theorem 3.1.4. However, we find that the second bound on
the expected VESD is still valid under a much weaker support assumption. More specifically,
we have the following theorem, whose proof uses the Lindeberg replacement strategy, and is
very similar to (actually, simpler than) the one for Theorem 2.4.8 and Lemma 2.4.7. Hence
we shall omit the details and refer the reader to the supplementary material of [104].
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 3.2.1 hold. Then we have
|Exu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă pNηq´1, (3.2.8)
uniformly in z P D and deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI1 or u,v P CI2.
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As a corollary of (3.2.4), we have the following rigidity result for the eigenvalues. Its
proof is the same as the ones for (2.4.30) and [59, Theorem 3.12]. So we omit the details.
Recall the classical locations of eigenvalues γj defined in (2.4.14).
Theorem 3.2.4 (Rigidity of eigenvalues). Suppose Theorem 3.2.1 and the regularity condi-
tion (3.1.6) hold. Then we have
|λ1 ´ γ1| ` |λK ´ γK | ă N´2{3, (3.2.9)
where K :“ n^N .
In the rest of this subsection, we finish the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 using Theorems
3.2.1-3.2.4. The following arguments have been used previously to control the Kolmogorov
distance between the ESD of a random matrix and the limiting law. For example, the reader
can refer to [37, Lemma 6.1] and [79, Lemma 8.1]. By the remark below (3.2.1), we can
choose the constant ω ą 0 such that γK{2 ą ω.
Proof of (3.1.14). The key inputs are the bounds (3.2.8) and (3.2.9). Suppose xu,G1pX, zquy
is the Stieltjes transform of ρˆu. Then we define
nˆupEq :“
ż
1r0,Espxqρˆudx, ncpEq :“
ż
1r0,Espxqρ1c,udx, (3.2.10)
and ρu :“ Eρˆu, nu :“ Enˆu. Hence we would like to bound
}EFQ1,u ´ F1c,u} “ sup
E
|nupEq ´ ncpEq| .
For simplicity, we denote ∆ρ :“ ρu ´ ρ2c and its Stieltjes transform by
∆mpzq :“ Exu,G1pX, zquy ´m1c,upzq.
Let χpyq be a smooth cutoff function with support in r´1, 1s, with χpyq “ 1 for |y| ď 1{2
and with bounded derivatives. Fix η0 “ N´1`ω and 3γK{4 ď E1 ă E2 ď 3γ1{2. Let
f ” fE1,E2,η0 be a smooth function supported in rE1 ´ η0, E2 ` η0s such that fpxq “ 1 if
x P rE1 ` η0, E2 ´ η0s, and |f 1| ď Cη´10 , |f2| ď Cη´20 if |x ´ Ei| ď η0. Using the Helffer-
Sjo¨strand calculus (see e.g. [24]), we have
fpEq “ 1
2pi
ż
R2
iyf2pxqχpyq ` ipfpxq ` iyf 1pxqqχ1pyq
E ´ x´ iy dxdy.
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Then we obtain thatˇˇˇˇż
fpEq∆ρpEqdE
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
ż
R2
p|fpxq| ` |y||f 1pxq|q |χ1pyq||∆mpx` iyq|dxdy (3.2.11)
` C
ÿ
i
ˇˇˇˇż
|y|ďη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
yf2pxqχpyqIm ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
(3.2.12)
` C
ÿ
i
ˇˇˇˇż
|y|ěη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
yf2pxqχpyqIm ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
. (3.2.13)
By (3.2.8) with η “ η0, we have
η0ImExu,G1pX,E ` iη0quy ă N´1`ω. (3.2.14)
Since ηImExu,G1pX,E ` iηquy and ηImm1c,upE ` iηq are increasing with η, we obtain that
η |Im ∆mpE ` iηq| ă N´1`ω for all 0 ď η ď η0. (3.2.15)
Moreover, since GpX, zq˚ “ GpX, z¯q, the estimates (3.2.8) and (3.2.15) also hold for z P C´.
Now we bound the terms (3.2.11), (3.2.12) and (3.2.13). Using (3.2.8) and that the
support of χ1 is in 1 ě |y| ě 1{2, the term (3.2.11) can be bounded byż
R2
p|fpxq| ` |y||f 1pxq|q |χ1pyq||∆mpx` iyq|dxdy ă N´1. (3.2.16)
Using |f2| ď Cη´20 and (3.2.15), we can bound the terms in (3.2.12) byˇˇˇˇż
|y|ďη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
yf2pxqχpyqIm ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ă N´1`ω. (3.2.17)
Finally, we integrate the term (3.2.13) by parts first in x, and then in y (and use the Cauchy-
Riemann equation BImp∆mq{Bx “ ´BRep∆mq{By) to getż
yěη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
yf2pxqχpyqIm ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
“ ´
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
η0χpη0qf 1pxqRe ∆mpx` iη0qdx (3.2.18)
´
ż
yěη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
pyχ1pyq ` χpyqq f 1pxqRe ∆mpx` iyqdxdy. (3.2.19)
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We bound the term in (3.2.18) by OăpN´1q using (3.2.8) and |f 1| ď Cη´10 . The first term
in (3.2.19) can be estimated by OăpN´1q as in (3.2.16). For the second term in (3.2.19), we
again use (3.2.8) and |f 1| ď Cη´10 to get thatˇˇˇˇż
yěη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
χpyqf 1pxqRe ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
ż 1
η0
1
Ny
dy ă N´1.
Combining the above estimates, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇż
yěη0
ż
|x´Ei|ďη0
yf2pxqχpyqIm ∆mpx` iyqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ă N´1.
Obviously, the same estimate also holds for the y ď ´η0 part. Together with (3.2.16) and
(3.2.17), we conclude that ˇˇˇˇż
fpEq∆ρpEqdE
ˇˇˇˇ
ă N´1`ω. (3.2.20)
For any interval I :“ rE ´ η0, E ` η0s with E P rγK{2, 2γ1s, we have
nˆupE ` η0q ´ nˆupE ´ η0q “
ÿ
λkPpE´η0,E`η0s
|xξk,uy|2
ď 2η0
Nÿ
k“1
|xξk,uy|2η0
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η20 “ 2η0Im xu,G1pX,E ` iη0quy,
(3.2.21)
where in the last step we used the spectral decomposition in (2.4.5). Then by (3.2.14), we
get that
nupE ` η0q ´ nupE ´ η0q ă N´1`ω. (3.2.22)
On the other hand, since ρ1c,u is bounded, we trivially have
ncpE ` η0q ´ ncpE ´ η0q ď Cη0 “ CN´1`ω. (3.2.23)
Now we set E2 “ 3γ1{2. With (3.2.20), (3.2.22) and (3.2.23), we get that for any
E P r3γK{4, E2s,
|pnupE2q ´ nupEqq ´ pncpE2q ´ ncpEqq| ă N´1`ω. (3.2.24)
Note that by (3.2.9), the eigenvalues of Q2 are inside t0uYr3γK{4, E2s with high probability.
Hence we have that with high probability,
nˆupE2q “ ncpE2q “ 1, nˆup3γK{4q “ nˆup0q. (3.2.25)
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Together with (3.2.24), we get that
sup
Eě0
|nupEq ´ ncpEq| ă N´1`ω. (3.2.26)
This concludes (3.1.14) since ω can be arbitrarily small.
Proof of (3.1.15). The proof for (3.1.15) is similar except that we shall use the estimate
(3.2.6) instead of (3.2.8). By (3.2.6), we have for any u P CI1 ,
|xu,G1pX, zquy ´m1c,upzq| ă N´2φ ` pNηq´1{2 (3.2.27)
uniformly in z P D. Then we would like to bound (recall (3.2.10))
}F pnqQ1,u ´ F1c,u} “ sup
E
|nˆupEq ´ ncpEq| ,
where nˆu is defined in (3.2.10). We denote
∆ρˆ :“ ρˆu ´ ρ1c,u, ∆mˆ :“ xu,G1pX, zquy ´m1c,upzq.
Then for fE1,E2,η0 defined above, we can repeat the Helffer-Sjo¨strand argument with the
estimate (3.2.27) to get that
sup
E1,E2
ˇˇˇˇż
fE1,E2,η0pEq∆ρˆpEqdE
ˇˇˇˇ
ă N´2φ `N´1{2, (3.2.28)
which, together with (3.2.21) and (3.2.25), implies that
sup
Eě0
|nˆupEq ´ ncpEq| ă N´2φ `N´1{2.
This concludes (3.1.15) by the Definition 2.4.1.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.2
First, we record the following simple lemma. In fact, it has been already used in the previous
proof in Chapter 2, but we state it here for reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose Φ˜pzq is a deterministic function on D satisfying N´1{2 ď Φ˜pzq ď
N´c for some constant c ą 0. Suppose |Gabpzq ´ Πabpzq| ă Φ˜pzq uniformly in a, b P I and
z P D. Then for any T Ď I with |T| “ Op1q, we have uniformly in z P D,
max
a,bPIzT
ˇˇˇ
Gabpzq ´GpTqab pzq
ˇˇˇ
ă Φ˜2pzq. (3.3.1)
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Proof. The bound (3.3.1) can be proved by repeatedly applying the first resolvent expansion
in (2.6.8) with respect to the indices in T.
For X satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 3.2.1, we write X “ X1 `B, where X1 :“
X ´ EX is a real random matrix satisfying (3.1.10), (3.1.12) and
EpX1qiµ “ 0, i P I1, µ P I2, (3.3.2)
and B :“ EX is a deterministic matrix such that
max
i,µ
|Biµ| ď C0N´2´c0 . (3.3.3)
The next lemma shows that GpX, zq is very close to GpX1, zq in the sense of anisotropic local
law. Its proof will be given in the supplementary material.
Lemma 3.3.2. If (3.2.5) holds for GpX1, zq, then we have
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu, GpX1, zqvy| ă pNηq´1 (3.3.4)
uniformly in z P D and deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI.
Proof. For z P D, we have
GpX, zq :“
¨˝
´IMˆM X1 `B
X1˚ `B˚ ´zINˆN
‚˛´1 “ `G´11 ` V ˘´1 , (3.3.5)
where we abbreviate G1pzq :“ GpX1, zq and V :“
¨˝
0 B
B˚ 0
‚˛. Then we expand G using
the resolvent expansion
G “ G1 ´G1V G1 ` pG1V q2G1 ´ pG1V q3G. (3.3.6)
We need to estimate the last three terms of the right-hand side. First, note that by (2.7.2)-
(2.7.5) and (3.2.5), we have for z P D,
max
!ÿ
i
|pG1qvi|2 ,
ÿ
i
|pG1qiv|2 ,
ÿ
µ
|pG1qvµ|2 ,
ÿ
µ
|pG1qµv|2
)
ă η´1, (3.3.7)
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for any v P CI and T Ď I with |T| “ Op1q.
For any unit vectors u,v P CI , we have
|xu, G1V G1vy| ď
ÿ
bPI
ˇˇˇ ÿ
aPI
pG1qua Vab
ˇˇˇ
| pG1qbv |
ă max
b
´ÿ
aPI
|Vab|2
¯1{2 ÿ
bPI
| pG1qbv |
ă N´1´c0
´ÿ
bPI
| pG1qbv |2
¯1{2
ă N´1´c0η´1{2,
(3.3.8)
where in the second step we used (3.2.5) for G1, in the third step the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality and (3.3.3), and in the last step (3.3.7). With a similar argument, we obtain that
ˇˇxu, pG1V q2G1vyˇˇ ă N´2´2c0η´1. (3.3.9)
Combining (3.3.9) with the rough bound (4.3.12) for G, we get thatˇˇxu, pG1V q3Gvyˇˇ “ ˇˇˇÿ
a,b
`pG1V q2G1˘ua VabGbv ˇˇˇ
ă
`
N´2´2c0η´1
˘
η´1
ÿ
a
´ÿ
b
|Vab|2
¯1{2 ď CN´3{2´3c0η´1, (3.3.10)
where we used η ě N´1 for z P D in the last step. Plugging the estimates (3.3.8)-(3.3.10)
into (3.3.6), we conclude that
|xu, Gvy ´ xu, G1vy| ă N´1´c0η´1{2 ď pNηq´1. (3.3.11)
for all deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI .
3.3.1 Sketch of the proof
In this subsection, we start proving the resolvent estimate (3.2.7). For simplicity, we denote
Φ :“ q2 ` pNηq´1{2. By Lemma 3.3.2, we can assume that the entries of X are centered
without loss of generality. We will only prove (3.2.7) for u,v P CI2 , while the proof in the
case of u,v P CI1 is exactly the same. Also by polarization, it suffices to prove the following
estimate
|Exv,G2pX, zqvy ´ Πv vpzq| ă q4 ` pNηq´1, v P CI2 . (3.3.12)
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We can obtain the more general bound (3.2.7) by applying (3.3.12) to the vectors u`v and
u` iv, respectively. Note that (3.2.6) gives the a priori boundˇˇˇÿ
µ,ν
v¯µvν
”
E pG2qµν ´ Πµµδµν
ı ˇˇˇ
ă Φ.
We will show that after taking expectation, the leading order term in pG2qµν´Πµµδµν vanishes
and leads to the better estimate (3.3.12). We deal with the diagonal and off-diagonal parts
separately: ÿ
µ
|vµ|2 rEpG2qµµ ´ Πµµs ,
ÿ
µ‰ν
v¯µvνE pG2qµν .
For any T Ď I, recall the Z variables defined in (2.6.22):
ZpTqµ :“ p1´ EµqpGpTqq´1µµ “ rσµN ÿ
iPI1
σiG
pTµq
ii ´ pY ˚GpTµqY qµµ, µ R T,
Note that by (3.2.6), (3.3.1) (with Φ˜ “ q `Ψ by (3.2.5)), and Lemma 2.4.2, we have
ZpTqµ :“ p1´ Eµq
“pGpTqq´1µµ ´m´12c ‰ ă Φ, (3.3.13)
for any T Ď I with |T| “ Op1q. Then using (2.6.5) we get that
EGµµ ´ Πµµ “ E 1´z ´ zrσµm1cpzq ´ zrσµpmpµq1 ´m1cpzqq ` Zµ ´ Πµµ
“ ´Π2µµEZµ `Oă
`
Φ2 ` pNηq´1˘ “ Oă `Φ2˘ ,
where in the second step we used (3.2.4), (3.3.1), (3.3.13), and (2.4.16). So we can bound
the diagonal part byÿ
µ
|vµ|2 rEpG2qµµ ´ Πµµs “
ÿ
µ
|vµ|2rEGµµ ´ Πµµs ă q4 ` 1
Nη
. (3.3.14)
For the off-diagonal part, we claim that for µ ‰ ν P I2,ˇˇˇ
E pG2qµν
ˇˇˇ
ă N´1Φ2. (3.3.15)
Then using (3.3.15) and }v}1 ď
?
N , we obtain thatˇˇˇ ÿ
µ‰ν
v¯µvνE pG2qµν
ˇˇˇ
ă }v}21N´1Φ2 ď C
ˆ
q4 ` 1
Nη
˙
.
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This concludes (3.3.12) together with (3.3.14).
To prove (3.3.15), we extend the arguments in [14, Section 5]. We illustrate the basic
idea with some simplified calculations. Using the resolvent identities (2.6.6) and (2.6.8), we
get
EGµν “ EGµµGpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
“ EGpνqµµGpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
` EGµνGνµ
Gνν
Gpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
. (3.3.16)
We now focus on the first term. Applying (2.6.5) gives that
EGpνqµµGpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
“ E
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
r´z ´ pY ˚GpµνqY qµµs r´z ´ pXGpµνqX˚qννs
“ E
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν`
Π´1µµ ` εµ
˘ pΠ´1νν ` ενq . (3.3.17)
where we have
εµ :“ rσµ
N
ÿ
iPI1
σiΠii ´ pY ˚GpµνqY qµµ “ rσµ
N
ÿ
iPI1
σipΠii ´Gpµνqii q ` Zpνqµ ă Φ (3.3.18)
by (2.4.16), (3.2.4), (3.3.1) (with Φ˜ “ q ` Ψ) and (3.3.13). We now expand the fractions
in (3.3.17) in order to take the expectation. Note that the Gpµνq entries are independent
of the X entries in the µ, ν-th rows and columns. Thus to attain a nonzero expectation,
each X entry must appear at least twice in the expression. Due to this reason, the leading
and next-to-leading order terms in the expansion vanish. The “real” leading order term is
proportional to
Eεµεν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
“ EpY ˚GpµνqY qµµpY ˚GpµνqY qννpY ˚GpµνqY qµν
9
ÿ
µ,ν
Ci,j
N3
EGpµνqii G
pµνq
jj G
pµνq
ij “
ÿ
i‰j
Ci,j
N3
ΠiiΠjjEGpµνqij `OăpN´1Φ2q, (3.3.19)
where the constants Ci,j depend on σi, σj and the 3rd moments of Xiµ and Xjµ (recall
(3.1.12)). Here in the last step, we used |Gpµνqii ´ Πii| ă Φ (by (3.2.6) and (3.3.1)) and
|Πii| “ Op1q (by (3.2.3)), and bounded the i “ j terms by OăpN´2q “ OăpN´1Φ2q. Now
applying (2.6.6) to G
pµνq
ij , we get that
EGpµνqij “ EGpµνqii Gpiµνqjj
`
Y GpijµνqY ˚
˘
ij
“ ΠiiΠjjE
`
Y GpijµνqY ˚
˘
ij
`OăpΦ2q “ OăpΦ2q,
(3.3.20)
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where in the second step we used |Gpµνqii ´ Πii| ` |Gpiµνqjj ´ Πjj| ă Φ and`
Y GpijµνqY ˚
˘
ij
“ Gpµνqij
´
G
pµνq
ii G
piµνq
jj
¯´1
ă Φ,
which follow easily from (3.2.6) and (3.3.1), and in the last step the leading order term
vanishes since the two X entries are independent for i ‰ j. Then with (3.3.20), the terms in
(3.3.19) can be bounded by OăpN´1Φ2q.
In general, after the expansion of the two fractions in (3.3.17), we get a summation of
terms of the form
Am,n :“ Eεmµ εnν pY ˚GpµνqY qµν , µ ‰ ν,
up to some deterministic coefficients of order Op1q. Since |εµ,ν | ă Φ À N´ω{2 for z P D (we
can take ω small enough such that N´ω{2 ě q2), we only need to include the terms with
m`n ď 2` 2{ω and the tail terms will be smaller than N´1Φ2. Note that in Am,n, the X˚µ
entries, X˚ν entries and Gpµνq entries are mutually independent. Moreover, both the number
of X˚µ entries and the number of X˚ν entries are odd. Thus to attain a nonzero expectation,
we must pair the X entries such that there are products of the forms Xn1iµ and X
n2
jν for some
n1, n2 ě 3. As a result, we lose pn1 ´ 2q{2` pn2 ´ 2q{2 ě 1 free indices, and this contributes
an N´1 factor. On the other hand, for the product of G entries, we have the following three
cases: (1) if there are at least 2 off-diagonal G entries, then we bound them with OăpΦ2q; (2)
if there is only 1 off-diagonal G entry, then we can use the trick in (3.3.19) and the bound
(3.3.20); (3) if there is no off-diagonal G entry, then we lose one more free index and get an
extra N´1 factor. This leads to the estimate (3.3.15) for the term in (3.3.17).
For the second term in (3.3.16), we again use Lemma 2.6.3 to expand the Gµν , Gνµ and
G´1νν entries. Our goal is to expand all the G entries into polynomials of the random variables
Sαβ :“ pY ˚GpµνqY qαβ, α, β P tµ, νu, (3.3.21)
so that the X entries and Gpµνq entries are independent in the resulting expression. In
particular, the maximally expanded terms (see (3.3.22) below) can be expanded into Sαβ
variables directly through (2.6.5) and (2.6.6). However, non-maximally expanded terms are
also created along the expansions in (2.6.6) and (2.6.8). Then we need to further expand
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these newly appeared terms. In general, this process will not terminate. However, we will
show in Lemma 3.3.6 that after sufficiently many expansions, the resulting expression either
has enough off-diagonal terms, or is maximally expanded. In the former case, it suffices to
bound each off-diagonal term by OăpΦq. In the latter case, the expression will only consist
of Sαβ variables. Following the argument in the previous paragraph, the expectation over
the X entries produces an N´1 factor, while the expectation over the G entries produces a
Φ2 factor.
In the rest of section, we give a rigorous proof based on the above arguments.
3.3.2 Resolvent expansions
To perform the resolvent expansion in a systematic way, we introduce the following notions
of string and string operator .
Definition 3.3.3 (Strings). Let A be the alphabet containing all symbols that will appear
during the expansion:
A “  Gαβ, G´1αα, Sαβ with α, β P tµ, νu(Y  Gpνqµµ , Gpµqνν , pGpνqµµ q´1, pGpµqνν q´1( .
We define a string s to be a concatenation of the symbols from A, and we use JsK to denote
the random variable represented by s. We denote an empty string by H with value JHK “ 0.
Remark 3.3.4. It is important to distinguish a string s from its value JsK. For example,
“Gµν” and “GµµG
pµq
νν Sµν” are different strings, but they represent the same random variable
by (2.6.6).
We shall call the following symbols the maximally expanded symbols:
Amax “
 
Gµν , Gνµ, G
pνq
µµ , G
pµq
νν , pGpνqµµ q´1, pGpµqνν q´1, Sµµ, Sνν , Sµν , Sνµ
(
. (3.3.22)
A string s is said to be maximally expanded if all of its symbols are in Amax. We shall call
Gµν , Gνµ, Sµν , Sνµ the off-diagonal symbols and all the other symbols diagonal . By (3.2.6)
and (3.3.1), we have JaoK ă Φ if ao is off-diagonal (we have Sµν ă Φ using (2.6.6)) andJadK ă 1 if ad is diagonal. We use Fn-maxpsq and Foffpsq to denote the number of non-
maximally expanded symbols and the number of off-diagonal symbols, respectively, in s.
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Definition 3.3.5 (String operators). Let α ‰ β P tµ, νu.
(i) We define an operator τ0 acting on a string s in the following sense. Find the first
Gαα or G
´1
αα in s. If Gαα is found, replace it with G
pβq
αα ; if G´1αα is found, replace it with
pGpβqαα q´1; if neither is found, set τ0psq “ s and we say that τ0 is trivial for s.
(ii) We define an operator τ1 acting on a string s in the following sense. Find the first
Gαα or G
´1
αα in s. If Gαα is found, replace it with
GαβGβα
Gββ
; if G´1αα is found, replace it
with ´ GαβGβα
GααG
pβq
ααGββ
; if neither is found, set τ1psq “ H and we say that τ1 is null for s.
(iii) The operator ρ replaces each Gαβ in the string s with GααG
pαq
ββ Sαβ.
By Lemma 2.6.3, it is clear that for any string s,
Jτ0psqK` Jτ1psqK “ JsK, JρpsqK “ JsK. (3.3.23)
Moreover, a string s is trivial under τ0 and null under τ1 if and only if s is maximally
expanded. Given a string s, we abbreviate s0 :“ τ0psq and s1 :“ ρpτ1psqq. For any sequence
w “ a1a2 . . . am with ai P t0, 1u, we denote
sw :“ ρamτam . . . ρa2τa2ρa1τa1psq, where ρ0 :“ 1.
Then by (3.3.23) we have ÿ
|w|“m
JswK “ JsK, (3.3.24)
where the summation is over all binary sequences w with length |w| “ m.
Lemma 3.3.6. Consider the string s “ “GµµGpµqνν Sµν”. Let w be any binary sequence with
|w| “ 4l0 and such that sw ‰ H. Then either Foffpswq ě 2l0 or sw is maximally expanded.
Proof. It suffices to show that any nonempty string sw with Foffpswq ă 2l0 is maximally ex-
panded. By Definition 3.3.5, a nontrivial τ0 reduces the number of non-maximally expanded
symbols by 1, and keeps the number of off-diagonal symbols the same; a ρτ1 increases the
number of non-maximally expanded symbols by 2 or 3, and increases the number of off-
diagonal symbols by 2. Hence Foffpswq ă 2l0 implies that there are at most pl0´ 1q 1’s in w.
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Those ρτ1 operators increase Fn-max at most by 3pl0 ´ 1q in total. On the other hand, there
are at least 3l0 0’s in w, which is sufficient to eliminate all the non-maximally expanded
symbols (whose number is at most 3pl0´ 1q` 1 “ 3l0´ 2 in total since Fn-maxpsq “ 1 for the
initial string).
Now we choose l0 “ 1` 1{ω. Then using Φ “ OpN´ω{2q, we haveÿ
|w|“4l0
JswK ¨ 1pFoffpswq ě 2l0q ă 24l0Φ2l0 ă N´1Φ2.
By Lemma 3.3.6, we see that to prove (3.3.15), it suffices to show that
|EJswK| ă N´1Φ2 (3.3.25)
for any maximally expanded string sw with |w| “ 4l0. Note that the maximally expanded
string sw thus obtained consists only of the symbols
Gpβqαα , pGpβqαα q´1, Sαβ, with α ‰ β P tµ, νu.
By (2.6.5), we can replace pGpβqαα q´1 with
pGpβqαα q´1 “ ´z ´ Sαα. (3.3.26)
Note that |Sαα ´ rσµN´1 ři σiΠii| ă Φ by (3.3.18). Then we can expand Gpβqαα as
Gpβqαα “ Παα
2l0ÿ
k“0
Πkαα
˜
Sαα ´ rσµN´1 ÿ
i
σiΠii
¸k
`OăpN´1Φ2q. (3.3.27)
We apply the expansions (3.3.26) and (3.3.27) to the G symbols in sw, disregard the suf-
ficiently small tails, and denote the resulting polynomial (in terms of the symbols Sαβ) by
Pw. Then Pw can be written as a finite sum of maximally expanded strings (or monomials)
consisting of the Sαβ symbols. Moreover, the number of such monomials depends only on l0.
Hence we only need to prove that for any such monomial Mw,
|EJMwK| ă N´1Φ2. (3.3.28)
Let Nµ (Nν) be the number of times that µ pνq appears as a lower index of the S symbols
in Mw. We have Nµ “ Nν “ 3 for the initial string s “ “GµµGpµqνν Sµν”. From Definition
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3.3.5, it is easy to see that the operators τ0, τ1 and ρ do not change the parity of Nµ and
Nν . The expansions (3.3.26) and (3.3.27) also do not change the parity of Nµ and Nν . This
leads to the following key observation:
both Nµ and Nν are odd in Mw. (3.3.29)
3.3.3 A graphical proof
In this subsection, we finish the proof of (3.3.28). SupposeMw “ CpzqpSµµqm1pSννqm2pSµνqm3pSνµqm4 ,
where Cpzq denotes a deterministic function of order 1 for all z P D. Then we write
JMwK „ ÿ
i
p˚q
˚ ,j
p˚q
˚ PI1
m1ź
a“1
X
i
p1q
a µ
G
pµνq
i
p1q
a j
p1q
a
X
j
p1q
a µ
m2ź
b“1
X
i
p2q
b ν
G
pµνq
i
p2q
b j
p2q
b
X
j
p2q
b ν
m3ź
c“1
X
i
p3q
c µ
G
pµνq
i
p3q
c j
p3q
c
X
j
p3q
c ν
m4ź
d“1
X
i
p4q
d ν
G
pµνq
i
p4q
d j
p4q
d
X
j
p4q
d µ
,
(3.3.30)
where we have ignored the coefficients containing σi’s and rσµ’s. To avoid heavy expressions,
we introduce the following graphical notations. We use a connected graph pV,Eq to represent
the string Mw, where the vertex set V consists of the indices in (3.3.30) and the edge set
E consists of the X and G variables. The indices µ, ν are represented by the black vertices
in the graph, while the i, j indices are represented by the white vertices. The X edges are
represented by the zig-zag lines and the G edges are represented by the straight lines. One
can refer to Fig. 3.3 for an example of such a graph.
µ ν G
X
Figure 3.3: The graph representing SµµpSµνq3pSννq2.
We organize the summation in (3.3.30) in the following way. We first partition the white
vertices into blocks by requiring that any pair of white vertices take the same value if they
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are in the same block, and take different values otherwise. Then we take the summation over
the white blocks which take values in I2. Finally, we sum over all possible partitions. Note
that the number of different partitions depends only on the total number of S variables in
Mw, which in turn depends only on l0.
Fix a partition Γ of the white vertices. We denote its blocks by b1, ..., bk, where k gives
the number of distinct blocks in Γ. We denote by nµl (n
ν
l ) the number of white vertices in bl
that are connected to the vertex µ (ν). Let GpΓq be the product of all the G edges in the
graph. Then we have
JMwK „ÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
GpΓq
kź
l“1
pXblµqn
µ
l pXblνqnνl , (3.3.31)
where
ř˚ denotes the summation subject to the condition that b1, ..., bk all take distinct
values. Note that k, bl, n
µ
l and n
ν
l all depend on Γ, and we have omitted the Γ dependence
for simplicity of notations.
From (3.3.30), it is easy to observe that the X edges are independent of GpΓq. Thus
taking expectation of (3.3.31) gives that
|EJMwK| ďCÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
|EGpΓq|
kź
l“1
|EpXblµqn
µ
l ||EpXblνqnνl |
ďC
ÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
|EGpΓq|
kź
l“1
E|Xblµ|n
µ
l E|Xblν |nνl 1pnµl ‰ 1, nνl ‰ 1q. (3.3.32)
Note that we must have nµl ` nνl ě 2 for 1 ď l ď k, because we only consider nonempty
blocks. On the other hand, if all nµl are even, then Nµ “
řk
l“1 n
µ
l must be even, which
contradicts (3.3.29). Hence we can find some 1 ď l1 ď k such that nµl1 is odd and nµl1 ě 3.
Similarly, we can also find some 1 ď l2 ď k such that nνl2 is odd and nνl2 ě 3. We abbreviate
nˆµl :“ nµl ^ 3 and nˆνl :“ nνl ^ 3. From the above discussions, we see that
1
2
kÿ
l“1
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q ě
1
2
kÿ
l‰l1,l2
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q `
3
2
` 3
2
ě pk ´ 2q ` 3 “ k ` 1. (3.3.33)
Now using the moment assumption (3.1.12), we can bound (3.3.32) by
|EJMwK| ď Cÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
|EGpΓq|N´řkl“1pnˆµl `nˆνl q{2. (3.3.34)
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Next we deal with |EGpΓq|. We consider the following 3 cases separately: (i) there are
at least 2 off-diagonal G-edges in GpΓq; (ii) there is only 1 off-diagonal G-edge in GpΓq; (iii)
there is no off-diagonal G-edge in GpΓq.
In case (i), we trivially have |EGpΓq| ă Φ2. In case (ii), we use the same trick as in
(3.3.19). Let the off-diagonal G-edge be G
pµνq
ij . For each diagonal G
pµνq
kk , we replace it with
pGpµνqkk ´ Πkkq ` Πkk “ Πkk `OăpΦq. Plugging these expansions into EGpΓq, we obtain that
|EGpΓq| ă Φ2`|EGpµνqij | ă Φ2, where we used (3.3.20) in the second step. Finally, in case (iii),
we have |EGpΓq| ă 1. Moreover, nµl ` nνl is even for any 1 ď l ď k. Take 1 ď l1, l2 ď k such
that nµl1 , n
ν
l2
are odd and nµl1 , n
ν
l2
ě 3. If l1 ‰ l2, then we must have nˆµl1` nˆνl1 ě 4, nˆµl2` nˆνl2 ě 4,
and hence
1
2
kÿ
l“1
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q ě
1
2
kÿ
l‰l1,l2
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q ` 4 ě k ` 2.
Otherwise, if l1 “ l2, then
1
2
kÿ
l“1
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q ě
1
2
kÿ
l‰l1
pnˆµl ` nˆνl q ` 3 ě k ` 2.
Now applying the above estimates and (3.3.33) to (3.3.34), we obtain that
|EJMwK| ă ÿ
Γ in Case (1), (2)
Φ2Nk´
řk
l“1pnˆµl `nˆνl q{2 `
ÿ
Γ in Case (3)
Nk´
řk
l“1pnˆµl `nˆνl q{2
ď CpN´1Φ2 `N´2q ď CN´1Φ2.
This concludes the proof of (3.3.28), and hence finishes the proof of (3.3.15).
3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.2.1
By Lemma 3.3.2, we can assume that the entries of X are centered without loss of generality.
According to the comments below Theorem (3.2.1), we only need to prove the bound (3.2.6).
By polarization, it suffices to prove that
|xv, GpX, zqvy ´ xv,Πpzqvy| ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2 (3.4.1)
for v P CI1 or v P CI2 . It easy to see that (3.4.1) follows from the next two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.4.1. Let X be an nˆN real random matrix whose entries are independent random
variables satisfying (3.3.2), (3.1.12), and the bounded support condition (2.4.1) with q ď N´φ
for some constant φ ą 0. If
max
a,bPI |GabpX, zq ´ Πabpzq| ă q `Ψpzq, (3.4.2)
and
|m1pX, zq ´m1cpzq| ` |m2pX, zq ´m2cpzq| ă pNηq´1 (3.4.3)
hold uniformly in z P D, then the following local law also holds uniformly in z P D:
max
r“1,2 maxa,bPIr
|GabpX, zq ´ Πabpzq| ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2. (3.4.4)
Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose the assumptions in Lemma 3.4.1 hold. Let Φpzq be a deterministic
function on D satisfying c1pN´1{2` q2q ď Φpzq ď N´c1 for some constant c1 ą 0. If we have
max
a,bPI |Gabpzq ´ Πabpzq|
2 ă Φ, max
r“1,2 maxa,bPIr
|Gabpzq ´ Πabpzq| ă Φ, (3.4.5)
uniformly in z P D, then
|xv, GpX, zqvy ´ xv,Πpzqvy| ă Φpzq (3.4.6)
uniformly in z P D and deterministic unit vectors v P CI1 or v P CI2.
Suppose (3.4.2) holds. Then using (2.7.2)-(2.7.5) and (3.3.1), it is easy to verify that for
z P D,
max
!ÿ
i
ˇˇˇ
G
pTq
ai
ˇˇˇ2
,
ÿ
i
ˇˇˇ
G
pTq
ia
ˇˇˇ2
,
ÿ
µ
ˇˇ
GpTqaµ
ˇˇ2
,
ÿ
µ
ˇˇ
GpTqµa
ˇˇ2 )
ă η´1, (3.4.7)
for any a P I and T Ď I with |T| “ Op1q.
3.4.1 Proof of Lemma 3.4.1
We only prove
max
i,jPI1
|GijpX, zq ´ Πijpzq| ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2. (3.4.8)
The proof for (3.4.4) with a, b P I2 is exactly the same. First, we recall the large deviation
lemma—Lemma 2.6.6. If we assume the fourth moment of xi is bounded for all i as in
(3.1.12), then we have a better bound for the LHS of (2.6.17).
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Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose the assumptions in Lemma 2.6.6 hold and xi, 1 ď i ď K, satisfy
(3.1.12). Then we have ˇˇˇÿ
i
`|xi|2 ´ E|xi|2˘Bii ˇˇˇ ă `q2 `N´1{2˘Bd. (3.4.9)
Proof. We abbreviate zi :“ p|xi|2 ´ E|xi|2qBii{Bd. By Markov’s inequality, it suffices to
prove that for any fixed p P N,
E
ˇˇˇÿ
i
zi
ˇˇˇ2p
ă
`
q2 `N´1{2˘2p . (3.4.10)
Note that by the assumption, we have
Ezi “ 0, E|zi|n ă q2n´4N´2 for fixed n ě 2. (3.4.11)
Now we expand the LHS of (3.4.10) as
E
ˇˇˇÿ
i
zi
ˇˇˇ2p “ ÿ
i1,...,i2p
Eyi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yi2p ,
where we denote yil :“ zil for 1 ď l ď p and yil :“ z¯il for p ` 1 ď l ď 2p. To organize the
summation over the indices i1, . . . , i2p, we look at the partitions Γ of the set of the labels
t1, ..., 2pu according to the equivalence relation that k, l are in the same class if and only
if ik “ il. We use bl, 1 ď l ď k, to denote the equivalence classes of Γ and nl to denote
the size of bl. Obviously, k, bl and nl all depend on Γ, but we will omit this dependence in
the following expressions. Moreover, since the random variables are centered, we must have
nl ě 2 for all l to attain a nonzero expectation. Hence we have
E
ˇˇˇÿ
i
zi
ˇˇˇ2p ďÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
E|yib1 |n1 . . .E|yibk |nk , (3.4.12)
where
ř˚ denotes the summation subject to the conditions that b1, . . . , bk are all distinct,
nl ě 2 for all l, and řkl“1 nl “ 2p. Note that under these conditions, we trivially have k ď p.
Using (3.4.11), we obtain thatÿ˚
b1,...,bk
E|yµb1 |n1 . . .E|yµbk |nk ă
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
pq2n1´4N´2q . . . pq2nk´4N´2q
“
ÿ˚
b1,...,bk
N´2kq4p´4k ď CN´kq4p´4k.
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Since the number of partitions of t1, ..., 2pu is finite and depends only on p, (3.4.12) can then
be bounded by
E
ˇˇˇÿ
i
zi
ˇˇˇ2p
ă max
1ďkďpN
´kq4p´4k ď q4p `N´p,
where in the last step, q4p and N´p can be obtained from the extreme cases k “ 0 and k “ p,
respectively. This concludes (3.4.10).
Now using (2.6.6) and (2.6.16), we get that for i ‰ j P I1,
|Gij| ă
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
µ,ν
YiµG
pijq
µν Y
˚
νj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă q2 maxµ |Gpijqµµ | ` qmaxµ‰ν |Gpijqµν | ` ´ 1N2 ÿ
µ‰ν
|Gpijqµν |2
¯1{2
ă q2 ` qpq `Ψq `
ˆ
1
Nη
˙1{2
ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2, (3.4.13)
where we used (3.4.2), (3.3.1) and the bound (3.4.7). For the diagonal estimate, we need to
control the Z variables. Using (2.6.18) and (3.4.9), we get that
|Zi| “ σi
ˇˇˇÿ
µ
rσµGpiqµµ `|Xiµ|2 ´ E|Xiµ|2˘` ÿ
µ‰ν
arσµrσνXiµGpiqµνX˚νi ˇˇˇ
ă
`
q2 `N´1{2˘` qmax
µ‰ν |G
piq
µν | ` 1N
´ ÿ
µ‰ν
|Gpiqµν |2
¯1{2
ă q2 ` pNηq´1{2,
(3.4.14)
where we used (3.4.2), (3.3.1) and (3.4.7) again. Then with (2.6.5), we get that
Gii ´ Πii “ 1´1´ σim2c ´ σipmpiq2 ´m2cq ` Zi
´ 1´1´ σim2c
“ Oă
`
q2 ` pNηq´1{2˘
where in the second step we used (3.4.14), (3.4.3) and (3.3.1) (with Φ˜ “ q ` Ψ). Together
with (3.4.13), we conclude (3.4.8).
3.4.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4.2
We only prove (3.4.6) for v P CI1 . The proof for the case with v P CI2 is exactly the same.
Note that by (3.4.5), we immediately get
ř
i |vi|2 pGii ´ Πiiq ă Φ. Hence it remains to prove
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that ÿ
i‰j
v¯ivjGij ă Φ.
By Markov’s inequality, it suffices to show that
E
ˇˇˇÿ
i‰j
v¯ivjGij
ˇˇˇ2p
ă Φ2p (3.4.15)
for any fixed p P N. The proof of (3.4.15) is similar to the ones in [14, Section 5]. The main
difference is that in [14], the matrix entries are assumed to have arbitrarily high moments,
while here we assume that the X entries have finite third moment and support bounded by
q. In particular, for any fixed k ě 3, we have
E|Xiµ|k ă qk´3N´3{2, i P I1, µ P I2. (3.4.16)
(Note that we have a stronger moment assumption in (3.1.12). However, the finite fourth
moment condition will not be used in the proof below. We only need the weaker bound
(3.4.16).) We will use a graphical tool as in Section 3.3.
We first rewrite the product in (3.4.15) asˇˇˇÿ
i‰j
v¯iGijvj
ˇˇˇ2p “ ÿ
ik‰jkPI1
pź
k“1
v¯ikGikjkvjk ¨
2pź
k“p`1
v¯ikGikjkvjk
“
ÿ
Γ
ÿ˚
b1,...,br
pź
k“1
v¯ΓpikqGΓpikqΓpjkqvΓpjkq ¨
2pź
k“p`1
v¯ΓpikqGΓpikqΓpjkqvΓpjkq,
where Γ ranges over all partitions of the set of labels ti1, ..., i2p, j1, ..., j2pu with the restriction
that ik, jk cannot be in the same equivalence class for all k, tb1, ..., bru is the set of equivalence
classes for a fixed Γ, Γp¨q is regarded as a mapping from the set of labels to the set of
equivalence classes, and
ř˚ denotes the summation subject to the condition that b1, . . . , br
all take distinct values and Γpikq ‰ Γpjkq for all k. Since the number of such partitions Γ is
finite and depends only on p, it suffices to prove that for any fixed Γ,
E
ÿ˚
b1,...,br
pź
k“1
v¯ΓpikqGΓpikqΓpjkqvΓpjkq ¨
2pź
k“p`1
v¯ΓpikqGΓpikqΓpjkqvΓpjkq ă Φ
2p. (3.4.17)
We abbreviate
P pb1, ..., brq :“
pź
k“1
GΓpikqΓpjkq ¨
2pź
k“p`1
GΓpikqΓpjkq.
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For simplicity, we shall omit the overline for complex conjugate in the following proof. In
this way, we can avoid a lot of immaterial notational complexities that do not affect the
proof.
For k “ 1, ..., r, we denote by degpbk, P q the number of times that bk appears as an index
of the G entries in P , i.e. degpbk, P q :“ |Γ´1pbkq|. We define h :“ #t1 ď k ď r : degpbk, P q “
1u, i.e. h is the number of bk’s that only appear once in the indices of P . Without loss of
generality, we assume these bk’s are b1, ..., bh. Then we have the following properties:
rÿ
k“1
degpbk, P q “ 4p, and degpbk, P q “ 1 for k “ 1, ..., h. (3.4.18)
Now we claim that
|EP | ă N´h{2Φ2p. (3.4.19)
Note that by }v}2 “ 1 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have ři |vi| ď ?M and ři |vi|k ď
1 for k ě 2. Then if (3.4.19) holds, we can bound the left hand side of (3.4.17) by
N´h{2Φ2p
rź
k“1
˜ÿ
bk
|vbk |degpbk,P q
¸
ď N´h{2Φ2pp?Mqh ď CΦ2p.
Hence it suffices to prove (3.4.19).
We define the S variables as
Sij :“ pY GpLqY ˚qij, (3.4.20)
for i, j P I1 and L :“ tb1, ..., bru. As in (3.4.13) and (3.4.14), we can verify that |Sij ´
σim2cδij| ă Φ for i, j P I1 using (3.4.5), (3.3.1) and Lemmas 2.6.6 and Lemma 3.4.3. Then
as in Section 3.3.2, we keep expanding the G entries in P using the resolvent expansions in
Lemma 2.6.3, until each monomial in the expression either consists of S variables only or has
sufficiently many off-diagonal terms. The following lemma has been proved in [14, Lemma
5.9] and [105, Lemma 5.9].
Lemma 3.4.4. After finitely many expansions, we can write P as
P “
Aÿ
α“1
cαQα `OăpN´h{2Φ2pq, (3.4.21)
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where A P N depends only on p and c1 (recall that Φpzq ď N´c1 by our assumption), cα’s are
constants of order Op1q, and Qα are monomials of S variables only, where the number of S
variables in each Qα depends only on p and c1. Moreover, we have that
degopbk, Qαq ě degopbk, P q, degopbk, Qαq “ degopbk, P q mod 2, (3.4.22)
for k “ 1, ..., r and α “ 1, ..., A, and the number of off-diagonal S variables in Qα is at
least 2p. Here degopbk, Qαq denotes the number of times that bk appears as an index of the
off-diagonal S variables in Qα, and degopbk, P q :“ degpbk, P q (which is consistent with the
previous definition since P only contains off-diagonal entries).
Now given the expansion in (3.4.21), we see that to conclude (3.4.19), it suffices to show
that for any Qα,
|EQα| ă N´h{2Φ2p. (3.4.23)
In the following proof, we fixe one such Q ” Qα and write
Q “
Jź
j“1
Sbkj blj “
ÿ
µj ,νjPI2
Jź
j“1
YbkjµjG
pLq
µjνj
Y ˚νjblj
“
ÿ
W
ÿ˚
w1,...,wm
Jź
j“1
YbkjW pµjqG
pLq
W pµjqW pνjqYbljW pνjq
where J is the number of S-variables in Q, W ranges over all partitions of the set of indices
tµ1, ..., µJ , ν1, ..., νJu, tw1, ..., wmu denotes the set of equivalence classes for a particular W ,
W p¨q is regarded as a symbolic mapping from the set of indices to the set of equivalence
classes, and
ř˚ denotes the summation subject to the condition that w1, . . . , wm all take
distinct values. Note that the number of partitions W depends only on J . For a fixed
partition W , we denote
Rpw1, ..., wm;W q :“
Jź
j“1
XbkjW pµjqG
pLq
W pµjqW pνjqXbljW pνjq.
Then to prove (3.4.23), it suffices to show that
|ERpw1, ..., wm;W q| ă N´m´h{2Φ2p. (3.4.24)
for any partition W .
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To facilitate the proof, we introduce the graphical notations as in Section 3.3.3. We
use a connected graph pV,Eq to represent R, where the vertex set V consists of black ver-
tices b1, . . . , br and white vertices w1, . . . , wm, and the edge set E consists of pk, αq edges
representing Xbkwα and pα, βq edges representing GpLqwαwβ . We denote
ekα :“ number of pk, αq edges in R, dα :“ number of pα, αq edges in R.
Note that to attain a nonzero expectation, we must have
ekα “ 0 or ekα ě 2 for all k, α. (3.4.25)
We also define
e
poq
kα :“ number of pk, αq edges that are from off-diagonal S in Q.
Then we have ÿ
α
e
poq
kα “ degopbk, Qq (3.4.26)
By (3.4.18), (3.4.25) and the parity conservation due to (3.4.22), there exist edges
p1, α1q, ..., ph, αhq such that ekαk is odd and ekαk ě 3, 1 ď k ď h. LetH :“ tp1, α1q, ..., ph, αhqu
be the set of these edges. Denote by F the set of pk, αq edge such that ekα ě 2 and pk, αq R H.
Denote
sα :“
rÿ
k“1
ekα, hkα :“ 1pk,αqPH , hα :“
rÿ
k“1
hkα, fα :“
rÿ
k“1
1pk,αqPF
for all k “ 1, ..., r and α “ 1, ...,m. By the above definitions, we have sα ě 2 and hα`fα ą 0
(since the classes wα are nonempty), sα ě 2dα, andÿ
α
hkα “ 1p1 ď k ď hq,
ÿ
α
hα “ h. (3.4.27)
Note that there are 1
2
ř
k,α ekα ´
ř
α dα off-diagonal G edges in R. Hence by (3.4.5) and
(3.4.16), we have
|ER| ă
mź
α“1
´
Φ´dα
nź
k“1
Φ
1
2
ekαE|Xbkwα |ekα
¯
ă
mź
α“1
Φsα{2´dα
´ ź
pk,αqPH
qekα´3N´3{2
¯´ ź
pk,αqPF
qekα´2N´1
¯
“:
mź
α“1
Rα.
Now we consider the following four cases for Rα.
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(i) dα “ 0. In this case we have
Rα ă Φsα{2
ź
pk,αqPH
N´3{2
ź
pk,αqPF
N´1 “ Φsα{2pN´1qhα`fαN´hα{2
ă Φsα{2N´1N´hα{2 ă Φ
řh
k“1 hkα{2`
řn
k“h`1 e
poq
kα{2N´1N´hα{2,
where in the third step we used hl ` fl ą 0, and in the fourth step we used
sα ě
ÿ
k
e
poq
kα ě
hÿ
k“1
hkα `
rÿ
k“h`1
e
poq
kα ,
where we used that e
poq
kα ě hkα for 1 ď k ď h (recall that if pk, αq P H, then ekαk is odd
and hence at least one of the edges must come from the off-diagonal S).
(ii) dα ‰ 0, hα “ 1 and fα “ 0. Then there is only one k such that ekα ą 0 and sα “ ekα
is odd. Hence we have sα{2 ě dα ` 1{2 and we can bound Rα as
Rα ă Φ
1
2
sα´dαpN´1qhα`fαN´hα{2 ă Φ1{2N´1N´hα{2
“ Φřhk“1 hkα{2`řnk“h`1 epoqkα{2N´1N´hα{2,
where in the last step we used
1 “
hÿ
k“1
hkα `
rÿ
k“h`1
e
poq
kα ,
since all the summands except one hkα are 0.
(iii) dα ‰ 0, hα “ 0 and fα “ 1. Then there is only one k such that ekα ą 0 and sα “ ekα.
Thus the pα, αq edges are expanded from the diagonal S variables (otherwise α must
connect to at least two different k’s), which implies 1
2
sα ´ dα “ 12epoqkα . Then we can
bound Rα by
Rα ă Φ
1
2
sα´dαpN´1qhα`fαN´hα{2 “ Φřk epoqkα{2N´1N´hα{2
ă Φ
řh
k“1 hkα{2`
řn
k“h`1 e
poq
kα{2N´1N´hα{2
where, as in Case (i), we used e
poq
kα ě hkα for 1 ď k ď h.
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(iv) dα ‰ 0 and hα ` fα ě 2. Then using sα ě 2dα, q ă Φ1{2 and N´1{2 ă Φ, we get that
Rα ă
ź
pk,αqPH
Φekα{2´3{2N´3{2
ź
pk,αqPF
Φekα{2´1N´1
ă
ź
pk,αqPH
Φekα{2´1{2N´1
ź
pk,αqPF
Φekα{2N´1{2
“ Φpsα´hαq{2N´phα`fαq{2N´hα{2 ď Φpsα´hαq{2N´1N´hα{2
ď Φřhk“1 hkα{2`řrk“h`1 epoqkα{2N´1N´hα{2
where in the last step we used the definitions of sα and hα, ekα ě 2hkα for 1 ď k ď h
(since ekα ě 3 whenever hkα “ 1), and hkα “ 0 for k ě h` 1.
Combining the above four cases, we obtain that
|ER| ă
mź
α“1
Rα ă N´mN´
1
2
ř
α hαΦ
ř
αpřhk“1 hkα{2`řrk“h`1 epoqkα{2q.
Recall that
ř
α hα “ h. Then to prove (3.4.24), it remains to show that
ÿ
α
˜
hÿ
k“1
hkα `
rÿ
k“h`1
e
poq
kα
¸
ě 4p. (3.4.28)
For k “ 1, ..., h, using (3.4.27) and (3.4.18) we get that
mÿ
α“1
hkα “ 1 “ degpbk, P q.
For k “ h` 1, ..., n, using (3.4.26) and (3.4.22) we get that
mÿ
α“1
e
poq
kα “ degopbk, Qq ě degpbk, P q.
With (3.4.18), we then conclude (3.4.28), which finishes our proof.
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CHAPTER 4
Local circular law for deformed non-Hermitian random
matrices
4.1 Introduction
Circular law for non-Hermitian random matrices.
The study of the eigenvalue spectral of non-Hermitian random matrices goes back to the
celebrated paper [46] by Ginibre, where he calculated the joint probability density for the
eigenvalues of non-Hermitian random matrix with independent complex Gaussian entries.
The joint density distribution is integrable with an explicit kernel (see [46, 67]), which allowed
him to derive the circular law for the eigenvalues. For the Gaussian random matrix with
real entries, the joint distribution of the eigenvalues is more complicated but still integrable,
which leads to a proof of the circular law as well [16, 27, 43, 89].
For the random matrix with non-Gaussian entries, there is no explicit formula for the
joint distribution of the eigenvalues. However, in many cases the eigenvalue spectrum of the
non-Gaussian random matrices behaves similarly to the Gaussian case as N Ñ 8, known
as the universality phenomena. A key step in this direction is made by Girko in [47], where
he partially proved the circular law for non-Hermitian matrices with independent entries.
The crucial insight of this chapter is the Hermitization technique, which allowed Girko to
translate the convergence of complex empirical measures of a non-Hermitian matrix into the
convergence of logarithmic transforms for a family of Hermitian matrices, or, to be more
precise,
Tr logrpX ´ zq˚pX ´ zqs “ log rdetppX ´ zq˚pX ´ zqqs , (4.1.1)
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with X being the non-Hermitian random matrix and z P C. Due to the singularity of the
log function at 0, the small eigenvalues of pX ´ zq˚pX ´ zq play a special role. The estimate
on the smallest singular value of X ´ z was not obtained in [47], but the gap was remedied
later in a series of paper. Bai [6, 8] analyzed the ESD of pX ´ zq˚pX ´ zq through its
Stieltjes transform and handled the logarithmic singularity by assuming bounded density
and bounded high moments for the entries of X. Lower bounds on the smallest singular
values were given by Rudelson and Vershynin [80, 81], and subsequently by Tao and Vu [91],
Pan and Zhou [74] and Go˝tze and Tikhomirov [49] under weakened moments and smoothness
assumptions. The final result was presented in [96], where the circular law is proved under
the optimal L2 assumption. These papers studied the circular law in the global regime, i.e.
the convergence of ESD on subsets containing ηN eigenvalues for some small constant η ą 0.
Later in a series of papers [18, 19, 111], Bourgade, Yau and Yin proved the local version of
the circular law up to the optimal scale N´1{2`ε under the assumption that the distributions
of the matrix entries satisfy a uniform sub-exponential decay condition. In [95], the local
universality was proved by Tao and Vu under the assumption of first four moments matching
the moments of a Gaussian random variable.
( )a ( )b ( )c
Figure 4.1: The eigenvalue distribution of the product TX of a deterministic N ˆM matrix
T with a Gaussian random M ˆN matrix X. The entries of X have zero mean and variance
pN ^Mq´1, and TT ˚ has 0.5pN ^Mq eigenvalues as 2{17 and 0.5pN ^Mq eigenvalues as
32{17. (a) N “M “ 1000. (b) N “ 1000, M “ 2000. (c) N “ 1500, M “ 750.
In this chapter, we study the ESD of the product of a deterministic N ˆM matrix T
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with a random M ˆ N matrix X, where we assume N „ M . In Figure 4.1, we plot the
eigenvalue distribution of TX when T has two distinct singular values (except the trivial
zero singular values). The goal of this chapter is to prove a local circular law for the ESD
of TX at any point z away from the boundary circle. Following the idea in [18], the key
ingredients for the proof are (a) the upper bound for the largest singular value of TX´z, (b)
the lower bound for the least singular value of TX´ z, and (c) rigidity of the singular values
of TX ´ z. The upper bound for the largest singular value can be obtained by controlling
the norm of X through a standard large deviation estimate (see e.g. [23, 64, 82]) or by
studying the eigenvalue rigidity of X˚X (see e.g. [14] and (4.2.63)). The lower bound for the
least singular value of TX ´ z will be proved in the Appendix B. The bulk of this chapter
is devoted to establishing (c).
Basic ideas
To obtain the rigidity of the singular values of TX ´ z, we study the ESD of Q :“ pTX ´
zq˚pTX ´ zq using Stieltjes transform as in [18]. We normalize X so that its entries have
variance pN^Mq´1. Then Q is an NˆN Hermitian matrix with eigenvalues being typically
of order 1. We denote its resolvent by Rpwq :“ pQ ´ wq´1, where w “ E ` iη is a spectral
parameter with positive imaginary part η. The key to the proof is again an averaged local
law for Rpwq of the form
N´1TrRpwq « mcpwq, (4.1.2)
where mc is the Stieltjes transform of the asymptotic eigenvalue density. In [18], such a local
law for the resolvent of pX ´ zq˚pX ´ zq was established to prove the local circular law.
In generalizing the proof in [18] to our setting, a main difficulty is that the entries of TX
are not independent. We will again use the self-consistent comparison method as in Section
2.7. For definiteness, we assume N “M for now, and let T be a square matrix with singular
decomposition T “ UDV . For a Gaussian X ” XGauss, we have V XGaussU d“ X˜Gauss, where
X˜ is another Gaussian random matrix. Then for the determinant in (4.1.1), we have
detpTXGauss ´ zq“ detpDVXGaussU ´ zq d“ detpDX˜Gauss ´ zq. (4.1.3)
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The problem is now reduced to the study of the singular values of DX˜Gauss ´ z, which
has independent entries. Notice that since D is not scalar, the entries of DX˜Gauss are not
identically distributed, which will make our proof much more complicated than the one in
[18].
Now we briefly outline the three steps to establish the averaged local law for Q “
pTX ´ zq˚pTX ´ zq: (A) the entrywise local law and averaged local law when T is di-
agonal (Theorem 4.2.22); (B) the anisotropic local law when T is diagonal (Theorem 4.2.22);
(C) the anisotropic local law and averaged local law when T is a general (rectangular) matrix
(Theorem 4.2.23). In performing Step (A), our proof is basically based on the methods in
[18]. However, our multi-variable self-consistent equations and their solutions are much more
complicated here. Thus a key part of the proof is to establish some basic properties of the
asymptotic eigenvalue density and prove the stability of the self-consistent equations under
small perturbations. These work need some new ideas and analytic techniques (see Ap-
pendix A). In performing Step (B), we applied and extended the polynomialization method
developed in [14, section 5]. Finally, as remarked above, (B) implies the anisotropic local
law and averaged local law for Gaussian X and general T . Based on this fact we perform
Step (C) using a self-consistent comparison argument of [59] as in Section 2.7. With the
averaged local law proved in Step (C), we can obtain a generalized (inhomogeneous) local
circular law for TX. In general, the averaged local law we get is up to the non-optimal scale
η " pN ^Mq´1{2. As a result, we can only prove the local circular law for TX up to the
scale pN ^Mq´1{4`ε. One observation is that the non-optimal averaged local law can lead
to the optimal local circular law for TX outside the unit circle (i.e. |z| ą 1) (see Section
4.2.3). To prove the optimal local circular law inside the unit circle (i.e. |z| ă 1), we need
the optimal averaged local law up to the scale η " pN ^Mq´1, which can be obtained under
the extra assumption that the entries of X have vanishing third moments.
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4.2 Main result
In this section, we state and prove the main result of this chapter. In Section 4.2.1, we first
define the asymptotic eigenvalue density ρ2c of Q “ pTX ´ zq˚pTX ´ zq, and then state the
main theorem—Theorem 4.2.6—of this chapter. Its proof depends crucially on local laws of
the resolvent of Q, which are presented in Section 4.2.2. In Section 4.2.3, we prove Theorem
4.2.6 based on the local laws.
We want to understand the local statistics of the eigenvalues of TX ´ zI, where T is a
deterministic N ˆM matrix, X is a random M ˆ N matrix, z P C and I is the N ˆ N
identity matrix. We assume M „ N , i.e.
τ ď M
N
ď τ´1 (4.2.1)
for some small constant τ ą 0. We assume the entries Xiµ of X are independent (not
necessarily identically distributed) random variables satisfying
EXiµ “ 0, E |Xiµ|2 “ 1
N ^M , (4.2.2)
for all 1 ď i ď M, 1 ď µ ď N . For definiteness, in this chapter we only focus on the case
where all the X entries are real. However, our results and proofs also hold, after minor
changes, in the complex case if we assume in addition EX2iµ “ 0 for Xiµ P C. We assume
that for all p P N, there is an N -independent constant Cp such that
E |?N ^MXiµ|p ď Cp (4.2.3)
for all 1 ď i ďM, 1 ď µ ď N . We define Σ :“ TT ˚, and assume the eigenvalues of Σ satisfy
that
τ´1 ě σ1 ě σ2 ě . . . ě σN^M ě τ (4.2.4)
and all other eigenvalues are 0. Furthermore, we can normalize T by multiplying a scalar
such that
1
N ^M
N^Mÿ
i“1
σi “ 1. (4.2.5)
We summarize our basic assumptions here for future reference.
Assumption 4.2.1. We suppose that (4.2.1), (4.2.2), (4.2.3), (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) hold.
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4.2.1 Main theorem
To state the main theorem, we need to define the asymptotic eigenvalue density function for
Q. We first introduce the self-consistent equations, then the asymptotic eigenvalue density
will be closely related to their solutions. Let
ρΣ :“ 1
N ^M
N^Mÿ
i“1
δσi (4.2.6)
denote the empirical spectral density of Σ. Let n :“ |supp ρΣ| be the number of distinct
nonzero eigenvalues of Σ, which are denoted as
τ´1 ě s1 ą s2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą sn ě τ. (4.2.7)
Let li be the multiplicity of si. By (4.2.5), li and si satisfy the normalization conditions
1
N ^M
nÿ
i“1
li “ 1, 1
N ^M
nÿ
i“1
lisi “ 1. (4.2.8)
For each w P C`, we define the self-consistent equations of pm1,m2q as
1
m2
“ ´wp1`m1q ` |z|
2
1`m1 , (4.2.9)
m1 “ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
«
´w p1` sim2q ` |z|
2
1`m1
ff´1
. (4.2.10)
If we plug (4.2.9) into (4.2.10), we get the self-consistent equation for m1 only:
m1 “ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
»–´w
¨˝
1` si
´wp1`m1q ` |z|21`m1
‚˛` |z|2
1`m1
fifl´1 . (4.2.11)
The next lemma states that the solution to the functional equation (4.2.11) in C` is unique
if z is away from the unit circle. It will be proved in Appendix A.3.
Lemma 4.2.2. Fix z P C such that |z| ‰ 1. For w P C`, there exists at most one analytic
function m1c,z,Σpwq : C` Ñ C` such that (4.2.11) holds and wm1c,z,Σpwq P C`. More-
over, m1c,z,Σ,Npwq is the Stieltjes transform of a positive integrable function ρ1c with compact
support in r0,8q.
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We shall abbreviate m1cpwq :“ m1c,z,Σpwq. We also define m2cpwq :“ m2c,z,Σpwq by taking
m1 “ m1cpwq in (4.2.9). Obviously, m2c is also an analytic function of w. Moreover, for any
w P C` we can verify that m2cpwq, wm2cpwq P C` by using (4.2.9) and that m1c, wm1c P C`.
We define two functions on R as
ρ1,2cpxq “ 1
pi
lim
ηŒ0 Imm1,2cpx` iηq, x P R. (4.2.12)
It is easy to see that ρ1,2c ě 0 and supppρ1,2cq Ď r0,8q. Moreover, supp ρ2c “ supp ρ1c by
(4.2.9). We shall call ρ2c the asymptotic eigenvalue density of Q “ pTX ´ zq˚pTX ´ zq.
Since Impwm2cq ě 0, we have
Im
«
´w p1` sim2cq ` |z|
2
1`m1c
ff
ď ´Imw,
and (4.2.10) gives |m1c| ď 1{Imw Ñ 0 as Imw Ñ 8. Similarly, |m2c| ď 1{Imw Ñ 0 as
Imw Ñ 8. Thus m1,2cpwq is indeed the Stieltjes transform of ρ1,2c:
m1,2cpwq “
ż
R
ρ1,2cpxq
x´ w dx. (4.2.13)
We now state the basic properties of ρ1c and ρ2c, which can be obtained by studying the
solutions m1,2cpwq to the self-consistent equations (4.2.9) and (4.2.11) when w P p0,8q. Here
we extend the definition of m1,2c continuously down to the real axis by setting
m1,2cpxq “ lim
ηŒ0m1,2cpx` iηq, x P R.
As a convention, for w P C`, we take ?w to be the branch with positive imaginary part.
Denote m :“ ?wp1`m1q and mc :“ ?wp1`m1cq. Equation (4.2.11) then becomes
fp?w,mq “ 0, (4.2.14)
where
fp?w,mq “ ´?w `m` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
mpm2 ´ |z|2q?
wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4 . (4.2.15)
The following lemma gives the basic structure of supp ρ1,2c. Its proof will be given in Ap-
pendix A.1.
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Lemma 4.2.3. Fix τ ď ||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1. The support of ρ1,2c is a union of connected
components:
supp ρ1,2c X p0,`8q “
˜ ď
1ďkďL
re2k, e2k´1s
¸
X p0,8q, (4.2.16)
where L ” Lpnq P N and C1τ´1 ě e1 ą e2 ą . . . ą e2L ě 0 for some constant C1 ą 0 that
does not depend on τ . If |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ , we have e2L “ 0; if 1 ` τ ď |z|2 ď 1 ` τ´1, we have
e2L ě εpτq for some constant εpτq ą 0. Moreover, for every ei ą 0, there exists a unique
mcpeiq such that
Bmfp?ei,mcpeiqq “ 0. (4.2.17)
We shall call ei the edges of ρ1,2c. For any w P p0,8q and 1 ď i ď n, the cubic polynomial
?
wm3´psi`|z|2qm2´?w|z|2m`|z|4 in (4.2.15) has three distinct roots aipwq ą 0, bipwq ą 0
and ´cipwq ă 0 (see Lemma A.1.1). Our next assumption on ρΣ and |z| takes the form of
the following regularity conditions. They take the similar form as in Definition 3.1.1.
Definition 4.2.4 (Regularity). Fix τ ď ||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1.
(i) We say that the edge ek ‰ 0, k “ 1, . . . , 2L, is regular if
min
1ďiďnt|mcpekq ´ aipekq|, |mcpekq ´ bipekq|, |mcpekq ` cipekq|u ě ε, (4.2.18)
and ˇˇB2mfp?ek,mcpekqqˇˇ ě ε, (4.2.19)
for some small constant ε ą 0. In the case |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ , we always call e2L “ 0 a regular
edge.
(ii) We say that the bulk components re2k, e2k´1s is regular if for any fixed τ 1 ą 0 there
exists a constant cpτ, τ 1q ą 0 such that the density of ρ1c in re2k ` τ 1, e2k´1 ´ τ 1s is bounded
from below by c.
Remark 4.2.5. The regularity conditions in Definition 4.2.4 are stable under perturbations
of |z| and ρΣ. In particular, fix ρΣ, suppose the regularity conditions are satisfied at z “ z0
with τ ď ||z0|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1. Then for sufficiently small c ą 0, the regularity conditions hold
uniformly in z P tz : ||z| ´ |z0|| ď cu. For a detailed discussion, see Remark A.3.3.
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In the following, we denote the eigenvalues of TX by µj, 1 ď j ď N . We are now ready
to state our main theorem, i.e. the generalized local circular law for TX.
Theorem 4.2.6 (Local circular law for TX). Suppose Assumption 4.2.1 holds, and τ ď
||z0|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1 for any N (z0 can depend on N). Suppose ρΣ (defined in (4.2.6)) and |z0|
are such that all the edges and bulk components of ρ1c are regular in the sense of Definition
4.2.4. We assume in addition that each entry of X has a density bounded by NC2 for some
C2 ą 0. Let F be a smooth non-negative function which may depend on N , such that
}F }8 ď C1, }F 1}8 ď NC1 and F pzq “ 0 for |z| ě C1, for some constant C1 ą 0 independent
of N . Let Fz0,apzq “ K2aF pKapz´ z0qq, where K :“ N ^M . Then TX has pN ´Kq trivial
zero eigenvalues, and for the other eigenvalues µj, 1 ď j ď K, we have
1
K
Kÿ
j“1
Fz0,apµjq ´ 1pi
ż
Fz0,apzqχ˜DpzqdApzq ă K´1{2`2a}∆F }L1 , (4.2.20)
for any a P p0, 1{4s. Here
χ˜Dpzq :“ 1
4
ż 8
0
plog xq∆zρ2cpx, zqdx, (4.2.21)
where ρ2c ” ρ2c,z,Σ is defined in (4.2.12). If 1` τ ď |z0|2 ď 1` τ´1 or the entries of X have
vanishing third moments,
EX3iµ “ 0, 1 ď i ďM, 1 ď µ ď N, (4.2.22)
then we have the improved result
1
K
Kÿ
j“1
Fz0,apµjq ´ 1pi
ż
Fz0,apzqχ˜DpzqdApzq ă K´1`2a}∆F }L1 , (4.2.23)
for any a P p0, 1{2s. If the entries of X are identically distributed, then the bounded density
condition is not necessary.
Remark 4.2.7. Note that Fz0,apzq “ K2aF pKapz ´ z0qq is an approximate delta function ob-
tained from rescaling F to the size of order K´a around z0. Thus (4.2.20) gives a generalized
circular law up to scale K´1{4`ε, while (4.2.23) gives a generalized circular law up to scale
K´1{2`ε. The χ˜D in (4.2.21) gives the distribution of the eigenvalues of TX. It is rotationally
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symmetric, because ρ2cpx, zq depends only on |z| (see (4.2.9) and (4.2.10)). If TT ˚ “ 1 or
T ˚T “ 1 (i.e. all the nontrivial singular values of T are equal to 1), then χ˜D becomes the
indicator function χD on the unit disk D, and we get the well-known local circular law for
X (see [18] for the T “ I case). For a general T , we do not have much understanding of χ˜D
so far. This will be one of the topics of the future study. Also, we have assumed that z is
strictly away from the unit circle. Our proof may be extended to the |z ´ 1| “ op1q case if
we have a better understanding of the solutions m1,2c.
Remark 4.2.8. As explained in the Introduction, the basic strategy of this chapter is first
to prove the anisotropic local law for the resolvent of Q when X is Gaussian, and then to
get the anisotropic local law for a general X through a comparison with the Gaussian case.
Without (4.2.22), our comparison arguments cannot give the anisotropic local law up to the
optimal scale, so we can only prove the weaker bound (4.2.20). We will try to remove this
assumption in the future.
Remark 4.2.9. If the entries of X are identically distributed, then it was proved in Appendix
B that the smallest singular value of TX ´ z is larger than N´1´ε with high probability for
any ε ą 0. Otherwise, we need the extra bounded density condition, which is only used in
Lemma 4.2.26 to get a lower bound for the smallest singular value of TX ´ z.
We conclude this section with two examples verifying the regularity conditions of Defi-
nition 4.2.4.
Example 4.2.10 (Bounded number of distinct eigenvalues). We suppose that n is fixed, and
that s1, . . . , sn and ρΣpts1uq, . . . , ρΣptsnuq all converge asN Ñ 8. We suppose that limN ek ą
limN ek`1 for all k, and furthermore for all ek we have B2mfp?ek,mcpekqq ‰ 0. Then it is easy
to check that all the edges and bulk components are regular in the sense of Definition 4.2.4
for small enough ε.
Example 4.2.11 (Continuous limit). We suppose ρΣ is supported in some interval ra, bs Ă
p0,8q, and that ρΣ converges in distribution to some measure ρ8 that is absolutely contin-
uous and whose density satisfies τ ď dρ8pEq{dE ď τ´1 for E P ra, bs. Then there are only
a small number (which is independent of n) of connected components for supp ρ1c, and all
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the edges and bulk components are regular; see Remark A.1.6.
4.2.2 Hermitization and local laws
In the following, we use the notation
Y ” Yz :“ TX ´ zI, (4.2.24)
where I is the identity matrix. Following Girko’s Hermitization technique [47], the first step
in proving the local circular law is to understand the local statistics of singular values of Y . In
this subsection, we present the main local estimates concerning the resolvents pY Y ˚ ´ wq´1
and pY ˚Y ´ wq´1. These results will be used later to prove Theorem 4.2.6. First as in
Section 2.4, we shall use a linearization trick for Y Y ˚ and Y ˚Y .
Definition 4.2.12 (Index sets). We define the index sets
I1 :“ t1, ..., Nu, IM1 :“ t1, . . . ,Mu, I2 :“ tN ` 1, ..., 2Nu,
and
I :“ I1Y I2, IM :“ IM1 Y I2 .
We will consistently use the latin letters i, j P I1 or IM1 , greek letters µ, ν P I2, and s, t P I.
We label the indices of the matrices according to
X “ pXiµ : i P IM1 , µ P I2q, T “ pTij : i P I1, j P IM1 q.
When M “ N , we always identify IM1 with I1. For i P I1 and µ P I2, we introduce the
notations i¯ :“ i`N P I2 and µ¯ :“ µ´N P I1.
Definition 4.2.13 (Groups). For an I ˆ I matrix A, we define the 2ˆ 2 matrices Arijs as
Arijs “
¨˝
Aij Aij¯
Ai¯j Ai¯j¯
‚˛. (4.2.25)
We shall call Arijs a diagonal group if i “ j, and an off-diagonal group otherwise .
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Definition 4.2.14 (Linearizing block matrix). For w :“ E ` iη P C`, we define the I ˆ I
matrix
Hpwq ” HpT,X, z, wq :“
¨˝
´wI w1{2Y
w1{2Y ˚ ´wI
‚˛, (4.2.26)
where we take the branch of
?
w with positive imaginary part. Define the I ˆ I matrix
Gpwq ” GpT,X, z, wq :“ Hpwq´1, (4.2.27)
as well as the I1 ˆ I1 and I2 ˆ I2 matrices
GLpwq “ pY Y ˚ ´ wq´1, GRpwq “ pY ˚Y ´ wq´1. (4.2.28)
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we frequently omit the argument w from our notations.
By Schur’s complement formula, it is easy to see that
G pwq “
¨˝
GL w
´1{2GLY
w´1{2Y ˚GL w´1Y ˚GLY ´ w´1I
‚˛“
¨˝
w´1Y GRY ˚ ´ w´1I w´1{2Y GR
w´1{2GRY ˚ GR
‚˛.
(4.2.29)
Therefore a control of G immediately yields a control of the resolvents GL and GR.
In the following, we only consider the N ď M case. The N ą M case, as we will see,
will be built easily upon N ďM case. We introduce a deterministic matrix Π, which is the
asymptotic limit of G.
Definition 4.2.15 (Deterministic limit of G). Suppose N ď M and T has a singular de-
composition
T “ UD¯V, D¯ “ pD, 0q, (4.2.30)
where D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq is a diagonal matrix. Define pirisc to be the 2ˆ 2 matrix such
that `
pirisc
˘´1 “
¨˝
´wp1` |di|2m2cq ´w1{2z
´w1{2z¯ ´wp1`m1cq
‚˛. (4.2.31)
Let Πd be the 2N ˆ 2N matrix with pΠdqriis “ pirisc and all other entries being zero. Define
Π ” ΠpΣ, z, wq :“
¨˝
U 0
0 U
‚˛Πd
¨˝
U˚ 0
0 U˚
‚˛“
¨˝
´p1`m1cqApΣq w´1{2zApΣq
w´1{2z¯ApΣq ´p1`m2cΣqApΣq
‚˛,
(4.2.32)
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where Σ “ TT ˚ and ApΣq “ rwp1`m2cΣqp1`m1cq ´ |z|2s´1 .
Definition 4.2.16 (Averaged variables). Suppose N ď M . Define the averaged random
variables
m1 :“ 1
N
ÿ
iPI1
`
Σ¯G
˘
ii
, m2 :“ 1
N
ÿ
µPI2
`
Σ¯G
˘
µµ
, (4.2.33)
where
Σ¯ :“
¨˝
Σ 0
0 I
‚˛. (4.2.34)
Define piris to be the 2ˆ 2 matrix such that
`
piris
˘´1 “
¨˝
´wp1` |di|2m2q ´w1{2z
´w1{2z¯ ´wp1`m1q
‚˛. (4.2.35)
Remark 4.2.17. Note that under the above definition we have
m2 “ 1
N
TrGR “ 1
N
TrGL,
which is the Stieltjes transform of the empirical eigenvalue density of Y Y ˚ and Y ˚Y . More-
over, we will see from the proof that m1,2c are the almost sure limits of m1,2 as N Ñ 8
with
m1c “ 1
N
ÿ
iPI1
`
Σ¯Π
˘
ii
, m2c “ 1
N
ÿ
µPI2
`
Σ¯Π
˘
µµ
. (4.2.36)
The following two propositions summarize the properties of ρ1,2c and m1,2c that are needed
to understand the main results in this section. They will be proved in Appendix A. In Fig. 4.2,
we plot ρ2c for the example from Fig. 4.1 for different values of z.
Proposition 4.2.18 (Basic properties of ρ1,2c). The density ρ1c is compactly supported in
r0,8q and the following properties regarding ρ1c hold.
(i) The support of ρ1c is
Ť
1ďkďLpnqre2k, e2k´1s where e1 ą e2 ą . . . ą e2L ě 0. If
1` τ ď |z|2 ď 1` τ´1, then e2L ě ε for some constant ε ą 0; if |z|2 ď 1´ τ , then e2L “ 0.
(ii) Suppose re2k, e2k´1s is a regular bulk component. For any τ 1 ą 0, if x P re2k `
τ 1, e2k´1 ´ τ 1s, then ρ1cpxq „ 1.
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Figure 4.2: The densities ρ2cpx, zq when |z| “ 0.5, 0.75, 1.2, 1.5. Here ρΣ “ 0.5δ?2{17 `
0.5δ
4
?
2{17.
(iii) Suppose ej is a nonzero regular edge. If j is even, then ρ1cpxq „ ?x´ ej as xÑ ej
from above. Otherwise if j is odd, then ρ1cpxq „ ?ej ´ x as xÑ ej from below.
(iv) If |z|2 ď 1´ τ , then ρ1cpxq „ x´1{2 as xŒ e2L “ 0.
The same results also hold for ρ2c. In addition, ρ2c is a probability density.
Proposition 4.2.19. The preceding proposition implies that, uniformly in w in any compact
set of C`,
|m1,2cpwq| “ Op|w|´1{2q. (4.2.37)
Moreover, if 1 ` τ ď |z|2 ď 1 ` τ´1, then |m1,2cpwq| „ 1 for w in any compact set of C`; if
|z|2 ď 1´ τ , then |m1,2cpwq| „ |w|´1{2 for w in any compact set of C`.
We will consistently use the notation E` iη for the spectral parameter w. In this chapter,
we regard the quantities Epwq and ηpwq as functions of w and usually omit the argument
w. In the following we would like to define several spectral domains of w that will be used
in the proof.
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Definition 4.2.20 (Spectral domains). Fix a small constant ζ ą 0 which may depend on τ .
The spectral parameter w is always assumed to be in the fundamental domain
D ” Dpζ,Nq :“ tw P C` : ζe2L ď E ď ζ´1, N´1`ζ |m2c|´1 ď η ď ζ´1u, (4.2.38)
unless otherwise indicated. Given a regular edge ek, we define the subdomain
Dek ” Dekpζ, τ 1, Nq :“ tw P Dpζ,Nq : |E ´ ek| ď τ 1, E ě 0u. (4.2.39)
Corresponding to a regular bulk component re2k, e2k´1s, we define the subdomain
Dbk ” Dbkpζ, τ 1, Nq :“ tw P Dpζ,Nq : E P re2k ` τ 1, e2k´1 ´ τ 1su. (4.2.40)
For the component outside supp ρ1c, we define the subdomain
Do ” Dopζ, τ 1, Nq :“ tw P Dpζ,Nq : distpE, supp ρ1cq ě τ 1u. (4.2.41)
We also need the following domain with large η,
DL ” DLpζq :“ tw P C` : 0 ď E ď ζ´1, η ě ζ´1u, (4.2.42)
and the subdomain of DYDL,
pD ” pDpζ,Nq :“ tw P Dpζ,Nq : η ě N´1{2`ζ |m2c|´1u YDLpζq. (4.2.43)
We call S a regular domain if it is a regular Dek domain, a regular D
b
k domain, a D
o domain
or a DL domain.
Remark: In the definition of D, we have suppressed the explicit w-dependence. Notice that
when |z|2 ă 1 ´ τ , since |m2c| „ |w|´1{2 as w Ñ 0, we allow η „ |w| „ N´2`2ζ in D. In the
definition of Dek, the condition E ě 0 is only useful for the edge at 0 when |z|2 ď 1´ τ .
Now we are prepared to state the local laws satisfied by G defined in (4.2.27). Let
Ψ ” Ψpwq :“
d
Im pm1c `m2cq
Nη
` 1
Nη
(4.2.44)
be the deterministic control parameter.
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Definition 4.2.21 (Local laws). Suppose N ď M . Recall G ” GpT,X, z, wq defined in
(4.2.27) and Π ” ΠpΣ, z, wq defined in (4.2.32). Let S be a regular domain.
(i) We say that the entrywise local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Sq if
rGpT,X, z, wq ´ ΠpΣ, z, wqsst ă Ψpwq (4.2.45)
uniformly in w P S and s, t P I.
(ii) We say that the anisotropic local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Sq if
GpT,X, z, wq ´ ΠpΣ, z, wq “ Oă pΨpwqq (4.2.46)
uniformly in w P S (recall Definition 2.4.1 (ii)).
(iii) We say that the averaged local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Sq if
|m2pT,X, z, wq ´m2cpΣ, z, wq| ă 1
Nη
(4.2.47)
uniformly in w P S.
The local laws for G with a general T will be built upon the following result with a
diagonal T .
Theorem 4.2.22 (Local laws when T is diagonal). Fix τ ď ||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1. Suppose
Assumption 4.2.1 holds, N “M , and T ” D :“ diagpd1, ..., dNq is a diagonal matrix. Let S
be a regular domain. Then the entrywise local law, anisotropic local law and averaged local
law hold with parameters pD,X, z,Sq.
Now suppose that N ď M and T is an N ˆM matrix such that the eigenvalues of Σ
satisfy (4.2.4) and (4.2.5). Consider the singular decomposition T “ UD¯V , where U is an
N ˆN unitary matrix, V is an M ˆM unitary matrix and D¯ “ pD, 0q is an N ˆM matrix
such that D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq. Then we have
TX ´ z “ UDV1X ´ z, (4.2.48)
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where V1 is an NˆM matrix and V2 is an pM´NqˆM matrix defined through V “
¨˝
V1
V2
‚˛.
If X “ XGauss is Gaussian, then V1XGauss d“ X˜GaussU˚, where X˜Gauss is another N ˆ N
Gaussian random matrix. Then by the definition of G in (4.2.27),
GpT,XGauss, z, wq d“
¨˝
U 0
0 U
‚˛GpD, X˜Gauss, z, wq
¨˝
U˚ 0
0 U˚
‚˛. (4.2.49)
Since the anisotropic local law holds for GpD, X˜Gauss, z, wq by Theorem 4.2.22, we get im-
mediately the anisotropic local law for GpT,XGauss, z, wq. The next theorem states that the
anisotropic local law holds for general TX provided that the anisotropic local law holds for
TXGauss.
Theorem 4.2.23 (Local law when N ďM). Fix τ ď ||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1. Suppose Assumption
4.2.1 holds and N ďM . Let T “ UD¯V be a singular decomposition of T , where D¯ “ pD, 0q
with D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq. Let S be a regular domain. Then the anisotropic local law
and averaged local law hold with parameters pT,X, z,S X pDq. If in addition (4.2.22) holds,
then the anisotropic local law and averaged local law hold with parameters pT,X, z,Sq.
Proof. Using Theorem 4.2.22, we can prove Theorem 4.2.23 with a self-consistent comparison
method in [59]. Since the proof is almost the same as the one in Section 2.7, we omit the
details and refer the reader to Section 6 of the author’s work [105].
Finally we turn to the N ą M case. Suppose T “ UD¯V is a singular decomposition of
T , where U is an N ˆN unitary matrix, V is an M ˆM unitary matrix and D¯ “
¨˝
D
0
‚˛ is
an N ˆM matrix such that D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , dMq. Let U “ pU1, U2q, where U1 has size
N ˆM and U2 has size N ˆpN ´Mq. Following Girko’s idea of Hermitization [47], to prove
the local circular law in Theorem 4.2.6 when N ą M , it suffices to study detpTX ´ zq (see
(4.2.51) below), for which we have
detpTX ´ zq “ det
¨˝
DVXU1 ´ z DV XU2
0 ´z
‚˛“ detpV TDTUT1 XT ´ zqp´zqN´M .
(4.2.50)
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Comparing with (4.2.48), we see that this case is reduced to the N ď M case. The only
difference is that the extra p´zqN´M term now corresponds to the N ´M zero eigenvalues
of TX. Thus we make the following claim.
Claim 4.2.24. The N ă M case of Theorem 4.2.6 implies the N ą M case of Theorem
4.2.6.
4.2.3 Proof of the main theorem
We now prove Theorem 4.2.6. By Claim 4.2.24, it suffices to assume N ďM . Our main tool
will be Theorem 4.2.23. A major part of the proof follows from [18, Section 5].
The Girko’s Hermitization technique [47] can be reformulated as the following (see e.g.
[50]): for any smooth function g,
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
gpµjq “ 1
4piN
ż
∆gpzq
Nÿ
j“1
logpµj ´ zqpµ¯j ´ z¯qdApzq
“ 1
4piN
ż
∆gpzq log |detpY pzqY ˚pzqq| dApzq
“ 1
4piN
ż
∆gpzq
Nÿ
j“1
log λjpzqdApzq, (4.2.51)
where 0 ď λ1 ď λ2 ď . . . ď λN are the ordered eigenvalues of Y pzqY ˚pzq. For g “ Fz0,a, we
use the new variable ξ “ Napz ´ z0q to write the above equation as
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
Fz0,apµjq “ N
´1`2a
4pi
ż
p∆F qpξq
Nÿ
j“1
log λjpzqdApξq. (4.2.52)
Define the classical location γjpzq of the j-th eigenvalue of Y pzqY ˚pzq by
γjpzq :“
$’&’%supx
 şx
0
ρ2cpxqdx ď jN
(
, if 1 ď j ď N ´ 1
e1, if j “ N
. (4.2.53)
In fact, if γj lies in the bulk, then by the positivity of ρ2c we can simply define γj throughż γj
0
ρ2cpxqdx “ j
N
.
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By Proposition 4.2.18, we have that for any δ ą 0,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
log γjpzq ´N
ż 8
0
plog xqρ2cpx, zqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Nÿ
j“1
N
ż γjpzq
γj´1pzq
|log γjpzq ´ log x| ρ2cpx, zqdx ď N δ
(4.2.54)
for large enough N . Suppose we have the boundˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
log λj ´
ÿ
j
log γj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă N b. (4.2.55)
Plugging (4.2.54) and (4.2.55) into (4.2.52), we get
1
N
Nÿ
i“1
Fz0pµjq “ N
2a
4pi
ż
p∆F qpξq
ż 8
0
plog xqρ2cpx, zqdxdApξq `OăpN´1`b`2a}∆F }L1q
“ 1
4pi
ż
F pξq
ż 8
0
plog xq∆zρ2cpx, zqdxdApξq `OăpN´1`b`2a}∆F }L1q.
Thus we obtain (4.2.20) if we can prove (4.2.55) for b “ 1{2, and we obtain (4.2.23) if we
can prove (4.2.55) for b “ 0 when 1 ` τ ď |z0|2 ď 1 ` τ´1 or when the assumption (4.2.22)
holds.
We need the following lemma which is a consequence of Theorem 4.2.23. Recall (4.2.16)
and (4.2.18), the number L of the connected components is of order 1 and the number of γj’s
in each component re2k, e2k´1s is of order N . We define the classical number of eigenvalues
to the left of ek, 1 ď k ď 2L, as
Nk :“
R
N
ż ek
0
ρ2cpxq
V
. (4.2.56)
Note that N2L “ 0, N1 “ N and N2k`1 “ N2k, 1 ď k ď L´ 1.
Lemma 4.2.25 (Singular value rigidity). Fix a small ε ą 0.
(i) If the averaged local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Dpζ,Nq X pDpζ,Nqq for arbi-
trarily small ζ, then the following estimates hold. For any e2k ą 0 and N2k `N1{2`ε ď j ď
N2k´1 ´N1{2`ε,
|λj ´ γj|
γj
ă
ˆ
min
"
j ´N2k
N
,
N2k´1 ´ j
N
*˙´1{3
N´1{2. (4.2.57)
In the case |z|2 ď 1´ τ with e2L “ 0, we have for any N1{2`ε ď j ď N2L´1 ´N1{2`ε,
|λj ´ γj|
γj
ă j´1
ˆ
N2L´1 ´ j
N
˙´1{3
N1{2. (4.2.58)
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Moreover, if 1` τ ď |z|2 ď 1` τ´1, then for any fixed 0 ă c ă e2L,
#tj : 0 ă λj ă cu ă 1. (4.2.59)
(ii) If the averaged local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Dpζ,Nqq for arbitrarily small
ζ, then the following estimates hold. For any e2k ą 0 and N2k `N ε ď j ď N2k´1 ´N ε,
|λj ´ γj|
γj
ă
ˆ
min
"
j ´N2k
N
,
N2k´1 ´ j
N
*˙´1{3
N´1. (4.2.60)
In the case |z|2 ď 1´ τ with e2L “ 0, we have for any N ε ď j ď N2L´1 ´N ε,
|λj ´ γj|
γj
ă j´1
ˆ
N2L´1 ´ j
N
˙´1{3
. (4.2.61)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [18, Lemma 5.1]. See also [14, Theorem 2.10] or
[33, Theorem 7.6]
Using (4.2.57) and (4.2.58), we get that
ÿ
N2k`N1{2`εďjďN2k´1´N1{2`ε
|log λj ´ log γj| ă
ÿ
N2k`N1{2`εďjďN2k´1´N1{2`ε
|λj ´ γj|
γj
ă N1{2.
(4.2.62)
By Theorem 2.10 of [14], there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
}X˚X} ď C with high probability. (4.2.63)
Thus we have
λj ď }Y }2 ď p}T }}X} ` |z|q2 ă 1, 1 ď j ď N. (4.2.64)
Together with Lemma 4.2.26 concerning the smallest singular value of TX ´ z, we get
2Lÿ
k“1
ÿ
|j´ek|ăN1{2`ε
|log λj| ă N1{2`ε. (4.2.65)
Since |log γj| ă 1 by Proposition 4.2.18, we conclude
2Lÿ
k“1
ÿ
|j´ek|ăN1{2`ε
|log λj ´ log γj| ă N1{2`ε. (4.2.66)
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Combining (4.2.62) and (4.2.66), we get for any ε ą 0,
ÿ
1ďjďN
|log λj ´ log γj| ă N1{2`ε (4.2.67)
for large enough N . This implies (4.2.55) for b “ 1{2. If in addition the assumption (4.2.22)
holds, the averaged local law holds with parameters pT,X, z,Dpζ,Nqq for arbitrarily small
ζ by Theorem 4.2.23. Then we can prove (4.2.55) for b “ 0 using the better bounds (4.2.60)
and (4.2.61).
Finally we show that when |z0|2 ě 1` τ , with the bounds (4.2.57) we can still prove the
estimate (4.2.55) for b “ 0. By the averaged local law and the definition of γj in (4.2.53),
we have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
1
λj ´ iη ´
Nÿ
j“1
1
γj ´ iη
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 1η , (4.2.68)
uniformly in N´1{2`ε ď η ď N1{2. Taking integral of (4.2.68) over η from N´1{2`ε to N1{2,
we get ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN´1{2`ε
γj ´ iN´1{2`ε
˙
´
Nÿ
j“1
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN1{2
γj ´ iN1{2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 1. (4.2.69)
Then we use (4.2.57) and the bound (4.2.64) to estimate thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN1{2
γj ´ iN1{2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă Nÿ
j“1
ˇˇpλj ´ γjqN´1{2ˇˇ ă N ε.
Thus we conclude ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN´1{2`ε
γj ´ iN´1{2`ε
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă N ε. (4.2.70)
Using γj „ 1, (4.2.59) and (4.2.72), we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN´1{2`ε
γj ´ iN´1{2`ε
˙
´
Nÿ
j“1
log
λj
γj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 1`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
λjěc
log
ˆ
λj ´ iN´1{2`ε
γj ´ iN´1{2`ε
˙
´
ÿ
λjěc
log
λj
γj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ă 1`
ÿ
λjěc
ˇˇpλj ´ γjqN´1{2`εˇˇ ă N2ε. (4.2.71)
Combing (4.2.70) and (4.2.71), we conclude (4.2.55) for b “ 0.
If the entries of X are identically distributed, then instead of Lemma 4.2.26 below, we
shall use Theorem B.1.1 in Appendix B to get a lower bound for the smallest singular value
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of TX ´ z. In particular, the bounded density condition for the entries of X is not needed
anymore. This concludes the last statement of Theorem 4.2.6.
Lemma 4.2.26 (Lower bound on the smallest singular value). If N ďM and the entries of
X have a density bounded by NC3 for some C3 ą 0, then
| log λ1pzq| ă 1 (4.2.72)
holds uniformly for z in any fixed compact set.
Proof. We already have an upper bound for λ1; see (4.2.64). Hence to get (4.2.72), we still
need to prove that
P
`
λ1pzq ď e´Nε
˘ ď N´C (4.2.73)
for any ε, C ą 0. By (4.2.48), we have that
TX ´ z “ UDpV1X ´D´1U´1zq “: UDY˜ pzq.
Hence it suffices to control the smallest singular value of Y˜ pzq, call it λ˜1pzq. Notice the
columns Y˜1, . . . , Y˜N of Y˜ pzq are independent vectors. From the variational characterization
λ˜1pzq “ min|u|“1 }Y˜ pzqu}
2,
we can easily get
λ˜1pzq1{2 ě N´1{2 min
1ďkďN dist
´
Y˜k, spantY˜l, l ‰ ku
¯
“ N´1{2 min
1ďkďN
ˇˇˇ
xY˜k, uky
ˇˇˇ
, (4.2.74)
where uk is the unit normal vector of spantY˜l, l ‰ ku and hence is independent of Y˜k. By
conditioning on uk, we get immediately that
Ppλ˜1pzq ď N´C0q ď CN´C0{2`C3`3{2, (4.2.75)
which is a much stronger result than (4.2.73). Here we have used Theorem 1.2 of [84] to
conclude that xY¯k, uky for fixed uk has density bounded by CNC3 .
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2.22. In Section 4.3, we
collect the basic tools that we shall use in the proof. In Section 4.4, we prove the entrywise
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local law and averaged local law in Theorem 4.2.22 under the assumption that T is diagonal.
In Section 4.5, we prove the anisotropic local law in Theorem 4.2.22 using the entrywise local
law proved in Section 4.4.
The Appendix A.1 establishes the basic properties of ρ1,2c stated in Lemma 4.2.3 and
Proposition 4.2.18. Our proof of the entrywise local depends crucially on some key estimates
about m1,2c and the stability of the self-consistent equation (4.2.11) on regular domains,
which will be proved in Sections A.2 and A.3. Finally, in Appendix B, we prove a lower tail
estimate for the smallest singular value of TX ´ z.
4.3 Basic tools
In this preliminary section, we collect various identities and estimates that we shall use
throughout the following. We first state the resolvent identities in current case. They (and
their proof) are very similar to the ones in Lemma 2.6.3, and we state them for reader’s
convenience.
Lemma 4.3.1. (Resolvent identities).
(i) For i P I1 and µ P I2, we have
1
Gii
“ ´w ´ w `Y GpiqY ˚˘
ii
,
1
Gµµ
“ ´w ´ w `Y ˚GpµqY ˘
µµ
. (4.3.1)
For i ‰ j P I1 and µ ‰ ν P I2, we have
Gij “ wGiiGpiqjj
`
Y GpijqY ˚
˘
ij
, Gµν “ wGµµGpµqνν
`
Y ˚GpµνqY
˘
µν
. (4.3.2)
(ii) For i P I1 and µ P I2, we have
Giµ “ GiiGpiqµµ
´
´w1{2Yiµ ` w
`
Y GpiµqY
˘
iµ
¯
, (4.3.3)
Gµi “ GµµGpµqii
´
´w1{2Y ˚µi ` w
`
Y ˚GpµiqY ˚
˘
µi
¯
. (4.3.4)
(iii) For r P I and s, t P Iztru,
G
prq
st “ Gst ´ GsrGrtGrr ,
1
Gss
“ 1
G
prq
ss
´ GsrGrs
GssG
prq
ss Grr
. (4.3.5)
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(iv) All of the above identities hold for GpJq instead of G for J Ă I.
Lemma 4.3.2. (Resolvent identities for Grijs groups).
(i) For i P I1, we have
G´1riis “ Hriis ´
ÿ
k,l‰i
HriksG
ris
rklsHrlis. (4.3.6)
For i ‰ j P I1, we have
Grijs “ ´Griis
ÿ
k‰i
HriksG
ris
rkjs “ ´
ÿ
k‰j
G
rjs
riksHrkjsGrjjs (4.3.7)
“ ´GriisHrijsGrisrjjs `Griis
ÿ
k,lRti,ju
HriksG
rijs
rklsHrljsG
ris
rjjs. (4.3.8)
(ii) For k P I1 and i, j P I1ztku,
G
rks
rijs “ Grijs ´GriksG´1rkksGrkjs, (4.3.9)
and
G´1riis “
´
G
rks
riis
¯´1 ´G´1riisGriksG´1rkksGrkis ´Grksriis¯´1 . (4.3.10)
(iii) All of the above identities hold for GrJs instead of G for J Ă I.
Proof. These identities can be proved using Schur’s complement formula.
Next we introduce the spectral decomposition of G. Let
Y “
Nÿ
k“1
a
λkξkζ
˚¯
k
be the singular decomposition of Y , where λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λN ě 0 and tξkuNk“1 and tζk¯uNk“1
are orthonormal bases of CI1 and CI2 respectively. Then by (4.2.29), we have
G pwq “
Nÿ
k“1
1
λk ´ w
¨˝
ξkξk˚ w
´1{2?λkξkζ ˚¯k
w´1{2
?
λkζk¯ξk˚ ζk¯ζ
˚¯
k
‚˛. (4.3.11)
The following lemma corresponds to Lemma 2.7.1, and we leave its proof to the reader.
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Lemma 4.3.3. Fix τ ą 0. The following estimates hold uniformly for any w P Dpζ,Nq Y
DLpζq. We have
}G} ď Cη´1, }BwG} ď Cη´2. (4.3.12)
Let v P CI1 and w P CI2, we have the bounds
ÿ
µPI2
|Gwµ|2 “
ÿ
µPI2
|Gµw|2 “ ImGww
η
, (4.3.13)
ÿ
iPI1
|Gvi|2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Giv|2 “ ImGvv
η
, (4.3.14)
ÿ
iPI1
|Gwi|2 “
ÿ
iPI1
|Giw|2 “ |w|´1Gww ` w¯ |w|´1 ImGww
η
, (4.3.15)
ÿ
µPI2
|Gvµ|2 “
ÿ
µPI2
|Gµv|2 “ |w|´1Gvv ` w¯ |w|´1 ImGvv
η
. (4.3.16)
All of the above estimates remain true for GpJq instead of G for J Ă I.
We have stated some basic properties of ρ1,2c and m1,2c in Lemma 4.2.3 and Proposition
4.2.18. Now we collect more estimates for m1,2c that will be used in the proof. The next
lemma is proved in Appendix A.2. For w “ E ` iη, we define the distance to the spectral
edge through
κ ” κpEq :“ min
1ďkď2L,eką0
|E ´ ek|. (4.3.17)
Notice in the |z| ă 1 case, we do not take into consideration the edge at e2L “ 0.
Lemma 4.3.4. Fix τ ą 0 and suppose τ ď ||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1. We denote w “ E ` iη.
Case 1 Fix τ 1 ą 0. Suppose the bulk component re2k, e2k´1s is regular in the sense of Definition
4.2.4. Then for w P Dbkpζ, τ 1, Nq, we have
|1`m1c| „ Imm1c „ 1, |m2c| „ Imm2c „ 1. (4.3.18)
Case 2 Fix τ 1 ą 0. Then for w P Dopζ, τ 1, Nq, we have
Imm1,2c „ η, |1`m1c| „ 1, |m2c| „ 1. (4.3.19)
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Case 3 Suppose ek ‰ 0 is a regular edge. Then for w P Dekpζ, τ 1, Nq, if τ 1 ą 0 is small enough,
we have
Imm1,2c „
$’&’%
?
κ` η if E P supp ρ1,2c
η{?κ` η if E R supp ρ1,2c
, |1`m1c| „ 1, |m2c| „ 1. (4.3.20)
Case 4 Suppose |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ so that e2L “ 0. We take τ 1 ą 0 to be small enough. Then for
w P De2Lpζ, τ 1, Nq, if Imw ě τ 1, we have
|1`m1c| „ Imm1c „ 1, |m2c| „ Imm2c „ 1; (4.3.21)
if |w| ď 2τ 1, we have
m1c “ i
?
t?
w
`Op1q, m2c “ i
?
t?
wpt` |z|2q `Op1q, (4.3.22)
for some constant t ą 0, and
Imm1,2c „ |w|´1{2. (4.3.23)
Case 5 For w P DLpζq, we have
|m1c| „ Imm1c „ 1
η
, |m2c| „ Imm2c „ 1
η
. (4.3.24)
In Cases 1-4, we have
ˇˇ
w p1` sim2cq p1`m1cq ´ |z|2
ˇˇ ě c, (4.3.25)
where c ą 0 is some constant that may depend on τ , τ 1 and ζ. In Case 5, we have
ˇˇ
w p1` sim2cq p1`m1cq ´ |z|2
ˇˇ ě η, (4.3.26)
Note that the uniform bounds (4.3.25) and (4.3.26) guarantee that the matrix entries of
Πpwq remain bounded. We have the following Lemma, which will be proved in Appendix
A.2.
Lemma 4.3.5. In Cases 1-4 of Lemma 4.3.4, we have
}pirisc} ď C|w|´1{2,
›››`pirisc˘´1››› ď C|w|1{2, (4.3.27)
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and in Case 5 of Lemma 4.3.4, we have
}pirisc} ď Cη´1,
›››`pirisc˘´1››› ď Cη. (4.3.28)
For all the cases in Lemma 4.3.4,
Im Πvv ď CImpm1c `m2cq, (4.3.29)
uniformly in w and any deterministic unit vector v P CI.
The self-consistent equation (4.2.11) can be written as
Υpw,m1q “ 0, (4.3.30)
where
Υpw,m1q “ m1 ` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisip1`m1q
„
w
ˆ
1` si 1`m1´wp1`m1q2 ` |z|2
˙
p1`m1q ´ |z|2
´1
.
(4.3.31)
The stability of (4.3.30) roughly says that if Υpw,m1q is small and m1pw1q´m1cpw1q is small
for w1 :“ w ` iN´10, then m1pwq ´m1cpwq is small. For an arbitrary w P D, we define the
discrete set
Lpwq :“ twu Y tw1 P D : Rew1 “ Rew, Imw1 P rImw, 1s X pN´10Nqu, (4.3.32)
Thus, if Imw ě 1 then Lpwq “ twu, and if Imw ă 1 then Lpwq is a 1-dimensional lattice
with spacing N´10 plus the point w. Obviously, we have |Lpwq| ď N10.
Definition 4.3.6 (Stability). We say that (4.3.30) is stable on D if the following holds.
Suppose that N´2|m1c| ď δpwq ď plogNq´1|m1c| for w P D and that δ is Lipschitz continuous
with Lipschitz constant ď N4. Suppose moreover that for each fixed E, the function η ÞÑ
δpE ` iηq is non-increasing for η ą 0. Suppose that u1 : D Ñ C is the Stieltjes transform of
a positive integrable function. Let w P D and suppose that for all w1 P Lpwq we have
|Υpw, u1q| ď δpwq. (4.3.33)
Then
|u1pwq ´m1cpwq| ď Cδ?
κ` η ` δ , (4.3.34)
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for some constant C ą 0 independent of w and N .
We say that (4.3.30) is stable on DL if for 0 ď δpwq ď plogNq´1|m1c|, (4.3.33) implies
|u1pwq ´m1cpwq| ď Cδ, (4.3.35)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of w and N .
In the following lemma, we establish the stability on each regular domain. The proof is
given in Appendix A.3. This lemma leaves the case |w|1{2`|z|2 “ op1q alone. We will handle
this case in a different way in Section 4.4.5.
Lemma 4.3.7. Fix τ ą 0 and let τ 1 ą 0 be sufficiently small depending on τ . Let τ ď
||z|2 ´ 1| ď τ´1.
Case 1 Suppose the bulk component re2k, e2k´1s is regular in the sense of Definition 4.2.4. Then
(4.3.30) is stable on Dbkpζ, τ 1, Nq in the sense of Definition 4.3.6.
Case 2 (4.3.30) is stable on Dopζ, τ 1, Nq in the sense of Definition 4.3.6.
Case 3 Suppose ek ‰ 0 is a regular edge in the sense of Definition 4.2.4. Then (4.3.30) is
stable on Dekpζ, τ 1, Nq in the sense of Definition 4.3.6.
Case 4 Suppose |z|2 ď 1´ τ so that e2L “ 0. If |w|1{2` |z|2 ě ε for some constant ε ą 0, then
(4.3.30) is stable on De2Lpζ, τ 1, Nq in the sense of Definition 4.3.6.
Case 5 (4.3.30) is stable on DLpζq in the sense of Definition 4.3.6.
4.4 Entrywise local law when T is diagonal
In this section we prove the entrywise local law and averaged local law in Theorem 4.2.22
when T is diagonal. The proof is similar to the previous proofs of the entrywise local law
in e.g. [14, 15, 18, 59]. We basically follow the idea in [18], and we will provide necessary
details for the parts that are different from the previous proofs.
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Before we start the proof, we make the following remark. In this section we mainly focus
on the domain D. On the domain DL, the proofs are much simpler and we only describe
them briefly. The parameter z can be either inside or outside of the unit circle. Recall
Lemma 4.3.4 and Lemma 4.3.7, the domain D of w can be divided roughly into four regions:
w near a nonzero regular edge, w Ñ 0, w in the bulk, or w outside the spectrum. In this
section we will only consider the case |z|2 ď 1´ τ since it covers all four different behaviors
of m1,2c. Note that in this case |m1,2cpwq| „ |w|´1{2 for w in any compact set of C` by
Proposition 4.2.19. Also due to the remark above Lemma 4.3.7, in Sections 4.4.1-4.4.4, we
assume |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ě c for some c ą 0. We will handle the |w|1{2 ` |z|2 “ op1q case in
Section 4.4.5.
4.4.1 The self-consistent equations
To begin with, we prove the following weak version of the entrywise local law.
Proposition 4.4.1 (Weak entrywise law). Fix |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ and a small constant c ą 0.
Suppose Assumption 4.2.1 holds, N “ M and T ” D :“ diagpd1, ..., dNq. Then for any
regular domain S Ă D,
max
i,jPI1
›››pGpwq ´ Πpwqqrijs››› ă 1|w|1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
(4.4.1)
for all w P S such that |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ě c. For w P DL, we have
max
i,jPI1
›››pGpwq ´ Πpwqqrijs››› ă 1η
c
1
N
. (4.4.2)
For the purpose of proof, we define the following random control parameters.
Definition 4.4.2 (Control parameters). Suppose N “ M and T ” D :“ diagpd1, ..., dNq.
We define
Λ :“ max
i,jPI1
›››pG´ Πqrijs››› , Λo :“ maxi‰jPI1 ›››pG´ Πqrijs››› . (4.4.3)
For J Ď I, define the averaged variables mpJq1,2 (mrJs1,2) by replacing G in (4.2.33) with GpJq
(GrJs), i.e.
m
pJq
1 :“ 1N
ÿ
iRJ
|di|2GpJqii , mpJq2 :“ 1N
ÿ
µRJ
GpJqµµ . (4.4.4)
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The averaged error and the random control parameter are defined as
θ :“ |m1 ´m1c| ` |m2 ´m2c| and Ψθ :“
d
Im pm1c `m2cq ` θ
Nη
` 1
Nη
, (4.4.5)
respectively.
Remark 4.4.3. By (4.2.4), we immediately get that
τ Imm
pJq
1 ď ImmpJq2 ď τ´1ImmpJq2 , (4.4.6)
and θ “ OpΛq, since |m1 ´m1c| ď τ´1Λ and |m2 ´m2c| ď Λ.
As in (2.6.22), we introduce the Z variables:
Z
rJs
ris :“ p1´ Erisq
´
G
rJs
riis
¯´1
.
By the identity (4.3.6), we have
G´1riis “ ErisG´1riis ` Zris “
¨˝
´w ´ w |di|2mris2 ´w1{2z
´w1{2z¯ ´w ´ wmris1
‚˛` Zris, (4.4.7)
where
Zris “ w
¨˝
|di|2mris2 ´ |di|2
`
XGrisX˚
˘
ii
w´1{2diXi¯i ´
`
DXGrisDX
˘
i¯i
w´1{2d¯iX ˚¯ii ´
`
X˚D˚GrisX˚D˚ ¯˘ii m
ris
1 ´
`
X˚D˚GrisDX ¯˘i¯i
‚˛. (4.4.8)
We have the following lemma, whose proof is the same as the one for (2.6.14).
Lemma 4.4.4. For J Ď I1, the following crude bound on the difference between ma and
m
rJs
a (a “ 1, 2) holds: ˇˇ
ma ´mrJsa
ˇˇ ď C |J |
Nη
, a “ 1, 2, (4.4.9)
where C “ Cpτq is a constant depending only on τ .
With (4.4.9), we can prove the following estimates on the Z variables.
Lemma 4.4.5. Suppose |z|2 ď 1´ τ . For i P I1, we have
| `Zris˘11 | ă |w|
d
Imm
ris
2
Nη
, | `Zris˘22 | ă |w|
d
Imm
ris
1
Nη
, (4.4.10)
| `Zris˘st | ă |w|
¨˝
|w|´1{2?
N
`
d
|mris1 |
N |w| `
d
Imm
ris
1
Nη
‚˛ for s ‰ t P t1, 2u, (4.4.11)
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uniformly in w P DYDL. In particular, these imply that
Zris ă |w|Ψθ, (4.4.12)
uniformly in w P D, and
Zris ă |w|pNηq´1{2, (4.4.13)
uniformly in w P DL.
Proof. Applying the large deviation Lemma 2.6.6 to Zris in (4.4.8), we get thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
Zris
˘
11
w
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 1N
»–˜ÿ
µ
ˇˇ
Grisµµ
ˇˇ2¸1{2 `˜ÿ
µ‰ν
ˇˇ
Grisµν
ˇˇ2¸1{2fifl ď C
N
˜ÿ
µ,ν
ˇˇ
Grisµν
ˇˇ2¸1{2
“C
N
˜ÿ
µ
ImG
ris
µµ
η
¸1{2
“ C
d
Imm
ris
2
Nη
.
where in the third step we used the equality (4.3.13). Similarly we can prove the bound
for
`
Zris
˘
22
using Lemma 2.6.6 and (4.3.14). Now we consider
`
Zris
˘
12
. First, we have
Xi¯i ă N´1{2 by (4.2.3). For the other part, we use Lemma 2.6.6 and (4.3.16) to get that
ˇˇ`
DXGrisDX
˘
i¯i
ˇˇ
ă
1
N
˜ÿ
j,µ
|dj|2
ˇˇˇ
G
ris
µj
ˇˇˇ2¸1{2 “ 1
N
«ÿ
j
|dj|2
˜
|w|´1Grisjj ` w¯|w|
ImG
ris
jj
η
¸ff1{2
ď
«
|mris1 |
N |w| `
Imm
ris
1
Nη
ff1{2
ď C
¨˝d
|mris1 |
N |w| `
d
Imm
ris
1
Nη
‚˛. (4.4.14)
Similarly we can prove the estimate for
`
Zris
˘
21
.
Now we prove (4.4.12). By the definitions (4.4.5) and using (4.4.9), we get that
ˇˇ`
Zris
˘
11
ˇˇ
ă |w|
d
Imm
ris
2
Nη
“ |w|
gffeImm2c ` Im´mris2 ´m2¯` Im pm2 ´m2cq
Nη
ď C|w|Ψθ.
(4.4.15)
We can estimate
`
Zris
˘
22
and the third term in (4.4.11) in a similar way. For the Cases 1-4
in Lemma 4.3.4, we have |m1c| „ 1 for |w| „ 1, Imm1c „ |w|´1{2 „ |m1c| for |w| Ñ 0, and
η ď CImm1c. Thusd
|m1c|
N |w| ď
C?
N
ď CΨθ for |w| „ 1, and
d
|m1c|
N |w| ď C
d
Imm1c
Nη
ď CΨθ for |w| Ñ 0.
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Then for the second term in (4.4.11), we have thatd
|mris1 |
N |w| ď C
˜
1
Nη
`
d
θ
Nη
`
d
|m1c|
N |w|
¸
ď CΨθ.
This concludes (4.4.12). Finally, the estimate (4.4.13) follows directly from (4.4.10), (4.4.11)
and (4.3.12).
Lemma 4.4.6. Suppose |z|2 ď 1´τ . Define the w-dependent event Ξpwq :“ tθ ď |w|´1{2plogNq´1u.
Then we have that for w P D,
1pΞqm2 “ 1pΞq
„
1`m1
´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`OăpΨθq

, 1pΞqΥpw,m1q ă 1pΞqΨθ, (4.4.16)
where Υ is defined in (4.3.31). For w P DL, we have
m2 “ 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`Oă
`
η´1pNηq´1{2˘ , Υpw,m1q ă η´1 pNηq´1{2 . (4.4.17)
Proof. First, suppose that w P D. Using (4.4.7), we get
G´1riis “ pi´1ris ` εris, (4.4.18)
where piris is defined in (4.2.35) and
εris “ w
¨˝
|di|2
´
m2 ´mris2
¯
0
0 m1 ´mris1
‚˛` Zris.
By (4.4.9) and (4.4.12), we have that εris ă |w|Ψθ. Let Bi “ pi´1ris ´pi´1risc, where pirisc is defined
in (4.2.31). By (4.3.27) and the definition of Ξ, we have 1pΞq}Bipirisc} ď CplogNq´1. Thus
we have the expansion
1pΞqpiris “ 1pΞqppi´1risc `Biq´1 “ 1pΞqpirisc
`
1´Bipirisc ` pBipiriscq2 ` . . .
˘ “ 1pΞqppirisc ` εaq,
(4.4.19)
where εa can be estimated as 1pΞq}εa} ď 1pΞqC|w|´1{2plogNq´1. This shows that 1pΞq}piris} “
1pΞqOp|w|´1{2q, and so 1pΞq ››εrispiris›› ă 1pΞq|w|1{2Ψθ ď 1 pΞqCN´ζ{2 by the definition of D
in (4.2.38). Again we do the expansion for (4.4.18):
1pΞqGriis “ 1pΞq
´
pi´1ris ` εris
¯´1 “ 1pΞqpiris
˜
1`
8ÿ
l“1
`´εrispiris˘l
¸
“ 1pΞq `piris ` εb˘ ,
(4.4.20)
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where 1pΞq}εb} ă 1pΞqΨθ. Now the 11 entry of (4.4.20) gives that
1pΞqGii “ 1pΞq ´1´m1
w p1` |di|2m2q p1`m1q ´ |z|2
` 1pΞqOă pΨθq , (4.4.21)
from which we get that
1pΞqGii
„
´w `1` |di|2m2˘` |z|2
1`m1

“ 1pΞq “1`Oă `|w|1{2Ψθ˘‰ . (4.4.22)
Here we used that
1pΞq
„
´w `1` |di|2m2˘` |z|2
1`m1

“ Op|w|1{2q,
which follows from Lemma 4.3.4 and the definition of Ξ. Summing (4.4.22) over i, we get
1pΞq
„
´w pm2 `m1m2q ` |z|
2m2
1`m1

“ 1pΞq “1`Oă `|w|1{2Ψθ˘‰ ,
which gives
1pΞqm2 “ 1pΞq 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
` 1pΞqOă pΨθq . (4.4.23)
Now plugging (4.4.23) into (4.4.21), multiplying with |di|2 and summing over i, we obtain
that
1pΞqm1 “ 1pΞq
»– 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
´1´m1
w
´
1` si 1`m1´wp1`m1q2`|z|2
¯
p1`m1q ´ |z|2
`Oă pΨθq
fifl , (4.4.24)
where we used (4.3.25) and 1pΞqp1`m1q “ 1pΞqOp|w|´1{2q. This concludes the proof.
Similarly, when w P DL, it is easy to prove (4.4.17) using the estimates (4.4.13) and
(4.3.12). Note that |m1,2| “ Opη´1q by (4.3.12), which implies immediately the bounds
}piris} “ Opη´1q and }
`
piris
˘´1 } “ Opηq. Hence without introducing the event Ξ, we can
obtain directly
Griis “ piris `Oăpη´1pNηq´1{2q. (4.4.25)
The rest of the proof is essentially the same.
Notice that applying Lemma 4.3.7 to (4.4.17), we obtain that |m1,2´m1,2c| ă η´1pNηq´1{2.
Plugging it into (4.4.25), we immediately get (4.4.2) for w P DL. This proves the entrywise
law on DL, since η
´1N´1{2 ď CΨ by the definition (4.2.44) and the estimate (4.3.24).
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4.4.2 The large η case
It remains to prove Proposition 4.4.1 on domain D. We would like to fix E and then apply
a continuity argument in η by first showing that the rough bound Λ ď |w|´1{2plogNq´1 in
Lemma 4.4.6 holds for large η. To start the argument, we first need to establish the estimates
on G when η „ 1. The next lemma is a trivial consequence of (4.3.12).
Lemma 4.4.7. For any w P D and η ě c for fixed c ą 0, we have the bound
max
s,t
|Gst pwq| ď C (4.4.26)
for some C ą 0. This estimate also holds if we replace G with GpJq for J Ă I.
Lemma 4.4.8. Fix c ą 0 and |z|2 ď 1´ τ . We have the following estimate
max
wPD,ηěcΛ pwq ă N
´1{2. (4.4.27)
Proof. By the previous lemma, we have |mris1,2| “ Op1q. So by Lemma 4.4.5, }Zris} ă N´1{2
uniformly in η ě c. Then as in (4.4.18), we have
Griis “
´
pi´1ris ` εris
¯´1
, (4.4.28)
where }pi´1ris } “ Op1q and }εris} ă N´1{2. Notice since Griis “ Op1q, we have the estimate
pii “
´
G´1riis ´ εris
¯´1 “ Griis `1´ εrisGriis˘´1 “ Oăp1q.
Then we can expand (4.4.28) to get that
Griis “ pii `Oă
`
N´1{2
˘
. (4.4.29)
The 11 and 22 entries of (4.4.29) lead to the equations
m1 “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|di|2
«
´w `1` |di|2m2˘` |z|2
1`m1
ff´1
`Oă
`
N´1{2
˘
, (4.4.30)
m2 “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
«
´w p1`m1q ` |z|
2
1` |di|2m2
ff´1
`Oă
`
N´1{2
˘
. (4.4.31)
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We claim that Imm1,2 ě CplogNq´1 with high probability for some C ą 0.
Using the spectral decomposition (4.3.11), we note that for l ą 1,
1
N
ÿ
|λk´E|ělη
|E ´ λk|
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2 ď
1
lη
,
1
N
ÿ
|λk´E|ďlη
|E ´ λk|
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2 ď
1
N
ÿ
|λk´E|ďlη
lη
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2 ď lImm2.
Summing up these two inequalities and optimizing l, we get
|Rem2| ď 2
d
Imm2
η
. (4.4.32)
Assume that Imm2 ď CplogNq´1, then by (4.4.6) we also have Imm1 ď Cτ´1plogNq´1.
From (4.4.32), we get |m2| ď CplogNq´1{2. Together with the estimate m1 “ Op1q, we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´w p1`m1q ` |z|21` |di|2m2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C with high probability. (4.4.33)
On the other hand
Im
«
´w p1`m1q ` |z|
2
1` |di|2m2
ff
ď ´Imw “ ´η, (4.4.34)
where we used Imr|z|2{p1` |di|2m2qs ă 0 and
Impwm1q “ Im
«
1
N
Nÿ
k“1
|di|2|ξkpiq|2
ˆ
´1` λk
λk ´ w
˙ff
ě 0.
With (4.4.33) and (4.4.34), we get from (4.4.31) that Imm2 ě c1 with high probability for
some c1 ą 0. This contradicts Imm2 ď CplogNq´1. Thus we must have Imm2 ě CplogNq´1
with high probability, which also implies Imm1 ě CplogNq´1 by (4.4.6).
Now we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.6 and get that
m2 “ 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`Oă
`
N´1{2
˘
, Υpw,m1q ă N1{2. (4.4.35)
We omit the details. Applying Lemma 4.3.7 to (4.4.35), we conclude |m1,2 ´m1,2c| ă N´1{2
uniformly in η ě c. By (4.4.29), we get }pG´Πqriis} ă N´1{2 uniformly in η ě c and i P I1.
Finally using (4.3.8), Lemma 4.3.3 and Lemma 2.6.6, we can prove the off-diagonal estimate;
see (4.4.48) below.
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4.4.3 Weak entrywise local law
In this subsection, we finish the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 on domain D. We shall fix the
real part E of w “ E ` iη and decrease the imaginary part η. Recall that Lemma 4.4.6 is
based on the condition θ ď |w|´1{2plogNq´1. So far this is established only for large η in
(4.4.27). We want to show that this condition also holds for small η by using a continuity
argument.
It is convenient to introduce the random function
vpwq “ max
w1PLpwq
θpw1q|w1|1{2
ˆ
NImw1
|w1|1{2
˙1{4
,
where Lpwq is defined in (4.3.32). Fix a regular domain S, ε ă ζ{4 and a large constant
D ą 0. Our goal is to prove that with high probability there is a gap in the range of v, i.e.
P
`
vpwq ď N ε, vpwq ą N3ε{4˘ ď N´D`21 (4.4.36)
for all w P S and large enough N ě Npε,Dq.
Suppose vpwq ď N ε, then it is easy to verify that
θpw1q ď C|w1|´1{2plogNq´1 (4.4.37)
for all w1 P Lpwq. Hence tvpwq ď N εu Ă Ξpw1q for all w1 P S X Lpwq. Then by (4.4.16), for
all w1 P SXLpwq, there exists an N0 ” N0pε,Dq such that
P
¨˝
vpwq ď N ε,Υpw1q ą N
ε
|w1|1{2
d
|w1|1{2
NImw1
‚˛ď N´D, (4.4.38)
for all N ą N0. Taking the union bound we get
P
˜
vpwq ď N ε, max
w1PLpwq
Υpw1q
d
NImw1
|w1|´1{2 ą N
ε
¸
ď N´D`10. (4.4.39)
Now consider the event
Ξ1 :“
#
vpwq ď N ε, max
w1PLpwq
Υpw1q
d
NImw1
|w1|´1{2 ď N
ε
+
. (4.4.40)
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We have 1pΞ1qΥpw1q ď δ pw1q for all w1 P Lpwq with δ pw1q :“ Nε|w1|1{2
b
|w1|1{2
NImw1 . We now apply
Lemma 4.3.7. If κ ! 1 (recall (4.3.17)), then |w| „ 1 and we have
1pΞ1q|m1pw1q ´m1cpw1q| ď C
a
δpw1q ď CN ε{2
ˆ
1
NImw1
˙1{4
for all w1 P Lpwq; if κ ě c ą 0 for some constant c ą 0, then
1pΞ1q|m1pw1q ´m1cpw1q| ď Cδpw1q ď C N
ε
|w1|1{2
˜
|w1|1{2
NImw1
¸1{2
for all w1 P Lpwq. Combining these two cases we get
1pΞ1q|m1pw1q ´m1cpw1q| ď C N
ε{2
|w1|1{2
˜
|w1|1{2
NImw1
¸1{4
(4.4.41)
for all w1 P Lpwq. By (4.4.16), we have
1pΞ1q|m2pw1q ´m2cpw1q| ă 1pΞ1q|m1pw1q ´m1cpw1q| ` 1pΞ1qΨθ ă N
ε{2
|w1|1{2
˜
|w1|1{2
NImw1
¸1{4
,
for all w1 P SXLpwq. Together with (4.4.41), this shows that there exists an N1 ” N1pε,Dq
such that
P
¨˝
vpwq ď N ε, max
w1PLpwq
Υpw1q
d
NImw1
|w1|´1{2 ď N
ε, max
w1PLpwq
θpw1q|w1|1{2
˜
NImw1
|w1|1{2
¸1{4
ą N3ε{4‚˛ď N´D
(4.4.42)
for N ě maxtN0, N1u. Adding (4.4.39) and (4.4.42), we get
P
¨˝
vpwq ď N ε, max
w1PLpwq
θpw1q|w1|1{2
˜
NImw1
|w1|1{2
¸1{4
ą N3ε{4‚˛ď N´D`11.
Taking the union bound over Lpwq we get (4.4.36) for all N ě maxtN0, N1u.
Now we conclude the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 by combining (4.4.36) with the large η
estimate (4.4.27). We choose a lattice ∆ Ă S such that |∆| ď N20 and for any w P S there
is a w1 P ∆ with |w1 ´ w| ď N´9. Taking the union bound we get
P
`Dw P ∆ : vpwq P pN3ε{4, N εs˘ ď N´D`41. (4.4.43)
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Since v has Lipshcitz constant bounded by, say, N6, then we have
P
`Dw P S : vpwq P p2N3ε{4, N ε{2s˘ ď N´D`41. (4.4.44)
Combining with (4.4.27), we see that there exists N2 ” N2pε,Dq such that for all N ą N2,
P
`@w P S : vpwq ď 2N3ε{4˘ ě 1´ 2N´D`41.
Since ε and D are arbitrary, the above inequality shows that vpwq ă 1 uniformly in w P S,
or
θpwq ă 1|w|1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
. (4.4.45)
In particular this shows that for all w P S, the event Ξ holds with high-probability.
Now using (4.4.20) and (4.4.45), we get
››Griis ´ pirisc›› ď ››Griis ´ piris››` ››piris ´ pirisc›› ă Ψθ ` θ ă 1|w|1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
. (4.4.46)
To conclude Proposition 4.4.1, it remains to prove the estimate for the off-diagonal Grijs
groups. Using (4.4.9), it is not hard to get that
›››GrJsriis ´ pirisc››› ă 1|w|1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
(4.4.47)
for any |J | ď l with l P N fixed. Thus we have
›››GrJsriis››› “ O `|w|´1{2˘ and ››››´GrJsriis¯´1›››› “
O
`|w|1{2˘ with high probability. Let i ‰ j P I1, using (4.3.8) and the above diagonal
estimates, we get that
››Grijs›› ă |w|´1 |w|1{2?
N
` |w|´1
››››››
ÿ
k,lRti,ju
HriksG
rijs
rklsHrljs
›››››› ă Ψθ ă 1|w|1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
, (4.4.48)
where we used Lemma 4.3.3 and Lemma 2.6.6 to obtain that
|w|´1
››››››
ÿ
k,lRti,ju
HriksG
rijs
rklsHrljs
›››››› “
››››››
¨˝ř
k,lRti,juXik¯G
rijs
k¯l¯
X ˚¯
lj
ř
k,lRti,juXik¯G
rijs
k¯l
Xlj¯ř
k,lRti,juX
˚¯
ikG
rijs
kl¯
X ˚¯
lj
ř
k,lRti,juX
˚¯
ikG
rijs
kl Xlj¯
‚˛›››››› ă Ψθ.
(4.4.49)
Its proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4.5, so we omit the details.
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4.4.4 Strong enterywise local law
In this section, we finish the proof of the (strong) entrywise local law and averaged local law
in Theorem 4.2.22 on domain D and under the condition |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ě c. In Lemma 4.4.6,
we have proved an error estimate of the self-consistent equations of m1,2 linearly in Ψθ. The
core part of the proof is to improve this estimate to quadratic in Ψθ. For the sequence of
random variables Zris, we define the averaged quantities
rZs “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
pirisZrispiris, xZy “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
|di|2pirisZrispiris.
The following Lemma gives an improvement of Lemma 4.4.6.
Lemma 4.4.9. Fix |z|2 ď 1´ τ . Then for w P D,
m2 “ 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`Oă
`|w|1{2Ψ2θ ` }rZs} ` }xZy}˘ , (4.4.50)
and
Υpw,m1q ă |w|1{2Ψ2θ ` }rZs} ` }xZy}. (4.4.51)
For w P DL,
m2 “ 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`Oă
`pNηq´1 ` }rZs} ` }xZy}˘ , (4.4.52)
and
Υpw,m1q ă pNηq´1 ` }rZs} ` }xZy}. (4.4.53)
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one for Lemma 4.4.6, we only lay out the dif-
ference. We first consider the case w P D. By Proposition 4.4.1, the event Ξ holds with
high probability. Hence without loss of generality, we may assume Ξ holds throughout the
following proof. Using (4.3.9), we get
1
N
ÿ
kPI1
¨˝
|dk|2 0
0 1
‚˛´Grkks ´Grisrkks¯ “
¨˝
|di|2 0
0 1
‚˛Griis
N
` 1
N
ÿ
k‰i
¨˝
|dk|2 0
0 1
‚˛GrkisG´1riisGriks.
(4.4.54)
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By Proposition 4.4.1, (4.3.27) and (4.4.48), we have›››GrkisG´1riisGriks››› ă |w|1{2Ψ2θ.
By Lemma 4.3.4, it is easy to verify that
››Griis{N›› ď C|w|1{2Ψ2θ. Plugging it into (4.4.54),
we get ˇˇˇ
m
ris
1,2 ´m1,2
ˇˇˇ
ă |w|1{2Ψ2θ. (4.4.55)
By (4.4.12) and (4.4.55), the error εb in p4.4.20q is
εb “ Oăp|w|1{2Ψ2θq ´ pirisZrispiris
“
1`Oăp|w|1{2Ψθq
‰ “ Oăp|w|1{2Ψ2θq ´ pirisZrispiris.
Then following the arguments in Lemma 4.4.6, we can prove the desired result. For w P DL,
the proof is similar by using (4.4.2).
In the following lemma, we shall give stronger bounds on rZs and xZy by keeping track
of the cancellation effects due to the average over the index i.
Lemma 4.4.10. (Fluctuation averaging) Fix |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ . Suppose Φ and Φo are positive,
N-dependent deterministic functions satisfying N´1{2 ď Φ,Φo ď N´c for some constant
c ą 0. Suppose moreover that Λ ă |w|´1{2Φ and Λo ă |w|´1{2Φo. Then for w P D,
}rZs} ` }xZy} ă |w|´1{2 Φ2o. (4.4.56)
Proof. Our proof of (4.4.56) is an extension of [14, Lemma 4.9], [18, Lemma 7.3] and [33,
Theorem 4.7]. Here we only prove the bound for }rZs}. The proof for }xZy} is exactly the
same. For i P I1, we define Pi :“ Eris and Qi :“ 1´ Pi. Recall that Zris “ QiG´1riis. Hence we
need to prove
rZs “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
piris
´
QiG
´1
riis
¯
piris ă |w|´1{2 Φ2o,
for w P D. For J Ă I, we define pirJsris by replacing m1,2 in (4.2.35) with mrJs1,2 defined in
(4.4.4). As in (4.4.55), we can prove that |mris1,2 ´m1,2| ă |w|´1{2 Φ2o, which further gives that
rZs “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
pi
ris
ris
´
QiG
´1
riis
¯
pi
ris
ris`Oă
´
|w|´1{2 Φ2o
¯
“ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
Qi
´
pi
ris
risG
´1
riispi
ris
ris
¯
`Oă
´
|w|´1{2 Φ2o
¯
.
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Thus if we abbreviate Bi :“ |w|1{2Qi
´
pi
ris
risG
´1
riispi
ris
ris
¯
, it suffices to prove that B :“ N´1 řiBi ă
Φ2o. We will estimate B by bounding the p-th moment of its norm by Φ
2p
o for p “ 2n P 2N, i.e.
E}B}p ă Φ2po . The lemma then follows from the Markov’s inequality. Using }KK˚} “ }K}2,
we have that
TrpBB˚qn ě }BB˚}n “ }B}2n .
Thus it suffices to prove that
ETrpBB˚qp{2 ă Φ2po , for p “ 2n. (4.4.57)
This estimate can be proved with the same method as in [33, Appendix B], with the only
complication being that piris is random and depends on i. In principle, this can be handle
by using (4.3.9) and (4.3.10) to put any indices j, k, ... P I1 (that we wish to include) into
the superscripts of piris. This leads to a minor modification of the proof in [33, Appendix B].
Here we describe the basic ideas of the proof, without writing down all the details.
The proof is based on a decomposition of the space of random variables using Ps and
Qs. It is evident that Ps and Qs are projections, Ps ` Qs “ 1 and all of these projections
commute with each other. For a set J Ă I, we denote PJ :“ śsPJ Ps and QJ :“ śsPJ Qs.
Let p “ 2n and introduce the shorthand notation B˜ks :“ Bks for odd s ď p and B˜ks :“ Bk˚s
for even s ď p. Then we get
ETrpBB˚qp{2 “ 1
Np
ÿ
k1,k2,...,kp
ETr
pź
s“1
B˜ks “ 1Np
ÿ
k1,k2,...,kp
ETr
pź
s“1
˜
pź
r“1
pPkr `QkrqB˜ks
¸
.
(4.4.58)
Introducing the notations k “ pk1, k2, . . . , kpq and tku “ tk1, k2, . . . , kpu, we can write
ETrpBB˚qp{2 “ 1
Np
ÿ
k
ÿ
I1,...,IpĂtku
ETr
pź
s“1
´
PIcsQIsB˜ks
¯
. (4.4.59)
Following the arguments in [33, Appendix B], one can see that to conclude (4.4.57) it suffices
to prove that for k P I,
}QIBk} ă Φ|I|o . (4.4.60)
As in [33, Appendix B], it is not hard to prove that for k P I,
|w|´1{2
›››QIG´1rkks››› ă Φ|I|o , and |w|´1{2 ›››QIztkuG´1rkks››› ă Φ|I|o if |I| ě 2. (4.4.61)
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Now we extend the proof to obtain the estimate (4.4.60). For the case |I| “ 1 (i.e. I “ tku),
}Bk} “ |w|1{2}pirisrisZrkspirisris} ď |w|´1{2}Zrks} ă Φo,
where we used }Zrks} ă |w|1{2Φo, which can be proved with the same arguments as in Lemma
4.4.5. For the case |I| ě 2, WLOG, we may assume k “ 1 and I “ t1, . . . , tu with t ě 2. It
is enough to prove that
|w|1{2
›››Qt . . . Q2Q1pir1sr1sG´1r11spir1sr1s››› ă Φto. (4.4.62)
We take t “ 3 as an example to describe the ideas for the proof of (4.4.62). Using (4.3.9),
we get
pi
r1s
r1s “ pir12sr1s ` |w|1{2εr1s11 pir12sr1s A1pir12sr1s ` |w|1{2εr1s1¯1¯ pir12sr1s A2pir12sr1s ` error1,2, (4.4.63)
where ε
r1s
11 and ε
r1s
1¯1¯
are the upper left and lower right entries of
ε
r1s
r1s :“ |w|1{2
¨˝
G
r1s
r22s
N
` 1
N
ÿ
kRt1,2u
G
r1s
rk2s
´
G
r1s
r22s
¯´1
G
r1s
r2ks‚˛ă Φ2o,
A1,2 are deterministic matrices with operator norm Op1q, and }error1,2} ă |w|´1{2Φ4o. Then
we get
pi
r1s
r1sG
´1
r11spi
r1s
r1s “ pir12sr1s G´1r11spir12sr1s ` |w|1{2εr1s11 pir12sr1s A1pir12sr1s G´1r11spir12sr1s ` |w|1{2εr1s1¯1¯ pir12sr1s A2pir12sr1s G´1r11spir12sr1s
` |w|1{2pir12sr1s G´1r11sεr1s11 pir12sr1s A1pir12sr1s ` |w|1{2pir12sr1s G´1r11sεr1s1¯1¯ pir12sr1s A2pir12sr1s `Oăp|w|´1{2Φ4oq. (4.4.64)
We first handle the pi
r12s
r1s G
´1
r11spi
r12s
r1s term. By (4.4.61), we have
Q2pi
r12s
r1s G
´1
r11spi
r12s
r1s “ pir12sr1s
´
Q2G
´1
r11s
¯
pi
r12s
r1s ă |w|´1{2Φ2o.
For the remaining term, we first expand pi
r12s
r1s “ pir123sr1s ` Oăp|w|´1{2Φ2oq and use (4.4.61) to
get
Q3Q2pi
r12s
r1s G
´1
r11spi
r12s
r1s “ pir123sr1s
´
Q3Q2G
´1
r11s
¯
pi
r123s
r1s `Oă
`|w|´1{2Φ4o˘ ă |w|´1{2Φ3o.
Then we deal with the second terms in (4.4.64). We first expand ε
r1s
r1s “ er3sr1s`OăpΦ3oq, where
e
r3s
r1s :“ |w|1{2
¨˝
G
r13s
r22s
N
` 1
N
ÿ
kRt1,2,3u
G
r13s
rk2s
´
G
r13s
r22s
¯´1
G
r13s
r2ks‚˛.
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Using the similar arguments as above, we get
Q3|w|1{2er3s11 pir12sr1s A1pir12sr1s G´1r11spir12sr1s “ |w|1{2er3s11 pir123sr1s A1pir123sr1s
´
Q3G
´1
r11s
¯
pi
r123s
r1s `Oăp|w|´1{2Φ4oq
ă |w|´1{2Φ4o.
Thus we have
Q2Q3|w|1{2εr1s11 pir12sr1s A1pir12sr1s G´1r11spir12sr1s ă |w|´1{2Φ3o.
Obviously this kind of estimate works for the rest of the terms in (4.4.64). This proves
(4.4.62) when t “ 3.
We can continue in this manner for a general t. At the l-th step, we expand the leading
order terms using (4.3.9) and (4.3.10), and after applying Ql . . . Q3Q2 on them, the number
of Φo factors increases by one at each step by (4.4.61). Trough induction we can prove
(4.4.62). In fact the expansions can be performed in a systematic way using the method
in [33, Appendix B], and we leave the details to the reader. Also we remark that similar
techniques are used in the proof of anisotropic local law in Section 4.5, and we choose to
present the details there (in fact the proof here is much easier than the one in Section
4.5).
Now we finish the proof of the entrywise local law and averaged local law on the domain
D. By Proposition 4.4.1, we can take
Φo “ |w|1{2
d
Impm1c `m2cq ` |w|´3{8pNηq´1{4
Nη
, Φ “
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{4
,
in Lemma 4.4.10, with Λo ă Ψθ ă |w|´1{2Φo and Λ ă Ψθ`θ ă |w|´1{2Φ. Then (4.4.51) gives
Υpw,m1q ă |w|
1{2Impm1c `m2cq ` |w|1{4pNηq´1{4
Nη
.
Using the stability Lemma 4.3.7, we get
|m1 ´m1c| ă |w|
1{2Impm1c `m2cq
Nη
?
κ` η `
|w|1{8
pNηq5{8 ă
1
Nη
` |w|
1{8
pNηq5{8 ă |w|
´1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{2`1{8
.
Here if
?
κ` η ě plogNq´1, we use
|w|1{2Impm1c `m2cq
Nη
?
κ` η ď
C logN
Nη
ă
1
Nη
;
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if
?
κ` η ď plogNq´1, we have Impm1c `m2cq “ Op?κ` ηq, which also gives that
|w|1{2Impm1c `m2cq
Nη
?
κ` η ă
1
Nη
.
We then use (4.4.50) to get that
θ ă |m1 ´m1c| ` |w|
1{2Impm1c `m2cq ` |w|1{4pNηq´1{4
Nη
ă |w|´1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙1{2`1{8
. (4.4.65)
Repeating the previous steps with the new estimate (4.4.65), we get the bound
θ ă |w|´1{2
ˆ |w|1{2
Nη
˙řl
k“1 1{2k`1{2l`2
after l iterations. This implies the averaged local law θ ă pNηq´1 since l can be arbitrarily
large. Finally as in (4.4.46) and (4.4.48), we have for i ‰ j P I1,››Griis ´ pirisc››` ››Grijs›› ă Ψθ ` θ ă
d
Impm1c `m2cq
Nη
` 1
Nη
.
This concludes the proof of the entrywise local law and averaged local law on domain D
when |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ě c.
When w P DL, we have proved the entrywise law (see the remark after (4.4.25)). Also
we can prove a similar estimate as in Lemma 4.4.10, which implies
m2 “ 1`m1´w p1`m1q2 ` |z|2
`Oă
`pNηq´1˘ , Υpw,m1q ă pNηq´1. (4.4.66)
The averaged local law then follows from Lemma 4.3.7. We leave the details to the reader.
4.4.5 The small |z| and |w| case
In the previous proof, we did not include the case where |w|1{2`|z|2 ď ε for some sufficiently
small constant ε ą 0. The only reason is that Lemma 4.3.7 does not apply in this case. We
deal with this problem in this subsection.
The main idea of this subsection is to use a different set of self-consistent equations,
which has the desired stability when |w| and |z| are small. Multiplying (4.4.21) with |di|2
and summing over i, we get
1pΞqm1 “ 1pΞq
«
1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
´1´m1
w p1` sim2q p1`m1q ´ |z|2
`Oă pΨθq
ff
. (4.4.67)
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Recall that Σ :“ DD˚ “ D˚D. We introduce a new matrix
H˜pwq :“
¨˝
´wΣ´1 w1{2pX ´D´1zq
w1{2pX ´D´1zq˚ ´wI
‚˛, (4.4.68)
and define G˜ :“ H˜´1. By Schur’s complement formula, the upper left block of G˜ is
G˜L “
“pX ´D´1zqpX ´D´1zq˚ ´ wΣ´1‰´1 ,
and the lower right block is
G˜R “
“pX ´D´1zq˚ΣpX ´D´1zq ´ w‰´1 “ rpDX ´ zq˚pDX ´ zq ´ ws´1 “ GR.
Now we write m1,2 in another way as
m1 “ 1
N
Tr
“
D˚ pY Y ˚ ´ wq´1D‰ “ 1
N
Tr G˜L, (4.4.69)
m2 “ 1
N
Tr G˜R “ 1
N
Tr
“pX ´D´1zq˚ΣpX ´D´1zq ´ w‰´1
“ 1
N
Tr
“pX ´D´1zqpX ´D´1zq˚Σ´ w‰´1 “ 1
N
Tr
´
Σ´1G˜L
¯
. (4.4.70)
We apply the arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.4.6 to H˜, and obtain that
G˜´1riis “
¨˝
´w|di|´2 ´ wm2 ´w1{2zd´1i
´w1{2z¯d¯´1i ´w ´ wm1
‚˛`Oăp|w|Ψθq, (4.4.71)
from which we get that
1pΞqG˜ii “ 1pΞq
„ ´1´m1
wp|di|´2 `m2qp1`m1q ´ |z|2|di|´2 `OăpΨθq

.
Plugging this into (4.4.70), we get
1pΞqm2 “ 1pΞq
«
1
N
nÿ
i“1
li
si
´1´m1
wps´1i `m2qp1`m1q ´ |z|2s´1i
`OăpΨθq
ff
. (4.4.72)
We take the equations in (4.4.67) and (4.4.72) as our new self-consistent equations, namely,
1pΞqf1pm1,m2q “ 1pΞqOăpΨθq, 1pΞqf2pm1,m2q “ 1pΞqOăpΨθq, (4.4.73)
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where
f1pm1,m2q :“ m1 ` 1
N
ÿ
i
lisi
1`m1
w p1` sim2q p1`m1q ´ |z|2
, (4.4.74)
f2pm1,m2q :“ m2 ` 1
N
ÿ
i
li
1`m1
wp1` sim2qp1`m1q ´ |z|2 . (4.4.75)
According to the following lemma, this system of self-consistent equations are stable when
|w| and |z|2 are small enough .
Lemma 4.4.11. Suppose that N´2|w|´1{2 ď δpwq ď plogNq´1|w|´1{2 for w P D. Suppose
u1,2 : D Ñ C are Stieltjes transforms of positive integrable functions such that
max t|f1pu1, u2qpwq| , |f2pu1, u2qpwq|u ď δpwq.
Then there exists an ε ą 0 such that if |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ď ε, we have
|u1pwq ´m1cpwq| ` |u2pwq ´m2cpwq| ď Cδ, (4.4.76)
for some constant C ą 0 independent of w, z and N .
Proof. The proof depends on the estimate of the Jacobian at pm1c,m2cq. By (4.3.22) and
(A.1.35), we have
m1c “ i
?
t0 `Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q?
w
, m2c “ it
´1{2
0 `Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q?
w
,
where t0 “ pN´1 řni“1 li{siq´1. Then we can calculate that
det
¨˝
B1f1 B2f1
B1f2 B2f2
‚˛
u1,2“m1,2c
“ det
¨˝
1`Op|z|2q t0 `Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q
Op|z|2q 2`Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q
‚˛“ 2`Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q.
We can conclude the stability by expanding f1,2pu1, u2q around pm1c,m2cq and using a fixed
point argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.7 in Section A.3.
With this stability lemma, we can repeat all the arguments in the previous subsections
to conclude the entrywise local law and averaged local law when |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ď ε.
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4.5 Anisotropic local law when T is diagonal
In this section we prove the anisotropic local law in Theorem 4.2.22 when T is diagonal. The
basic idea of the proof follows from [14, section 5], and the core part of our proof is a novel
way to perform the combinatorics. By the Definition 4.2.21 (ii) and Definition 2.4.1 (ii), it
suffices to prove the following proposition for generalized entries of G.
Proposition 4.5.1. Fix |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ and suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.2.22
hold. Then for any regular domain S Ď D,
|xu, pGpwq ´ Πpwqqvy| ă Ψ (4.5.1)
uniformly in w P S and any deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI.
It is equivalent to prove that
ÿ
i,jPI1
u˚ris
`
Grijs ´ Πrijs
˘
vrjs ă Ψ, uris :“
¨˝
ui
ui¯
‚˛, vrjs :“
¨˝
vj
vj¯
‚˛. (4.5.2)
By the entrywise local law,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i,j
u˚ris
`
Grijs ´ Πrijs
˘
vrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ďÿ
i
∥∥Griis ´ Πriis∥∥ ˇˇuris ˇˇ ˇˇvrisˇˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risGrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă Ψ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risGrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Thus to show (4.5.2), it suffices to proveˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risGrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă Ψ. (4.5.3)
Note that with the entrywise local law, one can only get thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risGrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă Ψ}u}1}v}1 ď NΨ,
using }u}1 ď N1{2}u}2 and }v}1 ď N1{2}v}2. In particular, this estimate of the `1 norm is
sharp when u,v are delocalized, i.e. their entries have size of order N´1{2.
The estimate (4.5.3) follows from the Markov’s inequality if we can prove the following
lemma.
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Lemma 4.5.2. Suppose the assumptions in Proposition 4.5.1 hold. For any p P 2N, we have
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risGrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
ă Ψp.
The proof of Lemma 4.5.2 is based on the polynomialization method developed in [14,
Section 5], which is also used in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. But our proof here is much
more complicated than the ones before. For simplicity, we only consider the case with w P D
and |z|2 ď 1´ τ in this section. If w P DL or 1` τ ď |z|2 ď 1` τ´1, the proof is almost the
same.
4.5.1 Rescaling and partition of indices
For our purpose, it is convenient to define the rescaled matrix
RpJq :“ w1{2GpJq, (4.5.4)
for any J Ă I with |J | ď l for some fixed l. Consequently we define the control parameter Φ
Φ “ |w|1{2 Ψ. (4.5.5)
By the entrywise law, for w P D,
R
pJq
riis “ Oăp1q,
´
R
pJq
riis
¯´1 “ Oăp1q, RpJqrijs “ OăpΦq for i ‰ j, (4.5.6)
under the above scaling. Now to prove Lemma 4.5.2, it is equivalent to prove
E
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risRrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
ă Φp. (4.5.7)
We expand the product in (4.5.7) asˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risRrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
“
ÿ
ik‰jkPI1
p{2ź
k“1
u˚riksRrikjksvrjks ¨
pź
k“p{2`1
u˚riksRrikjksvrjks.
Formally, we regard ti1, ..., ip, j1, ..., jpu as the set of 2p (index) variables that take values in
I1. Let Bp be the collection of all partitions of ti1, ..., ip, j1, ..., jpu such that ik, jk are not
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in the same block for all k “ 1, ..., p. For Γ P Bp, let npΓq be the number of its blocks and
define a set of I1-valued variables as
LpΓq :“ tb1, ..., bnpΓqu. (4.5.8)
Now it is convenient to regard Γ as a symbol-to-symbol function,
Γ : ti1, ..., ip, j1, ..., jpu Ñ LpΓq, (4.5.9)
such that each Γ´1 pbkq is a block of the partition. Then we can rewrite the sum asˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
i‰j
u˚risRrijsvrjs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
“
ÿ
ΓPBp
ÿ˚
blPI1,
l“1,...,npΓq
p{2ź
k“1
u˚rΓpikqsRrΓpikqΓpjkqsvrΓpjkqs ¨
pź
k“p{2`1
u˚rΓpikqsRrΓpikqΓpjkqsvrΓpjkqs,
(4.5.10)
where
ř˚ denotes the summation subject to the condition that the values of b1, ...bn are
ordered as b1 ă b2 ă . . . ă bn. We pick one term from the above summation and denote
∆pΓq :“
p{2ź
k“1
u˚rΓpikqsRrΓpikqΓpjkqsvrΓpjkqs ¨
pź
k“p{2`1
u˚rΓpikqsRrΓpikqΓpjkqsvrΓpjkqs. (4.5.11)
For any bk P L, we can also define a corresponding I2-valued variable b¯k in the obvious
way, and we denote
rLs :“ tb1, ..., bn, b1, ..., bnu. (4.5.12)
For notational convenience, we will also use letters i, j, k, l to denote the symbols in L.
4.5.2 String and string operators
During the proof we will frequently use the following resolvent identities for rescaled matrix
R. They follow immediately from Lemma 4.3.2.
Lemma 4.5.3 (Resolvent identities for Rrijs groups). For k R J and i, j P I1zJ Y tku, we
have
R
rJs
rijs “ RrJksrijs `RrJsriks
´
R
rJs
rkks
¯´1
R
rJs
rkjs, (4.5.13)´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1 “ ´RrJksriis ¯´1 ´ ´RrJsriis¯´1RrJsriks ´RrJsrkks¯´1RrJsrkis ´RrJksriis ¯´1, (4.5.14)´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1 “ w´1{2H rJsriis ´ w´1 ÿ
l,l1RJYtiu
H
rJs
rilsR
rJis
rll1sH
rJs
rl1is. (4.5.15)
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Furthermore, for i ‰ j and L defined in (4.5.8), we have
R
rLztijus
rijs “ RrLztijusriis SrijsRrLztjusrjjs , with Srijs “ ´w´1{2Hrijs`w´1
ÿ
k,lRL
HriksR
rLs
rklsHrljs. (4.5.16)
In this section, we expand the R variables in ∆pΓq using the identities in Lemma 4.5.3.
During the expansion, we need to distinguish carefully between an algebraic expression and
its value as a random variable. Our notations below are extensions of the ones defined in
Section 3.3.2.
Definition 4.5.4 (Strings). Let A be an alphabet containing all symbols that may appear
during the expansion, such as R
rJs
rijs,
´
R
rJs
rijs
¯´1
, Srijs, u˚ris and vrjs for J Ă LpΓq. We define
a string s to be a formal expression consisting of the symbols from A, and denote by JsK the
random variable represented by it. Let M be the collection of all possible strings. We denote
an empty string by H.
Given a string s, after an expansion of R’s in it, we will get a different string s1. However,
they represent the same random variable JsK “ Js1K. During the proof, we will identify more
elements of A (see the symbols in (4.5.32)).
To perform the expansions in a systematical way, we define the following operators acting
on strings. We call the symbols R
rJs
rijs,
´
R
rJs
rijs
¯´1
to be maximally expanded if J Y ti, ju “ L.
We call a string s to be maximally expanded if all the R symbols in s is maximally expanded.
Definition 4.5.5 (String operators). (i) Define an operator τ
pkq
0 for Ω PM, in the following
sense. Find the first R
rJs
rijs in Ω such that k R J Y ti, ju, or the first
´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1
such that
k R J Y tiu. If RrJsrijs is found, replace it with RrJksrijs ; if
´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1
is found, replace it with´
R
rJks
riis
¯´1
; if neither is found, τ
pkq
0 pΩq “ Ω and we say that τ pkq0 is trivial for Ω.
(ii) Define an operator τ
pkq
1 for Ω P M, in the following sense. Find the first RrJsrijs in Ω
such that k R J Y ti, ju, or the first
´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1
such that k R T Y tiu. If RrJsrijs is found, replace
it with R
rJs
riks
´
R
rJs
rkks
¯´1
R
rJs
rkjs; if
´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1
is found, replace it with
´
´
R
rJs
riis
¯´1
R
rJs
riks
´
R
rJs
rkks
¯´1
R
rJs
rkis
´
R
rJks
riis
¯´1
;
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if neither is found, τ
pkq
1 pΩq “ H and we say that τ pkq1 is null for Ω.
(iii) Define an operator ρ for Ω P M, in the following sense. Find each maximally
expanded off-diagonal R
rLztijus
rijs in Ω and replace it with R
rLztijus
riis SrijsR
rLztjus
rjjs . If nothing is
found, ρpΩq “ Ω.
According to Lemma 4.5.3, for any Ω PM we haver´
τ
pkq
0 ` τ pkq1
¯
pΩq
z
“ JΩK , JρpΩqK “ JΩK . (4.5.17)
Definition 4.5.6. Define the function Fd-max : MÑ N (where the subscript “d-max” stands
for “distance to being maximally expanded”) through
Fd-max
´
R
rJs
rijs
‹¯ “ |Lz pJ Y ti, juq| ,
where ‹ could be 1 or ´1, and
Fd-maxpΩq “
ÿ
R variables in Ω
Fd-maxpRq.
Define another function Foff : MÑ N with FoffpΩq being the number of off-diagonal symbols
in Ω.
By off-diagonal symbols, we mean the terms of the form Ast with s R tt, t¯u or Arijs with
i ‰ j, e.g. RrJsrijs and Srijs with i ‰ j. Later we will define other types of off-diagonal symbols
(see (4.5.32)). Note that a R symbol is maximally expanded if and only if Fd-maxpRq “ 0
and a string Ω is maximally expanded if and only if Fd-maxpΩq “ 0. The next two lemmas
are almost trivial by Definition 4.5.5.
Lemma 4.5.7. Fix k P L. If τ pkq0 pΩq “ Ω and τ pkq1 pΩq “ H,
Fd-max
´
τ
pkq
0 pΩq
¯
“ Fd-maxpΩq, Fd-max
´
τ
pkq
1 pΩq
¯
“ 0; (4.5.18)
otherwise,
Fd-max
´
τ
pkq
0 pΩq
¯
“ Fd-maxpΩq ´ 1, Fd-max
´
τ
pkq
1 pΩq
¯
ď Fd-maxpΩq ` 4npΓq. (4.5.19)
For ρ, we have
Fd-max pρpΩqq “ Fd-maxpΩq ` a, (4.5.20)
where a is the number of maximally expanded off-diagonal R’s in Ω.
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Lemma 4.5.8. Fix k P L. For any Ω PM, we have
Foff
´
τ
pkq
0 pΩq
¯
“ FoffpΩq, Foff pρpΩqq “ FoffpΩq, (4.5.21)
and
FoffpΩq ` 1 ď Foff
´
τ
pkq
1 pΩq
¯
ď FoffpΩq ` 2 if τ pkq1 pΩq ‰ H. (4.5.22)
4.5.3 Expansion of the strings
For simplicity of notations, throughout the rest of this section we omit the complex con-
jugates on the right hand side of (4.5.11) (if we keep the complex conjugates, the proof is
the same but with slightly heavier notations). Suppose the right hand side of (4.5.11) is
represented by a string Ω∆. Given a binary word w “ a1a2...am with ai P t0, 1u, we define
the operation
pΩ∆qw :“ ρτ pbmqam ¨ ¨ ¨ ρτ pb2qa2 ρτ pb1qa1 pΩ∆q (4.5.23)
where bqn`r :“ br (recall (4.5.8)) for any 1 ď r ď n and q P N. So a binary word w uniquely
determines an operator composition. By (4.5.17), JpΩ∆qw0K ` JpΩ∆qw1K “ JpΩ∆qwK and so
we get ÿ
|w|“m
JpΩ∆qwK “ JΩ∆K
for any m ě 1, where |w| denotes the length of w.
Lemma 4.5.9. Given any w such that |w| “ pn2 ` 1qpp` 6l0q and pΩ∆qw ‰ H, then either
FoffppΩ∆qwq ě l0 :“ p8{ζ ` 2q p, or pΩ∆qw is maximally expanded.
Proof. We use m0 to denote the number of 0’s in w, and m1 to denote the number of
1’s. Furthermore, we use m
p0q
0 to denote the number of 0’s corresponding to the trivial
τ0’s, and m
p1q
0 to denote the number of 0’s corresponding to the non-trivial τ0’s. Assume
FoffppΩ∆qwq ă l0 and pΩ∆qw is not maximally expanded. By (4.5.21) and (4.5.22), we have
m1 ď l0 ´ p ď l0. By (4.5.18)-(4.5.20), we have
Fd-maxppΩ∆qwq ď Fd-maxpΩ∆q ` l0 ` 4nm1 ´mp1q0 .
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Then with Fd-maxpΩ∆q “ np, we get a rough bound mp1q0 `m1 ă npp ` 6l0q. By pigeonhole
principle, there are at least n 0’s in a row in w that correspond to trivial τ0’s. This indicates
that pΩ∆qw is maximally expanded, which gives a contradiction.
Lemma 4.5.10. There exists constants Cp,l0 , Cp,ζ ą 0 such that
ÿ
ΓPBp
ÿ˚
blPI1,
l“1,...,npΓq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇE ÿ
|w|“pn2`1qpp`6l0q,
FoffppΩ∆pΓqqwqěl0
qpΩ∆pΓqqwy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ă Cp,l0N2pΦl0 ď Cp,ζΦp. (4.5.24)
Proof. The first bound is due to the fact that each summand is of the order OăpΦl0q and
there are at most N2p of them. For the second bound, we used Φ ď CN´ζ{2.
This lemma shows that all the strings with sufficiently many off-diagonal symbols con-
tribute at most Φp. It remains to handle the maximally expanded strings. Define a diagonal
symbol as
Sriis :“ ´
¨˝
0 diXi¯i
d¯iX
:
i¯i
0
‚˛` w´1 ÿ
k,lRL
HriksR
rLs
rklsHrlis, (4.5.25)
such that ´
R
rLztius
riis
¯´1 “
¨˝
´w1{2 ´z
´z¯ ´w1{2
‚˛´ Sriis. (4.5.26)
Notice all the R symbols in a maximally expanded string are diagonal. We taylor expand
R
rLztius
riis as
R
rLztius
riis “
”
w´1{2pi´1risc `
`
Sriis ´Bi
˘ı´1 “ l0´1ÿ
k“0
p˜iic
“`
Sriis ´Bi
˘
p˜iic
‰k `Oă `Φl0˘ , (4.5.27)
where p˜irisc :“ w1{2pirisc, Bi :“
¨˝
w1{2|di|2m2c 0
0 w1{2m1c
‚˛, and for the error term,
Sriis ´Bi “ w´1{2ZrLztiusris ` w1{2
¨˝
|di|2pm2c ´mrLs2 q 0
0 m1c ´mrLs1
‚˛ă Φ
by (4.4.12) and the averaged local law. Now for all maximally expanded pΩ∆qw with |w| “
pn2 ` 1qpp` 6l0q, denote by σ JpΩ∆qwK the expression after plugging in (4.5.26) and (4.5.27)
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without the tail terms. Similar to Lemma 4.5.10, we have
ÿ
ΓPBp
ÿ˚
blPI1,
l“1,...,npΓq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇE ÿ
|w|“pn2`1qpp`6l0q,
pΩ∆qw maximally expanded
`qpΩ∆pΓqqwy´ σ qpΩ∆pΓqqwy˘
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ă Cp,ζΦp.
From the above bound and Lemmas 4.5.9-4.5.10, we see that to prove (4.5.7), it suffices to
show ÿ
ΓPBp
ÿ˚
blPI1,
l“1,...,npΓq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇE ÿ
|w|“pn2`1qpp`6l0q,
pΩ∆qw maximally expanded
σ
qpΩ∆pΓqqwy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ă Cp,ζΦp. (4.5.28)
We write σ JpΩ∆qwK as a sum of monomials in terms of Srijs:
σ JpΩ∆qwK “ÿ
i
Mpw,∆pΓq, iq, (4.5.29)
where i is an index to label these monomials. Note that after plugging (4.5.29) into (4.5.28),
the number of summands Mpw,∆pΓq, iq inside the expectation depends only on p and ζ.
Thus to show (4.5.28), it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.11. Fix any Γ P Bp and binary word w with |w| “ pn2 ` 1qpp ` 6l0q. Suppose
pΩ∆qw is maximally expanded. Let Mpw,∆pΓqq be a monomial in σ
qpΩ∆pΓqqwy. Then we
have ÿ˚
blPI1,l“1,...,npΓq
|EMpw,∆pΓqq| ă Cp,ζΦp (4.5.30)
for some constant Cp,ζ that only depends on p and ζ.
For the rest of this section, we fix a Γ P Bp and a maximally expanded pΩ∆pΓqqw with
|w| “ pn2 ` 1qpp ` 6l0q. Then we fix a monomial Mpw,∆pΓqq in σ
qpΩ∆pΓqqwy. Let ΩM be
the string form of Mpw,∆pΓqq in terms of Srijs. It is not hard to see that
Foff pΩMq “ Foff ppΩ∆qwq . (4.5.31)
Now we decompose Srijs as
Srijs “ SXij¯ ` SXi¯j ` SRij¯ ` SRij ` SRi¯j¯ ` SRi¯j , (4.5.32)
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where we define the following symbols in A:
SXij¯ :“ diXij¯
¨˝
0 1
0 0
‚˛, SXi¯j :“ d¯iX:i¯j
¨˝
0 0
1 0
‚˛, (4.5.33)
SRij¯ :“
ÿ
k,lRL
didlXik¯Xlj¯
¨˝
0 R
rLs
k¯l
0 0
‚˛, SRij :“ ÿ
k,lRL
did¯lXik¯X
:
l¯j
¨˝
R
rLs
k¯l¯
0
0 0
‚˛, (4.5.34)
SRi¯j¯ :“
ÿ
k,lRL
d¯idlX
:
i¯k
Xlj¯
¨˝
0 0
0 R
rLs
kl
‚˛, SRi¯j :“ ÿ
k,lRL
d¯id¯lX
:
i¯k
X:
l¯j
¨˝
0 0
R
rLs
kl¯
0
‚˛. (4.5.35)
We expand the Srijs’s in Mpw,∆pΓqq using (4.5.32), and write Mpw,∆pΓqq as a sum of
monomials in terms of SXst and S
R
st:
Mpw,∆pΓqq “
ÿ
i
Qpw,∆pΓq, iq, (4.5.36)
where i is an index to label these monomials. Again it is not hard to see that
Foff pΩQq “ Foff pΩMq “ Foff ppΩ∆qwq . (4.5.37)
Since the number of summands in (4.5.36) is independent of N , to prove (4.5.30) it suffices
to show ÿ˚
blPI1,l“1,...,npΓq
|EQpw,∆pΓqq| ă Cp,ζΦp (4.5.38)
for any monomial Qpw,∆pΓqq in (4.5.36). Throughout the following, we fix a Qpw,∆pΓqq
with nonzero expectation, and denote by ΩQ the string form of Qpw,∆pΓqq in terms of
SXst and S
R
st. Notice the R variables in S
R
st are maximally expanded. As a result, the S
X
st
variables are independent of SRst variables in Qpw,∆pΓqq. Therefore we make the following
observation: if SXst appears as a symbol in ΩQ, then ΩQ contains at least two of them.
Definition 4.5.12. Recall Γ defined in (4.5.9). Let h be the number of blocks of Γ whose
size is 1, i.e.
h :“
npΓqÿ
l“1
1
`ˇˇ
Γ´1pblq
ˇˇ “ 1˘ . (4.5.39)
For l “ 1, ..., n, define
Il :“
ˇˇti1, . . . , ipu X Γ´1pblqˇˇ , Jl :“ ˇˇtj1, . . . , jpu X Γ´1pblqˇˇ .
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Lemma 4.5.13. Suppose for any b1, ..., bn taking distinct values in I1,
|EQpw,∆pΓqq| ă CN´h{2Φp
nź
l“1
ˇˇ
urbls
ˇˇIl ˇˇvrblsˇˇJl (4.5.40)
holds for some constant C independent of N . Then the estimate (4.5.38) holds.
Proof. By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Nÿ
k“1
ˇˇ
urks
ˇˇa ˇˇ
vrks
ˇˇb ď
$’&’%N
1{2 if a` b “ 1
1 if a` b ě 2
.
Then using h “
nř
l“1
1 pIl ` Jl “ 1q , we get
ÿ˚
blPI1,l“1,...,npΓq
|EQpw,∆pΓqq| ă CΦpN´h{2
nź
l“1
ÿ
blPI1
ˇˇ
urbls
ˇˇIl ˇˇvrbls ˇˇJl ď CΦp.
Hence it suffices to prove (4.5.40). The key is to extract theN´h{2 factor from EQpw,∆pΓqq.
For this purpose, we need to keep track of the indices in L during the expansion.
Definition 4.5.14. Define a function Fin : LˆMÑ N with Finpl,Ωq giving the number of
times l or l¯ appears as an index of an off-diagonal R or S symbol in Ω.
The following lemma follows immediately from Definition 4.5.5 and the expansions we
have done to obtain ΩQ from pΩ∆qw.
Lemma 4.5.15. (1) For any string Ω, if τ
pkq
0 is not trivial for Ω, then
Fin
´
l, τ
pkq
0 pΩq
¯
“ Finpl,Ωq, Fin
´
l, τ
pkq
1 pΩq
¯
“ Finpl,Ωq ` a, a P t0, 2u. (4.5.41)
(2) For any string Ω,
Fin pl, ρpΩqq “ Finpl,Ωq. (4.5.42)
(3) For any maximally expanded pΩ∆qw,
Finpl,ΩQq “ Finpl, pΩ∆qwq. (4.5.43)
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Let ΩXQ be the substring of ΩQ containing only S
X symbols, and ΩRQ be the substring of
ΩQ containing only S
R symbols. Define
V :“ tl P L| Finpl,Ω∆q “ 1u, (4.5.44)
and
V0 :“ tl P L| Finpl,Ω∆q “ 1 and Finpl,ΩXQ q “ 0u, (4.5.45)
V1 :“ tl P L| Finpl,Ω∆q “ 1 and Finpl,ΩXQ q ě 2u. (4.5.46)
Recall the observation above Definition 4.5.12, we have V “ V0 Y V1 and
h “ |V | “ |V0| ` |V1|.
Let nX be the number of off-diagonal S
X symbols in ΩXQ and nR be the number of off-diagonal
SR symbols in ΩRQ. Note that no :“ nX ` nR is the total number of off-diagonal symbols in
ΩQ.
4.5.4 A graphical proof
We introduce graphs to conclude the proof of (4.5.40). We use a connected graph to represent
the string ΩQ, call it by GQ0. The indices in rLs are represented by black nodes in GQ0.
The SXst or S
R
st symbols in ΩQ are represented by edges connecting the nodes s and t. We
also define colors for the nodes and edges, where the color set for nodes is tblack, whiteu and
the color set for edges is tSX , SR, X,Ru. In GQ0, all the nodes are black, all SX edges are
assigned SX color and all SR edges are assigned SR color. We show a possible graph in Fig.
4.3. In this subsection, we identify an index with its node representation, and a symbol with
its edge representation.
Definition 4.5.16. Define function deg on the nodes set rLs such that degplq gives the
number of SR edges connecting to the node l.
By Lemma 4.5.15, we see that for any l P V0,
Finpl,ΩQq ” degplq ` degpl¯q ” 1 pmod 2q. (4.5.47)
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Hence
|V0| “
ÿ
lPV0
rFin pl,ΩQq mod 2s ď
ÿ
lPV0
“pdegplq mod 2q ` `degpl¯q mod 2˘‰ . (4.5.48)
Now we expand the SR edges. Take the SRij¯ edge as an example (recall (4.5.34)). We
replace the SRij¯ edge with an R-group, defined as following. We add two white colored nodes
to represent the summation indices k¯, l R rLs, two X-colored edges to represent Xik¯ and Xlj¯,
and an R-colored edge connecting k¯ and l to represent
¨˝
0 R
rLs
k¯l
0 0
‚˛. We call the subgraph
consisting of the three new edges and their nodes an R-group. If i “ j, we call it a diagonal
R-group; otherwise, call it an off-diagonal R-group. We expand all the SR edges in GQ0
into R-groups and call the resulting graph GQ1. For example, after expanding the S
R edges
in Fig. 4.3, we get the graph in Fig. 4.4. In the graph GQ1, the R edges, X edges and S
X
edges are mutually independent, since the R symbols are maximally expanded, and the white
nodes are different from the black nodes.
b1
b1
b2
b2
b3
b3
SR
SX
Figure 4.3: An example of the graph GQ0.
Notice that each white node represents a summation index. As we have done for the
black nodes, we first partition the white nodes into blocks and then assign values to the
blocks when doing the summation. Let W be the set of all white nodes in GQ1, and let W
be the collection of all partitions of W . Fix a partition γ P W and denote its blocks by
W1, ...,Wmpγq. If two white nodes of some off-diagonal R-group happen to lie in the same
block, then we merge the two nodes into one diamond white node (Fig. 4.5). All the other
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b1
b1
b2
b2
b3
b3
R
X
SX
Figure 4.4: The resulting graph GQ1 after expanding each S
R in Fig. 4.3 into R-groups.
white nodes are called normal (Fig. 4.6). Let n
pdq
R be the number of diamond nodes (which is
ď the number of diagonal R-edges in GQ1). Then we trivially have (recall Definition 4.5.16)
# of white nodes “ ´npdqR `
nÿ
k“1
“
deg pbkq ` degpb¯kq
‰
. (4.5.49)
Figure 4.5: Diamond white node.
Figure 4.6: Normal white nodes.
By (4.5.48), there are at least |V0| black nodes with odd deg in rV0s (where rV0s is defined
in the obvious way). WLOG, we may assume these nodes are b1, ..., b|V0|. To have nonzero
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expectation, each white block must contain at least two white nodes. Therefore for each
k “ 1, ..., |V0|, there exists a block connecting to bk which contains at least 3 white nodes.
Call such a block W pbkq, and denote by Apbkq the set of the adjacent white nodes to bk
in W pbkq. Be careful that the W pbkq’s or Apbkq’s are not necessarily distinct. WLOG, let
W1, ...,Wd be the distinct blocks among all W pbkq’s. Define
V00 :“ tbk| Apbkq has no normal white nodes, 1 ď k ď |V0|u,
and
V01 :“ tbk| Apbkq has at least one normal white node, 1 ď k ď |V0|u.
The following lemma gives the key estimates we need.
Lemma 4.5.17. For any partition γ PW,
mpγq ď ´|V00| ´ |V01|{2´ n
pdq
R `
řn
k“1
“
deg pbkq ` degpb¯kq
‰
2
, (4.5.50)
and
nX ` nR ě p` |V1| ` |V00|, nX ě |V1|, npdqR ě |V00|. (4.5.51)
Proof. The second inequality of (4.5.51) can be proved easily through
|V1| ď
ˇˇtk P L|Finpk,ΩXQ q ě 2uˇˇ ď nX .
Notice for bk P V0, Apbkq contains at least three diamond white nodes, while each of the
white node is shared by another bl. Thus we trivially have |V00| ď npdqR .
Now we prove (4.5.50). A diamond white node is connected to two black nodes and a
normal white node is connected to one black node. Hence a diamond white node belongs to
two sets Apbk1q, Apbk2q, and a normal white node belongs to exactly one set Apbkq. Therefore
for each i “ 1, ..., d, if Wi contains exactly one Apbkq, then
|Wi| ě 3 ě 2` 1V01pbkq ` 1V00pbkq2 .
Otherwise if Wi contains more than one Apbkq, then
|Wi| ě
ÿ
bk:ApbkqĎWi
ˆ
2 ¨ 1V01pbkq ` 32 ¨ 1V00pbkq
˙
ě 2`
ÿ
bk:ApbkqĎWi
ˆ
1V01pbkq ` 1V00pbkq2
˙
.
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Here the first inequality can be understood as following. For each black node bk with Apbkq Ď
Wi, we count the number of white nodes in Apbkq and add them together. During the
counting, we assign weight-1 to a normal white node and weight-1{2 to a diamond white
node (since it is shared by two different black nodes). If bk P V00, there are at least three
diamond white nodes in Apbkq with total weight ě 3{2; if bk P V01, there are at least
one normal white node and two other white nodes in Apbkq with total weight ě 2. Thusř
bk:ApbkqĎWi p2 ¨ 1V01pbkq ` 3{2 ¨ 1V00pbkqq is smaller than the number of white nodes in Wi.
Then summing |Wi| over i, we get
dÿ
i“1
|Wi| ě 2d` |V01| ` |V00|
2
.
For the other m´ d blocks, each of them contains at least two white nodes. Therefore
2m` |V01| ` |V00|
2
ď
dÿ
i“1
|Wi| ` 2pm´ dq ď ´npdqR `
nÿ
k“1
“
deg pbkq ` degpb¯kq
‰
,
where we used (4.5.49) in the last step. This proves (4.5.50).
For bk P V00, Apbkq contains at least three white nodes from off-diagonal R-groups,
V00 Ďtbk P L| Finpbk,Ω∆q “ 1 and Finpbk,ΩRQq ě 3u “: V2.
Recall Lemma 4.5.15, only τ
pkq
1 can increase Fin. Thus w contains τ pbkq1 for each bk P V1YV2
(recall the definition of V1 in (4.5.46)). Therefore by (4.5.22), (4.5.37) and the fact that V00
and V1 are disjoint, we have
nX ` nR “ FoffppΩ∆qwq ěFoffpΩ∆q ` |V1 Y V2| ě p` |V1| ` |V00|.
This proves the first inequality of (4.5.51).
Now we prove (4.5.40). By (4.2.3) and (4.5.6), a diagonal R edge contributes 1, an
off-diagonal R edge contributes Φ, and an SX or X edge contributes N´1{2. Denote
U “
nź
l“1
ˇˇ
urbls
ˇˇIl ˇˇvrblsˇˇJl .
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Then using Lemma 2.4.2, we get
|EQpw,∆pΓqq| ă CU`N´1{2˘nX ÿ
γPW
ÿ˚
γpW1q,...,γpWmqPI zL
ΦnR´n
pdq
R
nź
k“1
`
N´1{2
˘degpbkq`degpb¯kq
ď CUN´nX{2
ÿ
γPW
Nm´
nř
k“1
degpbkq`degpb¯kq
2 ΦnR´n
pdq
R
ď CUN´nX{2
ÿ
γPW
N
´|V01|´|V00|{2´npdqR
2 ΦnR´n
pdq
R
ď CUN´h{2
ÿ
γPW
N´pnX´|V1|q{2N´pn
pdq
R ´|V00|q{2ΦnR´n
pdq
R
ď CUN´h{2
ÿ
γPW
ΦnX`nR´|V1|´|V00| ď CUN´h{2Φp,
where in the third step we used (4.5.50), in the fourth step h “ |V | “ |V1| ` |V00| ` |V01|, in
the fifth step N´1{2 ď Φ and (4.5.51), and in the last step (4.5.51). Thus we have proved
(4.5.40), which concludes the proof of Proposition 4.5.1.
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APPENDIX A
Stability of self-consistent equations
A.1 Proof of Lemma 4.2.3 and Proposition 4.2.18
We now prove Lemma 4.2.3. First is a technical lemma for f defined in (4.2.15).
Lemma A.1.1. For w ą 0 and |z| ą 0, f can be written as
fp?w,mq “ ´?w `m` w´1{2 ` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
ˆ
Ai
m´ ai `
Bi
m´ bi `
Ci
m` ci
˙
, (A.1.1)
where we have the following estimates for the poles and the coefficients,
max
ˆ
|z|, si ` |z|
2
?
w
˙
ă ai ă si ` |z|
2
?
w
` |z|, an ă an´1 ă . . . ă a1, (A.1.2)
0 ă b1 ă b2 ă . . . ă bn ă min
ˆ
|z|, |z|
2
?
w
˙
, (A.1.3)
´psi ` |z|2q `
apsi ` |z|2q2 ` 4w|z|2
2
?
w
ă ci ă |z|, c1 ă c2 ă . . . ă cn, (A.1.4)
and
0 ă Ai ď 2si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w
, 0 ă Bi ď 2si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w
, 0 ă Ci ď si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w
.
(A.1.5)
Proof. The proof is based on basic algebraic arguments. Let
pi “ ?wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4.
It is easy to verify that
∆ “ 18psi ` |z|2qw|z|6 ` 4psi ` |z|2q3|z|4 ` psi ` |z|2q2w|z|4 ` 4w2|z|6 ´ 27w|z|8 ą 0.
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Thus pi has three distinct real roots. By the form of pi, we see that there are two positive
roots and one negative root, call them ai ą bi ą 0 ą ´ci. Now we perform the partial
fraction expansion for the rational functions in (4.2.15):
m2 ´ |z|2?
wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4 “
A1i
m´ ai `
B1i
m´ bi ´
C 1i
m` ci , (A.1.6)
where
A1i “ a
2
i ´ |z|2?
wpai ´ biqpai ` ciq , B
1
i “ b
2
i ´ |z|2?
wpbi ´ aiqpbi ` ciq , C
1
i “ ´c
2
i ` |z|2?
wpci ` aiqpci ` biq . (A.1.7)
We take si “ 0 in pi and call the resulting polynomial as
p0 “ ?wm3 ´ |z|2m2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4 “ ?w
ˆ
m´ |z|
2
?
w
˙`
m2 ´ |z|2˘ ,
which has roots m “ ˘|z|, |z|2{?w. By (4.2.7), we have p1 ă p2 ă . . . ă pn ă p0 for all
m ‰ 0. Comparing the graphs of pi’s (as cubic functions of m) for 0 ď i ď n, we get that
max
ˆ
|z|, |z|
2
?
w
˙
ă an ă an´1 ă . . . ă a1, 0 ă b1 ă b2 ă . . . ă bn ă min
ˆ
|z|, |z|
2
?
w
˙
,
(A.1.8)
and
0 ă c1 ă c2 ă . . . ă cn ă |z|. (A.1.9)
Thus we get (A.1.3). By these bounds, we see that a2i ´ |z|2 ą 0, b2i ´ |z|2 ă 0 and
´c2i ` |z|2 ą 0, which, by (A.1.7), give that A1i ą 0, B1i ą 0 and C 1i ą 0. Plugging (A.1.6)
into f , we get immediately (A.1.1) with Ai “ A1iai, Bi “ B1ibi and Ci “ C 1ici. The w´1{2
term can be obtained by comparing the coefficients of the m3 terms in (4.2.15) and using
the normalization condition (4.2.8).
Now we compare pi with p
1
i :“
?
wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m, which has roots
m “ 0, psi ` |z|
2q ˘apsi ` |z|2q2 ` 4w|z|2
2
?
w
.
Since p1i ă pi for all m, we get
ai ă psi ` |z|
2q `apsi ` |z|2q2 ` 4w|z|2
2
?
w
ă si ` |z|
2
?
w
` |z|, (A.1.10)
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and
ci ą ´psi ` |z|
2q `apsi ` |z|2q2 ` 4w|z|2
2
?
w
. (A.1.11)
Combining (A.1.9) and (A.1.11), we get (A.1.4). Then we compare pi with p
2
i :“
?
wm3 ´
psi ` |z|2qm2, which has roots w “ 0, psi ` |z|2q{?w. Note that p2i ą pi for m ą |z|2{
?
w,
which gives ai ą psi` |z|2q{?w since ai ą |z|2{?w. Combining this bound with (A.1.8) and
(A.1.10), we get (A.1.2).
Finally we estimate the coefficients Ai, Bi and Ci. Using (A.1.7) and (A.1.2)-(A.1.4), we
first can estimate that
A1i “ pai ´ |z|qpai ` |z|q?wpai ´ biqpai ` ciq ď
ai ` |z|?
wpai ` ciq ď
2?
w
,
B1i “ p|z| ` biqp|z| ´ biq?wpai ´ biqpbi ` ciq ď
|z| ` bi?
wpbi ` ciq ď 2
si ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w|z| ,
C 1i “ p|z| ´ ciqpci ` |z|q?wpci ` aiqpci ` biq ď
|z| ´ ci?
wpci ` biq ď
si ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w|z| ,
with which we can get that
Ai “ A1iai ď 2?w
ˆ
si ` |z|2?
w
` |z|
˙
“ 2si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w
, (A.1.12)
Bi “ B1ibi ď 2si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w|z| |z| “ 2
si ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w
, (A.1.13)
Ci “ C 1ici ď si ` |z|
2 `?w|z|
w|z| |z| “
si ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w
. (A.1.14)
This completes the proof.
In (A.1.1), it is sometimes convenient to reorder the terms and rename the constants to
write f as
fpmq “ ´?w `m` w´1{2 ` 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
m´ xk `
1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
m` yl . (A.1.15)
where all the constants C`k and C
´
l are positive and chosen such that
0 ă x1 ă x2 ă . . . ă x2n, 0 ă y1 ă y2 ă . . . ă yn. (A.1.16)
Clearly, f is smooth on the 3n` 1 open intervals of R defined by
I´n :“ p´8,´ynq, I´k :“ p´yk`1,´ykq pk “ 1, . . . , n´ 1q, I0 :“ p´y1, x1q,
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Ik :“ pxk, xk`1q pk “ 1, . . . , 2n´ 1q, I2n :“ px2n,`8q.
Next, we introduce the multiset C of critical points of f (as a function of m), using the
conventions that a nondegenerate critical point is counted once and a degenerated critical
point twice. First we will prove the following elementary lemma about the structure of C
(see Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2).
Lemma A.1.2. (Critical points) We have |C X I´n| “ |C X I2n| “ 1 and |C X Ik| P t0, 2u for
k “ ´n` 1, . . . , 2n´ 1.
Proof. We omit the dependence of f on w for now. By (A.1.15) we have
f 1pmq “ 1´ 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
pm´ xkq2
´ 1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
pm` ylq2
,
and
f2pmq “ 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
2C`k
pm´ xkq3
` 1
N
nÿ
l“1
2C´l
pm` ylq3
.
We see that f2 is decreasing on all the intervals Ik for k “ ´n ` 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1. Thus there
is at most one point m P Ik such that f2pmq “ 0. We conclude that f has at most two
critical points on Ik. By the boundary conditions of f
1 on BIk, we get |C X Ik| P t0, 2u for
k “ ´n ` 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1. For m ă ´yn, we have f2pmq ă 0, while for m ą x2n, we have
f2pmq ą 0. By the boundary conditions of f 1 on BI´n and BI2n, we see that f 1 decreases
from 1 to ´8 when m increases from ´8 to ´yn, while f 1 increases from ´8 to 1 when
m increases from x2n to `8. Hence we conclude that each of the intervals p´8,´ynq and
px2n,`8q contains a unique critical point in it, i.e. |C X I´n| “ |C X I2n| “ 1.
From this lemma, we deduce that |C| “ 2p is even. We denote by z2p the critical point
in I´n, z1 the critical point in I2n, and z2 ě . . . ě z2p´1 the 2p ´ 2 critical points in
I´n`1 Y . . . Y I2n´1. For k “ 1, . . . , 2p, we define the critical values hk :“ fpzkq. The next
lemma is crucial in establishing the basic properties of ρ1c (see e.g. Fig. A.1).
Lemma A.1.3. (Orderings of the critical values) The critical values are ordered as h1 ě
h2 ě . . . ě h2p. Furthermore, there is an absolute constant C0 ą 0 independent of τ such
that hk P r´C0pτ´1|w|´1{2 ` |z|q ´ ?w,C0pτ´1|w|´1{2 ` |z|q ´ ?ws for k “ 1, . . . , 2p.
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Proof. Notice for the equation (4.2.14), if we multiply both sides with the product of all
denominators in f , we get a polynomial equation Pwpmq “ 0 with Pw being a polynomial
of degree 3n ` 1. An immediate consequence is that for any fixed w ą 0 and E P R,
fp?w,mq “ E can have at most 3n ` 1 roots in m. This fact will be useful in the proof of
this lemma and Lemma 4.2.3.
For i “ ´n, . . . , 2n, define the subset Jipwq :“ tm P Ii : Bmfp?w,mq ą 0u. From
Lemma A.1.2, we deduce that if i “ ´n ` 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1, then Ji ‰ H if and only if Ii
contains two distinct critical points of f , in which case Ji is an interval. Moreover, we have
J´n “ p´8, z2pq and J2n “ pz1,`8q. Next, we observe that for any ´n ď i ă j ď 2n,
we have fpJiq X fpJjq “ H. Otherwise if there were E P fpJiq X fpJjq, we would have
|tx : fpxq “ Eu| ą 3n ` 1. We hence conclude that the sets fpJiq, ´n ď i ď 2n can be
strictly ordered. The claim h1 ě h2 ě . . . ě h2p is now reformulated as
fpJiq ă fpJjq whenever i ă j and Ji, Jj ‰ H. (A.1.17)
To prove (A.1.17), we use a continuity argument. Let t P p0, 1s and introduce
f tpmq “ ´?w `m` w´1{2 ` t
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
m´ xk `
t
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
m` yl .
It is easy to check (A.1.17) holds for small enough t ą 0. We claim that
Ji ‰ H ñ J ti ‰ H for all t P p0, 1s. (A.1.18)
This is trivial for i “ ´n, 2n. Recall that for ´n` 1 ď i ď 2n´ 1, J ti ‰ H is equivalent to Ii
containing two distinct critical points. Moreover, BtBmf tpmq ă 0 in I´n`1Y . . .Y I2n´1, from
which we deduce that the number of distinct critical points in each Ii, i “ ´n`1, . . . , 2n´1,
does not decreases as t decreases. This proves (A.1.18).
Next, suppose that there exist i ă j such that Ji, Jj ‰ H and fpJiq ą fpJjq. From
(A.1.18), we deduce that J ti , J
t
j ‰ H for all t P p0, 1s. By a simple continuity argument, we
get that f tpJ ti q ą f tpJ tjq for all t P p0, 1s. However, this is impossible for small enough t as
explained before (A.1.18). This concludes the proof of (A.1.17).
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To prove the second statement of Lemma A.1.3, we only need to show that h1 ď
C0pτ´1|w|´1{2` |z|q ´?w and h2p ě ´C0pτ´1|w|´1{2` |z|q ´?w for some absolute constant
C0. We only give the proof for h1; the proof for h2p is similar. At z1, we have
fpz1q`?w ď pz1`ynq
«
1` 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
pz1 ´ xkq2
` 1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
pz1 ` ylq2
ff
`w´1{2 “ 2pz1`ynq`w´1{2,
where we used
0 “ f 1pz1q “ 1´ 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
pz1 ´ xkq2
´ 1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
pz1 ` ylq2
. (A.1.19)
Now we would like to estimate z1 ` yn. Again using (A.1.19), we have that
1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k
pz1 ´ x2nq2
` 1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l
pz1 ´ x2nq2
ě 1.
Then by (A.1.5) we get
z1 ´ x2n ď
gffe 1
N
2nÿ
k“1
C`k `
1
N
nÿ
l“1
C´l ď
c
5
τ´1 ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w
.
Using the above estimates and (A.1.2)-(A.1.4), we obtain that
fpz1q ď 2
˜c
5
τ´1 ` |z|2 `?w|z|
w
` s1 ` |z|
2
?
w
` 2|z|
¸
` w´1{2 ´?w
ď C0pτ´1|w|´1{2 ` |z|q ´ ?w.
for some constant C0 ą 0 that does not depend on τ .
Proof of Lemma 4.2.3. Let Jpwq :“ Ť2ni“´n Jipwq. Given w ą 0 such that 0 P fpJpwqq, then
the set tm P R : fp?w,mq “ 0u has 3n` 1 points. Since fp?w,mq “ 0 has at most 3n` 1
solutions in m, we deduce that mcpwq is real and hence m1cpwq is also real. Since m1c is the
Stieltjes transform of ρ1c, we conclude that w R supp ρ1c. On the other hand, suppose w ą 0
and 0 R f pJpwqq. Then the set of preimages tm P R : fp?w,mq “ 0u “ tm P R : Pwpmq “
0u has 3n ´ 1 points. Since Pwpmq is a degree 3n ` 1 polynomial with real coefficients, we
conclude that Pw has a unique root with positive imaginary part. By the uniqueness of the
solution of Pw`iη in C` (Lemma 4.2.2) and the continuity of the roots of Pw`iη in η, we
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Figure A.1: The graphs of fp?w,mq for the example from Figure 4.1, i.e. ρΣ “ 0.5δ?2{17 `
0.5δ
4
?
2{17. We take |z| “ 1.5, and w “ 10 and 0.01 in the upper and lower graphs, respec-
tively. In the lower graph, we only plot the five branches near m “ 0. The remaining two
branches are far away.
conclude that Immcpwq ą 0 and hence Imm1cpwq ą 0 by taking η Œ 0, i.e. w P supp ρ1c.
In sum, we get
supp ρ1c “ tw ą 0 : 0 R f pJpwqqu. (A.1.20)
From Lemma A.1.3, we see that there exists an absolute constant C1 ą 0 such that if
w ě C1τ´1, then h1pωq ď C0pτ´1|w|´1{2 ` |z|q ´ ?w ă 0. Hence fix w ě C1τ´1, we have
0 P fpJ2npwqq and w R supp ρ1c (see the upper graphs in Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2). This shows
that ρ1c is compactly supported in r0, C1τ´1s. Now we decrease w so that w ă s1 ` |z|2 ` 1.
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Figure A.2: The graphs of fp?w,mq for the example from Figure 4.1, i.e. ρΣ “ 0.5δ?2{17 `
0.5δ
4
?
2{17. We take |z| “ 0.5, and w “ 6 and 0.01 in the upper and lower graphs, respectively.
In the lower graph, we only plot the five branches near m “ 0. The remaining two branches
are far away.
Then using (A.1.2), we have
h1pwq ą z1 ` w´1{2 ´?w ą s1 ` |z|
2 ` 1´ w?
w
ą 0.
By continuity, there must be some 0 ă w ă Cτ´1 such that 0 R f pJpwqq. Thus supp ρ1c ‰ H.
By (A.1.20), it is not hard to see that supp ρ1c is a disjoint union of (countably many) closed
intervals,
supp ρ1c “
ď
k
re2k, e2k´1s, (A.1.21)
where C1τ
´1 ě e1 ě e2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ . Furthermore, for ei to be a boundary point, we must have
that 0 is a critical value of fp?ei,mq, i.e. there is a unique critical point m “ mcpeiq such
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that
fp?ei,mcpeiqq “ 0, Bmfp?ei,mcpeiqq “ 0. (A.1.22)
Notice the two equations in (A.1.22) are equivalent to two polynomial equations in p?w,mq
with order 3n ` 1 and 6n, respectively. By Be´zout’s theorem, there are at most finitely
many solutions to the equations (A.1.22). Hence there are finitely many ei’s, call them
e1 ě . . . ě e2L, where L ” Lpnq P N. The statement about e2L follows from Lemma A.1.4
below. This concludes Lemma 4.2.3.
Lemma A.1.4. If 1 ` τ ď |z|2 ď 1 ` τ´1, there is a constant εpτq ą 0 so that e2L ě εpτq.
If |z|2 ď 1´ τ , e2L “ 0 and ρ1cpxq „ x´1{2 when xŒ 0.
By this lemma, the behavior of the leftmost edge e2L changes essentially when z crosses
the unit circle. From the following proof, we will see that the singularity happens at |z|2 “
N´1
řn
i“1 lisi. Thus the fact that the singular circle has radius 1 is due to our normalization
(4.2.5) for T .
Proof of Lemma A.1.4. We first study the equation (4.2.14) when w Œ 0 in the case 1` τ ď
|z|2 ď 1` τ´1. We calculate the derivative of f as
Bmfp?w,mq “ 1` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
m2 ´ |z|2?
wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4
´ m
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
?
w pm2 ´ |z|2q2 ` 2si|z|2m
r?wm3 ´ psi ` |z|2qm2 ´?w|z|2m` |z|4s2
. (A.1.23)
Recall the definition of Ji in the proof of Lemma A.1.3. It is easy to see that J0 ‰ H for
all w ą 0, since Bmfp?w, 0q “ 1 ´ |z|´2 ą 0 (see the lower graph in Fig. A.1). Call the end
points of J0 as zkpwq ą 0 and zk`1pwq ă 0. By the definition of I0, we have zk ă b1 ă |z|.
Suppose zk “ op|z|q as w Ñ 0, then (A.1.23) gives that 0 “ 1 ´ |z|´2 ` op1q, which gives a
contradiction. Thus zk „ |z| as w Ñ 0. Now using Bmfp?w, zkq “ 0, we can estimate that
fp?w, zkq “ ´?w ` z
2
k
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
?
w pz2k ´ |z|2q2 ` 2si|z|2zk
r?wz3k ´ psi ` |z|2qz2k ´
?
w|z|2zk ` |z|4s2
ě ´?w ` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
2si|z|2z3k
|z|8 ě c´
?
w (A.1.24)
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for some constant c ą 0 independent of w, where in the second step we used that
?
wz3k ´ psi ` |z|2qz2k ´
?
w|z|2zk ` |z|4 ą 0, and ?wz3k ´ psi ` |z|2qz2k ´
?
w|z|2zk ă 0
which come from the fact that 0 ă zk ă bi ă |z| for all 1 ď i ď n. By (A.1.24), we
can find ε small enough such that fp?w, zkq ą 0 for all 0 ă w ď ε. In this case, 0 P
fpJ0pwqq and hence w R supp ρ1c. In fact, it is not hard to see that there is a solution
m0 “ ?w|z|2{p|z|2 ´ 1q ` op?wq P I0 such that fp?w,m0q “ 0 and Bmfp?w,m0q ą 0. This
proves the first statement of Lemma A.1.4.
Now we study equation (4.2.14) when |z|2 ď 1 ´ τ and w Ñ 0. For later purpose, we
allow w to be complex and prove a more general result than what we need for this lemma.
Let w “ 0 in the equation (4.2.14), we get m “ 0 or
0 “ 1` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
m2 ´ |z|2
´psi ` |z|2qm2 ` |z|4 . (A.1.25)
We define
gpxq :“ 1` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
x´ |z|2
´psi ` |z|2qx` |z|4 “
|z|2
N
nÿ
i“1
li
´x` |z|2 ´ si
´psi ` |z|2qx` |z|4 . (A.1.26)
It is easy to see that g is smooth and decreasing on the intervals defined through
K1 :“
ˆ
´8, |z|
4
s1 ` |z|2
˙
, Kn`1 :“
ˆ |z|4
sn ` |z|2 ,8
˙
,
and
Ki :“
ˆ |z|4
si´1 ` |z|2 ,
|z|4
si ` |z|2
˙
, i “ 2, . . . , n.
By the boundary values of g on these intervals, we see that gpxq has exactly one zero on
intervals Ki for i “ 1, . . . , n, and has no zero on Kn`1. Since gpxq “ 0 is equivalent to
a polynomial equation of order n, it has at most n solutions. We conclude that all of its
solutions are real. Obviously, the zeros on the intervals Ki are positive for i “ 2, . . . , n. Now
we study the zero on K1. Observe that gp0q “ 1´ |z|´2 ă 0 (as |z|2 ď 1´ τ), hence the zero
on K1 is negative, call it ´t. Moreover, it is easy to verify that gp´τ´1q ą 0 using (A.1.26),
so t ă τ´1. If |z|2 ě τ{2, then by the concavity of g on the K1, we get
t ě gp0q
g1p0q ě
|z|4p1´ |z|2q
s1
ě τ
4
4
. (A.1.27)
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In the case |z|2 ď τ{2, we have |z|2 ´ sn ď ´τ{2 and gp|z|2 ´ snq ď 0 by (A.1.26). Hence we
have
´ t ď |z|2 ´ sn ď ´τ{2. (A.1.28)
Combining (A.1.27) and (A.1.28), we get that cτ 4 ď t ď τ´1 for some constant c ą 0.
Now we return to the self-consistent equation (4.2.14). The previous discussion shows
that
fp0, i?tq “ 0, with t ě cτ 4.
It is easy to see that there exist constants c1, τ
1 ą 0 such that
ˇˇ´psi ` |z|2qm2 ` |z|4 `?w `m3 ´ |z|2m˘ˇˇ ě c1 for |m´ i?t| ď τ 1. (A.1.29)
First we consider the case |z| ě ε ą 0. Expanding fp?w,mq around p0, i?tq and using
(A.1.29), we get
0 “ B?wfp0, i
?
tq?w ` Bmfp0, i
?
tqpm´ i?tq ` op?wq ` opm´ i?tq. (A.1.30)
By (A.1.23), the partial derivative
B?wfp
?
w,mq “ ´1´ m
2
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
pm2 ´ |z|2q2
r´psi ` |z|2qm2 ` |z|4 `?w pm3 ´ |z|2mqs2
, (A.1.31)
and (A.1.29), we obtain that
ˇˇB?wfp0, i?tqˇˇ ď C and
Bmfp0, i
?
tq “ t
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
2si|z|2
rpsi ` |z|2qt` |z|4s2
ě c2 (A.1.32)
for some constant c2 ą 0. Using (A.1.32), we get from (A.1.30) that
m´ i?t “ Op?wq, if |z| ě ε. (A.1.33)
Then assume that |z|2 ă ε for sufficiently small ε. From gp´tq “ 0 and (A.1.26), we get
that
1
N
nÿ
i“1
li
t` |z|2 ´ si
psi ` |z|2qt` |z|4 “ 0. (A.1.34)
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From the leading order term, we get t´1 “ t´10 ` Op|z|2q, where t0 :“ pN´1
ř
i li{siq´1.
Expanding (A.1.34) up to the first order of |z|2, we get
t “ t0 `
˜
t20
N
ÿ
i
li
s2i
´ 2
¸
|z|2 `Op|z|4q. (A.1.35)
Now we write equation (4.2.14) as
F p?w,mq “ 0, (A.1.36)
where F p?w,mq :“ fp?w,mq{m. Expanding F around p0, i?tq and using (A.1.29), we get
0 “B?wF p0, i
?
tq?w ` BmF p0, i
?
tqpm´ i?tq ` BmB?wF p0, i
?
tqpm´ i?tq?w
` 1
2
B2?wF p0, i
?
tqw ` 1
2
B2mF p0, i
?
tqpm´ i?tq2 ` opw, |m´ i?t|2, |m´ i?t|?wq.
(A.1.37)
We can calculate that (the partial derivatives of F can be obtained using (A.1.23) and
(A.1.31))
BmF p?w, i
?
tq “ ´2i|z|
2 ` 2?wt0
t
3{2
0
` op|z|2,?wq, (A.1.38)
B?wF p
?
w, i
?
tq “ `i|z|2 ` 2?wt0˘ ?t0
N
nÿ
j“1
lj
s2j
` op|z|2,?wq. (A.1.39)
From (A.1.38) and (A.1.39), we get that
BmF p0, i
?
tq “ ´2i|z|
2
t
3{2
0
` op|z|2q, B?wF p0, i
?
tq “ i|z|
2
?
t0
N
nÿ
j“1
lj
s2j
` op|z|2q,
BmB?wF p0, i
?
tq “ ´ 2
t0
`Op|z|2q, B2?wF p0, i
?
tq “ 2t0
N
nÿ
j“1
lj
s2j
`Op|z|2q,
B2mF p0, i
?
tq “ Op|z|2q.
Plugging the above results into (A.1.37), we get that
0 “
«
i|z|2?t0 `?wt0
N
nÿ
j“1
lj
s2j
` op|z|2q
ff
?
w `
«
´2i|z|
2 `?wt0
t
3{2
0
` op|z|2q
ff
pm´ i?tq
` opw, |m´ i?t|2, |m´ i?t|?wq. (A.1.40)
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Observing that |i|z|2?t0 `?wt0| „ |z|2 `
a|w|, we get
m´ i?t “
«
t20
2N
nÿ
j“1
lj
s2j
`Op|w|1{2 ` |z|2q
ff
?
w, if |z| ă ε. (A.1.41)
Combing (A.1.33) and (A.1.41), we get that if |z|2 ă 1 ´ τ , m “ i?t ` Op?wq when
w Ñ 0. In particular, this shows that |m| « Imm „ 1 when w Ñ 0. Finally, we conclude
the proof of Lemma A.1.4 by using that m1cpwq “ mcpwqw´1{2 ´ 1.
To prove Proposition 4.2.18, we need the following lemma, which is a consequence of the
edge regularity conditions (4.2.18) and (4.2.19).
Lemma A.1.5. Suppose ek ‰ 0 is a regular edge. Then |m1cpwq ´m1cpekq| „ |w ´ ek|1{2 as
w Ñ ek and minl‰k |el ´ ek| ě δ for some constant δ ą 0.
Proof. Denote mk :“ mcpekq and let w Ñ ek. Note that by Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma A.1.4,
if ek ‰ 0, we have
ε1 ď ek ď Cτ´1, (A.1.42)
for some constant ε1 ą 0. Then we expand f around p?ek,mkq to get that
0 “B?wfp?ek,mkqp
?
w ´?ekq ` 1
2
B2mfp
?
ek,mkqpmcpwq ´mkq2
`O “|?w ´?ek|2 ` |mcpwq ´mk|3 ` |?w ´?ek||mcpwq ´mk|‰ , (A.1.43)
where by (A.1.31),
B?wfp?ek,mkq “ ´1´ m
2
k
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
pm2k ´ |z|2q2
ekpmk ´ aiq2pmk ´ biq2pmk ` ciq2 , (A.1.44)
and by (A.1.1),
B2mfp
?
ek,mkq “ 2
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
„
Ai
pmk ´ aiq3 `
Bi
pmk ´ biq3 `
Ci
pmk ` ciq3

. (A.1.45)
Applying (A.1.2)-(A.1.5), (A.1.42) and the conditions (4.2.18)-(4.2.19) to (A.1.44) and (A.1.45),
we get that
1 ď ˇˇB?wfp?ek,mkqˇˇ ď C1, ε ď ˇˇB2mfp?ek,mkqˇˇ ď C2 (A.1.46)
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for some C1, C2 ą 0. Similarly, if |w ´ ek| ď τ 1 and |mcpwq ´mk| ď τ 1 for some sufficiently
small τ 1, using the condition (4.2.18) we can get that
max
!ˇˇB3mfp?w,mcpwqqˇˇ , ˇˇˇB2?wfp?w,mcpwqqˇˇˇ , ˇˇBmB?wfp?w,mcpwqqˇˇ) ď C3. (A.1.47)
Plugging them into equation (A.1.43), for |w ´ ek| ď τ 1 and |mcpwq ´ mk| ď τ 1, we get
|mcpwq ´mk| „ |?w ´?ek|1{2 and
´B?wfp?ek,mkqp
?
w´?ekq`Op|?w´?ek|3{2q “ 1
2
B2mfp
?
ek,mkqpmcpwq´mkq2. (A.1.48)
By (A.1.42), we immediately get that |?w´?ek| „ |w´ ek| and |mcpwq ´mk| „ |m1cpwq ´
m1cpekq|, which proves the first part of the lemma. By (A.1.48), if w is real and |w´ek| ď τ 1,
we have that
mcpwq ´mk “
„´2B?wfp?ek,mkq
B2mfp?ek,mkq `Op|
?
w ´?ek|1{2q
1{2 `?
w ´?ek
˘1{2
. (A.1.49)
Thus in a sufficiently small interval U “ rek ´ δ, ek ` δs, mcpwq has positive imaginary part
for w on one side of ek, while mcpwq is real for w on the other side. Hence U does not contain
another edge. This shows that minl‰k |el ´ ek| ě δ.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.18. The properties of ρ1c have been proved in Lemmas 4.2.3, A.1.4
and A.1.5, and included in Definition 4.2.4. Since supp ρ2c “ supp ρ1c by the discussion after
Lemma 4.2.2, we immediately get property (i) for ρ2c. The conclusion ρ2c being a probability
measure is due to the definition of m2 in (4.2.33) and the fact that m2c is the almost sure
limit of m2.
The properties (ii) and (iv) for ρ2c can be easily obtained by plugging m1c into (4.2.9).
To prove the property (iii) for ρ2c, we need to know the behavior of Imm2cpwq when w Ñ ej
along the real line. By (4.2.9), it suffices to prove that if |x´ ej| ď τ 1 for some small enough
τ 1 ą 0, then ˇˇ´wp1`m1cq2 ` |z|2ˇˇ “ ˇˇm2c ´ |z|2ˇˇ ě ε
for some constant ε ą 0. Suppose that |m2cpwq ´ |z|2| “ op1q. Then plugging mc into
Bmfp?w,mcq in (A.1.23), and using condition (4.2.18) and Lemma A.1.5, we get that
Bmfp?w,mcpwqq “ ´1`Op|m2c ´ |z|2|q. (A.1.50)
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Again using condition (4.2.18) and Lemma A.1.5, we can bound B?wBmfp?w,mcpwqq and
B2mfp
?
w,mcpwqq for w near ej. Thus we shall have that
0 “ Bmfp?ej,mcpejqq “ Bmfp?w,mcpwqq`Op|w´ej|1{2q “ ´1`Op|m2c´|z|2|` |w´ej|1{2q.
(A.1.51)
This gives a contradiction. Thus we must have a lower bound for |m2c ´ |z|2|.
Remark A.1.6. Here we add a small remark on Example 4.2.11. Given the assumptions in
Example 4.2.11, it is easy to see that f can only take critical values on intervals I´n, I0,
In and I2n, since maxt|ai ´ ai´1|, |bi ´ bi´1|, |ci ´ ci´1|u Ñ 0 in this case. Thus the number
of connected components of supp ρ1c is independent of n, and all the edges and the bulk
components are regular as in Example 4.2.10.
A.2 Proof of Lemmas 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
We first prove Lemma 4.3.4. We consider the five cases separately.
Case 1 : For w “ E ` iη P Dbkpζ, τ 1, Nq, we have
m1cpwq “
ż
R
ρ1cpxq
x´ pE ` iηqdx, Imm1cpwq “
ż
R
ρ1cpx, zqη
px´ Eq2 ` η2dx. (A.2.1)
By the regularity condition of Definition 4.2.4 (ii), we get immediately Imm1c „ 1. Since
Imm1c ď |1 `m1c| ď C by Proposition 4.2.19, we get |1 `m1c| „ 1. Notice wm1c can be
expressed as
wm1cpwq “
ż
R
wρ1cpx, zq
x´ w dx “ ´
ż
R
ρ1cpx, zqdx`
ż
R
xρcpx, zq
x´ w dx.
By the same argument as above and using the fact that x ě τ 1 for x P re2k ` τ 1, e2k´1 ´ τ 1s,
we get
Impwm1cq “ Im
ż
R
xρ1cpx, zq
x´ w dx „ 1.
Since the imaginary parts of ´w and |z|2{p1`m1cq are both negative, we get
Im
„
´wp1`m1cq ` |z|
2
1`m1c

ď ´Impwm1cq. (A.2.2)
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Using the bounds for m1c and Imm1c proved above, it is easy to see thatˇˇˇˇ
´wp1`m1cq ` |z|
2
1`m1c
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Op1q. (A.2.3)
Equations (A.2.2) and (A.2.3) together give that Imm2c „ 1 and |m2c| „ 1 by (4.2.9).
Similarly, we can also prove that
wm2c “
«
´p1`m1cq ` |z|
2
wp1`m1cq
ff´1
P C`
and Impwm2cq „ 1. Then (4.3.25) follows from the bound
Im
˜
w ` siwm2c ´ |z|
2
1`m1c
¸
ě siImpwm2cq.
Case 2 : For w “ E ` iη P Dopζ, τ 1, Nq, using (A.2.1) and distpE, supp ρ1,2cq ě τ 1, we
immediately get Imm1,2c „ η. Now we prove the other estimates.
We first prove (4.3.25). If η „ 1, the proof is the same as in Case 1. Hence we assume
η ď c1, where c1 ” c1pτ, τ 1q ą 0 is sufficiently small. Recall the definitions of D and Do in
(4.2.38) and (4.2.41), we always have E „ 1 in this case.
We shall prove that
min
i
t|mcpwq ´ aipwq|, |mcpwq ´ bipwq|, |mcpwq ` cipwq|u ě ε1, (A.2.4)
for some constant ε1. This leads immediately to (4.3.25) sinceˇˇˇˇ
w
ˆ
1` si 1`m1c´wp1`m1cq2 ` |z|2
˙
p1`m1cq ´ |z|2
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ?
wpmc ´ aiqpmc ´ biqpmc ` ciq
´m2c ` |z|2
ˇˇˇˇ
.
(A.2.5)
For pi “
?
Em3´psi`|z|2qm2´
?
E|z|2m`|z|4, it is not hard to prove that the roots aipEq,
bipEq and ´cipEq decrease as E increase. Since E R supp ρ1c, we have m1cpEq P R and
dm1cpEq
dE
“
ż
R
ρ1cpx, zq
px´ Eq2dx ě 0.
So m1cpEq (and hence mcpEq) increases as E increases. Suppose ek is the smallest edge that
is bigger than E, then for aipEq bigger than mcpEq, we have that
aipEq ´mcpEq ě aipekq ´mcpekq ` ε1pτ 1q ě ε1pτ 1q, (A.2.6)
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by using |E ´ ek| ě τ 1 (see (4.2.41)). On the other hand, If ek´1 is the largest edge value
that is smaller than E, then for aipEq smaller than mcpEq, we have that
mcpEq ´ aipEq ě mcpek´1q ´ aipek´1q ` ε1pτ 1q ě ε1pτ 1q. (A.2.7)
Applying the same arguments to bipEq and ´cipEq, we get
min
i
t|mcpEq ´ aipEq|, |mcpEq ´ bipEq|, |mcpEq ` cipEq|u ě ε1 (A.2.8)
for E P pe2k`1, e2kq for some k. Now we are only left with the case E ă e2L, the rightmost
edge, when |z|2 ě 1 ` τ . In this case, we have seen that 0 ă mcpEq ă bipEq for all i in the
proof of Lemma A.1.4. Thus we can use (A.2.6) to get lower bounds for |mcpEq ´ aipEq|
and |mcpEq ´ bipEq|. Since cipEq „ 1 in this case (by (A.1.4) and using E, |z| „ 1),
|mcpEq ` cipEq| ě ε is trivial. Again we get the estimate (A.2.8).
Then we consider w “ E ` iη with η ď c1. First, it is easy to check that aipE ` iηq,
bipE ` iηq and cipE ` iηq are continuous in η. On the other hand for mcpE ` iηq, we have
|Bwm1cpwq| “
ˇˇˇˇż
R
ρ1cpx, zq
px´ wq2dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C (A.2.9)
by the condition distpE, supp ρ1cq ě τ 1. Thus we immediately get |mcpE ` iηq ´mcpEq| “
Opηq. Hence as long as c1 is small enough, (A.2.4) still holds true, which further gives
(4.3.25).
Now we show that |1`m1c| „ 1 for w P Do and η ď c1. In fact, if |mc| can be arbitrarily
small, then by (4.3.25) we get that
fp?w,mcq “ ´?w `Opmcq ‰ 0,
which gives a contradiction. Finally we have |m2c| „ 1 for w P Do and η ď c1 by Proposition
4.2.19.
Case 3 : For a regular edge ek ‰ 0, we always have ek ě ε for some ε ą 0 by Lemma A.1.4.
Thus we always have |w| „ 1 for w “ E ` iη P Dekpζ, τ 1, Nq as long as τ 1 is sufficiently small.
If η „ 1, then ?κ` η „ η{?κ` η „ 1 and the proof is the same as in Case 1. Now we pick
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τ 1 small and consider the case η ď τ 1. By the regularity assumption (4.2.18) and Lemma
A.1.5, we have
min
1ďiďnt|mcpwq ´ aipwq|, |mcpwq ´ bipwq|, |mcpwq ` cipwq|u ě ε{2 (A.2.10)
uniformly in w P tw P Dekpζ, τ 1, Nq : κpwq`ηpwq ď 2τ 1u, provided τ 1 is sufficiently small. The
above bound implies (4.3.25). If mcpwq Ñ 0, then using (4.3.25) we get from fp?w,mcq “ 0
that ´?w`Opmcq “ 0, which gives a contradiction. Thus we must have |1`m1c| „ |mc| „ 1.
To show |m2c| „ 1, we can use Proposition 4.2.19.
We still need to prove the estimates for Imm1,2c when η ď τ 1. Recall the expansion
(A.1.48) around ek and equation (A.1.49), where both B?wfp?ek,mkq and B2mfp?ek,mkq
are real (as ek and mk are real). Suppose k is odd, then ImmcpEq “ 0 for E Œ ek (i.e.
E R suppρc) and ImmcpEq ą 0 for E Õ ek (i.e. E P suppρc). Thus (A.1.49) gives
mcpwq ´mk “ Ckpwqpw ´ ekq1{2 `Dkpwq,
with Ck ą 0, Ck „ 1, |Dk| “ Op|w ´ ek|q and ImDk “ Opηq. Then for E ě ek, we have
ImmcpE ` iηq „ Impκ` iηq1{2 `Opηq „ η?
κ` η ,
and for E ď ek, we have
ImmcpE ` iηq „ Imp´κ` iηq1{2 `Opηq „ ?κ` η.
If k is even, the proof is the same except that in this case, we have
mcpwq ´mk “ Ckpwqpek ´ wq1{2 `Dkpwq.
For m1cpwq and m2cpwq, we get the conclusion by noticing w « ek and
Imm1c “ Im
`
w´1{2mc
˘ „ Immcpwq, Imm2c “ Im „ mc?
wp´m2c ` |z|2q

„ Immcpwq,
where we used that |m2c ´ |z|2| „ 1 as observed in the proof of Proposition 4.2.18 in Section
A.1.
Case 4 : Again if η „ 1, the proof is the same as in Case 1. If |w| ď 2τ 1 for small enough τ 1,
in the proof of Lemma A.1.4, we have seen that mc “ i
?
t ` Op?wq, which gives the first
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equation in (4.3.22). Plugging it into (4.2.9), we get the second equation in (4.3.22). Taking
the imaginary part, we obtain (4.3.23). Finally using (4.3.22), we can verify (4.3.25) easily.
Case 5 : For w “ E ` iη P DLpζ,Nq, the bounds for m1,2 and Imm1,2 in (4.3.24) follows
from (A.2.1) directly.
Now we have finished the proof of Lemma 4.3.4 by combining the above five cases. Next
we prove Lemma 4.3.5.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.5. The estimates (4.3.27) and (4.3.28) follow immediately from (4.2.31),
(4.3.25) and (4.3.26). For (4.3.29), we can write
Πvv “
C
v,
¨˝
U 0
0 U
‚˛Πd
¨˝
U˚ 0
0 U˚
‚˛vG “ pΠdquu “ Nÿ
i“1
@
uris, piriscuris
D
,
where
u :“
¨˝
U˚ 0
0 U˚
‚˛v, uris :“
¨˝
ui
ui¯
‚˛.
To control Im Πvv, it is enough to bound
@
uris, piriscuris
D
for each i.
We first consider Cases 1-4 of Lemma 4.3.4. By the definition of pirisc in (4.2.31), we get
Impiii,c “ Im
„
´wp1` |di|2m2cq ` |z|
2
1`m1c
´1
ď C|w|Im
„
wp1` |di|2m2cq ´ |z|
2
1`m1c

“ C|w|
„
p1` |di|2Rem2cqImw ` |di|2pRewqImm2c ` |z|
2
|1`m1c|2 Imm1c

,
where in the second step we used (4.3.25) and |1 ` m1c| „ |w|´1{2. In the first three
cases of Lemma 4.3.4, we have |w| „ 1 and Imw “ OpImm1cq, which give that Impiii,c ď
CImpm1c `m2cq. In case 4 of Lemma 4.3.4, we use |Imw| ` |Rew| ` |1 `m1c|´2 “ Op|w|q
and Imm1,2c „ |w|´1{2 to get that Im piii,c ď CImpm1c `m2cq. Similarly, we can get the
bound Im pii¯¯i,c ď CImpm1c `m2cq. Finally we can estimate the following term using similar
methods,
Im
`
u¯i¯uipii¯i,c ` u¯iui¯pii¯i,c
˘ “ 2Re pu¯iui¯zq Im!w´1{2 “wp1` |di|2m2cqp1`m1cq ´ |z|2‰´1)
ď CRe pu¯iui¯zq Impm1c `m2cq ď C
`|ui|2 ` |ui¯|2˘ Impm1c `m2cq.
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Combining the above estimates we get Im
@
uris, piriscuris
D ď C|uris|2Impm1c ` m2cq, which
implies (4.3.29). For the Case 5 of Lemma 4.3.4, we use (4.3.24) and (4.3.28) to get
Im
@
uris, piriscuris
D ď |uris|2}pirisc} ď C|uris|2Impm1c `m2cq.
This completes the proof.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3.7 and Lemma 4.2.2
We first prove Lemma 4.3.7. During the proof, we also use the following equivalent definition
of the stability expressed in terms of m “ ?wp1 ` m1q, u “ ?wp1 ` u1q and fp?w,mq.
Suppose the assumptions in Definition 4.3.6 holds. Let w P D and suppose that for all
w1 P Lpwq we have |fp?w, uq| ď |w|1{2δpwq. Then
|upwq ´mcpwq| ď C|w|
1{2δ?
κ` η ` δ . (A.3.1)
Case 1 : We take over the notations in Definition 4.3.6 and abbreviate R :“ fp?w, uq, so
that |R| ď |w|1{2δ. Then we write the equation fp?w, uq ´ fp?w,mcq “ R as
αpu´mcq2 ` βpu´mcq “ R, (A.3.2)
where using (A.1.1), α and β can be expressed as
α :“ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
„
Ai
pu´ aiqpmc ´ aiq2 `
Bi
pu´ biqpmc ´ biq2 `
Ci
pu` ciqpmc ` ciq2

, (A.3.3)
and
β :“ 1´ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
„
Ai
pmc ´ aiq2 `
Bi
pmc ´ biq2 `
Ci
pmc ` ciq2

“ Bmfp?w,mcq. (A.3.4)
We shall prove that
|α| ` |Buα| ď C, |β| „ 1, (A.3.5)
for w P Dbk and u satisfying |u ´mc| ď plogNq´1{3. If |u ´mc| ď plogNq´1{3, we also have
Imu „ 1. By (4.3.25), we have
min
i
t|mc ´ ai|, |mc ´ bi|, |mc ` ci|u ě ε (A.3.6)
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for some ε ą 0. Replacing the mc in (4.3.25) with u, we also get that
min
i
t|u´ ai|, |u´ bi|, |u` ci|u ě ε1 (A.3.7)
for some ε1 ą 0. Using (A.3.6) and (A.3.7), we get immediately that |α| ` |Buα| ` |β| ď C.
What remains is the proof of the lower bound |β| ě c. If Imw ě ε for some constant ε ą 0,
the lower bound follows from Lemma A.3.1 below. If Imw ď ε for a sufficiently small ε ą 0,
the lower bound follows from Lemma A.3.2 below. Now given the estimate (A.3.5), it is easy
to prove (A.3.1) with a fixed point argument. This proves the stability of (4.3.30).
Lemma A.3.1. Suppose that Imw „ 1 and |mc| „ Immc „ 1. Then |Bmfp?w,mcq| ě c for
some constant c ą 0.
Proof. Using (4.2.13), mc “ ?wp1 `m1cq and the conditions Imw „ 1, Immc „ 1, we can
get thatˇˇˇˇB?wfp?w,mcq
Bmfp?w,mcq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ Bmc
B?w
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C ñ ˇˇB?wfp?w,mcqˇˇ ď C ˇˇBmfp?w,mcqˇˇ , (A.3.8)
for some constant C ą 0. Now we assume that |Bmfp?w,mcq| can be arbitrarily small.
Then
ˇˇB?wfp?w,mcqˇˇ can also be arbitrarily small. Denote a :“ Bmfp?w,mcq and b :“
B?wfp?w,mcq. Using (A.1.23) and (A.1.31), we get that
a “
?
w
mc
´ mc
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
?
w pm2c ´ |z|2q2 ` 2si|z|2mc
r´psi ` |z|2qm2c ` |z|4 `
?
w pm3c ´ |z|2mcqs2
(A.3.9)
and
b “ ´1´ m
2
c
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
pm2c ´ |z|2q2
r´psi ` |z|2qm2c ` |z|4 `
?
w pm3c ´ |z|2mqs2
. (A.3.10)
Using (A.3.9) and (A.3.10), we can get that
p?wmc ´ |z|2q|z|2
mc
b´ 1
2
pm2c ´ |z|2qpmca´
?
wbq “ p|z|
2 ´?wmcqpm2c ` |z|2q
mc
, (A.3.11)
where we used the equation fp?w,mcq “ 0 in the derivation. By our assumption, the
left-hand side of (A.3.11) can be arbitrarily small. For the right-hand side of (A.3.11), we
have |mc| „ 1 and |?wmc ´ |z|2| „ 1 (since Im p?wmcq “ Im pw ` wm1cq „ 1). Then if
|mc ´ i|z|| ě c1 for some constant c1 ą 0, we have |m2 ` |z|2| „ 1, and henceˇˇˇˇp?wmc ´ |z|2q|z|2
mc
b´ 1
2
pm2c ´ |z|2qpmca´
?
wbq
ˇˇˇˇ
„ 1,
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which gives a contradiction. Thus we must have a lower bound |Bmfp?w,mcq| ě c if |m ´
i|z|| ě c1.
We still need to deal with the case with |mc ´ i|z|| ď c1 for some sufficiently small c1.
Notice |z| „ 1 in this case. It is easy to calculate that
Bf
B?w p
?
w, i|z|q “ ´1` |z|
2
N
nÿ
k“1
lksk
4|z|4
rpsk ` |z|2q|z|2 ` |z|4 ´ 2i?w|z|3s2
. (A.3.12)
Denote Lk :“ psk ` |z|2q|z|2 ` |z|4 ´ 2i?w|z|3. Since i?w “ ipx ` iyq “ ix ´ y for some
x, y ą 0 and x, y „ 1, we have ReLk ą 0, ImLk ă 0 and |ReLk|, |ImLk| „ 1. In particular,
this gives that ImL2k ă 0 and |ImL2k| „ 1. Thus each fraction 4|z|4{L2k in (A.3.12) has
positive imaginary part of order 1. Thereforeˇˇˇˇ Bf
B?w p
?
w, i|z|q
ˇˇˇˇ
ě Im
„ Bf
B?w p
?
w, i|z|q

„ 1.
Then by (A.3.8), we get that |Bmfp?w, i|z|q| ě c for some c ą 0. Using (4.3.25), it is easy
to see that
Bmfp?w,mcq “ Bmfp?w, i|z|q `Op|mc ´ i|z||q.
Thus in the case |mc ´ i|z|| ď c1, we still have |Bmfp?w,mcq| ě c{2, provided that c1 is
sufficiently small.
Lemma A.3.2. Suppose that w P Dbk and Imw ď ε. Then for sufficiently small ε ą 0, we
have |Bmfp?w,mcq| „ 1.
Proof. By (4.3.18) and (4.3.25), we have B?wBmfpw,mcq “ Op1q and B2mfpw,mcq “ Op1q.
Denote w “ E ` iη. Taking the imaginary part of the following equation
0 “ fp?E,mcpEqq “ ´
?
E `mc ` E´1{2 ` 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
ˆ
Ai
mc ´ ai `
Bi
mc ´ bi `
Ci
mc ` ci
˙
,
(A.3.13)
and noticing that Ai, Bi, Ci and ai, bi, ci are all positive real numbers for real E, we get
1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
ˆ
Ai
|mc ´ ai|2 `
Bi
|mc ´ bi|2 `
Ci
|mc ` ci|2
˙
“ 1. (A.3.14)
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Using the above equation, we get
Bmfp
?
E,mcpEqq “ 1´ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
„
Ai
pmc ´ aiq2 `
Bi
pmc ´ biq2 `
Ci
pmc ` ciq2

“ 1
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
„
Ai
|mc ´ ai|2 ´
Ai
pmc ´ aiq2 `
Bi
|mc ´ bi|2 ´
Bi
pmc ´ biq2 `
Ci
|mc ` ci|2 ´
Ci
pmc ` ciq2

.
(A.3.15)
We look at, for example, the term
Ai
|mc ´ ai|2 ´
Ai
pmc ´ aiq2 “
Ai
|mc ´ ai|2 p1´ e
´2iθiq,
where mc ´ ai :“ |mc ´ ai|eiθi . Using Immc „ 1, it is easy to see that Rep1´ e´2iθiq ě c1 for
some constant c1 ą 0. Applying the same estimates to the B,C terms in (A.3.15), we getˇˇˇ
Bmfp
?
E,mcpEqq
ˇˇˇ
ě Re
”
Bmfp
?
E,mcpEqq
ı
ě c (A.3.16)
for some constant c ą 0.
Now for w “ E`iη with η ď ε, we can expand Bmfp?w,mcpwqq around Bmfp
?
E,mcpEqq:
Bmfp?w,mcpwqq “ BmfpE,mcpEqq `Opηq,
where we used (4.3.25). Combing with (A.3.16), we get |Bmfpw,mcpwqq| „ 1 for small enough
ε.
Case 2 : We mimic the argument in the proof of Case 1. We see that it suffices to prove
|α|`|Buα| ď C and |β| „ 1 for α, β defined in (A.3.3) and (A.3.4) and |u´mc| ď plogNq´1{3.
Using (4.3.25), it is not hard to prove that |α| ` |Buα| ` |β| ď C. What remains is the proof
of the lower bound |β| ě c. For the Imw „ 1 case, the bound follows from Lemma A.3.1.
We are left with the case where E “ Rew „ 1 and η “ Imw Ñ 0. Using (4.2.13),
mc “ ?wp1`m1cq, |w| „ 1 and distpE, supp ρ1cq ě τ 1, we can get thatˇˇˇˇB?wfp?w,mcq
Bmfp?w,mcq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ Bmc
B?w
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
for some constant C ą 0. Thus it suffices to prove that ˇˇB?wfp?w,mcqˇˇ has a lower bound.
Using (A.1.31) and noticing that mcpEq P R, we get
B?wfp
?
E,mcpEqq “ ´1´ m
2
c
N
nÿ
i“1
lisi
pm2c ´ |z|2q2“´psi ` |z|2qm2c ` |z|4 `?E pm3c ´ |z|2mcq‰2 ď ´1.
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Expanding B?wfp?w,mcpwqq around B?wfp
?
E,mcpEqq, using (4.3.25) and |mcpE ` iηq ´
mcpEq| „ η, we get for η smallˇˇB?wfp?w,mcqˇˇ ě 1`Opηq ě c.
This concludes the proof for Case 2 .
Case 3 : The case Imw ě τ 1 can be proved with the same method as in the proof of case 1.
Hence we only consider the case |w ´ ek| ď 2τ 1 in the following. Note that |w| „ 1 in this
case. Suppose
|w ´ ek| ď 2τ 1, |u´mc| ď plogNq´1{3. (A.3.17)
Then we claim that
|α| „ 1, |β| „ ?κ` η (A.3.18)
for small enough τ 1. Using (A.3.17), (4.3.25), (4.2.19) and Lemma A.1.5, we can get that
α “ 1
2
B2mfp
?
ek,mcpekqq `Op|w ´ ek|1{2 ` plogNq´1{3q „ 1.
To prove the estimate for β, we use (4.2.17), (4.3.25) and Lemma A.1.5 to get that
β “
ż w
ek
d
dw1
Bmfp
?
w1,mcpw1qqdw1
“
ż w
ek
B?w1Bmfp
?
w1,mcpw1qq
2
?
w1
dw1 `
ż w
ek
B2mfp
?
w1,mcpw1qqdmcpw
1q
dw1
dw1
“
ż w
ek
B?wBmfp?ek,mcpekqq `Op|w ´ ek|1{2q
2
?
w1
dw1 `
ż mcpwq
mcpekq
“B2mfp?ek,mcpekqq `Op|w ´ ek|1{2q‰ dm
“ B2mfp
?
ek,mkqpmcpwq ´mcpekqq `Op|w ´ ek|q. (A.3.19)
Thus we conclude for small enough τ 1 that
|β| „ |w ´ ek|1{2 „ ?κ` η.
With the estimate (A.3.18), we now proceed as in the proof of [14, Lemma 4.5], by
solving the quadratic equation (A.3.2) for u ´mc explicitly. We select the correct solution
by a continuity argument using that (A.3.1) holds by assumption at z ` iN´10. The second
assumption of (A.3.17) is obtained by continuity from the estimate on |u ´ mc| at the
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neighboring point z` iN´10. We refer to [14, Lemma 4.5] for the full details. This concludes
the proof for Case 3 .
Case 4 : The case when Imw ě τ 1 can be proved using the same method as in the proof
of Case 1. Now we are left with the case |w| ď 2τ 1 for some sufficiently small τ 1. First we
assume |z| ě c ą 0 for some small c ą 0. Then mimicking the argument in the proof of Case
1, we see that it suffices to prove |α| ` |Buα| ď C and |β| „ 1 when |u ´mc| ď plogNq´1{3.
Using (4.3.25), it is not hard to prove that |α| ` |Buα| ` |β| ď C. The lower bound |β| ě c
can be obtained easily from (A.1.32).
Then suppose |z|2 ă c, but |w|1{2 ` |z|2 ě ε. According to (A.1.38) and using that
|i|z|2 `?wt0| „ |w|1{2 ` |z|2, we can verify that
β “ Bmfp?w,mcpwqq „ |w|1{2 ` |z|2 „ 1.
With (4.3.25), it is easy to check that
B2mfp
?
w, ξq “ Op1q, B3mfp
?
w, ξq “ Op1q,
for |ξ ´mc| ď plogNq´1{3, from which we get that |α| ` |Buα| “ Op1q. With a fixed point
argument, we conclude (A.3.1).
Case 5 : Again we following the arguments in the proof of Case 1. However, instead of
fp?w,mq, we shall study Υpw,m1q in (4.3.31) directly. We take over the notations in
Definition 4.3.6 and abbreviate R :“ Υpw, u1q, so that |R| ď δ. Then we write the equation
Υpw, u1q ´Υpw,m1cq “ R as
αpu1qpu1 ´m1cq2 ` βpu1 ´m1cq “ R, (A.3.20)
where we used the same symbols as in (A.3.2) for notational convenience. As in Case 1 ,
we have β “ Bm1Υpw,m1cq, and we can estimate that |α| ` |Bu1α| ď C for w P DL and
u1 satisfying |u1 ´ m1c| ! |m1c|. Now to conclude (4.3.35), it suffices to prove |β| „ 1 for
w P DL. In fact with (4.3.31), we can obtain that
β “ 1`O `η´1˘ „ 1,
for η ě ζ´1. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.3.7.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.2. The fact that ρ1c has compact support follows from Lemma 4.2.3; ρ1c
being integrable follows from Lemma A.1.4. Note that in proving Lemmas 4.2.3 and A.1.4,
we do not make use of the regularity assumptions in Definition 4.2.4. It remains to show
that for fixed w P C` and |z| ‰ 1, there exists a unique m1cpwq P C` satisfying equation
(4.2.11). This follows from the proof of Case 1 in this section under the extra condition
η „ 1. Again, we do not need the regularity assumptions for the proof, because η´1 provides
a nice bound for the Stieltjes transforms in the global region with η „ 1.
Remark A.3.3. The estimate (4.3.25) has been used repeatedly during the proof of Lemma
4.3.7. Here we remark that it also gives the stability of the regularity conditions in Definition
4.2.4 under perturbations of |z| and ρΣ. For example, we define the shifted empirical spectral
density
ρΣ,t :“ 1
N ^M
N^Mÿ
i“1
δσi`t, (A.3.21)
and the associated mcpw, tq and function fp?w,m, tq. Given a regular edge ek, we have that
fp?ek,mk, t “ 0q “ 0, Bmfp?ek,mk, t “ 0q “ 0,
where we denote mk :“ mcpekq. We have the Jacobian
J :“ det
¨˝
B?wf Bmf
B?wBmf B2mf
‚˛
p?w,m,tq“p?ek,mk,0q
“ B?wfp?ek,mk, 0qB2mfp
?
ek,mk, 0q.
By (A.1.31), we have
ˇˇB?wfp?ek,mk, 0qˇˇ ě 1. Combining with (4.2.19), we get |J | ě ε. Using
(4.3.25), we can verify that Btfp?ek,mk, 0q “ Op1q and BtBmfp?ek,mk, 0q “ Op1q. Thus if
we regard ek and mk as functions of t, then Btmkpt “ 0q “ Op1q and Btekpt “ 0q “ Op1q by
the implicit function theorem. Then it is easy to verify
B2mf
´a
ekptq,mcpek, tq
¯
“ B2mf p
?
ek,mcpekqq `Optq,
|mcpek, tq ´ aipek, tq| “ |mcpekq ´ aipekq| `Optq,
and similar estimates for |mc ´ bi| and |mc ` ci|. Thus if Definition 4.2.4 (i) holds for some
ρΣ, then it holds for all ρΣ,t provided that t is small enough.
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Now given a regular bulk component re2k, e2k´1s and E P re2k ` τ 1, e2k´1 ´ τ 1s. Differen-
tiating the equation fp?E,mcpE, tq, tq “ 0 in t yields
BtmcpE, tq “ ´ Btfp
?
E,mcpE, tq, tq
Bmfp
?
E,mcpE, tq, tq
.
By (4.3.25), we find that Btfp
?
E,mcpEq, 0q “ Op1q, while by (A.3.5), |Bmfp
?
E,mcpEq, 0q| “
β „ 1. Thus BtmcpE, 0q “ Op1q. A simple extension of this argument shows that mcpE, tq “
mcpEq ` Optq and hence ImmcpE, tq is bounded from below by some c1 “ c1pτ, τ 1q. Thus
we conclude that if Definition 4.2.4 (ii) holds for some ρΣ, then it holds for all ρΣ,t with t
in some fixed small interval around zero. Obviously, the above arguments also work for |z|
perturbation.
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APPENDIX B
The smallest singular value
One of the main purposes of this appendix is to prove a lower tail estimate for the smallest
singular value of TX ´ z, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.2.6. However, we
shall prove an estimate on the smallest singular value of a more general type of deformed
random matrices (see Theorem B.1.1), because of the importance of the problem and its
possible applications in many other problems in mathematics and statistics. This appendix
is relatively independent of the other parts of this thesis, and can be read separately.
B.1 Introduction
Smallest singular values of random matrices
Consider an N ˆ n real or complex matrix A. The singular values sipAq of A are the
eigenvalues of pA˚Aq1{2 arranged in the non-increasing order:
s1pAq ě s2pAq ě . . . ě snpAq.
Of particular importance are the largest singular value s1pAq, which gives the spectral norm
}A}, and the smallest singular value snpAq, which measures the invertibility of A˚A in the
N ě n case.
A natural random matrix model is given by a rectangular matrix X whose entries are in-
dependent random variables with mean zero, unit variance and certain moment assumptions.
In this appendix, we focus on random variables with arbitrarily high moments (see (B.1.6)),
which include all the subgaussian and subexponential random variables. The asymptotic be-
havior of the extreme singular values of X has been well-studied. Suppose X has dimensions
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N ˆ n. If n{N Ñ λ P p0, 1q as N Ñ 8, then the ESD µN of N´1X˚X converges weakly to
the famous Marcheˇnko-Pastur (MP) law [66]. Moreover, the MP distribution has a density
with positive support on rp1´?λq2, p1`?λq2s, which suggests that asymptotically,
s1pXq Ñ
?
Np1`?λq “ ?N `?n, and snpXq Ñ
?
Np1´?λq “ ?N ´?n. (B.1.1)
The almost sure convergence of the largest singular value was proved in [45] for random
matrices whose entries have arbitrarily high moments. The almost sure convergence of the
smallest singular value was proved in [85] for Gaussian random matrices (i.e. the Wishart
matrix). These results were later generalized to random matrices with i.i.d. entries with
finite fourth moment in [112] and [9].
A considerably harder problem is to establish non-asymptotic versions of (B.1.1), which
would hold for any fixed dimensions N and n. Most often needed are upper bounds for the
largest singular value s1pXq and lower bounds for the smallest singular value snpXq. With
a standard ε-net argument, it is not hard to prove that }X} is at most of the optimal order
?
N for all dimensions, see e.g. [23, 64, 82]. On the other hand, the smallest singular value
is much harder to bound below. There has been much progress in this direction during the
last decade.
Tall matrices. It was proved in [64] that for arbitrary aspect ratios λ ă 1 ´ c{ logN
and for random matrices with independent subgaussian entries, one has
P
´
snpXq ď cλ
?
N
¯
ď e´cN , (B.1.2)
where cλ ą 0 depends only on λ and the maximal subgaussian moment of the entries.
Square matrices. For square random matrices with N “ n, a lower bound for the
smallest singular value was first obtained in [80], where it was proved that for subgaussian
random matrix X, sNpXq ě εN´3{2 with high probability. This result was later improved
in [81] to
P
`
sNpXq ď εN´1{2
˘ ď Cε` e´cN , (B.1.3)
an essentially optimal estimate for subgaussian matrices. Subsequently, different lower
bounds for sNpXq were proved under weakened moments assumptions [49, 74, 91].
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Almost square matrices. The gap 1´c{ logN ď λ ă 1 was filled in [82]. It was shown
that for subgaussian random rectangular matrices,
P
´
snpXq ď εp
?
N ´?n´ 1q
¯
ď pCεqN´n`1 ` e´cN , (B.1.4)
for all fixed dimensions N ě n. This bound is essentially optimal for subgaussian matrices
with all aspect ratios. It is easy to see that (B.1.2) and (B.1.3) are the special cases of the
estimate (B.1.4).
In this appendix, we are interested in the extreme singular values of a multiplicatively
and additively deformed random rectangular matrix. Given an M ˆ n random matrix X
with independent entries, we consider the matrix TX ´ A, where T and A are N ˆM and
N ˆ n deterministic matrices, respectively. It is easy to bound above the largest singular
value using }TX ´ A} ď }T }}X} ` }A}. On the other hand, we expect that if n ď N ď M
and the singular values of T satisfy c ď sNpT q ď s1pT q ď c´1, then a similar estimate as in
(B.1.4) would still hold for TX ´A. In fact, if M “ N and X is subgaussian, one can prove
that the estimate (B.1.4) holds for the matrix X ´ T´1A with a direct generalization of the
method in [82]. Together with snpTX ´ Aq ě sNpT qsnpX ´ T´1Aq, this already gives the
desired lower bound for snpTX ´ Aq. In this appendix, we will consider more general case
where N ďM and X is not necessarily subgaussian, see Theorem B.1.1.
Main result
Let ξ1, . . . , ξn be independent random variables such that for 1 ď i ď n,
Eξi “ 0, E|ξi|2 “ 1, (B.1.5)
and for any p P N, there is an N -independent constant σp such that
E|ξi|p ď σp. (B.1.6)
We assume that X is an M ˆ n random matrix, whose rows are independent copies of the
random vector pξ1, . . . , ξnq. In this appendix, we consider the deformed random rectangular
matrix TX ´B, where T and B are N ˆM and N ˆ n deterministic matrices, respectively.
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We assume that
n ď N ďM ď ΛN, }B} ď K0
?
N (B.1.7)
for some constants K0,Λ ě 1. Moreover, we assume the eigenvalues of TT ˚ satisfy that
K´10 ď σN ď . . . ď σ2 ď σ1 ď K0. (B.1.8)
For definiteness, in this appendix we focus on the case with real matrices. However, our
results and proof also hold, after minor changes, in the complex case if we assume in addition
that Xij have independent real and imaginary parts, such that
E pReXijq “ 0, E pReXijq2 “ 1
2
,
and similarly for ImXij. The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem B.1.1. Suppose the assumptions (B.1.5), (B.1.6), (B.1.7) and (B.1.8) hold. Fix
any constants τ ą 0 and Γ ą 0. Then for every ε ě 0, we have
P
´
snpTX ´Bq ď εN´τ
´?
N ´?n´ 1
¯¯
ď pCεqN´n`1 `N´Γ (B.1.9)
for large enough N ě N0, where the constant C ą 0 depends only on σp, Λ and K0, and N0
depends only on σp, Λ, Γ and τ .
To prove this theorem, we first truncate the entries of X at level Nω for some small
ω ą 0. Combining condition (B.1.6) with Markov’s inequality, we get that for any (small)
ω ą 0 and (large) Γ ą 0, there exists Npω,Γq such that
P p|ξi| ą Nω{2q ď N´Γ´2
for all N ě Npω,Γq. Hence with a loss of probability OpN´Γq, it suffices to control the
smallest singular values of the random matrix TX˜ ´B, where
X˜ :“ 1ΩX, Ω :“ t|Xij| ď Nω{2 for all 1 ď i ďM, 1 ď j ď nu .
By (B.1.6) and integration by parts, we can check that for 1 ď i ď n,
E
`
ξi1t|ξi|ďNω{2u
˘ “ O `N´Γ´2`ω˘ , Var `ξi1t|ξi|ďNω{2u˘ “ 1`O `N´Γ´2`2ω˘ . (B.1.10)
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We define D1 to be an nˆ n diagonal matrix with pD1qii “ Var
`
ξi1t|ξi|ďNω{2u
˘1{2
.
Let T “ UD˜V be a singular value decomposition of T , where U is an N ˆ N unitary
matrix, V is an M ˆM unitary matrix and D˜ “ pD, 0q is an N ˆM rectangular diagonal
matrix such that D “ diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq with d2i “ σi. We denote V “
¨˝
V1
V2
‚˛, where V1
has size N ˆM and V2 has size pM ´Nq ˆM . Then we have
TX˜ ´B “ UDV1pX˜ ´ EX˜q ´ pB ´ TEX˜q
“ UD
”
V1pX˜ ´ EX˜qD´11 ´
´
D´1U´1B ´ V1EX˜
¯
D´11
ı
D1.
Due to (B.1.8) and (B.1.10), we only need to bound snpV1Y ´ Aq, where
Y :“ pX˜ ´ EX˜qD´11 , and A :“ pD´1U´1B ´ V1EX˜qD´11 .
Using (B.1.7), (B.1.8), (B.1.10) and the definition of Ω, it is easy to check that A is a
deterministic matrix with
}A} ď C
´
}B} ` }EX˜}
¯
ď C
´?
N `N´Γ´1`ω
¯
ď C?N, (B.1.11)
and Y is a random matrix with independent entries satisfying
EpYijq “ 0, VarpYijq “ 1, |Yij| ď Nω. (B.1.12)
Recall that a random variable ξ is called subgaussian if there exists K ą 0 such that
P p|ξ| ą tq ď 2 expp´t2{K2q for all t ą 0. (B.1.13)
The infimum of such K is called the subgaussian moment of ξ or the ψ2-norm }ξ}ψ2 . By
(B.1.12), it is obvious that Yij are subgaussian random variables with }Yij}ψ2 ď Nω. More-
over, by Theorem 2.10 of [14], there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
P
´
}X} ď C?N
¯
ě 1´N´Γ
for large enough N . Then using }X˜} ď }X}, we get that
Pp}Y } ď C?Nq ě 1´N´Γ. (B.1.14)
From the above discussion, we see that Theorem B.1.1 follows from the following theorem.
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Theorem B.1.2. Let ξ1, . . . , ξn be independent centered random variables with unit variance,
finite fourth moments and subgaussian moments bounded by K for some K ” KpNq ď Nω.
Let Y be an M ˆn random matrix, whose rows are independent copies of the random vector
pξ1, . . . , ξnq. Let P be an N ˆM deterministic matrix with PP T “ 1, and let A be an N ˆn
deterministic matrix. Suppose that }Y } ` }A} ď C1
?
N for some constant C1 ą 0. Then for
every 0 ă ω ă ω0 and every ε ě 0, we have
P
´
snpPY ´ Aq ď ε
´?
N ´?n´ 1
¯¯
ď `CKLε˘N´n`1 ` e´cN{K4 , (B.1.15)
where the constants ω0, c, C, L ą 0 depend only on Λ, C1 and the maximal fourth moment.
Remark B.1.3. Suppose Xij are subgaussian random variables with maxi,j }Xij} ď K for
some constant K ą 0. Then we have
Pp}X} ě t?Nq ď e´c0t2N for t ě C0,
where c0, C0 ą 0 depend only on K (see [82, Proposition 2.4]). Combining with Theorem
B.1.2, we obtain the optimal estimate for the smallest singular value of TX ´B:
P
´
snpTX ´Bq ď ε
´?
N ´?n´ 1
¯¯
ď pCεqN´n`1 ` e´cN . (B.1.16)
The rest of this appendix is devoted to the proof of Theorem B.1.2. In the preliminary
Section B.2, we introduce some notations and tools that will be used in the proof. In Section
B.3, we first reduce the problem into bounding below }pPY ´ Aqx}2 for compressible unit
vectors x P Sn´1, whose l2-norm is concentrated in a small number of coordinates, and for
incompressible unit vectors comprising the rest of the sphere Sn´1. Then we prove a lower
bound for compressible unit vectors using a small ball probability result (Lemma B.2.7) and
a standard ε-net argument. The incompressible unit vectors are dealt with in Sections B.4
and B.5. In Section B.4, we consider the case 1 ď n ď λ0N for some constant λ0 P p0, 1q, i.e.
when PY ´A is a tall matrix. The proof can be finished with another small ball probability
result (Lemma B.2.6) and the ε-net argument. The almost square case with λ0N ă n ď N is
considered in Section B.5. We first reduce the problem into bounding the distance between a
random vector and a random subspace, and then complete the proof with a random distance
lemma—Lemma B.5.3, whose proof will be given in Section B.6.
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B.2 Basic notations and tools
In the proof, the unit sphere centered at the origin in Rn is denoted Sn´1. The orthogonal
projection in Rn onto a subspace E is denoted PE. For a subset of coordinates J Ď t1, . . . , nu,
we often write PJ for PRJ . The unit sphere of E is denoted SpEq :“ Sn´1 X E.
The following tensorization lemma is Lemma 2.2 of [81]
Lemma B.2.1 (Tensorization). Let ζ1, . . . , ζn be independent non-negative random variables,
and let B, ε0 ě 0.
(1) Assume that for each k,
Ppζk ă εq ď Bε for all ε ě ε0.
Then
P
˜
nÿ
k“1
ζ2k ă ε2n
¸
ď pCBεqn for all ε ě ε0,
where C is an absolute constant.
(2) Assume that there exist λ ą 0 and µ P p0, 1q such that for each k,
Ppζk ă λq ď µ.
Then there exists λ1 ą 0 and µ1 P p0, 1q that depend on λ and µ only and such that
P
˜
nÿ
k“1
ζ2k ă λ1n
¸
ď µn1 .
Consider a subset Ω Ă Rn, and let ε ą 0. An ε-net of Ω is a subset N Ď Ω such that for
every x P Ω one has distpx,N q ď ε. The following lemma is proved as Propositions 2.1 and
2.2 in [82].
Lemma B.2.2 (Nets). Fix any ε ą 0.
(1) There exists an ε-net of Sn´1 of cardinality at most
min
!`
1` 2ε´1˘n , 2n `1` 2ε´1˘n´1) .
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(2) Let S be a subset of Sn´1. There exists an ε-net of S of cardinality at most
min
!`
1` 4ε´1˘n , 2n `1` 4ε´1˘n´1) .
Next we define the small ball probability for a random vector.
Definition B.2.3. The Le´vy concentration function of a random vector S P Rm is defined
for ε ą 0 as
LpS, εq “ sup
vPRm
Pp}S ´ v}2 ď εq,
which measures the small ball probabilities.
With Definition B.2.3, it is easy to prove the following lemma. It will allow us to select
a nice subset of the coefficients ak when computing the small ball probability.
Lemma B.2.4. Let ξ1, . . . , ξn be independent random variables. For any σ Ď t1, . . . , nu,
any a P Rn and any ε ě 0, we have
L
˜
nÿ
k“1
akξk, ε
¸
ď L
˜ÿ
kPσ
akξk, ε
¸
.
The following three lemmas give some useful small ball probability bounds. They corre-
spond to [82, Lemma 3.2], [81, Corollary 2.9] and [83, Corollary 2.4] respectively.
Lemma B.2.5. Let ξ be a random variable with mean zero, unit variance, and finite fourth
moment. Then for every ε P p0, 1q, there exists a p P p0, 1q which depends only on ε and on
the fourth moment, and such that
Lpξ, εq ď p.
Lemma B.2.6. Let ξ1, . . . , ξn be independent centered random variables with variances at
least 1 and third moments bounded by B. Then for every a P Rn and every ε ě 0, one has
L
˜
nÿ
k“1
akξk, ε
¸
ď
c
2
pi
ε
}a}2 ` C˜B
ˆ}a}3
}a}2
˙3
,
where C˜ is an absolute constant.
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Lemma B.2.7. Let A be a fixed N ˆM matrix. Consider a random vector ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξMq
where ξi are independent random variables satisfying Eξi “ 0, Eξ2i “ 1 and }ξi}ψ2 ď K.
Then for every y P RN , we have
P
"
}Aξ ´ y}2 ď 1
2
}A}HS
*
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ c}A}
2
HS
K4}A}2
˙
.
B.3 Decomposition of the sphere
Now we begin the proof of Theorem B.1.2. We will make use of a partition of the unit sphere
into two sets of compressible and incompressible vectors. They are first defined in [81].
Definition B.3.1. Let δ, ρ P p0, 1s. A vector x P Rn is called sparse if |supppxq| ď δn. A
vector x P Sn´1 is called compressible if x is within Euclidean distance ρ from the set of all
sparse vectors. A vector x P Sn´1 is called incompressible if it is not compressible. The sets
of sparse, compressible and incompressible vectors will be denoted by Sparsenpδq, Compnpδ, ρq
and Incompnpδ, ρq. We sometimes omit the subindex n when the dimension is clear.
Using the decomposition Sn´1 “ Comp Y Incomp, we break the invertibility problem
into two subproblems, for compressible and incompressible vectors:
P
´
snpPY ´ Aq ď εp
?
N ´?n´ 1q
¯
ď P
ˆ
inf
xPCompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď εp
?
N ´?n´ 1q
˙
` P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď εp
?
N ´?n´ 1q
˙
. (B.3.1)
The bound for compressible vectors follows from the following lemma, which is a variant of
Lemma 3.3 from [81].
Lemma B.3.2. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem B.1.2 hold. Then there exist ρ, c0, c1 ą
0 that depend only on C1, and such that for δ ď min tc1N{ pnK4 logKq , 1u, we have
P
ˆ
inf
xPCompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď c0
?
N
˙
ď e´c0N{K4 .
Proof. We first prove a similar estimate for sparse vectors. For any x P Sn´1, we define the
random vector ζ :“ Y x P RN . It is easy to verify that Eζi “ 0, Eζ2i “ 1 and }ζi}ψ2 ď CK.
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Then with }P } “ 1 and }P }2HS “ N , we conclude from Lemma B.2.7 that
P
"
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď 1
2
?
N
*
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´cN
K4
˙
. (B.3.2)
Let S1 :“ tx P Sn´1 : xk “ 0, k ą rδnsu. By Lemma B.2.2, there exists an ε-net N of S1
with |N | ď p5{εqrδns. Then using (B.3.2) and taking the union bound, we get
P
ˆ
inf
xPN }pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď
1
2
?
N
˙
ď 2e´cN{K4 `5ε´1˘rδns . (B.3.3)
Let V be the event that }pPY ´ Aqy} ď ?N{4 for some y P S1. By the assumptions of
Theorem B.1.2, we have
}PY ´ A} ď }Y } ` }A} ď C1
?
N.
Assume that V occurs and choose a point x P N such that }y ´ x} ď ε. Then
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď }pPY ´ Aqy}2 ` }PY ´ A}}x´ y}2 ď 1
4
?
N ` C1ε
?
N ď 1
2
?
N,
if we choose ε ď 1{p4C1q. Fix one such ε, using (B.3.3) we obtain that
P
ˆ
inf
xPS1
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď 1
4
?
N
˙
“ PpV q ď 2e´cN{K4 `5ε´1˘rδns ď e´c2N{K4 ,
if we choose c1 (and hence δ) to be sufficiently small. We use this result and take the union
bound over all rδns-element subsets σ of t1, . . . , nu:
P
ˆ
inf
xPSparsepδqXSn´1
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď 1
4
?
N
˙
“P
ˆ
Dσ, |σ| “ rδns : inf
xPRσXSn´1
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď 1
4
?
N
˙
ď
¨˝
n
rδns
‚˛e´c2N{K4 ď expˆ4eδ log ´e
δ
¯
n´ c2N
K4
˙
ď exp
ˆ
´ c2N
2K4
˙
, (B.3.4)
with an appropriate choice of c1.
Now we deduce the estimate for compressible vectors. Let c3 ą 0 and ρ P p0, 1{2q to
be chosen later. We need to control the event W that }pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď c3
?
N for some
vector x P Comppδ, ρq. Assume W occurs, then every such vector x can be written as a sum
x “ y ` z with y P Sparsepδq and }z}2 ď ρ. Thus }y}2 ě 1´ ρ ě 1{2, and
}pPY ´ Aqy}2 ď }pPY ´ Aqx}2 ` }pPY ´ Aq}}z}2 ď c3
?
N ` ρC1
?
N.
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We choose c3 “ 1{16 and ρ “ 1{p16C1q, so that }pPY ´Aqy}2 ď
?
N{8. Since }y}2 ě 1{2, we
can find a unit vector u “ y{}y}2 P Sparsepδq such that }pPX ´Aqu}2 ď
?
N{4. This shows
that event W implies the event in (B.3.4), so we have PpW q ď e´c2N{p2K4q. This concludes
the proof.
Remark B.3.3. If n ă c1N{pK4 logKq, then all the vectors in Sn´1 are in Comppδ, ρq and
Lemma B.3.2 already concludes the proof of Theorem B.1.2. Hence throughout the following
sections, it suffices to assume
n ě c1N{pK4 logKq. (B.3.5)
It remains to prove the bound for incompressible vectors in (B.3.1). Define the aspect
ratio λ :“ n{N . We will divide the proof into two cases: the case where c1{pK4 logKq ď
λ ď λ0 for some constant 0 ă λ0 ă 1, and the case where λ0 ă λ ď 1. We record here an
important property of the incompressible vectors, which is proved in Lemma 3.4 of [81].
Lemma B.3.4 (Incompressible vectors are spread). Let x P Incompnpδ, ρq. Then there
exists a set σ ” σpxq Ď t1, . . . , nu of cardinality |σ| ě 1
2
ρ2δn and such that
ρ?
2n
ď |xk| ď 1?
δn
for all k P σ. (B.3.6)
B.4 Tall matrices
In this section, we deal with the probability in (B.3.1) when c1{pK4 logKq ď λ ď λ0 for
some constant λ0 P p0, 1q. The value of λ0 will be chosen later in Section B.5 (see (B.5.8)),
and it only depends on Λ, C1 and the maximal fourth moment of the entries of Y . Then it
is equivalent to control the probability
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
?
N
˙
for any t ě 0.
Let x be a vector in Incompnpδ, ρq, where we fix δ “ c1N{ pnK4 logKq and 0 ă ρ ď
1{p16C1q (see Lemma B.3.2). Take the set σ given by Lemma B.3.4. Note that the entries
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of Y x are of the form pY xqi “ řnk“1 Yikxk, 1 ď i ď M , where Yik are independent centered
random variables with unit variance and bounded fourth moment. Hence we can use Lemma
B.2.4 and Lemma B.2.6 to get that
L ppY xqi, tq ď
c
2
pi
t
}Pσx}2 ` C
ˆ}Pσx}3
}Pσx}2
˙3
ď C2pρq
ˆ
t?
δ
` 1
δ
?
n
˙
, (B.4.1)
for some constant C2pρq ą 0 depending only on ρ and the maximal fourth moment. Here we
used the bound
}Pσx}2 ě 1
2
ρ2
?
δ,
ˆ}Pσx}3
}Pσx}2
˙3
ď 2
ρ2δ
?
n
,
deduced from Lemma B.3.4. With (B.4.1) as the input, the next lemma provides a small
ball probability bound for the random vector PY x.
Lemma B.4.1 (Corollary 1.4 of [84]). Consider a random vector X “ pξ1, . . . , ξMq where ξi
are real-valued independent random variables. Let t, p ě 0 be such that
Lpξi, tq ď p for all i “ 1, . . . ,M.
Let P be an orthogonal projection in RM onto an N-dimensional subspace. Then
L
´
PX, t
?
N
¯
ď pCpqN ,
where C is an absolute constant.
Applying the above lemma to random vector Y x, we obtain that
P
´
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
?
N
¯
ď L
´
PY x, t
?
N
¯
ď
„
C3
ˆ
t?
δ
` 1
δ
?
n
˙N
(B.4.2)
for some constant C3 ą 0. Now we can take a union bound over all x in an ε-net of
Incompnpδ, ρq and complete the proof by approximation.
We first assume that t ě 1{?δn. Then the t{?δ term in (B.4.2) dominates and we obtain
that
P
´
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
?
N
¯
ď
´
2C3t{
?
δ
¯N
.
By Lemma B.2.2, there exists an ε-net N in Incompnpδ, ρq of cardinality |N | ď 2np5{εqn´1.
Taking the union bound, we get
P
´
inf
xPN }pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
?
N
¯
ď 2n
ˆ
2C3t?
δ
˙N ˆ
5
ε
˙n´1
. (B.4.3)
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Let V be the event that }pPY ´ Aqy}2 ď t
?
N{2 for some y P Incompnpδ, ρq. Assume that
V occurs and choose a point x P N such that }x´ y}2 ď ε. Then if ε ď t{p2C1q, we have
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď }pPY ´ Aqy}2 ` }PY ´ A}}x´ y}2 ď 1
2
t
?
N ` C1ε
?
N ď t?N,
where we used that }PY ´ A} ď C1
?
N . Fix one such ε, using (B.4.3) we obtain that
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
2
?
N
˙
“ PpV q
ď 2n
ˆ
2C3t?
δ
˙N ˆ
10C1
t
˙n´1
ď
”`
C4δ
´1{2˘1{p1´λ0q tıN´n`1 , (B.4.4)
where in the last step we used n{N ď λ0. If t ď 1{
?
δn, we use (B.4.4) to get
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď t
2
?
N
˙
ď
”`
C4δ
´1{2˘1{p1´λ0q pδnq´1{2ıN´n`1 ď e´c0N{K4 ,
if K ď Nω for some sufficiently small ω. Together with (B.4.4) and Lemma B.3.2, this
concludes the proof of Theorem B.1.2 for the λ ď λ0 case.
B.5 Almost square matrices
In this section, we deal with the probability in (B.3.1) for the λ0 ă λ ď 1 case. In particular,
when λ Ñ 1, PY ´ A becomes an almost square matrix and (B.4.4) cannot provide a
satisfactory probability bound. For instance, for the square case with N “ n, it is easy to see
that the pCδ´1{2qN term dominates over the t term. To handle this difficulty, we will use the
method in [82], which reduces the problem of bounding }pPY ´Aqx}2 for x P Incompnpδ, ρq
to a random distance problem. We denote N “ n ´ 1 ` d for some d ě 1. Note that
?
N ´?n´ 1 ď d{?n. Hence to bound (B.3.1), it suffices to bound
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ď ε d?
n
˙
, for δ “ c1N
nK4 logK
, ρ ď 1{p16C1q. (B.5.1)
We denote
m :“ min
"
d,
Z
1
2
ρ2δn
^*
. (B.5.2)
Let Z1 :“ PY1´A1, . . . , Zn :“ PYn´An be the columns of the matrix Z :“ PY ´A. Given
a subset J Ă t1, . . . , nu of cardinality m, we define the subspace
HJc :“ spanpZkqkPJc Ď RN . (B.5.3)
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For levels K1 :“ ρ
a
δ{2 and K2 :“ K´11 , we define the set of totally spread vectors
SJ :“
"
y P Sn´1 X RJ : K1?
m
ď |yk| ď K2?
m
for all k P J
*
. (B.5.4)
In the following lemma, we let J be a random subset uniformly chosen over all subsets of
t1, . . . , nu of cardinality m. We shall write PJ for PRJ , the orthogonal projection onto the
subspace RJ . We denote the probability and expectation over the random subset J by PJ
and EJ .
Lemma B.5.1. There exists constant c2 ą 0 depending only on ρ such that for every x P
Incompnpδ, ρq, the event
Epxq :“
"
PJx
}PJx}2 P S
J and
ρ
?
m?
2n
ď }PJx}2 ď
?
m?
δn
*
satisfies PJpEpxqq ě pc2δqm.
Proof. Let σ Ă t1, . . . , nu be the subset from Lemma B.3.4. Then we have
PJ pJ Ă σq “
¨˝
|σ|
m
‚˛{
¨˝
n
m
‚˛.
Using Stirling’s approximation, for d ď 1
4
ρ2δn, we have
PJ pJ Ă σq ě
ˆ
c|σ|
n
˙m
ě pc2δqm ,
and for d ą 1
4
ρ2δn, we have
PJ pJ Ă σq ě
¨˝
n
m
‚˛´1 ě m!
nm
ě
´cm
n
¯m ě pc2δqm .
If J Ă σ, then summing (B.3.6) over k P J , we obtain the required two-sided bound for
}PJx}2. This and (B.3.6) yield PJx{}PJx}2 P SJ . Hence Epxq holds.
Lemma B.5.1 implies the following lemma, whose proof is similar to the one for [82,
Lemma 6.2].
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Lemma B.5.2. Let J denote the m-element subsets of t1, . . . , nu. Then for every ε ą 0,
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}Zx}2 ă ερ
c
m
2n
˙
ď pc2δq´m max
J
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
distpZx,HJcq ă ε
˙
. (B.5.5)
It remains to bound P pinfxPSJ distpZx,HJcq ă εq for any m-element subset J . We shall
need the following lemma to bound below the distance between a random vector in RN and
an independent random subspace of codimension l. It will be proved in Section B.6.
Lemma B.5.3 (Distance to a random subspace). Let J be any m-element subset of t1, . . . , nu
and let HJc be the random subspace of RN defined in (B.5.3). Let X be a random vector
in RM whose coordinates are i.i.d. centered random variables with unit variance and finite
fourth moments, independent of HJc. Assume that l :“ m ` d ´ 1 ď βN . Then for every
ε ą 0, we have
P
ˆ
sup
vPRN
P
´
distpPX ´ v,HJcq ă ε
?
l
ˇˇˇ
HJc
¯
ą pC˜εql ` e´c˜N
˙
ď e´c˜N , (B.5.6)
where β, c˜, C˜ ą 0 depend only on Λ, C1 and the maximal fourth moment.
It is easy to see that (B.5.6) implies the weaker result:
sup
vPRN
P
´
distpPX ´ v,HJcq ă ε
?
l
¯
ď pC˜εql ` 2e´c˜N . (B.5.7)
In the following proof, we choose λ0 such that
d ď βN{2 ñ l ď 2d ď βN. (B.5.8)
Note that for any fixed x P SJ , we have Zx “ PY x ´ Ax, where Y x is a random vector
satisfying the assumptions for X in Lemma B.5.3. So (B.5.7) gives a useful probability bound
for a single x P SJ . Then we will try to take a union bound over all x in an ε-net of SJ and
obtain a uniform distance bound. This is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem B.5.4 (Uniform distance bound). Let Y be a random matrix satisfying the as-
sumptions in Theorem B.1.2. Then for every m-element subset J and t ą 0,
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
dist pZx,HJcq ă t
?
d
˙
ď pC¯tK5 logKqd ` e´c¯N , (B.5.9)
where C¯, c¯ ą 0 depend only on C˜ and c˜.
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By the definition of m in (B.5.2), we have
pc2δq´m ď
”
pc2δq´ρ2δ{2
ın ď ec¯N{2,
with an appropriate choice of ρ. Then we conclude from Lemma B.5.2 and Theorem B.5.4
that
P
˜
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}Zx}2 ă ερ
c
md
2n
¸
ďpc2δq´mpC¯εK5 logKqd ` e´c¯N{2
ď `CK9plogKq2ε˘d ` e´c¯N{2, (B.5.10)
where we used m ď d and δ in (B.5.1). Changing ε to ερ´1a2d{m in (B.5.10) and using
d{m ď CK4 logK, we get
P
ˆ
inf
xPIncompnpδ,ρq
}pPY ´ Aqx}2 ă ε d?
n
˙
ď `CK11plogKq5{2ε˘d ` e´c¯N{2,
which, together with Lemma B.3.2, concludes the proof of Theorem B.1.2.
Now we begin the proof of Theorem B.5.4. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that the entries of Y have absolute continuous distributions. In fact we can add to each
entry an independent Gaussian random variable with small variance σ, and later let σ Ñ 0
(all the estimates below do not depend on σ). Under this assumption, we have the following
convenient fact:
dimpHJcq “ n´m a.s. (B.5.11)
Let PHK be the orthogonal projection in RN onto HKJc , and define
W :“ PHKPY |RJ . (B.5.12)
Then for every x P Rn, we have
distpPY x´ v,HJcq “ }Wx´ w}2 , where w “ PHKv. (B.5.13)
By (B.5.11), dimpHKJcq “ N ´ n `m “ l almost surely. Thus W acts as an operator from
an m-dimensional subspace into an l-dimensional subspace. If we have a proper operator
bound for W , we can run the approximation argument on SJ and prove a uniform distance
bound over all x P SJ .
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Proposition B.5.5. Let W be a random matrix as in (B.5.12). Then
P
´
}W } ą sK?d
ˇˇˇ
HJc
¯
ď e´c0s2d, for s ě C0,
where C0, c0 ą 0 are absolute constants.
Proof. For simplicity of notations, we fix a realization of HJc and omit the conditioning on
it from the expressions below. Let N be an p1{2q-net of Sn´1 X RJ and M be an p1{2q-net
of Sn´1 XHKJc . By Lemma B.2.2, we can choose N and M such that
|N | ď 5m, |M| ď 5l.
It is easy to prove that
}W } ď 4 sup
xPN ,yPM
|xWx, yy| . (B.5.14)
For every x P N and y PM, xWx, yy “ xPY x, yy “ xY x, P Tyy is a random variable with
subgaussian moment bounded by CK for some absolute constant C ą 0. Hence by (B.1.13)
we have
P
ˆ
|xWx, yy| ą 1
4
sK
?
d
˙
ď 2e´cs2d.
Using (B.5.14) and taking the union bound, we get that for large enough C0,
P
´
}W } ą sK?d
¯
ď 5m ¨ 5l ¨ 2e´cs2d ď e´c0s2d, for s ě C0,
where we used that m ď l ď 2d.
Lemma B.5.6. Let W be a random matrix as in (B.5.12) and let w be a random vector as
in (B.5.13). Then for every t ě 0, we have
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d, }W } ď C0K
?
d
˙
ď Km´1pC2tqd ` 2e´c˜N{4, (B.5.15)
where C2 depends only on C˜.
Proof. Fix any x P SJ . It is easy to verify that Y x is a random vector that satisfies the
assumptions for X in Lemma B.5.3. Hence by (B.5.13) and (B.5.7), we have
P
´
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d
¯
ď P
´
distpPY x´ v,HJcq ă t
?
l
¯
ď pC˜tql ` 2e´c˜N . (B.5.16)
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Let ε “ t{pC0Kq. By Lemma B.2.2, there exists an ε-netN of SJ with |N | ď 2mp5C0K{tqm´1.
Consider the event
Et :“
!
inf
xPN }Wx´ w}2 ă 2t
?
d
)
.
Taking the union bound, we get that
PpEtq ď 2m
ˆ
5C0K
t
˙m´1 ”
p2C˜tqm`d´1 ` 2e´c˜N
ı
ď Km´1pC2tqd ` 4m
ˆ
5C0K
t
˙m´1
e´c˜N .
For t ě t0 :“ e´c˜N{p4dq{pC2Kq, we have
4m
ˆ
5C0K
t
˙m´1
ď `C 10K2˘ρ2δn{2 ec˜N{4 ď ec˜N{2
with an appropriate choice of ρ. Thus we get
PpEtq ď Km´1pC2tqd ` e´c˜N{2, for t ě t0.
For t ă t0, we have
PpEtq ď PpEt0q ď Km´1pC2t0qd ` e´c˜N{2 ď 2e´c˜N{4.
Then applying the standard approximation argument, we can check that the probability in
(B.5.15) is bounded by PpEtq, which concludes the proof.
With Proposition B.5.5 and Lemma B.5.6, we obtain that
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d
˙
ď Km´1pC2tqd ` 2e´c˜N{4 ` e´c0C20d.
Unfortunately, the bound e´c0C20d is too weak for small d. Following the idea in [82], we refine
the probability bound by decoupling the information about }Wx´w}2 from the information
about }W }. The proof of next lemma is essentially the same as the one for Proposition 7.5
of [82]. We omit the details.
Lemma B.5.7 (Decoupling). Let X be an N ˆ m matrix whose columns are independent
random vectors, and let A be an N ˆ N deterministic matrix. Let z P Sm´1 be a vector
satisfying |zk| ě K1{?m for all k P t1, . . . ,mu. Then for every v P RN and every 0 ă a ă b,
we have
P p}AXz ´ Av}2 ă a, }AX} ą bq ď 2 sup
yPSm´1,uPRN
P
ˆ
}AXy ´ Au}2 ă
?
2a
K1
˙
P
ˆ
}AX} ą b?
2
˙
.
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Remark B.5.8. By (B.5.4), all the vectors in SJ satisfy the assumption for z in Lemma B.5.7.
With this decoupling lemma, we can prove the following refinement of Lemma B.5.6.
Lemma B.5.9. Let W be a random matrix as in (B.5.12) and let w be a random vector as
in (B.5.13). For every s ě 1 and every t ě 0, we have
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d and sC0K
?
d ă }W } ď 2sC0K
?
d
˙
ď
«
Km´1 pC3tqd
Km`d´11
` 2e´c˜N{4
ff
e´c1s
2d,
where c1 is an absolute constant and C3 depends only on C˜.
Proof. Let ε “ t{p2sC0Kq. By Lemma B.2.2, there exists an ε-net N of SJ with |N | ď
2m p9sC0K{tqm´1 . Consider the event
Et :“
!
inf
xPN }Wx´ w}2 ă 2t
?
d and }W } ą sC0K
?
d
)
.
Conditioning on HJc , we can apply Lemma B.5.7 to get that
P pEt|HJcq ď |N | ¨ 2 sup
xPSm´1,vPRN
P
ˆ
}Wx´ PHKv}2 ă
?
2
K1
¨ 2t?d
ˇˇˇˇ
HJc
˙
P
˜
}W } ě sC0K
?
d?
2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇHJc
¸
Taking expectation over HJc and using Proposition B.5.5, we obtain that
PpEtq ď 4m
ˆ
9sC0K
t
˙m´1
e´c0C
2
0s
2d{2E
«
sup
xPSm´1,vPRN
P
ˆ
}Wx´ PHKv}2 ă
?
2
K1
¨ 2t?d
ˇˇˇˇ
HJc
˙ff
ď 4m
ˆ
9C0K
t
˙m´1 ´
sm´1e´c0C
2
0s
2d{2
¯»–˜2?2C˜t
K1
¸m`d´1
` 2e´c˜N
fifl ,
where in the second step we used the representation in (B.5.13) and the estimate (B.5.6).
Since s ě 1 and 1 ď m ď d, we can bound this as
PpEtq ď
«
Km´1 pC3tqd
Km`d´11
` C4m
ˆ
9C0K
t
˙m´1
e´c˜N
ff
e´c1s
2d,
where C4 ą 0 is an absolute constant. For t ě t1 :“ e´c˜N{p4dqK21{pC3Kq, we have
C4m
ˆ
9C0K
t
˙m´1
ď `C 10K2K´21 ˘ρ2δn{2 ec˜N{4 ď ec˜N{2
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with an appropriate choice of ρ. Thus we get
PpEtq ď
«
Km´1 pC3tqd
Km`d´11
` e´c˜N{2
ff
e´c1s
2d, for t ě t1.
For t ă t1, we have
PpEtq ď PpEt1q ď
«
Km´1 pC3t1qd
Km`d´11
` e´c˜N{2
ff
e´c1s
2d ď 2e´c˜N{4e´c1s2d.
Suppose there exists y P SJ such that
}Wy ´ w}2 ă t
?
d and sC0K
?
d ă }W } ď 2sC0K
?
d.
Then we choose x P N such that }x´ y}2 ď ε, and by triangle inequality we obtain that
}Wx´ w}2 ď }Wy ´ w}2 ` }W }}x´ y}2 ă t
?
d` 2sC0K
?
dε ď 2t?d,
i.e. the event Et holds. Then the bound for P pEtq concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem B.5.4. Summing the probability bounds in Lemma B.5.6 and Lemma
B.5.9 for s “ 2k, k P Z`, we conclude that
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d
˙
ď Km´1pC2tqd ` 2e´c˜N{4 `
«
Km´1 pC3tqd
Km`d´11
` 2e´c˜N{4
ff ÿ
s“2k,kPZ`
e´c1s
2d
ď `C5KK´21 t˘d ` C6e´c˜N{4.
Using that K1 “ ρ
a
δ{2 (see (B.5.4)) and δ “ c1N{pnK4 logKq (see (B.5.1)), we get
P
ˆ
inf
xPSJ
}Wx´ w}2 ă t
?
d
˙
ď `CtK5 logK˘d ` Ce´c˜N{4.
In view of the representation (B.5.13), this concludes the proof.
B.6 Proof of Lemma B.5.3
We will first prove a general inequality that holds for any fixed subspace H in RN of codi-
mension l “ m ` d ´ 1. This probability bound will depend on the arithmetic structure
of H, which can be expressed using the least common denominator (LCD). Following the
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notations in [82], for α ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q, we define the least common denominator of a
vector a P RM as
LCDα,γpaq :“ inf
 
θ ą 0 : distpθa,ZMq ă minpγ}θa}2, αq
(
.
More generally, let a “ pa1, . . . , aMq be a sequence of vectors ak P Rl. We define the product
of such multi-vector a and a vector θ P Rl as
θ ¨ a :“ pxθ, a1y, . . . , xθ, aMyq P RM .
Then we define, for α ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q,
LCDα,γpaq :“ inf
 }θ}2 : θ P Rl, distpθ ¨ a,ZMq ă minpγ}θ ¨ a}2, αq( .
Finally, the least common denominator of a subspace E Ď RM is defined as
LCDα,γpEq :“ inftLCDα,γpaq : a P SpEqu “ inf
 }θ}2 : θ P E, distpθ,ZMq ă minpγ}θ}2, αq( .
(B.6.1)
A key to the proof is the next small ball probability theorem.
Theorem B.6.1 (Theorem 3.3 of [82]). Consider a sequence a “ pa1, . . . , aMq of vectors
ak P Rl, which satisfies
Mÿ
k“1
xx, aky2 ě }x}22 for every x P Rl. (B.6.2)
Let ξ1, . . . , ξM be i.i.d. centered random variables, such that Lpξk, 1q ď 1´ b for some b ą 0.
Consider the random sum S :“ řMk“1 akξk P Rl. Then, for every α ą 0 and γ P p0, 1q, and
for
ε ě
?
l
LCDα,γpaq ,
we have
L
´
S, ε
?
l
¯
ď
ˆ
Cε
γ
?
b
˙l
` C le´2bα2 .
Let H be a fixed subspace in RN of codimension l. We denote an orthonormal basis
of HK by tn1, . . . , nlu Ď RN , and write X in coordinates as X “ pξ1, . . . , ξMq. Then using
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PP T “ 1, we get
distpPX ´ v,Hq “ }PHKpPX ´ vq}2 “
››››› lÿ
r“1
xPX, nrynr ´ PHKv
›››››
2
“
››››› lÿ
r“1
xX,P Tnrynr ´ PHKv
›››››
2
“
››››› lÿ
r“1
xX,P TnryP Tnr ´ P TPHKv
›››››
2
“ }PEX ´ w}2 “
››››› Mÿ
k“1
akξk ´ w
›››››
2
,
where
E ” EpHq :“ P THK, ak :“ PEek, w :“ P TPHKv,
and where e1, . . . , eM denote the canonical basis of RM . Notice that
Mÿ
k“1
xx, aky2 “ }x}22, for any x P E.
Hence we can use Theorem B.6.1 in the space E (identified with Rl by a suitable isometry).
For every θ “ pθ1, . . . , θMq P E and every k, we have xθ, aky “ xθ, eky “ θk, so θ ¨ a “ θ,
where the right hand side is considered as a vector in RM . Therefore, we have
LCDα,γpEq “ LCDα,γpaq.
By Lemma B.2.5, Lpξk, 1{2q ď 1´ b for some b ą 0 that depends only on the fourth moment
of ξk. Hence we can apply Theorem B.6.1 to S “ řMk“1 akξk and conclude that for every
ε ą 0,
P
´
distpPX ´ v,Hq ă ε?l
¯
ď LpS, ε?lq ď
ˆ
Cε
γ
˙l
`
˜
C
?
l
γLCDα,γpEq
¸l
` C le´cα2 . (B.6.3)
Now it suffices to bound below the least common denominator of the random subspace E.
Heuristically, the randomness should remove any arithmetic structure from the subspace E
and make the LCD exponentially large. The next theorem shows that this is indeed true.
Theorem B.6.2. Suppose ξ1, . . . , ξN´l are independent centered random variables with unit
variance and uniformly bounded fourth moment. Let Y˜ be an M ˆ pN ´ lq random matrix
whose rows are independent copies of the random vector pξ1, . . . , ξN´lq, and A˜ be an N ˆ
pN ´ lq deterministic matrix. Suppose that }Y˜ } ` }A˜} ď C1
?
N for some constant C1 ą 0.
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Let H be the random subspace of RN spanned by the column vectors of PY˜ ´ A˜, and define
the subspace E ” EpHq :“ P THK Ď RM . Then for α “ c?N , we have
P
´
LCDα,cpEq ă c
?
NecN{l
¯
ď e´cN ,
where c depends only on Λ, C1 and the maximal fourth moment.
Proof of Lemma B.5.3. Consider the event E :“  LCDα,c pEpHJcqq ě c?NecN{l(. The above
theorem shows that PpEq ě 1 ´ e´cN . Conditioning on a realization of HJc in E , we obtain
from (B.6.3) that
sup
vPRN
P
´
distpPX ´ v,HJcq ă ε
?
l
ˇˇˇ
HJc
¯
ď pC 1εql ` pC 1ql e´c1N , for HJc P E . (B.6.4)
Since l ď βN , with an appropriate choice of β we get
pC 1ql ď ec1N{2.
Then the proof is completed by the estimate on the probability of Ec.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem B.6.2. Note that if a P EpHq,
then a “ P T b for some b P HK. Then with b “ Pa, we have that
b P HK ô Y˜ TP T b´ A˜T b “ 0 ô Y˜ Ta´ A˜TPa “ 0.
We denote B˜ :“ A˜TP . For every set S in E, we have
inf
xPS
›››Y˜ Tx´ B˜x›››
2
ą 0 implies S X E “ H. (B.6.5)
This helps us to “navigate” the random subspace E away from undesired sets S on the unit
sphere.
As in Definition B.3.1, we can define the compressible and incompressible vectors on
SM´1, which are denoted by CompMpδ, ρq and IncompMpδ, ρq, respectively. First, we have
the following result for compressible vectors.
Lemma B.6.3 (Random subspaces are incompressible). There exist δ, ρ P p0, 1q such that
P pE X CompMpδ, ρq “ Hq ě 1´ e´c0N , (B.6.6)
where the constants δ, ρ, c0 ą 0 depend only on Λ, C1 and the maximal fourth moment.
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Proof. Due to (B.6.5), it suffices to prove that
P
ˆ
inf
xPCompM pδ,ρq
›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
ď c0
?
N
˙
ď e´c0N . (B.6.7)
In fact, the proof is similar to the one for Lemma B.3.2. However, instead of Lemma B.2.7,
we will use the fact that Y˜ T has independent row vectors Y˜1, . . . , Y˜N´l. For any x P SM´1,
it is easy to verify that xY˜k, xy has variance 1 and uniformly bounded fourth moment. Then
by Lemma B.2.5, there exists a p P p0, 1q such that for any fixed v “ pv1, . . . , vN´lq P RN´l,
P
´
|xY˜k, xy ´ vk| ď 1{2
¯
ď p.
By Lemma B.2.1, we can find constants η, ν P p0, 1q depending on p only and such that
P
!
}Y˜ Tx´ v}2 ď η
?
N ´ l
)
ď νN´l. (B.6.8)
Recall that l ď βN and M ď ΛN by our assumptions. Then using (B.6.8) instead of (B.3.2),
we can complete the proof of (B.6.7) as in Lemma B.3.2.
Fix the constants δ and ρ given by Lemma B.6.3 for the rest of this section. Note that
in contrast to the case in Lemma B.3.2, δ is now an N -independent constant. We will
further decompose IncompMpδ, ρq into level sets SD according to the value D of the LCD.
We shall prove a nontrivial lower bound on infxPSD }pY˜ T ´ B˜qx}2 for each level set up to D
of the exponential order. By (B.6.5), this means that E is disjoint from every such level set.
Therefore, E must have exponentially large LCD. First, as a consequences of Lemma B.3.4,
we have the following lemma, which gives a weak lower bound for the LCD.
Lemma B.6.4 (Lemma 3.6 of [82]). For every δ, ρ P p0, 1q, there exist c1pδ, ρq ą 0 and
c2pδq ą 0 such that the following holds. Let a P IncompMpδ, ρq. Then for every 0 ă c ă
c1pδ, ρq and every α ą 0, one has
LCDα,cpaq ą c2pδq
?
M.
Definition B.6.5 (Level sets). Let D ě c2pδq
?
M . Define SD Ď SM´1 as
SD :“ tx P IncompMpδ, ρq : D ď LCDα,cpxq ă 2Du X
`
P TRN
˘
.
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To obtain a lower bound for }pY˜ T ´ B˜qx}2 on SD, we use the ε-net argument again. We
first need such a bound for a single vector x. The proof of next lemma is very similar to the
one for Lemma 4.6 in [82]. We omit the details.
Lemma B.6.6. Let x P SD. Then for every t ą 0 we have
P
´
}pY˜ T ´ B˜qx}2 ă t
?
N
¯
ď
ˆ
Ct` C
D
` Ce´cα2
˙N´l
. (B.6.9)
Now we construct a small ε-net of SD. Our argument here is a little harder than the one
in [82], because the ε-net lies in a subspace P TRN Ď RM , whose direction is quite arbitrary.
We shall need the following classical result in geometric functional analysis [?].
Lemma B.6.7. If S Ď RM is a subspace of codimension k, then
|S XQM | ď p
?
2qk,
where QM “ r´1{2, 1{2sM is the unit cube centered at the origin.
Lemma B.6.8. There exists a p4α{Dq-net of SD of cardinality at most pCD{
?
NqN .
Proof. We can assume that 4α{D ď 1, otherwise the conclusion is trivial. For x P SD, we
denote Dpxq :“ LCDα,cpxq. By the definition of SD, we have D ď Dpxq ă 2D. By the
definition of LCD, there exists p P ZM such that
}Dpxqx´ p}2 ă α. (B.6.10)
Therefore, ››››x´ pDpxq
›››› ă αDpxq ď 14 .
Since }x}2 “ 1, it follows that ››››x´ p}p}2
››››
2
ď 2α
D
.
We can chose p such that it is the closest integer point to Dpxqx. Since }Dpxqx}2 ă 2D, p
must lie in the “cube covering” F˜ of F :“ Bp0, 2Dq X P TRN , defined as
F˜ :“
ď
bPF
˜
Mź
i“1
rbi ´ 1{2, bi ` 1{2s
¸
.
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On the other hand, by (B.6.10) and using that }Dpxqx}2 ă 2D and 4α{D ď 1, we obtain
}p}2 ă Dpxq ` α ď 3D.
In sum, we get a p2α{Dq-net of SD as:
N :“
"
p
}p}2 : p P Z
M XBp0, 3Dq X F˜
*
.
The cardinality of N can be bounded by the volume of Bp0, 3Dq X F˜ . By Fubini’s theorem,
we have ˇˇˇ
Bp0, 3Dq X F˜
ˇˇˇ
ď |Bp0, 3Dq X S| ¨ ˇˇSK XQM ˇˇ , S :“ P TRN .
Then using the volume formula for an N -dimension ball and Lemma B.6.7, we obtain that
|N | ď pCD{?NqN .
Finally, we can find a 4α{D-net of the same cardinality, which lies in SD (see Lemma 5.7 of
[81]). This completes the proof.
Lemma B.6.9. There exist c3, c4, µ P p0, 1q such that the following holds. Let α “ µ
?
N ě 1
and D ď c3
?
Nec3N{l. Then
P
ˆ
inf
xPSD
›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
ă c4N{D
˙
ď e´N .
Proof. To conclude the proof, it is enough to find ν ą 0 such that the event
E :“
"
inf
xPSD
›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
ă νN
2D
*
has probability ď e´N . Let ν ą 0 be a small constant to be chosen later. We apply Lemma
B.6.6 with t “ ν?N{D. By the assumptions on α and D, the term Ct dominates in the
right hand side of (B.6.9). This gives for arbitrary x P SD,
P
ˆ›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
ă νN
D
˙
ď
ˆ
Cν
?
N
D
˙N´l
.
We take the p4α{Dq-net N of SD given by Lemma B.6.8, and take the union bound to get
p :“ P
ˆ
inf
xPN
››`Y T ´B˘x››
2
ă νN
D
˙
ď
ˆ
CD?
N
˙N ˆ
Cν
?
N
D
˙N´l
ď
ˆ
CD?
N
˙l
pC 1νqN´l .
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Using the assumption on D, we can choose ν small enough such that
p ď pC2ql ec3N pC 1νqN´l ď e´N ,
where we used l ď βN in the last step.
Now assume E holds. By the assumption of Theorem B.6.2, we have
}Y˜ T ´ B˜} ď }Y˜ } ` }A˜} ď C1
?
N.
Fix x P SD such that }pY˜ T ´ B˜qx} ă νN{p2Dq. Then we can find y P N such that
}x´ y} ď 4α{D. Then, by the triangle inequality we have›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯ y›››
2
ď
›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
`
›››Y˜ T ´ B˜››› ¨ }x´ y}2 ď νN
2D
` C1
?
N
4µ
?
N
D
ă νN
D
,
if we choose µ ă ν{p8C1q. Thus we get
PpEq ď P
ˆ
inf
xPN
››`Y T ´B˘x››
2
ă νN
D
˙
ď e´N ,
which concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem B.6.2. Consider x P SM´1 X E such that
LCDα,cpxq ă c3
?
Nec3N{l.
Then, by Lemma B.6.4 and Definition B.6.5, either x is compressible or x P SD for some
D P D, where
D :“
!
D : c2
?
N ď D ă c3
?
Nec3N{l, D “ 2k, k P N
)
,
where we used that M ě N . Therefore, we can decompose the desired probability as follows:
p :“ P
´
LCDα,cpEq ă c3
?
Nec3N{l
¯
ď P pE X CompMpδ, ρq ‰ Hq `
ÿ
DPD
PpE X SD ‰ Hq.
The first term can be bounded by e´c0N by Lemma B.6.3. The other terms can be bounded
with (B.6.5) and Lemma B.6.9:
PpE X SD ‰ Hq ď P
ˆ
inf
xPSD
›››´Y˜ T ´ B˜¯x›››
2
“ 0
˙
ď e´N .
Since there are |D| ď CN terms in the sum, we conclude that
p ď e´c0N ` CNe´N ď e´c1N .
This concludes the proof.
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